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Abstract

This thesis concerns women's testimonies of the South African War, specifically their
accounts of the 'scorched earth' policy of forced removals and concentration camps
instituted by the British military. It historicisises the mythologised version of this part of
South Africa's past by delineating and analysing the processes by which these testimonies
became central to an emergent 'post/memory' orchestrated by nationalist political and
cultural entrepreneurs as part of the development of proto-nationalism. Chapter One
overviews competing perspectives on the war and the camps, sketching out some aspects
of the war and its aftermaths and exploring the context in which these perspectives were
located. Chapter Two examines Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe's 1940 testimony Onthou! 
[Remember!] as an exemplar of post/memory processes, and provides a re-reading which
considers the highly politicised context of this book's production and original reading.
Chapter Three explores women's narratives written at different times but describing a
single incident that occurred in Brandfort camp and involved a protest about rations,
enabling the processes of post/memory to be traced over time by showing how a
mythologised version of the event was produced. Chapter Four concerns Boer women's
letters and diaries written at the time, and examines the relationship between temporal
immediacy and claims of referentiality in these. Chapter Five broadens what constitutes 'a
testimony' by investigating the variety of ways women attested to their experiences,
something which enables examples of black and other marginalised women who left
deliberate 'signs' of their lives to be 'seen' and recognised. Chapter Six deals with
translation matters in Boer women's testimonies, exploring translation as a process of
cultural and political mediation and considering my own role in this and analysing the
layers of re/working and re/writing that constitute translation as central to post/memory
processes. The Conclusion considers the idea of 'post/memory' in detail.
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Chapter One
The War, the Camps and 'the History'

"[I]n scholarly debate in South African and African historiography, there can be
little question that in modem South African historical consciousness it is the South
African War that today still counts in national memory, however historically
narrow the context of that construction has been" (Masson 2002: 3)

Historicising: The Writing Context for the Thesis

This thesis is concerned with a range of women's testimonies of their experiences

of the South African War, and specifically the 'scorched earth' policy, farm bumings,

forced removals and concentration camps instituted by the British military. In particular, it

delineates the processes by which such testimonies were central to an emergent

'post/memory' produced and orchestrated as a key part of the formation and development

of a highly racialised nationalism and 'the history' of relevant facts about the Afrikaner

past which supported this. In subsequent chapters, I explore the development of

post/memory of the camps by historicising "what has been stripped of its temporal and

historical specificity by a heavily mythologised account of part of the South African past

produced by the activities of nationalist political and cultural organisations and

entrepreneurs" (Stanley and Dampier 2005: 89).

As part of this, Chapter Two examines Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe's 1940

testimony Onthou! In Die Skaduwee van die Galg as an exemplar of post/memory, and

offers a re-reading of this book that takes account of its highly politicised context of

production and original reading within the Afrikaner (proto-) nationalist project: Chapter 3

then explores different women's narratives, written at various times but describing a single

specific incident that occurred in Brandfort camp, involving a protest about meat rations.

This enables some aspects of the processes of post/memory to be traced, and shows how a

I I discuss my use of the terms nationalism and proto-nationalism later in this chapter.
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single nationalist version of the past has emerged over time. The testimonies (in both the

usual, and an 'expanded' sense I discuss later) examined in this thesis were mainly written

after the war and in some cases, many years after the war. However, Chapter Four is

concerned with 'at the time' and 'in the place' writings by Boer women, including letters

and diaries, and explores questions about the relationship between temporal immediacy

and referentiality. In considering the key role which Boer women's camp testimonies have

played in the development of Afrikaner (proto-) nationalism, part of my critical

interrogation of 'the history' involves an attempt to broaden what constitutes a testimony

of the camps. Chapter Five consequently explores the variety of ways women attested to

their camp experiences, and seeks out examples of black or other marginalised women who

'left behind a sign' of their lives (and deaths) in the camps Finally, Chapter Six deals with

translation matters, in the widest sense. Many if not all Boer women's camp testimonies

have undergone at least one translation, and I have translated many testimonies into

English for inclusion in this thesis. My final chapter explores the implication of this,

recognising that 'equivalency' is not always possible or desirable and that translation is

always a politically loaded process.

However, in this first chapter I am concerned with overviewing some of the

competing perspectives on what are considered 'the facts' about the South African War

and the camps in particular, as the necessary background to the chapters which follow.

This requires sketching out some aspects of the war itself, and considering its aftermaths,

in which these competing perspectives to be discussed later were produced.

The South African War2, which took place between 11 October 1899 and 31 May

1902, was provoked by Britain and specifically by Alfred Milner as High Commissioner

for Southern Africa, against the two Boer republics of the Zuid-Afrikaanse Republiek

2 The war is also known variously as the Boer War, the Anglo-Boer War and the Tweedewyheidsoorlog
[Second War of Independence]. However, in keeping with current historiographical practice,! refer to it here
as the South African War.
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(Z.A.R.) or Transvaal, and the Orange Free State, as part of his view of the imperialist

project in Southern Africa. It ended in victory for Britain, and ultimately paved the way for

the Union of South Africa in 1910 and the subsequent consolidation of white political and

economic hegemony. British victory in the war came at great cost, in both financial and

human terms. The war resulted in 100,000 British casualties, including 22,000 dead; 7,000

Boer combatants were killed; approximately 27,000 Boer children and women died in the

concentration camps; and the war also cost the lives of between 17,000 and 20,000

Africans.3 The conflict cost the British government over £200 million, and has often been

noted as the largest and most expensive war waged by Britain between the Napoleonic

Wars and the First World War in 1914.

The war was historically significant in other ways too and has been described as

"the last of the colonial and the first of the modern wars" (Cuthbertson and Jeeves 1999:

3). Firstly, it saw the introduction of new killing technologies that anticipated later

twentieth-century warfare, such as the "combination of trenches, heavy artillery and

smokeless high-velocity magazine rifle fire" (Lowry 2000: 2). Secondly, the war

dislocated large numbers of civilians from their homes and disrupted their livelihoods, and

in this way impacted on their lives in a manner and magnitude that prefigured the nature of

twentieth-century warfare. Thirdly, many aspects of the war, particularly the British policy

of farm-burnings and the establishment of the concentration camps, aroused considerable

public controversy and led to heated propaganda exchanges (on both sides) fought out in

the media, again anticipating later public and media involvement in debating many

twentieth-century wars and also in propaganda as a tool of systematic manipulation and

suppression of information. Fourthly, on the one hand, the war gave rise to the expression

3 Of the 27,000 white concentration camp deaths, approximately 22,000 of these were of children under
sixteen. The statistics on camp deaths generally omit the numbers of Boer men who died in camps and gloss
the deaths as 'women and children', obscuring the fact that the large majority of camp deaths occurred
amongst young children.
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of popular jingoism,4 while on the other, it helped generate and expand anti-war and

especially anti-imperialist sentiments. 5 "Anti-war demonstrations", notes Koss, "were

broken up by mobs, incited by newspaper rhetoric" (Koss 1981:422). The extensive media

coverage of the war itself, as well as the heated public debates it generated, had a wider

significance beyond the particulars of the South African situation in setting the scene for

the media and public involvement in debating subsequent twentieth-century warfare.6

Opponents of the war, often rather misleadingly referred to at the time as 'pro-

Boers', contested the war on various grounds, including pacifism, a resistance to Britain's

aggressive imperial project, and opposition to what later became termed 'methods of

barbarism'.7 Opposition to the war came from diverse groups, including the Quakers, the

Society of Friends, the Fabians, Secularists and Freethinkers. There was a 'Stop the War'

committee headed by W.T. Stead, and the League of Liberals Against Aggression and

Militarism, supported by some of the press, including the Manchester Guardian. Liberal

MP Leonard Courtney headed the South African Conciliation Committee (SACC), which

was supported by the Hobhouses and their associates as well as many other prominent

figures in the Liberal Party (Hewison 1989: 109). Many Liberal politicians were strongly

vocal in their opposition to the war, and both the SACC and its later off-shoot the South

African Women's and Children's Distress Fund had close links to the Liberal Party itself.

Partly as a result of this, the controversy over the war had important political repercussions

4 Perhaps most publicly and famously voiced in the celebrations of Mafeking Night, which took place on the
streets of Britain after the relief of the siege at Mafeking on 17 May 1900.
5 One of the best-known South African critics of imperialism at this time was Olive Schreiner (1855-1920),
whose opposition to the war and then intellectual critique of the post-war settlement in which she saw black
South Africans as increasingly disenfranchised, runs across many of her essays, theoretical tracts, novels and
allegories. See Schreiner 1883, 1893, 1896, 1899, 1909 and on this see Stanley 2002a. Also important was
J.A. Hobson's 1902 Imperialism: A Study. Hobson had worked as a war correspondent in South Africa for
the Manchester Guardian. He argued that the war was motivated by capitalist gain, and that it revealed the
dark, disturbing nature of the imperial endeavour. He also strongly criticised the way in which the British
press had helped incite mass public displays of jingoism during the war.
6 Krebs states that the war accelerated the development of 'New Journalism', in which newspapers targeted
increasingly wider audiences (working-class people and women, for example) in their efforts to reflect and
shape public opinion (Krebs 1999).
7 On the so-called 'pro-Boers' see Davey 1978, Koss 1973 and Porter 1968.
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in Britain. Liberal party leader Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman tried to maintain party

unity in the face of deepening rifts, but came under attack from Liberal 'pro-Boers' who

wanted the party to work actively to oppose the war. The war ultimately "brought Liberal

divisions to a climax" and the elections of 1900 produced a massive majority for the

Unionist government (Searle 2001: 42).

The importance of this war is also reflected in the large amount of historical

enquiry it has generated. The recent centenary has given further impetus to this, and has

seen great numbers of books and articles published about the war, although to a much

lesser extent, the camps, some of which I shall overview later in this chapter. While this

thesis is neither about the South African War, nor even specifically the concentration

camps, but rather concerned with tracing post/memory in women's testimonies of the war

and camps, this nonetheless requires me to outline the originating events that women's

testimonies later aimed to represent, and to re-examine and re-work existing interpretations

of the war and the camps, especially in the wake of the centenary re-evaluation. Several

key themes emerged from the 'new' 1999-2002 historiography of the war, the most

prominent of which focused on the suffering of black as well as white civilians, and on

civilian experience of the war in genera1. 8 One of the best-known and well-marketed

centenary books in South Africa was the glossy, lavishly produced Scorched Earth, edited

by well-known historian Fransjohan Pretorius, which was published in conjunction with a

much repeated, dual language televised documentary of the same name (Pretorius 2001),

and both book and documentary focus on the repercussions, especially for civilians, of the

British policy of farm-burning. Other popular accounts were also produced, although none

were as well-funded or given the same order of publicity as Scorched Earth. A widely

s By 1999 however, the notion that black people had played important roles in the war, and had suffered as a
result of the conflict was hardly new (Nasson 2000a: 162). The publication of Sol T. Plaatje's siege diary
(Comaroff 1973), Spies' 1977 Methods of Barbarism, and Peter Warwick's 1983 Black People and the South
African War had all helped to undermine the myth of a `white man's war'. Thus at the time of the centenary,
the fact that black people had participated in the war was not novel, in academic circles at least.
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available popular account is Owen Coetzer's sensationalist Fire in the Sky, concerned with

'the destruction of the Orange Free State', and which depicts the camps as tantamount to

death camps and the British as irresponsible, uncaring, greedy murderers: "[I]n a bizarre

prelude to a murderous time in the future, fine-honed by Nazi Germany, people were

loaded into open cattle trucks and sent ... to concentration camps, often days and nights

away" (Coetzer 2000: Preface). A collection of photographs of war and camp scenes

entitled Suffering of War: A Photographic Portrayal of the Suffering in the Anglo-Boer

War also focuses mainly on the hardships experienced by civilians caught up in the conflict

(Changuion, Jacobs and Alberts 2003). On one level more sober and dominated by

apparently unreservedly 'factual' photographs, it actually provides an interpretation

surprisingly similar to Coetzer's in its ahistoricism; thus its key editor emphasises that:

"Today, some of the photographs of emaciated children, only skin and bones and barely

alive, are reminiscent of the photographs that emerged from Hitler's death camps" (Alberts

2003: 11).

These and other centenary texts have left largely unchallenged many of the

apparent 'truisms' about the camps as places of deliberate mistreatment of the Boers by the

British.9 Some, like Raath's two volume Die Boerevrou [The Boer Woman] (2002a,

2002b), indeed take a strongly reactionary nationalist line, and heavily emphasise the

claimed gross victimisation of, almost genocide against, Boer women and children, for him

enacted in particular by black people. 10 Raath's interpretation also actively resists aspects

of the centenary 're-working' of the war, for instance by continuing to refer to the conflict

as Die Tweede Viyheidsoorlog [The Second War of Independence], a simple but emphatic

statement of his political position. Coetzer, Raath and Changuion, Jacobs and Alberts all

9 Treating claims about the camps made in terms of victimhood, 'trauma' and oppression as entirely
unproblematic is strongly evident in De Reuck 1999, Raath 2002a, 2000b and Snyman 2002.
1° Thus, in the first volume of Die Boerevrou, there are multiply repeated images of black people herding
Boer women and children into camps, or of armed black people in the employment of the British army (for
example, Raath 2002a: 59, 92, 93, 259).
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take as entirely unproblematic the politically-motivated version of the past which they

draw upon and further entrench; and it is salutary to note that their work is entirely

consonant with earlier far-right nationalist books on the camps such as those by

Steenkamp, Van Bruggen and Van Zyl, discussed later in this chapter. It is notable that in

many respects the centenary reworking of academic scholarship have generated

remarkably little new original research, fresh perspectives or reinterpretations of nationalist

'truisms', but instead recycled the discourse of civilian victimisation. The main change is

that black experience and suffering is now firmly hitched to the historiographical canon,

but without any serious reinterrogation of existing representations or historiographical

accounts of the war and the camps and the political context in which these were

developed."

In the rewriting of the role of black people during the South African War, two

strands in particular have been developed in the centenary literature. Firstly, the active role

played by black people who worked for the British military or for Boer commandos has

begun to be more widely recognised, and also evidence of the autonomous agency of black

people who participated in the war to further their own agendas has been delineated and

emphasised. 12 Secondly and perhaps most significantly, the suffering of black people in the

black concentration camps has been highlighted.° For some, including President Mbeki,

this aspect of the war has been seen as constituting a shared legacy of suffering between

Boers and black people which in some sense united the new South African nation (Africa

News Service 1999). The theme of black involvement crystallised around a civil service

"See Stanley 2003 on this aspect of the centenary rewriting of the war.
12 On this latter, see for example Genge 2002, Labuschagne 1999, Maphalala 2000, Mbenga 2002.
13 The work of Kessler, Du Pisani and Mangalo, and Mohlamme on black concentration camps is aimed at
correcting past historical inaccuracy that ignored the impact of the war and camps on black people (Du Pisani
and Mangalo 1999, Kessler 2001, 1999, Mohlamme 2001).
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and political re-naming of the war as 'The Anglo-Boer South African War', and was

widely debated in both academic circles and the popular press.14

Much of the centenary literature, especially that part of it aimed at a popular

audience, is linked in various ways to the 'new nationalist' interpretation of the war which

seeks to represent Boers and black people as suffering equally at the hands of the British,

with current nation-building ideas resting on the legacy of shared (and presumptively

equal) suffering. This new paradigm unequivocally casts the British as inhumane imperial

oppressors, much as Afrikaner nationalist interpretations did in the past. Related to this

effort to undermine, or rather to 'vanish', the history of conflict between black people and

Boers (and later, Afrikaners) is the suggestion from some commentators that it was

specifically British persecution of the Boers during the war, and especially their

employment of black people to assist in the farm-burnings and transportation of women

and children to the camps, that later 'caused' Afrikaners to invent apartheid. 15 Effectively

exonerating Afrikaners of decades of racial discrimination and oppression, this dubious

interpretation of the war pushes the responsibility for apartheid solely onto the British

intervention and suggests, inaccurately and ahistorically, that the British deployment of

black people during the war disrupted what had previously been a stable society of racial

beneficence and harmony.

Another strand of the centenary literature has attempted to more fully investigate

the roles and experiences of women during the war. Pets Marais' (1999) Die Vrou in Die

An_glo-Boereoorlog 1899-1902 [The Woman in the Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902] was

written for a popular school and college audience and uses women's testimonies

completely uncritically, ignoring both their racial dimensions and their strong (proto-)

nationalist politics, treating them as entirely referential of 'what really happened'. In her

14 See for example Dominy and Callinicos 1999, Matshildza 1999 and Nicodemus 1999.
15 See for instance emphatic statements of this by Grobler 2002 and Krog 2000.
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writings about Boer women's testimonies, or what she terms as 'autobiographical texts',

Ena Jansen acknowledges that these are "from a feminist and postcolonial context quite

complex", but nonetheless classes Boer women's testimonies as "resistance literature" and

fails to interrogate either their truth-claims or their treatment of 'race' matters (Jansen

1999a, 1999b). In a very different vein, Elizabeth Van Heyningen has written about

women's war and camp experiences, women's experiences of the siege of Mafeking and

the 'clash of medical cultures' in the camps between Boer women and camp medical staff

(Van Heyningen 1991, 1999, 2001, 2002). Also Leandre Hanekom and Elria Wessels'

(2000) Valour, Thy Name Is Woman provides useful overview information about women's

various wartime experiences.

In addition, several prominent nationalist women's personal narratives have been

re-published, amongst them Sarah Raal's Met Die Boere in die Veld [literally, 'With The

Boers in the Field], originally published in 1938 but re-published in a somewhat modified

Afrikaans form in 2000 along with an English translation The Lady Who Fought (Raal

1938/2000, 2000). Anne Emslie's forward to the new English edition uncritically

celebrates Raal as a proto-feminist heroine for the new South Africa and completely

ignores the 'race' politics strongly presented in the text. Die Kampdagboek van Tant Miem

Fischer [The Camp Diary of Miem Fischer], first published in 1964, was also re-published

in 2000, like Raal's book presumably to reach the wider new post-apartheid audience

generated by a centenary movement that aimed at inclusivity and extending the appeal of

war and camp histories through `women's voices'. Fischer's diary was evidently 'written

up' some time after the war from rougher notes kept at the time and chronicles her camp

experiences. She takes a fiercely anti-British tone, refers to the camps as 'murder camps'

and professes to prefer death OVCT 'English' rule (Fischer 2000: 7). A semi-fictionalised

biography celebrating the life of "colourful" arch-nationalist Johanna Brandt (who
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produced two well-known camp and wartime accounts of her own, which will be discussed

later), Die Verhaal van Johanna Brandt [The Story of Johanna Brandt] appeared in 1999,

inviting the reader to "become part of the unique experience" 16 of Brandt's life (Du Toit

1999).

In spite of the dearth of a critical literature providing new interpretations on the war

and the camps, the recent centenary has produced some interesting reflections on aspects of

the commemoration process itself. Nasson (2000a, 2000b), for instance, has examined the

commemoration of the war over time and has questioned the "new consensual vision of its

history" during the post-apartheid period (Nasson 2000a: 164). Similarly, Cuthbertson and

Jeeves have written critically of the current public history of the war and its role in the

construction of a new "founding democratic myth" in South Africa (Cuthbertson and

Jeeves 1999: 7). However, it is Albert Grundlingh's analysis of the war's impact on

Afrikaner consciousness which has provided the most extensive examination of the ways

in which the war and camps were turned into political capital by the Afrikaner (proto-)

nationalist movement and some of the lasting effects of this (Grundlingh 1999, 2002a,

2000b). The only thorough, far-reaching historicisization and re-analysis of the political

afterlife and commemoration of the concentration camps to date is Stanley's forthcoming

Mourning Becomes... Post/Memory and the Concentration Camps of the South African

War. (Stanley 2005a, in press). In the chapters that follow, I draw on Stanley's re-working

of the theoretical idea of post/memory in my examination of women's testimonies of the

concentration camps, and the ways in which the post/memory process has successively

interfaced with political developments in South Africa at various points over time.

16 The original Afrikaans is: "om deel te word van die unieke ondervinding" . Throughout the thesis, where
my English translations are provided in the main text, the Taal, Dutch or Afniaans original wording is
provided in footnotes.
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The Events and 'The History'17

Much writing on the South African War prior to the centenary has focused on its

causes, and resulted in the development of various schools of thought and much debate that

will not be rehearsed here. I8 Many historians have represented the war as the final stage in

Britain's imperial conquest of Southern Africa and a final assertion of her supremacy in the

area. Some have stressed the role of particular individuals such as Milner, governor of the

Cape Colony 1897-1905 (and High Commissioner), who has frequently been depicted as

an aggressive arch-imperialist who actively orchestrated war with the Boer Republics; or

President Kruger of the Z.A.R. or Transvaal, who has been portrayed as a persistently

inflexible, conservative and corrupt opponent of progress and modernisation. The role of

the abortive later 1895 Jameson Raid in deepening hostilities between opposing sides has

also been repeatedly highlighted. The war has sometimes been reduced to a conflict over

gold, a struggle to gain control over the land in which immensely rich mining reserves

were located, and a bid to acquire and regulate a cheap source of labour to mine this

wealth. Explanations focusing on the political grievances of the Uidanders, the mostly

English-speaking 'outsiders' who dominated the mining industry in the Transvaal but did

not have access to any franchise rights, have also been propounded. Andrew Porter (1980,

1990, 2000) provides a useful overview of the various debates on the causes of the war,

and lain Smith's 1996 The Origins of the South African War offers a more detailed study

of this.19

From the contemporary Boer point of view, the war was caused by an acquisitive,

aggressive Britain in order to rob the Republics of their hard-won independence, which had

been secured in the Transvaal after the first Anglo-Boer war in 1881 when the British were

17 This term draws on Halbwachs 1992.
18 Bill Nasson, however, has provided a valuable and succinct bibliography of South African War literature,
conveniently divided into topics (Nasson 1999: 290-295), which can be referred to for this.
19 Earlier literature on the causes of the war includes Caldwell 1965, Hobson 1900 and Spies 1972.
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defeated at Majuba Hill. It should be noted here that both the Boers, who had settled in the

interior of the country after their famous 'Great Trek' away from the Cape in 1838, and the

English colonists who flooded into the area later when gold was discovered in the

Transvaal in 1886, had dispossessed the indigenous African people who had previously

inhabited and controlled these territories.20 In view of this, to say nothing of later political

events, the present trend of seeing the war as a heroic anti-colonial struggle by the Boers

against the unjust British Empire, and depicting Boers and black people as equally

persecuted and victimised by barbaric Britain, is all the more problematic.

Another aspect of the war that has attracted much historical attention concerns the

actual military campaigns and strategies undertaken during the conflict The early stages of

the war saw the Boers gain the upper hand, laying siege to Ladysmith, Kimberley and

Mafeking, and inflicting a bloody defeat on the British at Spion Kop in January 1900.

However, once large numbers of British troops arrived in South Africa and Lord Roberts

took over from Sir Redvers Buller as Commander-in-Chief of the British forces, so Boer

commandos began to experience drastic setbacks. In February 1900, the sieges of

Ladysmith and Kimberley were relieved, and General Piet Cronje was forced to surrender

at Paardeberg. By June of that year, Mafeking had also been relieved, and British troops

had seized Bloemfontein, Johannesburg and Pretoria. Much has been written about the

three sieges in particular, and many of the published personal accounts of the war coalesce

around these events. 21 Secondary material on the sieges has also flourished, as have

2° Displaced people in the Transvaal area included the Ndebele, Pedj, Rolong, Sotho, Thlaping, Tswana, and
Venda. The myth that the Boer trekkers of 1838 entered and took possession of an empty land was long
supported by the Mfecane theory, which claimed that Shaka, Zulu leader from 1817 to 1828, had emptied the
interior part of the country of African people with a ruthless campaign of destruction and assimilation. The
Mfecane theory has been critiqued by Julian Cobbing and others, who have focused on the activities of illegal
slave raiders as the more likely cause for the disruptions and displacements in the southern African interior at
that time. They have dismissed the Mfecane theory as originating in racist stereotyping of black people, and
the Zulu people in particular, as inherently warlike, bloodthirsty and savage. See Cobbing 1988 and Hamilton
1995, 1998.
21 Examples of published personal accounts of the three sieges include Ashe 1900, Baillie 1900, Bradley
1900, Comaroff 1973, Davey 1983, Stafleu 1985, Watkins-Pitchford 1964 and Willan 1980. A general
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specialist studies on various set-piece battles and military campaigns of the war.22

Publishers have also favoured the diaries and letters of soldiers, and personal accounts by

Boer prisoners of war.23

By mid-1900 the battle phase of the war was effectively over, and a protracted

guerrilla phase had set in. In November 1900, Kitchener replaced Lord Roberts as

Commander-in-Chief of the British forces in South Africa; wanting swiftly to end the

guerrilla war, he suggested the further removal of Boer women and children from their

farms to camps near the railways. Haphazard refugee camps had been in place since

September 1900 to accommodate those men, women and children who were British

supporting refugees, and also those had been left homeless by the early farm bumings.

However, by January 1901 the 'scorched earth' programme involving the destruction of

homesteads, crops and livestock was greatly intensified in order to curtail Boer resources,

and specifically to prevent the supply of food, clothing, ammunition and also information

from Boer women reaching the commandos. As a result, the camp system for Boer women

and children became both formalised and more extensive.

Camp inhabitants were mostly accommodated in canvas bell tents (some camps had

tin or earthen 'sod' houses), were provided with basic rations of food 24 and cooking fuel,

and sometimes clothing and bedding, although the quantity and quality of this varied from

collection of personal accounts of the war in the South African Library collections has been made by
Schoeman 1998.
22 A few of the many writings about the military aspects of the war and its chief battles include Birch 1900,
Duxbury 1974, Meintjies 1969, Pemberton 1964, Symons 1963, Ransford 1969, as well as the more general
p_opularist accounts such as those by Doyle 1903 and Kruger 1959.
L" For examples of Boer commando accounts see de Wet 1902 Lane 2001, Mostert 1938, Nattrass and Spies
1994, Oberholster 1978, Reitz 1929, Rothmann 1976, Van Warinelo 1901, 1902 and the discussion of
commando life by Pretorius 1991, 1999. Examples of British soldier's personal accounts include Carver
1999, Dennison 1904, Fuller 1937, Morris 2000, Rankin 1901, Swaisland 2000 and Todd and Fordham 1980.
Boer prisoner of war accounts include Burger 1977, Kotae 1942 and Preller's collection of 1938.
24 At first camp inhabitants with male relatives still on commando were classed as 'undesirables' and
received smaller quantities of rations than those deemed genuine 'refugees'. The differentiated rationing
system was abandoned in March 1901.
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camp to camp. 25 Most camps permitted Boer inhabitants to keep servants, although

servants were not always rationed and the number of private servants in the camps overall

was sma11.26 Hospitals and schools, as well as shops where inhabitants could purchase

additional food and other items, were set up in each camp. Most camps had a resident

clergyman, usually NGK (Nederduits Gereformeerde Kerk or Dutch Reformed Church),

who conducted church services. Some camp inhabitants worked either for the camp

administration or for other wealthier camp inhabitants, and occupations included carpentry,

gardening, brickmaking, butchery, shoemaking, water-drawing, clothes laundering, nursing

and sewing. In many camps, inhabitants could apply for passes to work in nearby towns;

and, depending on the local military situation, camp inhabitants could also obtain passes to

shop in town, visit the seaside or even attend the theatre and parties.27 The concentration

system thus controlled, regulated and institutionalised everyday life as it sought to organise

the several thousand women and children who populated each carnp.28

In December 1900, Emily Hobhouse arrived in South Africa from Britain as the

representative of the South African Women and Children's Distress Relief Fund, and by

early January 1901, when her visits commenced, eleven camps were in existence.29

25 In some camps local committees carried out 'relief work which included distributing clothing and medical
comforts. Some of these items were supplied by the camp administrations, while various relief committees
privately donated others.
26 Apart from black people who lived in the so-called 'white' camps as servants of Boer inmates, there were
black people who lived in these camps as employees of the camp administrations. There were also separate
black camps (which were later disaggregated to many farms), and estimates of the deaths in the black camps
range between 14, 000 and 20,000. On black people in the 'white' camps see Stanley 2004a and 2005a, in
press.
a For example, the Ladies Commission commented, "The [Pietermaritzburg] camp was out of bounds for the
military camp, but the people were free to go into town as much as they pleased up to 6 p.m. After that hour
they required a pass, which Mr. Struben not infrequently granted if there was anyone wanting to go to the
theatre or to a party" (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 32).
28 The numbers in each camp were constantly changing with new arrivals and deaths, and people were also
moved from camp to camp. Bloemfontein had the largest camp population, with the combined population of
its 'old' and 'new' camps standing at 6660 in September 1901 (Concentration Camp Commission 1902: 39).
There were also large numbers of Boer men in the camps, although this is seldom mentioned in nationalist
literature about the camps, where it is implied that all adult men were fighting on commando. Apart from the
very young and the very old, men in camp included those who had surrendered, those who were neutral and
those who worked directly for the British.
29 Emily Hobhouse was a humanitarian and a social reformer, who became well known after her work for the
South African Women and Children's Distress Relief Fund during the war. After the war she visited South
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Hobhouse visited the camps at Bloemfontein, Norval's Pont, Aliwal North, Springfontein

and Mafeking, where she distributed relief; and as a constituent part of this, she collected

detailed information about people and conditions in these camps to use in petitioning the

military authorities to make improvements. Significantly, this involved her collecting short

testimonies from Boer women in the camps, which she published in part in her June 1901

Report to the Distress Fund and then more fully in the late 1902 The Brunt of the War and

Where It Fell. Hobhouse's emphasis on obtaining first-hand 'stories by word of mouth'

from women as essential to her relief work strongly influenced not only the subsequent

development of relief work more widely, but also the writing, collection and political use

of women's war and camp testimonies. 3° When Hobhouse's June 1901 Report on the

camps was published, it sparked a public outcry in Britain about conditions in the camps.

This was further fuelled by a speech given the same month by the leader of the British

Liberal party, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, when he denounced Britain's conduct of

the war in South Africa as 'methods of barbarism', and was later then reinforced when the

disastrous death-rate figures for October and November 1901 were published_

Probably as a result of these successive public exposures, in July 1901 the British

government appointed a committee of women, popularly known as the Ladies

Commission, under the leadership of Millicent Garret Fawcett to investigate the claims

made about camp conditions and recommend any necessary changes. Starting on 20

August 1901, the Commission spent three and a half months travelling from camp to camp

and conducted a detailed and careful inspection of each camp they visited, telegraphing

weekly suggestions for improvement and reform back to Britain as they did so. They

visited the five camps of Irene, Kimberley, Mafeking, Orange River Station and Vryburg a

Africa again to carry out her Home Industries and other reconstructive work. She also carried out relief work
during World War I, and later became involved in the Save the Children Fund. On Hobhouse see Fischer
1971, Bahne 1994, Stanley 2005b, in press and Van Reenen 1984.
30 Hobhouse 1902, 1927 and on this see Stanley 2005b, in press.
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second time, either to check that initial suggestions had been implemented, or, in the case

of Mafelcing, because subsequent to their first visit news of Mafeking's shocking rise in

mortality had reached the Commission. The Ladies Commission Report was published in

January 1902, by which time death rates in most camps had declined, partly because the

camps were better established and more efficiently run by officials with greater

understanding of what was required to organise such camps, and partly because the

epidemics of measles and pneumonia that had peaked in the second half of 1901 had by

then run their destructive course. Early improvements in a few camps were made as a

result of suggestions from Emily Hobhouse, but it was particularly the later much wider

action taken as a consequence of the Ladies Commission recommendations that was

instrumental in improving conditions.

By the end of the war, about 27,000 Boer children and women had died in the

camps, and around 22,000 of these deaths were those of children. These deaths were

largely caused by disease (in particular, virulent strains of measles and pneumonia together

with typhoid raged through the camps between July and December of 1901, peaking at

different times in different camps), and exacerbated by poor sanitation, and sometimes

inadequate food and lack of access to clean water. It must be emphasised that these camps

cannot in any way be equated with the Nazi concentration camps of the Second World War

like Treblinka or Auschwitz-Bircenau which deliberately sought to exterminate inmates.

Camp sites were frequently selected on the basis of their proximity to the railway system to

facilitate provisioning and for military reasons; while factors such as the climate, or

availability of fuel or fresh water, were infrequently taken into consideration, especially at

first. Added to this was the total lack of experience by the military in accommodating and

provisioning large numbers of settled women and children. The skills required for housing,

feeding, clothing, schooling and nursing the camp populations were not those possessed by
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many of the military authorities who had the initial responsibility for administering the

camps. However, the Transvaal, Orange River Colony and Cape camps were granted civil

administration in March 1901, but with effective civilian administration coming into effect

on 12 February 1901.

Generalisations cannot be made easily about the various concentration camps, as

they differed widely from each other and also changed internally over the course of the

war; and, as Hobhouse's Report observed, conditions depended in particular on the

effectiveness of individual camp superintendents. At Mafelcing, for example, the Ladies

Commission blamed much of the decline of the camp and the sharp rise in the death rate in

September and October 1901 on the negligence of the superintendent, Mr. R.L. McCowat,

strongly condemning his incompetence and recommending his dismissal (Concentration

Camps Commission 1902: 178). The death rate at Mafeldng was subsequently brought

under control as the result of dedicated work on the part of a new camp doctor, Dr.

Morrow, and then the appointment of a new superintendent, Henry Kemball-Cook. In their

Report, the Ladies Commission recommended the dismissal of three camp superintendents

in all — those at Mafeking, Aliwal-North and Standerton. Equally, there were camp

officials who worked hard in difficult circumstances to help the people under their care.

When the superintendent at Springfontein, Captain William Gostling, died of pneumonia

on 16 October 1901, hundreds of the camp inhabitants attended his funeral; and when the

superintendents of Norval's Pont (Cole-Bowen) and Irene (Scholtz) were promoted,

hundreds of people signed petitions praising their work. 31 Some camps that were initially

favourable later deteriorated and submitted high death returns. On the other hand, some

camps that were at first heavily criticised improved markedly over time and did not

ultimately experience a high death toll. Such discrepancies can be attributed partly to the

31 On Gostling's death see SRC 87. For the petitions see SRC 11/3972 (Norval's Pont) and a letter in Dutch
dated 21 July 1901 signed by inhabitants of Irene, regretting the transfer of N.J. Scholtz to a new
appointment (Cullen Library, A276f Burger Kamp Irene).
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camp officials, but also to the conditions under which they had to work. Difficulties

included the inevitable hardships and privations of wartime, including securing sufficient

numbers of weather-proof tents, finding suitably qualified medical and nursing staff,

securing adequate supplies of fuel and clean water, obtaining rations of sufficient quality

and quantity (fresh meat and vegetables were particularly scarce and, in some regions,

entirely unavailable, and so tinned substitutes had to be used), policing standards of

hygiene and cleanliness within camps, acquiring necessary hospital equipment and

supplies, as well as more general problems relating to the natural terrain and climate,

which were often extremely inhospitable.

In their Report, the Ladies Commission grouped the causes of the high death rates

in the camps in the following way: "1. The insanitary condition of the country caused by

the war. 2. Causes within the control of the inmates of the camps. 3. Causes within the

control of the administrations" (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 14). Causes

within control of the inmates focused on the culpability of Boer women themselves for

causing or aggravating disease with their claimed dirty habits, such as their refusal to air

their tents and their toileting practices. The Commission also focused on Boer women's

reluctance to admit their sick children to hospital, and their use of 'Dutch medicines' and

home remedies, which included the administering of dog's blood as medicine and painting

measles patients' skin with oil paint. However, they accepted that these practices were not

uniquely 'Boer': "no doubt parallel horrors could be found in old-fashioned English family

receipt books of 150 or 200 years ago" (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 17).

Certainly many Boer families were unaccustomed to living in close and cramped quarters

with others and habits that would have been relatively harmless on large isolated farms,

such as emptying human excreta onto the open veld, could prove fatal in camps crowded

with others inclined to the same practices in circumstances where typhoid and enteritis
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were endemic. It is also likely that the Boer children who were worst affected by the

measles and pneumonia epidemics of 1901 were particularly vulnerable because their

previous isolation on remote farms had not enabled them to develop any natural resistance

to these diseases. Moreover, many of children from the poorest Boer families entered the

camp in bad health anyway, suffering from worms, rickets, bad teeth, tuberculosis and

other complaints related to inadequate or inappropriate diet.

Whatever the complex epidemiological causes of the concentration camp deaths,

there is no doubt that this episode in South African history had a dramatic impact on Boer

society post-war, not least because an estimated ten percent of the Boer population of the

Republics was said to have died in the camps. 32 While I have thus far overviewed some

aspects of the historiography of the war itself, and have referred to themes addressed in the

recent centenary literature, what of the research and secondary material specifically

concerned with the concentration camps? Existing histories of the camps range from the

virulently anti-British that equate the camps with Nazi death camps and propose the British

military deliberately set about trying to murder Boer women and children in a co-ordinated

programme aimed at the eventual genocidal extermination of all Boer people, through to a

defensive British-apologist standpoint that maintains the camps were established entirely

on humanitarian grounds, to protect and succour Boer women and children whose own

unsanitary habits were the cause of most deaths. Variations of the former position have

dominated much of the South African historiography of the camps, and this point of view

has been strongly linked to particular political purposes, as I shall demonstrate, after

discussing the British-apologist position.

32 Given the much-noted impact of the war, there is a marked absence of literature broadly investigating the
effects of this on women's lives in South Africa. This contrasts considerably with literature on the effects of
the World Wars on women's work and lives in Europe. See for example Braybon and Summerfield 1997 and
Summerfield 1998, with the bibliographies of both providing comprehensive overviews of relevant literature
in this field.
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This latter standpoint has been most clearly articulated in Devitt's The

Concentration Camps in South Africa, which was published as a deliberate and direct

counter to the many Afrikaner nationalist accounts appearing at that time (Devitt 1941).

Indeed Devitt's final chapter deals specifically with "Some Books On The Subject", in

which he lists and critically comments on the existing camp literature, most of which he

dismisses as anti-British propaganda, commenting "Lavish allegations of murder and wild

suggestions of the employment of poison by the British authorities carry one nowhere"

(Devitt 1941: 56).33 He argues that "the Primary Cause of the disaster was the military

strategy of the Boer leaders", which he claims left Boer women and children "vulnerable to

all manner of risk and dangers" (Devitt 1941: 60). Similarly, Martin's later The

Concentration Camps 1900-1902: Facts, Figures, and Fables aimed to debunk 'fables'

about the camps, and replace these with 'facts' (Martin 1957). Martin argues that the

concentration camp system was established entirely on humane grounds, to protect Boer

women and children from 'the natives' who would naturally have taken the opportunity of

the war to molest vulnerable white women and children left alone on farms. He stresses

that the British authorities did their best to care for these women and children, and thus

fulfilled their duty as a civilised and responsible nation. Overall, Martin views the deaths

that occurred in the camps as unfortunate, but largely the result of the dirty, unhygienic

habits of the Boer people. Both Martin and Devitt were writing at a time — the 1940s and

1950s — when the Afrikaner nationalist 'the history' was strongly dominant, and it was

against the 'they murdered our women and children' line espoused by 'the history' that

they wrote their 'corrective' accounts.

Many of the key texts that contributed to this dominance of the Afrikaner

nationalist 'the history' against which Martin and Devitt wrote placed the blame for the

33 The poisoning allegations referred to here concern the much-repeated claim made across many Boer
women's testimonies that vitriol and other poisons were added to camp rations.
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camp deaths directly on British intent, and depicted the Boer people as the persecuted

victims of a deliberately cruel and barbaric genocidal imperialist regime. This is at the core

of the hegemonic Afrikaner nationalist line on the camps which was already well

established by the 1950s and which was crucially related to the political context in which it

evolved, aspects of which are sketched out below. The extreme anti-British point of view

was expounded most vehemently in some ultra right-wing texts published during the

dramatic growth of Afrikaner nationalism in the 1930s and 1940s, such as Van Bruggen's

1935 Bittereinders [Die-Hards] and Steenlcamp's 1941 Helkampe [Hell Camps].

Steenkamp's fictionalised account of a family's experiences of camp life made very strong

factual claims to reveal 'the truth' about the camps: "They are dead. Precisely 26, 251

innocent women and children. Dead by a means that even in the gentlest words can only be

branded as gruesome, inhuman murder"34 (Steenkamp 1941: 32), and the book was in fact

banned under Smuts' government for being too 'propagandist'. Van Bruggen used thirty-

one testimonial accounts of Mafeking camp to write a novel that focuses on starvation,

sickness, misery and death, and his novel is dedicated to "the women and children who

ushered in a new nation" (Van Bruggen 1935).35 Both Steenkamp and Van Bruggen made

use of many fictive devices in their depictions of camp lives and deaths, but they both

nonetheless claimed that their stories represented with factual accuracy the lives of real

people whose authentic experiences of misery, starvation and death revealed 'the truth'

about the concentration camp deaths as 'inhuman murder'.

In a similar vein to the books by Steenkamp and Van Bruggen is D.H. Van Zyl's In

Die Konsentrasiekamp: Jeugherirmeringe [In The Concentration Camp: Youth

Reminiscences], which describes the author's experiences of Aliwal-North concentration

"Hulle is dood Presies 26, 251 vrouens en kinders. Dood op 'n wyse wat selft in die sagste woorde slegs as
rowwe onmenslike moord bestempel kan word"

 "die vroue en kinders wat 'n mave nasie ingelui het." The 31 testimonies of Mafelcing camp which Van
Bruggen used to construct his novel are now archived at the State Archives in Pretoria as the Huyser
Collection (A951).
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camp as a child. The narrative, although not fictionalised in Steenkamp or Van Bruggen's

explicit way, is structured like a novel, with dramatic build-ups and dénouements,

extensive use of direct speech, characterisation and so forth. The book's content and tone

are congruent with the nationalist 'the history', with Van Zyl for instance claiming that in

the camps "the word 'hospital' would become synonymous with 'murder' (Van Zyl 1944:

21).36 While less sensationalist than Steenlcamp or Van Bruggen, Otto's 1954 Die

Konsentrasiekampe [The Concentration Camps] nevertheless stresses that the poor

conditions and high mortality rates in the camps were a contributing factor in the Boer

decision to surrender and that this had been intentionally orchestrated by Britain (Otto

1954).37 The notion that the camps were 'death camps' in which civilians were wantonly

neglected or even deliberately mistreated continues to appear up to the present, with some

writers like Coetzer and Snyman explicitly linking the South African camps with the later,

very different Nazi ones.38 Indeed, Jenny De Reuck even more strongly asserts that:

"The concentration camps of the South African War arguably laid down a template
for civilian suffering that subsequently the Herero of German South West Africa,
the Jews of Europe, the Russians under Stalin, the Cambodians under Pol Pot and
most recently the civilians in Rwanda and in all parts of the former Yugoslavia
have endured" (De Reuck 1999: 73)

By the 1930s, 'the history' of the camps had been developed into a unified

nationalist 'take' on these events, one which depicted the camps as murder camps and Boer

women and children as the persecuted victims of British barbarism and deliberate

genocidal cruelty, and as respondents to the vryheid en yolk' [freedom and nation]

sentiments of sacrifice for the Boer nation. This seemingly unassailable version of 'the

history' was, apart from isolated marginal attacks of the kind provided by Devitt and

36 "die woord 'hospitaar sinoniem met `moord' sou word".
37 J.C. Otto had been an inhabitant of the Mafelcing camp, entering the camp as an eight-year-old on 26
August 1901 with his mother and three siblings. His mother gave birth to a son in the camp. Interestingly,
this baby and the rest of the Otto family in fact all survived camp life (DBC 158).
38 Coetzer 2000, De Reuck 1999, Raath 2002a, 2000b and Snyman 2002 have all adopted variations of this
position, for instance.
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Martin, largely unchallenged. Over time, this homogenous history, produced for distinctly

political purposes in a very particular social and political context, has been reproduced and

expanded upon by academics without any critical interrogation of the (proto-) nationalist

political framework in which this history was produced. As a result, this perspective has

been carried forward to the present time, with writers from De Reuck to Coetzer to Raath

all taking as entirely unproblematic 'fact' this actually highly politicised version of the

past, with the result of making its assumptions and conclusions concerning 'the history' the

bedrock of their own work, thereby replicating this nationalist account of the camps as

unchallengeable fact. It was most prominently by means of women's camp testimonies that

the development of the nationalist 'the history' of the camps was organised and framed.

The interaction of 'the history' with concurrent political developments in South Africa at

various points in time can be interestingly, readily and revealingly traced by means of

these personal accounts, for these were largely produced within and to serve the purposes

of the (proto-) nationalist political agenda, rather than being spontaneously arising personal

testimony.

Historicizing: Boer Women's Testimonies in their Context of Writing

A wave of publication of women's accounts of their war and camp experiences

took place in the period immediately after the war. Hobhouse's The Brunt of the War and

Where It Fell, which contained women's testimonies she had collected during her relief

work, appeared in late 1902, as did Wilhehnina Riem Vis's Tien Maanden in Een

"Vrouwenkamp" [Ten months in a `Women's Camp]. 1903 saw the publication of Mrs. De

La Rey's A Woman's Wanderings and Trials During the Anglo-Boer War, 39 Mrs.

39 A Dutch version of Mrs. De La Rey's book was also published in 1903.
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Neethling's4° Should We Forget?, and Johanna Van Helsdingen's Vrouewenleed: 

Persoonlikje Ondervindingen in den Boereoorlog  [Women's Suffering: Personal

Experiences in the Boer War]. Then in 1905, Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's Het

Concentratie-kamp van Irene [The Irene Concentration Camp] first appeared in print.41

After these camp accounts and testimonies published immediately post-war, a number of

sporadic surges of publication followed, usually coinciding with moments of political

significance and public interest. In addition to these published narratives, women's

unpublished testimonies exist in the form of sworn statements, letters to newspapers,

private letters, as well as journals and diaries, some of which are now stored in archives

while others are still privately held.42

Certainly Boer men's personal accounts of the war, such as those by commando

members and prisoners of war, have been widely published and read. However, it is the

accounts and testimonies of women concentration camp survivors and their tales of

suffering, persecution, stoicism, resolute bravery and dedication to the yolk that have most

informed the growth of a national Afrikaner identity and have undergone the most

interesting political evolution. The first cluster of camp accounts that emerged at the end of

the war reflected the fragmentation and bemoaned the lack of united political purpose that

characterised Boer people at that time — or, rather, they evidence the early public efforts by

proto-nationalist women like Mrs. Neethling and Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo to make

political capital of the war and particularly the camps so as to help orchestrate a unified

Boer proto-nationalism. Such women had also begun to organise themselves politically, as

4° Mrs. E1i7abeth Neethling was a daughter of Andrew Murray, the famous NG church minister who lived at
Graaff-Reinet She married Hendrik Ludolph Neethling, a prominent NG church minister who served time as
chairman of the Synod of the NG church, and who died in 1893.
41 Interestingly, Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's brother, Dietlof Van Warmelo, published an account, also in
Dutch, in 1901 of his experiences on commando, and an English version appeared in 1902 (Van Warmelo
1901, 1902).
42 For example, A.W.G. Raath evidently has an extensive private collection of such material, some of which
he discusses and references in his writings (Raath 2002a, 2002b).
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evinced by the 1904 founding in Cape Town of the Afilkaanse Christelike Vroue

Vereeniging (A.C.V.V., Afrikaans Christian Women's Society), dedicated "to build 'Taal

en Volk' (Language and People)" (Du Toit 2003: l60). 	 the same year, the Suid-

Afrikaanse Vrouefederasie or South African Women's Federation (S.A.V.F.) was founded.

While the S.A.V.F. grew out of the wartime relief committees and was initially concerned

with "relief work among war victims", it later became a strongly politicised organisation in

which women could work for "the preservation of the Afrikaner language and culture"

(Van Rensburg 1980: 18).

However, not all women who wrote early war and camp accounts were involved in

proto-nationalist activities. In particular, Hobhouse and her writings were not nationalist in

intent, but were rather concerned with humanitarian and anti-war matters. In The Brunt of

the War and Where It Fell, Hobhouse's own commentary on "the sufferings of the weak

and the young" is interspersed with personal accounts by Boer women, newspaper extracts

and various official wartime proclamations and letters (Hobhouse 1902: xvi), and its tone

is that of humanitarian pacifism concerned with exposing the brutality of war and its

particularly devastating effects on those Hobhouse saw as the most vulnerable in society,

that is, women and children. However, it is worth noting here that, in spite of Hobhouse's

concern with giving 'voice' to ordinary farming women, the most marginalized during the

war, the majority of those whose testimonies appear in The Brunt of the War and her later

War Without Glamour were well-og well-connected members of the Boer elite, often the

wives of NGK ministers, landdrosts [magistrates] or veldkornets [field-cornets] who were

immersed in the republican and then proto-nationalist project. Hobhouse thereby, wittingly

or unwittingly, privileged middle- and upper-class and nationalist views of the war and the

camps over the stories of the 'ordinary' Boer women she otherwise sought to help.

43 The A.C.V.V. was initially called the Zuid-Afilkaernsche Vroztwe Vereeniging (Z.A.V.V., South African
Women's Society) but in 1907 substituted the narrower 'Afrikaans' for 'South African' and added the word
'Christian'. On the A.C.V.V. see Du Toit 2003.
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Mrs. De La Rey, wife of the Boer General Koos De La Rey, wrote the story of her

wartime experiences in A Woman's Wanderings and Trials During the Anglo-Boer War.44

This account chronicles her many flights, sometimes alone with her children or as part of a

laager, to avoid capture by the British military.45 It is written in a flat, descriptive way with

little reflection or personal commentary and with many expressions of religious faith.

Instead of framing her experiences directly in terms of (proto-) nationalism, as many later

Boer women writers did, Mrs. De La Rey viewed her success in evading capture by the

British as proof of God's care for the Boer people, emphasising that, "however great may

be our sufferings, I shall always put my trust in the salvation of the Lord" (De La Rey

1903: 144). However, as Mrs. Neethling's 1903 Should We Forget? points up, claiming a

special relationship with God on the part of `us' and 'our sufferings' was often a coded and

indirect means of invoking a version of (proto-) nationalism because founded on a belief of

being God's Chosen People, marked out by him for a special purpose.

Wilhelmina Riem Vis' Tien Maanden in Een "Vrouwenkamp" tells in Dutch the

story of Emily Darling, whose father was English and whose mother was "a real Boer

daughter" (Vis 1902: 1)46, and who along with members of her family was captured and

spent time in the camps at Johannesburg and Irene. The nature and extent of Wilhelmina

Riem Vis' relationship with the text or Emily Darling is unclear, although it appears from

the foreword that Vis was a Dutch woman who visited South Africa, met Emily Darling,

took an interest in her story and arranged for its publication: "The Transvaal woman,

whose story I am telling here, wrote down her memories in Cape Town, where she, with

the help of an English female friend, went to join her family, after a residence of ten

44 A Dutch version of the book was published the following year (De Lay Ray 1903).
45 A laager refers to the inward-facing circle of Boer wagons used as a defensive formation. During the war
in some areas groups of Boer women and children gathered together for safety and formed `women's
laagers', for instance at Mafeking.
46 "een echte Boerendochter."
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months in two different women's camps" (Vis 1902: Foreword). 47 Whether the account is

articulated through the voice of Vis or of Darling, or indeed whether it is a fictionalised

story, its conclusion takes a decidedly proto-nationalist tone: "Will the enemy triumph to

the last? "No, No!" shout all true Afrikanders..." (Vis 1902: 175).48

Mrs. Neethling's Should We Forget? documents the author's own camp

experiences, primarily through her relief work in various camps for the Dutch Ladies

Committee, and its tone strongly foreshadows the virulently anti-British 'they murdered

our women and children' position that was later to develop into the unified nationalist

interpretation of the camps. Mrs. Neethling's book is an impassioned defence of the Boer

people whom she believes have been misrepresented and misunderstood as racist, ignorant

and dirty. She sets about righting this misrepresentation by depicting the Boers as

benevolent masters in a naturally harmonious racial idyll, and as a simple, homely,

beneficent, religious people. Like Hobhouse, she represents the elite of Boer society

although, interestingly, Mrs. Neethling insistently portrays all Boer people as affluent

farm-owners and people of property and sensibility and she sees the 'mistreatment' of

Boers in the camps as particularly reprehensible because these were wealthy, civilised

people.

Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's Dutch Het Concentratie-kamp Van Irene is

presented as based on her secret wartime diary, and deals mainly with the two-month

period in 1901 when Van Warmelo with a number of other Pretoria 'young ladies' worked

as a volunteer in Irene camp. Johanna Van Warmelo also acted as a Boer spy during the

war, and afterwards was extremely active in (proto-) nationalist circles as evinced in her

call for other women to record their stories: "0, women of South Africa, write about

47 "De Transvaalsche vrostw, die ik daarin bat spreken, heejl haar mededeelingen opgeteekend in Kaapstag
waar zij zich, door bemiddeling van Engelsche vrienden, by hare famiie had gevoegg na een verblief van
tien maanden in twee verschillende vrcntwenkimipen." I am grateful to Maretha Potgieter for help with
translating this and other Dutch extracts in this chapter.
" "Zal de vijand triumfeeren tot het laast? "Neen, neen!" reopen alle echte Afrikaanders..."
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everything you have suffered at the hands of our mighty oppressors. Nothing may be lost,

nothing may be forgotten" (Brandt-Van Warmelo 1905: 123). 49 Het Concentratie-kamp

was one of the first women's accounts to directly interpret the deaths in the camps as

sacrifices consciously made for the eventual future of "ons yolk" [our people] (Brandt-Van

Warmelo 1905: 130), with Johanna Van Helsdingen's earlier Dutch Vrouwenleed also

framing Boer war and camp deaths in this way, as "offerings" on the "altar" for "Justice

and Freedom" (Van Helsdingen 1903: Introduction). 50 Crucially, however, Brandt-Van

Warmelo's proto-nationalist account was a high-profile one worked out across a number of

publications and for increasingly popular audiences, and in many ways seems to have set

the tone for the subsequent production of other Boer women's testimonies. 51 It is

interesting to consider here the possible links between her 1905 call on women to

remember and record their wartime experiences, and the large number of Boer women's

war and camp accounts that appeared in newspapers and magazines in the years

immediately after the book's publication, although of course it was in immediate calls

made by journalists and the efforts of key proto-nationalists such as Mrs. Neethling that

women's accounts were solicited.

In the post-war period, the powerful impact of the camps and their hardships was

reinforced by difficult socio-economic conditions, as many hard-pressed Boer families

returned to abandoned or burnt-out farms and attempted to restart their lives, while people

of the 'poor white' bywoner or tenant-farmer class often became completely destitute. The

system of landlordism and tenancy that had prevailed in the Republics before the war

rapidly gave way to the growth of capitalist agriculture, resulting in the unemployment and

49 "0, vrouwen van Zuid-Afilka, schriffl op al/es wat gij geleden hebt onder de handen van onze verdrukkers.
Niets mag verloren gaan, niets mag vergeten worden."
5° The original words are: "geofferd","Altaar" and "'Recht en Vritheid".
51 Brandt-Van Warmelo herself was highly active in (proto-) nationalist circles after the war. She was
instrumental in founding a branch of the SA.V.F. in Pietersburg in 1904, and founded the Women's National
Party in Johannesburg in 1915, as discussed later in this chapter.
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impoverishment of many more Boer bywoners. Many Boers who did not have the

necessary resources to establish themselves as commercial farmers migrated to cities,

where they joined the ranks of the white unemployed, the 'poor whites' who so troubled

later nationalist political agendas (O'Meara 1983: 26). In spite of the nearly f16 million

spent directly on relief and repatriation after the war, a severe drought between 1903 and

1908 hindered rural recovery and placed further pressures on post-war Boer farmers.

Political developments at this time in what was in 1910 to become the Union of South

Africa included a Progressive victory in the 1904 Cape election, and the formation in the

same year of Het Volk party in the Transvaal, and the 1905 formation of Orangia Unie in

the Orange River Colony, both of which represented Boers dissatisfied with the post-war

settlement. In 1907 the Liberal British Government granted local self-government to the

Orange River and Transvaal Colonies.

Also at this time, Milner as High Commissioner was pursuing his Anglicisation

scheme, hoping to assure British domination in South Africa by encouraging the large-

scale immigration of English-speakers and by promoting the English language, especially

in schools. Ultimately his policies met with little success (in all, Miler's immigration

policy only established 1, 300 English-speaking families on farms), although his scheme

certainly fuelled fears amongst some Boers that their language and way of life was under

threat. However, when Union came in 1910 it was an ex-Boer General, Louis Botha, who

became the head of the new South Africa, and upon whom the responsibility for

conciliation between Boer and Briton rested. Highly opposed to the integration and

unification of English and Afrikaans-speaking white South Africans favoured by Botha

and Smuts, it was another famous ex-General, J.B.M. Hertzog, who broke away from the

government in 1914 to form the National Party.
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It was against the backdrop of these events that a second surge in the

publication of women's camp accounts occurred between 1913 and 1927. This started with

Johanna Brandt's The Petticoat Commando published in 1913 (a Dutch version was

published later in the same year as Die Kappie Kommando). 52 The book in part concerns

Brandt's involvement in espionage for the Boers during the war, and is written in the style

of a heroic adventure-story, foreshadowing similar accounts later published by Raal and

Rabie-Van der Merwe. Brandt and her mother, according to her 1913 account, harboured

members of the Boer secret service in their home in Pretoria, and sent letters written in

invisible ink made of lemon juice (so as to pass through the censors) to Boer leaders in the

field and also to Boer sympathisers in Europe, updating them on the latest war news.

This was followed in 1917 by Mrs. Neethling's Vergeten? [Forgotten?], a

collection in Dutch of twenty-nine Boer women's testimonies obtained by Mrs. Neethling

through a journalist called Horak, who advertised for women's camp accounts while

serving as editor of Die Transvaler newspaper. Horak later sold his collection of accounts

to Mrs. Neethling, who published a selection of these. 53 A similar collection by M.M.

Postma54 appeared in 1925 as Stemme Uit Die Vrouekampe [Voices from the Women's

Camps]. Much like Vergeten? ‘ this collection is presented as including the testimonies of

'ordinary' woman whose suffering in the war had contributed to the yolk's fight "for

Freedom and for Justice" (LM. Fick 'Foreword', Postma 1925). 55 Stemme Uit Die

Vrouekampe contains thirty-eight women's testimonies, some of which take the form of

52 The book was initially serialised in Die Brandwag magazine between October 1912 and August 1913
(Brandt-Van Warmelo 1913b). The origins and significance of Die Brandwag magazine are discussed later in
this chapter.
53 A large number of the women's testimonies obtained by Horak and later bought by Mrs. Neethling are now
in the State Archives in Pretoria in the Van Zyl collection (W19). As indicated in Chapter Three, not all the
testimonies which appeared in Neethling 1917, 1938 were initially solicited by Horak.
54 M.M. Postma (formerly Uys, nee Bronlchorst) was married to Dirk Postma, a grandson of the founder of
the Gereformeerde Kerk, Dirk Postma (see footnote 66). The Dictionary of South African Biography
describes her as "a well-known resident of Middelburg (Transvaal)" (Dictionary of South African Biography
Vol. I: 631).

"vir Vryheid en vir Reg."
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statements sworn before a magistrate, mostly between 1916 and 1923, many years after the

war. It is possible that apart from the truth-claims inherent to the sworn statement form,

this mode was chosen to enable illiterate women to testify orally before a legal official who

transcribed what was said, thereby producing a written statement. Hobhouse's collection of

thirty-one women's testimonies, gathered in 1903 but only published as War Without

Glamour posthumously in 1927, had as its main aim, quite unlike the collections by

Neethling and Postma, to "depict war in simple, unvarnished language ... disclosing its

squalid and ghastly details..." (Hobhouse 1927: 5).

In 1920, Mrs. Le Clus' Lief en Leed: 'n Verhaal van Huis- en Kamplewe 

Gedurende die Anglo-Boereoorlog, van 1899 tot 1902 [For Better or for Worse: A Tale of

Home and Camp Life during the Anglo-Boer War, from 1899 to 1902] was published.56

Mrs. Le Clus, evidently an affluent, influential woman, spent part of the war in Brandfort

and Bloemfontein camps and Lief en Leed describes her experiences there. Her account is

peppered with proto-nationalist talk of "justice and fatherland" and "faithfulness" to

"Fatherland, Church and Language", and closes with the rousing call, "Afrikaners, fellow

patriots, be true to nation and tongue" (Le Clus 1920: 9, 6, 86). 57 A further account of the

experiences of an individual woman appeared in the form of the 1923 Tant' Alie of the

Transvaal, Hobhouse's translation into English of Alie Badenhorst's Taal diary of her

wartime experiences (Hobhouse 1923b).58

56 Bulk orders were made of both Mrs. Le Clus' Lief en Leed and Hobhouse's Tant' Alie of the Transvaal by
the S.A.V.F. and the Women's National Parties, which arranged for the promotion, sale and distribution of
these books amongst their members. See letters from Emily Hobhouse to Rachel Isabella (Tibbie) Steyn 7
January 1923 and 1 July 1923 (A156).
57 The original words are: "reg en yaderland","getrouheicr,"Vaderland Kerk en Taal" and "Afrikaners,
landgenote, wees getrau aan yolk en tad."
58 The word ltaal' literally means 'language', although at this time it also referred to the spoken, informal,
hybridised form of Dutch that later developed into Afnlaans, and it is in this sense that I have used the word
throughout the thesis. Largely spoken rather than written, Taal was not a standardised or formalised
language, and was eventually replaced by Afrikaans. I am aware that my use of the term Taal offends against
certain strands of thought which see Afrikaans as fully formed at this point. However, women's writings
from during the war and up until the early 1920s indicate that it was not a 'fully formed' language for them.
The Taal they used can be distinguished from both Dutch and later Afrikaans.
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Significantly, this wave of publication between 1913 and 1927 occurred within

the wider context of the growth of the Second Language Movement, which emerged during

the period of World War I (the First Language Movement took place in the 1860s and

1870s, under the leadership of S.J. du Toit). The Second Language Movement sought to

promote the use and growth of Afrikaans and to formalise the hybrid Taal into a

standardised and respectable language for the yolk. As Hofmeyr points out, the

"manufacture of Afrikaans literary culture ... was an important terrain in which nationalist

ideologies were elaborated" (Hofmeyr 1987: 95). Le May describes this as "the heroic

period of Afrikaans prose and poetry", when writers as such Eugene Marais, Jan Celliers,

C. Louis Leipoldt and `Totius' (son of S.J. du Toit) were making literary names for

themselves (Le May 1995: 159). Much of the poetry of this period had as its central theme

the hardships and deaths of the concentration camps, and some of these 'camp poems'

appear on later memorials at Gedenktuine or Gardens of Remembrance. One of the best

known of these poems, Visser's "Rest in Peace Tender Blossoms", for instance, appears at

Brandfort, Heidelburg and the smaller of two cemeteries at Mafeking.59

The Second Language Movement was given added impetus in 1914 with the

founding of the Nasionale Pers60, again in 1925 when Afrikaans became an official

national language for the first time, and then also in 1933 when the Bible was translated

into Afrikaans. Afrikaans magazines were also established to advance and popularise the

language, with Die Brandwag [The Sentinel, founded in 1910] and Die Huisgenoot [The

Home Companion, founded in 1926] part of the emerging (proto-) nationalist framework

and among other activities they encouraged women to write in and contribute accounts of

59 The verse reads: "Rug in vrede tere bloeiseLs, / Offer van die storm. / Want uit weke moedertrane, Ifs die
steen gevorm." [Rest in peace tender blossoms, / Offerings of the storm. / For out of weak mother's tears, /
This stone is formed.]
60 The Nasionale Pers was a group of publishing houses linked to the National Party. Pieter Neethling, a
major founding investor, was a prominent member of the Broederbom4 an all-male nationalist organisation
discussed later in this chapter.
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their concentration camp experiences. These accounts focused on the shared suffering

endured by the Afrikaner people, and helped to generate the notion that this shared

experience unified and strengthened Afrikaners and provided a history of solidarity on

which to build an independent national state. Women's stories of suffering in the camps

became a crucial vehicle for the development of both a (proto-) nationalist consciousness

and the new national language of Afrikaans. The Second Language movement was

accompanied by an insistence on 'Afrikaans-ness' and emphasis on difference and

distinctiveness within the context of the Afrikaners' 'testing' as God's Chosen People,

with all these factors part of the early development of the cultural religious proto-

nationalist movement.

Also at this time, and most significantly for the development of 'the history' of the

camps in relation to Afrikaner (proto-) nationalism, on 16 December 1913 the

Vrouemonument or National (and nationalist) Women's Monument was unveiled in

Bloemfontein. The monument was erected to commemorate the '26 370' 'women and

children' who died in the camps. 61 It has been argued that the monument was a

manifestation of emergent Afrikaner proto-nationalism, and while Grundlingh points out

that "In 1913, the year in which the Monument was inaugurated, fissures rather than a

sense of unity characterised Afrikaner politics" (Grundlingh 2002a: 25), nonetheless the

occasion of the unveiling was used as a platform for the expression of proto-nationalist

sentiments. Importantly, the speech by ex-General Christiaan De Wet "recalled the

historical travails of the Afrikaner and questioned whether the 'progress' that had been

61 See Gaitskell and Unterhalter 1989, Gnmdlingh 2002a and Stanley 2002b and 2005a, in press Chapter 3
for a full discussion on the Vrouemonument. As Stanley has highlighted, this gloss of 'women and children'
disguised the fact that the majority of those who died were children: "The taciturn face and eidetic veneer of
the monument concerns 'our heroines and beloved children' and '26,370'; but there are the vanished facts
that over 22, 000 of these deaths were of children, and more than 1, 600 of men were 'forgotten'" (Stanley
2005a, in press).
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made since the South African War was 'progress in the right direction' (Grundlingh

2002a: 28).

The bittereinder' proto-nationalist sentiments articulated in these speeches took an

active form the following year, 1914, when as a result of Botha and Smuts taking South

Africa into World War I on the side of Britain, a group of devoted, embittered Republicans

under the ex-Boer generals De Wet and Beyers, who could not countenance fighting side-

by-side with erstwhile enemy Britain, staged a rebellion.62 The Rebellion was swiftly put

down by the Union government, but the event itself indicated that neither Republican nor

bittereinder sentiments had been extinguished by Boer defeat in 1902 (Moodie 1974: 10,

11). Indeed, the aftermath of this event saw an upsurge in proto-nationalist activity with the

founding of the Helpmekaarsvereniging [Mutual Aid Association] in 1915, set up by

women to pay the fines and aid those imprisoned as a result of the Rebellion (Swart 1998,

2000). Many of the women who strongly sympathised with and had indeed helped to incite

the Rebellion, such as Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo, were also involved in writing and

production of women's testimonies and in the formal political structures that grew out of

the reaction to the Rebellion, such as the establishment in 1915 by Brandt-Van Warmelo of

the Women's National Party in Johannesburg (Dictionaiy of South African Biography Vol. 

IV: 55). Thus, women were not merely "playing a supportive role" in the (male-led)

National Party at this time, but increasingly during the late 1910s and early 1920s "began

to organise themselves more formally" by establishing branches of the Women's National

Party (Walker 1990: 333)•63 Another important part of this early expression of proto-

nationalist fervour was the founding of the Broederbond [Bond of Brothers] in 1918,

initially a cultural organisation with Masonic undertones. The Bond was a male secret

society, observed certain rituals and exclusively served the Afrikaans community in which

62 On the 1914 Rebellion see Bottomley 1982 and Swart 1998, 2000.
63 On the growth and significance of the Women's National Parties see Vincent 1999.
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it was based, and later became a "highly disciplined vanguard organisation of northern

Afrikaner nationalism" (O'Meara 1983: 61)•" A significant economic development

concerned with `volkskapitalisme' [people's capitalism] (O'Meara 1983) at this time

included the 1918 establishment of Santam and then Sanlam, assurance and credit

institutions created specifically to service the financial needs of Afrikaners.

These cultural, political and economic organisations were expressions of the

nationalist movement in its infancy; and while what constituted 'the Afrikaners' was by no

means entirely clear at this stage, nationalism was certainly being constructed by appealing

to an apparently 'innate' nationalism that had 'always' existed in all Afrikaners. One of the

means by which nationalism garners support and creates legitimacy is to collapse time, by

suggesting that the group concerned has 'always' been distinct and unified, and that all that

is required to achieve lasting solidarity and independence is to awaken the dormant

feelings of oneness and patriotism that are inherently and timelessly shared by this

people.65 Hobsbawm refers to this collapsing of time in the creation of nationalism around

the idea of "invented tradition", which he argues is "a set of practices ... which seek to

inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies

continuity with the past. In fact, where possible they normally attempt to establish

continuity with a suitable historic past" (Hobsbawm 1983:1). 'The Afrikaners', during and

then in the first two decades after the war particularly, were actually characterised by class

and political differences, urban and rural splits, discrepancies in education, and religious

factionalism, and it was these many differences that nationalist bodies sought to elide or

remove in favour of Afrikaner eenheid [unity]." However, while a small degree of

64 For detailed analysis on the organisation and significance of the Broederbond see Bloomberg 1990,
Furlong 1991, O'Meara 1977 and Serfontein 1979.
65 My thinking about nationalism has been particularly influenced by Anderson 1991, Hobsbawm 1990,
Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983 and Smith 1999, 2000.
66 Religious factionalism centred on struggles between and within the three broadly Calvinist Dutch
Reformed churches; the "small, theologically liberal" Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk (NH1C), the "rigidly
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fragmentation is reflected in the pre-1930s women's accounts discussed above, this

concerns their different contexts of publication and distribution, and not their tone or

contents. Their contents overall are highly congruent regarding structure, content and tone

and provide first a proto-nationalist and then a nationalist discourse about 'sacrifices'

willingly made for 'freedom and fatherland', and consequently seriously attending to their

contents challenges dominant views that nationalism only arrived on the scene much later.

Much South African historiography dates Afrikaner nationalism 'proper' as a "very

recent phenomenon" that evolved primarily in the interwar years (Marks and Trapido

1987: 12), with O'Meara putting particular emphasis on 1934 to 1948 as "the crucial

formative period" (O'Meara 1983: 3).67 Certainly the 1930s saw the emergent Afrikaner

nationalist movement cohering and strengthening, primarily as a result of economic

changes that began to undermine class distinctions between Afrikaans-speakers, as I shall

discuss later in the chapter. However, without endorsing ideologies of the 1930s which

sought to depict Afrikaner nationalism as a 'timeless' movement with its roots in the

distant past, and fully recognising the marked change in the character of the nationalist

movement in the 1930s, I nevertheless maintain that prior to this there is clear evidence of

vibrant proto-nationalist sentiment in women's testimonies and in their political activities.

Women played a crucial role in transforming the bittereinder pro-Republican legacy into a

proto-nationalist movement with strong political structures, as with the founding of the

A.C.V.V. and the S.A.V.F. as early as 1904 and then the later establishment of the

Women's National Parties in the 1910s. Borrowing from Hobsbawm (1990), I term these

conservative and equally small" Gereformeerde Kerk (GK) and the large Nederduits Gereformeerde Kerk
(O'Meara 1983: 67). Moodie explains that the GK broke away from the NHK in 1859 because its founders
were so ascetically Calvinist that they "objected to the singing of hymns" (Moodie 1975: 59-6). Dirk Postma
was the founding minister of the GIC.
67 This trend in part resulted from 1970s and '80s revisionism in South Africa which sought to challenge
liberal analyses of apartheid as originating post-1948 as a result of ideological factors concerning Afrikaner
nationalism. Revisionists focused on Afrikaner nationalism as a 1930s phenomenon that primarily concerned
the dissolution of class divisions between Afniaans-speakers, and explained apartheid in relation to the
development of capitalism, focusing on the post-war growth of industrial capitalism around mining and the
migrant labour system. See in particular Legassick 1974, Lipton 1985, Wolpe 1988.
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pre-1930s activities, organisations and their accompanying ideologies as proto-nationalist,

and view the 1938 Great Trek centenary, discussed later in this chapter, as a crucial

moment marking the onset of an ebullient and increasingly militant Afrikaner nationalism.

The 1930s, then, saw a series of dramatic political shills and realignments take

place in South African politics, particularly within the Nationalist Party framework,

changes which were symptomatic of, and also a stimulus to, the rise of Afrikaner

nationalism. The ideological components of right-wing Afrikaner nationalism were

produced and carried forward in the 1930s by various political groupings, including

mainstream parliamentary politics and smaller breakaway groups, some, like Oswald

Pirow's New Order and the Ossewabrandwag, both paramilitary and fascistic in nature. An

outline of some of these political shifts and reconfigurations will help contextualise

women's camp accounts published in the 1930s and 1940s and their significance as part of

the further construction of 'the history' as perceived within the ideological framework of

Afrikaner nationalism.

In the elections of 1924, the South African Party that had governed the country

since Union in 1910 was defeated by an electoral pact between Hertzog's National Party

and the Labour Party under Creswell. By the early 1930s, however, the Great Depression

and the Gold Standard crisis, precipitated by Britain's abandonment of the Gold Standard

in 1931 and South Africa's reluctance to do the same, were putting great economic

pressure on the Hertzog govemment 68 'Poor whiteism' had increased dramatically, as the

agricultural sector was worst hit by the Depression, causing widespread rural

unemployment and swift urbanisation. The government-appointed Carnegie Commission

of 1932 estimated that one-sixth of the white population was 'very poor' and a further 30

68 O'Meara gives a useful explanation about the details and implications of the Gold Standard Crisis which
significantly weakened the South African economy (O'Meara 1983:36).
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per cent were categorised as 'poor' (O'Meara 1983: 37)•69 In this context, in 1933

Hertzog's National Party and the South African Party under Smuts formed an electoral

coalition and won the 1934 elections with a large majority. Hertzog remained premier,

with Smuts as his deputy; then later in 1934, the two parties fused to form the United

Party. Afrikaner opponents of this fusion split away to form the Gesuiwerde Nasionale

Party (G.N.P., Purified National Party), under Dr D.F. Malan. Malan's new party resented

South Africa's membership of the Commonwealth, and sought full Afrikaner

independence and sovereignty and to prioritise Afrikaner language, culture and interests.

The G.N.P. was also committed to solving the so-called 'poor white' problem and to

maintaining and indeed further entrenching racial segregation.

While the 1930s saw the steady growth of the ideology and apparatus of Afrikaner

nationalism, this took place within a context of differences and disputes amongst

Afrikaners themselves, including between Herizog and Malan. Hertzog, who had fought as

a General in the South African War, had a loyal following in the Orange Free State, his

birthplace. Hertzog favoured what he termed a two-stream policy, whereby English- and

Afrikaans-speaking South Africans should be encouraged to develop along separate but

equal lines. In 1925 he had stated that succession from Britain should be South Africa's

'right', but thought succession at that specific point would be a mistake. Alongside his

two-stream policy for whites, Herizog was also fully in favour of racial segregation

between black and white South Africans, and used the notion of 'the black peril' (the threat

of black urbanisation and worker-mobilisation, as well as a tacit sexual threat to white

women) to defend and promote his segregationist ideology. As part of furthering

69 Of course black people were severely affected by the Depression, although in white South African terms
the unemployment and poverty endemic amongst black people was regarded as 'normal' and acceptable, and
did not warrant either investigation or remedial action. My intention here in discussing 'poor whiteism' is to
provide the backdrop of poverty, frustration and displacement to the rise of Afrikaner nationalism, rather than
to accept this as a 'real' characterisation of the actual distribution of poverty and hardship in South Africa at
the time. See Morrell 1992 on 'poor whiteism'.
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segregationist objectives, Hertzog aimed to abolish the qualified franchise enjoyed by

black male voters in the Cape Province, and ultimately used the enfranchisement of white

women in 1930 to dilute and undermine the black vote in the Cape. 7° As Walker points out,

"Less than 20 per cent of the Cape electorate in 1929, black voters amounted in 1931, once

white women had been enfranchised, to just under 11 per cent of voters in the Cape and

less than 5 per cent of the electorate nationally" (Walker 1990: 314).

In contrast to Hertzog's two-stream policy and concerns about succession from

Britain, Malan believed that South Africa should make a complete break from British

control, and wished Afrikaans to be privileged over English. Malan' s G.N.P. hitched white

worker politics to nationalist race-based politics, to capture votes from poor, urban,

working-class whites who feared their jobs were under threat from cheap black labour.

Prior to 1938, the G.N.P. had little influence or standing in parliament, but in the elections

of that year the party secured seats for twenty-seven National Assembly members, out of a

total of 153. All but one of these men came from the Cape, where support for Malan was

strongest. The G.N.P. victory was closely linked to the Great Trek celebrations of 1938,

which the G.N.P. bad effectively controlled and promoted and which occasioned an

immense public response all over South Africa. Malan took every opportunity to stir up

nationalist sentiment during the celebrations and in a now famous speech at Blood River

on 16 December 1938, 71 he chose "as his theme the trek of the Afrikaner to the city, where

he faced the black man in a new battle for survival", and called for Afrikaner

kragdadigheid [strong purposeful action] (Le May 1995: 183). He implied that Hertzog

7° The 1853 Cape Representative Government Constitution granted the vote to "any adult male who earned
£50 a year, or occupied property worth £25, anti could sign his name and write his address and occupation"
(Maylam 2001: 107). The franchise was therefore qualified but non-racial. Whether or not this represented a
more liberal attitude to 'race' in the Cape Colony has been the subject of considerable academic controversy
in South Africa.
71 16 December was the date on which a small group of Voorireldcers had defeated several thousand Zulu
impi at Blood River. Before the battle, the trekkers allegedly made a pact with God that if he granted them
victory they would always honour and commemorate that day. Later the date became a highlight in
Afrikaner nationalist calendar, and is still a day when right-wing groups gather.
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was not sufficiently committed to the Afrikaner cause, was too willing to make

compromises with English-speakers who wished to undermine Afrikaans language and

culture, and held mistaken humanitarian views on racial politics.

Eventually Hertzog left the United Party in 1939 after parliament voted in favour of

South Africa entering the Second World War to fight with Britain, and joined Malan' s

G.N.P., which was subsequently renamed the Hereenigde Nasionale Party (H.N.P.,

Reunited National Party). However, incorporating Hertzog into a party of extremely

hardline Republicans like Strijdom and Verwoerdn proved difficult and in 1940 the

Hereniging broke down, with Hertzog storming out of the Party Congress over the

question of equal rights for English and Afrikaans. In 1941, the Hertzogites formed the

Afrikaner Party under Havenga, but it failed to achieve any real success, and in the

elections of 1948 the Afrikaner Party co-operated with Malan's National Party. The

National Party's portentous victory in 1948 represented the triumph and rationalisation of

Afrikaner nationalist politics in South Africa, that had taken formal shape in Malan' s

G.N.P. when this was established in 1934, and which was consolidated and extended in the

years immediately after 1948, as evinced by the National Party's significantly improved

majority in the 1953 elections.n

If nationalism depends upon a perception by 'imagined communities' (Anderson

1991) of timeless unity and the sense of a shared past, then much of the work required to

achieve this in the 1930s was done, not by the mainstream nationalist parties, but by

smaller groups who worked at local levels to undermine divisions within the Afrikaans

conununity, even though the existence of these groups was in some respects also indicative

72 Both Strijdom and Verwoerd were later to become Prime Ministers of apartheid South Africa.
73 The National Party governed South Africa between 1948 and 1994, and during that time further entrenched
existing racial segregation in South African to establish a more extensive, formalised racial system that
became known as apartheid. After the apartheid system collapsed as a result of the struggle against it within
the country as well as strong international pressure, democratic elections were held in 1994 and the National
Party relinquished political control of South Africa. Nevertheless, the pervasive economic and social
repercussions of apartheid continue to affect the country.
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of such divisions. 74 Developments such as the 1929 founding by the Broederbond of the

Federasie van Afrikaanse Kultuurverenigings (F.A.K., Federation of Afrikaans Cultural

Associations) saw the gradual consolidation of nationalist bodies. The F.A.K. was an

umbrella organisation under the chairmanship of Dr N.J. Van der Merwe 75 set up to

provide centralised co-ordination and a greater public unity for the many and varied

Afrikaans cultural organisations, of which almost 300 were associated to the F.A.K. by

1937 (O'Meara 1983: 61, Moodie 1975:109). Then 1930 saw the formation of the

A.T.K.V. (the Afrikaans Language and Cultural Union) by the same Henning Klopper who

had founded the Broederbond in 1918. While ostensibly 'cultural', these organisations

were dominated by the activities of cultural entrepreneurs who worked to promote a

nationalist political agenda, rather than a strictly 'cultural' one.76

On the economic front, in 1934 the Broederbond established Volkskas ('people's

treasury'), a bank for the Afrikaner people run by the Broederbond Executive Council

(O'Meara 1983: 102). A further economic initiative on the part of the Broederbond took

place in 1939 with the formation of the Redingsdaadbond (R.D.B., Rescue Action

Society), which was aimed at alleviating the plight of Afrikaans 'poor whites.' The R.D.B.

was financed from subscriptions, and through it "Afrikaners were provided with loans for

the study of trades and businesses and were proffered advice on investments, and efforts

were made to organise the buying power of Afrikaners into cooperative unions. Afrikaners

were urged to save in Afrikaans savings banks, and membership in the R.D.B.

74 Some of these groups included the Ossewa Brandwag [0x-wagon Sentinels], founded in the wake of the
Great Trek Centenary, and Oswald Pirow's New Order. Both groups favoured fascism, and many of their
supporters and leaders hoped for a German victory in the Second World War. These groups promoted
Afrikaner language and culture, but also encouraged uniformity, obedience, fervent nationalism and the
belief in a strict racial hierarchy that helped to bring a sense of unity and hope to some Afrikaners at that
time, especially those who suffering urban dislocation and poverty. Furlong offers an analysis of the origins,
workings and impact of these far right-wing groups (Furlong 1991).
75 A prominent Free State nationalist and Broederbond member, Nico Van der Menve was married to one of
the daughters of the last president of the old Orange Free State Republic, Martinus Theunis Steyn. Nico Van
der Merwe translated Hobhouse's The Brunt of the War and Where It Fell into Afrilaans, and this was
published in 1923 as Die Smarte van die Oorlog en Wie Dit Gely Het.
'6 See Crawford Young 1976 and Giliomee 1995 on the idea of 'cultural entrepreneurs' in South Africa.
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automatically brought a small amount of life insurance and burial assistance for those who

joined" (Moodie 1974: 206). What these economic and cultural developments of the 1930s

indicates is a growing Afrikaans unity and hegemony, or at least the attempt to construct

such unity, and I will now go on to discuss the important role that women's war and camp

accounts played in this construction of oneness and solidarity.

The construction of a shared past during the 1930s centred on 'remembering' two

events in particular, namely the so-called Great Trek of 1838, and the concentration camps

of the South African War. At this time Gustav Preller "was beginning to chronicle the saga

of the Voortrekkers, with ebullient imagination" (Le May 1995: 159), with the focus on the

Voortrekkers reaching its zenith in 1938, when centenary celebrations were held all across

South Africa. These celebrations were pivotal to constructing and giving voice to an

emerging Afrikaner nationalist identity committed to Afrikaner unity and autonomy,

characteristics apparently embodied by the brave, pioneering Voortrekkers. The

celebrations depicted "the Voortrekker past ... as the main event in South African history,

and ... this was ... linked to the struggle against the 'mighty enemy from Europe' in the

South African War" (Witz: 2003: 98). The key part of the festivities took the form of a

Great Trek re-enactment, sometimes called Die Tweede Trek (the second trek). Nine life-

size ox-wagon replicas were constructed, and these took various routes through the

country, some ending their journeys in Pretoria where the foundation stone of the

Voortrekker Monument was laid, and others ending up at Blood River.

The idea for the trek re-enactment supposedly originated with Henning Klopper, a

founding member of the Broederbond and the A.T.ICV., although interestingly it was

Hendrika Postma, Hendrina Rabie-van der Merwe's step-niece, who is thought to have had
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a key role in formulating the central specifics of the festivities. 77 Thus according to the

Dictionary of South African Biography, Hendrika Postma "took a lively interest in the

symbolic ox-wagon Trek of 1938. It was she who suggested that the wagons be called after

Voortrekker heroines, that tracks of the oxen and marks of the wagon-wheels should be

imprinted in cement at the festival grounds, and that cairns bearing small bronze plaques

should be erected in the towns on the route of the trek" (Dictionary of South African

Biography Vol. I: 633). Le May provides a vivid description of the festivities:

"The wagons visited in all 500 towns and villages in a crescendo of excitement.
Welcoming committees dressed in what they believed to be Voortrekker costume;
municipalities renamed streets in commemoration; marriage ceremonies were
performed in the proximity of the wagons and children were brought there to be
baptised. There were the customary excesses that usually accompanied periods of
mass hysteria, and some unfortunate babies were afflicted with names such as
`Ossewania' (ox-wagon-girl) and Teufesia' (centenary-festival-girl). ...1 The
wagon routes were designed to pass throne] the poorer areas of the cities; the
object, which was successfully achieved, was to stimulate Afrikaner unity across
any emerging class divisions; it was part of the process by which poor Whites
should be reclaimed for the Volk" (Le May 1995: 183)

The Great Trek centenary celebrations are a striking example of Hobsbawm and

Ranger's 'invented tradition', and were pivotal to the construction and representation of

Afrikaner identity. The public success of the centenary celebrations marked the shift from

proto-nationalism to nationalism in its 'full-blown' sense. In many cases commemoration

of the trek was coupled with commemoration of the camps, with 'remembering' two events

forming the cornerstones of Afrikaner nationalism of this period. The deaths of women and

children in the concentration camps were thus appropriated into a display of collective

suffering that gave meaning to the Afrikaner people and its eventual triumph, as signified

at the time by the centennial celebrations and the laying of the foundation stone of the

Voortrekker Monument. At Irene concentration camp cemetery, for instance, a concrete

77 1n addition, Anna Neethling-Pohl, an Afrikaans academic dramatist and distant relative by marriage to
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray Neethling, was in charge of the historical tableaux and pageantry that formed part of
the celebrations. Thus the heirs of two key figures in the production of women's testimonies were centrally
involved in the centennial festivities.
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slab with wagon wheel imprints made by one of the 1938 celebratory wagons was

preserved alongside a plaque commemorating the work of Irene volunteer 'nurse'

Henrietta Armstrong. Also during 1938 cairns, plaques and other memorials to the

Voortrekkers were placed in or alongside many more of the camp begraafsplase or

cemeteries: in addition to Irene, these include Bethulie, Kroonstad, Norval's Pont,

Pietersburg, Springfontein, Standerton and Volksrust, for instance.

The third surge of publication coincided with this dramatic increase of Afrikaner

nationalism in the 1930s and 1940s. Many of the women's war and/or camp accounts that

appeared at this time were published by Nasionale Pers, the group of publishing

companies owned and controlled by the National Party, while some were released by

Voortrekkerpers, which was established in 1936 by W.A. Hofmeyr and largely funded by

the same Pieter Neethling who had helped set up Nasionale Pers. Voortrekkerpers was

created to publish a new pro-G.N.P. newspaper in the Transvaal, Die Transvaler, which it

was hoped would provide a counter to the Hertzogite Die Vaderland in the Transvaal.

However, the appointment of Dr H.F. Verwoerd as editor of the new newspaper led to a

later rift between Voortrekkerpers and the Hofmeyr group, and by the early 1940s

Voortrekkerpers was in financial trouble (O'Meara 1983: 105). 78 Women's accounts

published at this time include Sarah Raal's (1938) Met Die Boere in die Veld, 79 Mrs.

Neethling's (1938) Mag Ons Vergeet? [Should We Forget?] (an Afrikaans translation by

Mrs. Neethling's daughter Ella of the 1917 Vergeten?), M.M. Postma's (1939) Stemme Uit

Die Verlede [Voices from the Past] (a modification of her earlier Stemme Uit Die

78 After 1934 the Nasionale Pers daily, Die Volksblad, became the official mouthpiece of the G.N.P in the
Orange Free State. The G.N.P line was already being propounded in the Cape by Die Burger newspaper, of
which Malan had been the editor in the period immediately after its founding in 1915 by the National Party
(Le May, 1995: 161). The newspaper remained loyal to Malan after 1934.
79 Prior to its 1938 publication, Raal's book had been serialised in Saturday editions of Die Burger newspaper
from 5 December 1936 until 6 February 1937.
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Vrouekampe),80 and Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe's (1940) Onthou! In Die Skaduwee 

van die Galg [Remember! In the Shadow of the Gallows].

Mag Otis Vergeet? and Stemme Uit Die Verlede were translations from Dutch

and/or Taal into Afrikaans of two earlier collections of women's testimonies and sworn

statements, both varying only slightly from their originals. Their republication in updated

form during the height of 1930s Afrikaner nationalism represents the 'drawing in' of

earlier women's camp testimonies into the then-dominant nationalist 'the history' of the

camps. A review of Stemme Uit Die Verlede by J.R.L. Van Bruggen 8I that appeared in Die

Brandwag stated that "Soberly and yet effectively the women here give testimony of the

dark days which our nation had to go through", and also noted the book would be of

interest to "everyone who is concerned with this heroic-tragic part of our history" (Van

Bruggen 1940: 21). 82 Raal and Rabie-Van der Merwe's books both draw on the heroic

mode epitomised by Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's 1913 Kappie Komrnando/Petticoat

Commando. Raal's and Rabie-Van der Merwe's books depict their war and camp

experiences in the form of adventure stories in which they star as intrepid heroines who

took great risks to defend the "vryheid en reg", freedom and justice, of the Republics (Raal

1938: 62, Rabie-Van der Merwe 1940: 10). Both accounts are fiercely nationalist, with

Raal hoping that her book would awaken, "love of the fatherland and awareness of the

nation in our young generation" 83 (Raal 1938: Voorwoord [Foreword]), and Rabie-Van der

80 Stemme Uit Die Verlede appeared in a slightly 'updated' form of Afiftcaans, and significantly included one
additional testimony by Mrs. S.C. Scheepers, mother of Boer commandant Gideon Scheepers, who had been
controversially executed as a war criminal by the British military on 17 January 1902. Scheepers was charged
with acts of murder, arson and ill-treatment of prisoners. The Dictionary of South African Biography
observes that he "had no compunction in executing any Non-Whites he captured who were armed or who
were, in his estimation, guilty of spying" (Dictionary of South African Biography Vol. 11: 627). However,
Scheepers was later valorised as a hero and martyr of the republican cause. Interestingly, Hendrina Rabie-
Van der Merwe named her only son Scheepers, after this man (TAD 6328/64),
81 Van Bruggen was the author of the strongly nationalist Bittereinders (Van Bruggen 1935) discussed earlier
in this chapter.
82 "Sober en tog effektief le vroue hier getuien& af van die donker dae waardeur ons nasie moes gaan",
"almal wat in hierdie heroies-tragiese deel van ons geskiedenis belangstel".
83 "vaderlandsliefde en volksbewussyn by ons jong geslag".
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Merwe hoping that her book would help cultivate "patriotism in the bosom of our

upcoming generations"" (Rabie-Van der Merwe 1940: 5).

These 1930s and 1940s accounts have more in common with one another than with

the previous published accounts, and in many ways they represent the achievement of the

hegemonic nationalist 'the history' of the war and camps. Thus the books by Raal and

Rabie-Van der Merwe share an adventure story with a feisty redoubtable heroine format,

and both have a strongly triumphalist nationalist and racist tone to them. In considerable

contrast, the earlier collections of women's testimonies by Postma and Neethling

repeatedly emphasise, on the one hand, the cruelty and deliberate malice purportedly

shown by the British towards Boer women and children during the war and the enormous

suffering this caused, and, on the other hand, the great powers of forbearance, fortitude,

and resistance shown by Boer women in response to British mistreatment. As noted earlier,

there is a good deal of overlap between testimonies across the Neethling and Postma

collections, with the women testimony-writers repeating and reproducing incidents and

occurrences across the individual accounts and collections, thereby apparently conferring

on these testimonies authenticity and historical validity because of their seeming

corroboration of each other's claims.85 However, as I shall argue in later chapters, these

similarities and repetitions in fact resulted from their politicised production within a

strongly nationalist context After the third cluster of publications represented by Raal and

Rabie-Van der Merwe, two other accounts were published much later and these apparently

emerged independently of a specific grouping of women's accounts. These were Tant

84 "om nasieliefde in die boesem van oar opkomende geslagte aan te kweek".
85 Certainly Hobhouse took these great similarities as a confirmation of the veracity of the women's accounts
and stated: "The universality and similarity of experience is striking. Had every woman of the two Boer
Republics (apart from the few big towns) recorded her experience, the result would have been but a general
repetition of these statements with minor variations of detail" (Hobhouse 1927: 5).
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Miem Fisher se Kampdagboek86 (1964, 2000) and Camp Diary of Henrietta T. 

Armstrong87 (Van Rensburg 1980). 88 Although both purport to be camp diaries, in fact

both are likely to have been written up some time after the war, possibly from informal,

'untidy' fragments written at the time, and in Armstrong's case following publication of

Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's Het Consentratie-kamp van Irene.

It is the processes by, and political context in, which Boer women's camp accounts

came to been seen as providing factual and accurate memory about the past and 'the facts'

about the camps in the context of 'the history' as perceived by nationalism that the

following chapters will analyse and theorise. Linked to this, the moral right that is

apparently 'automatically' conferred on testimony writers/speakers by their claims to

persecution and oppression is interestingly called into question in the South African case.

This is certainly not to suggest that Boer women and children did not suffer great hardships

during the war and in the camps, nor that the deaths that occurred were otherwise than

terrible and unnecessary; rather it is the manner and circumstances in which these

experiences have subsequently been remembered and represented, and used to what ends,

that requires investigation and re-thinking. It is the hindsight knowledge that these

testimonies played an important role in the development of nationalism, and thus in

segregation and later apartheid, that enables a re-reading that historicises these writings

and looks in detail at their contents, as well as the contexts in which they were written,

published and originally read, as well as re-read now. In the chapter that now follows, I

commence such a re-thinking of 'the history', by providing a post-1994 re-reading of a

Miem Fischer's brother was Tobias Smuts, a well-known Boer assistant commandant-general in the war
until August 1901, when he was stripped of his rank for excess of zeal burning down a village in Swaziland,
contrary to orders (Dictionary of South African Biography Vol. IV: 586).
87 Henrietta Armstrong worked at Irene camp as one of the volunteers. She was later a key organiser in the
S.A.V.F.
88 In keeping with arguments that unfold across this thesis about the influential role of translating and
editorial work, I reference edited diaries and collections of testimonies under the name of the editor
throughout. Thus Armstrong's diary appears here under the name of its editor, Van Rensburg.
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particular nationalist woman's testimony, Onthou! In Die Slcaduwee van die Galg by

Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe (1940).
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Chapter Two
Re-reading Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe's Onthou" In die

Skaduwee van die Gaig: Testimonio and Post/Memory Processes

"It is expected of us to forget and just to cover everything over. Blood will not be
covered up. The stain always reappears. And the soil of South Africa is soaked with
the blood of our burghers and the suffering of 26, 000 women and children. They
drank the bitterest cup and absorbed also the dregs. How dare we forget? No, my
people, even if my voice is like one who calls in the wilderness, I urge you with all
that is precious: remember! Do not be vengeful, but remember what they suffered
for us and sealed with their blood And so, the iron stones in our land begin to call"
(Rabie-Van der Merwe 1940: 328)1

HerKkina Rabie-Van der Merwe's Onthou! In die Skadtiwee van die Galg

[Remember! In the Shadow of the Gallows] was published in 1940 and provides a useful

starting point for an examination of women's testimonies of the South African War and

concentration camps, because it epitomises key aspects of the processes of posttntemory

production that characterise the production and contents of these accounts more generally.

As a book published thirty-eight years after the conclusion of the war, a with-hindsight re-

reading of this text usefully enables the crucial questions about the workings of memory,

referentiality and moral authority that are key concerns of my thesis to be raisr4 The text

of  Onthou! exemplifies posthnemory in its de facto if not de jure autonomy from its

originating events and constitutes what Stanley refers to as "an almost canonical and

constantly reworked version of the past" (Stanley 2005a, in press). The publication of

Onthou! in 1940 in fact represents a culmination of the fervent nationalist activity involved

''Von ma word verwag on ce vergeet en maar al/es be be sneer. Bloed	 toegesmeer weer foe. Die
sick Atm alsyd uver mit En die bedew wan Suid-Afrika Lr deurweek met die bleed van ma brawn. en 60e
toting van 26,000 wage en kinder*. Hulk het die droesem ook ingemig. Hoe &law vergect? Nee, my
walk, a/ is my stem sewn wm cen mat imp in die woestyn, ek moan Julie by al wet rfierbaar is: android Moenie
wratikarglig trees 'tie, mar oration vcat hulk vir getv en met 1nd bked versed het So 'tie, ard die
ysteridippe in oar land begin roe')." The last sentence reverberates strongly with much early Afrikaans
writing and with a line from Cl Langenhoven's 1918 poem 'Die Stem' [The Call] which later became the
national anthem of South Africa: "kat die kranse antwoord gee" [let the echoing crags resound], In the
poetry of C. Louis Leipoldt in particular, landscape is depicted as strong voice of resistance to the bloodshed
of the war, and Leipoldt implies that there will be an elemental revolt from the landscape if people forget
what happened( in the past (see for instance 'Die Koperkaper). I am grateful to Maretha Potgieter for her
insightful counnents on this extract_
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in remembering and commemorating both the concentration camps and the 'Great Trek' in

the late 1930s; it represents the apotheosis of the post/memory process, a process which

began as the events of the war unfolded and women's experiences of these began to be told

and re/told, first in oral and then in written accounts.

Onthou! shares many of the defining characteristics of the testimonio genre, in that

it purports to present 'the truth', the whole truth and nothing but the truth about what is

perceived as a terrible injustice by its author, who positions herself as a moral crusader on

behalf of what is axiomatically assumed to be the moral highground. However, the book

also disrupts key assumptions of the genre in several interesting and challenging ways. The

political context in which the events of this narrative were remembered and inscribed — that

is, the rise of Afrilmner nationalism in the 1930s, sketched out in Chapter One with

hindsight considerably complicate the author's truth-telling claims, not least by

problematising important aspects of the moral basis of the Boer claim to persecution and

victimhood. The spotless innocence of victimhood and the related moral authority of the

author are also compromised by the treatment of 'race' matters in OnthouL when these are

re-read from a post-1994 perspective on segregation and apartheid in South Africa and

their close relationship with nationalism. And they are further problematised by the

adventure-story form that the narrative takes, in which the author does not figure as a

victim, although all of her compatriots do, but instead as its redoubtable heroine by never

compromising in her dealings with the British enemy and always discomforting and

defeating them.

OnthouL like other Boer women's war and/or camp accounts, has received very

little detailed critical attention in South African or elsewhare. 2 Part of the reason for this

absence of critical interrogation lies in the testimonios nature of these accounts, which for

2 See Stanley 2002c am Mrs. Neethling's 1903 Should We Forget? for an exception to ibis. Jansen's
discussion orBoer women's testimonies is neither detailed nor critical (Jansen 1999a, 1999b)-
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many commentators has imbued them with seemingly unquestionable refeientiality and

moral authority. As a result, those commentators who have written about Boer women's

accounts have by and large assumed the a priori referentiality of these testimonies:

"But what of the personal depositions? They were all given, either
contemporaneously or within a few years at the end of the war. No one would
fabricate the truth: it was too close. There were too many people who knew"
(Coetzer 2000: 256, original emphasis)

These has also been little questioning of moral right as This is inscribed and claimed in

Boer women's testimonies, which have been read mainly as examples of "resistance

literature" which "should be studied as forerunners of a heart-rending twentieth century

genre consisting of texts written by women in the Nazi and Japannese [sic] camps during

World Was II" (Jansen 1999b: 9). However, in this chapter I shall argue that the text and

context of  Onthou! require critical interrogation of a kind that does not accept as given the

memory, truth and moral claims made by its author. Using ideas drawn from the theoretical

debates that have developed around the testirnonio genre, and also the analytical tool of

postimemory, this chapter examines the complex intersecting issues concerning

referentiality, moral authority and memory-making present in Onlhou! all of which have

bearing on the into pretation of Boer women's testimonies more widely. I begin with a

brief synopsis of the book itself before providing the key elements of my analysis of

Onthou! which will include discussing detailed extracts from the book as well as its

context of production and first reading and also its relationship to the testimonio genre.

The fight for "freedom and justice": a 'referential text' written under an 'extreme
condition of oppression'?

Onthou!  begins with the outbreak of war in October 1899, when the author and her

husband Sarel were living as tenants on a farm near East London, in the Eastern Cape

Colony. Upon hearing about the start of the war, they decided to return to their birthplace,
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the Orange Free Slate, to join the fight for "vryizeid en reg", freedom and justice (l 0).3

Sarel Van der Merwe joined a commando, and Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe went to her

family in Bloemfontein, where she and her sisters spent their days at the railway station,

singing folk songs for arriving and departing burghers (citizens), men off to join their

commandos or officials involved in war activities. Here she comments that President

Steyre always waited on the platform to greet the men on their way to join their

commandos, and to underline her patriotism she adds that "The President also always sang

the folk songs with us. I am sure I speak on behalf of our whole nation when I say that we

loved our President heartily" (23). 5 However, Rabie-Van der Merwe longed to be part of

the action occurring out in the veld (bush, field), commenting that "I did not come here [to

the Orange Free State] to bake rusks. I want to nurse the wounded, hold the dying in my

arms, wash away their blood and refresh their parched lips with drops of cool water" (19).6

She eventually joined a Boer commando unit to work as a nurse, but she found nursing

trying and comments that it showed her "that war is cruel and barbaric and inhuman" (72).7

Later Said and his brother Faan 8 were captured by the British, jailed at Jagersfontein and

sentenced to death. With the help of a commando unit, Rabie-Van der Merwe participated

in freeing her husband and brother-in-law hum prison. As a result of the jailbreak, she in

turn was arrested and imprisoned at Jagersfontein, and following the British re-occupation

of the village was sent to the concentration camp at Port Elizabeth along with a large group

3 In this chapter all references to Onthou! will provide the page number only
4 Martina% Theunis Steyn was President of the Orange Free State from February 1898 until March 1900 when
Bloemfontein fell to the British and the territory was renamed the Orange River Colony.
5 "Die .Presitkm her oak ahyd the voikshedere met nns suamgesing. Ek is ,seker ek plum wit maws win ors
ganseivlkac eksé ens het ons President hardik licigehad."

"Eic het me gekom n beslant te hat me. Ekwil die gewondes pan verpleeg, the sterwendes in my arms
12:ashas, ind bleed *sus en hod done lippe vetfris met drirppels km/ water."

"dat oorlog wreed en harbours en amend& is."
8 Faan (Francios) van der Merwe was known as Rocri Farm [Red Faan] on account of his long red hair and
beard. According to the Dictionary of South African Biography, Faan was a "dauntless, sometimes
recklessly, bold fighter during the South African war, and was also known as the Rod Thawed [Red Devil].
Ile was part ofthe group under Hertzog and Nieuwoudt who invaded the Cape Colony and seized Calvinia in
January 1901 (Dictionary of South African Biography Vol. V: 797).
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of Boer women and children. En route the group were temporarily encamped at Edenburg,9

where Rabie-Van der Merwe assisted as an unofficial nurse to the women and children

there, and was apparently asked by a British doctor if she would like to work nursing

wounded British soldiers, which she refused.

Eventually Rabie-Van der Merwe was sent to Port Elizabeth camp, which she

deplored for its poor condition„ i° claiming for example that Mrs. Koos Herizog's son died

of hunger in the camp: "When I arrived in camp, Mrs. Koos Herizog's son was already

dead, but the other women told me how the poor mother begged on her knees for a tin of

condensed milk at any price from the rationers. She explained that it VW for her sick child

But this was absolutely refused ... the poor mother had to see her child fade away and

die of hunger" (168-9)." After a short stay, Rabie-Van der Merwe and a fellow inmate,

Hannie Marais, escaped from this camp in the hopes of re-joining a commando, for as she

explained, "I did not come to the war to eat the Englishman's baker's bread and jam"

(184). 12 With Rabie-Van der Merwe posing as an Englishwoman called Helen Taylor and

Hannie Marais as her cousin Miss Smith, the two women took the train to Graaff-Reinet,

telling the authorities they were on their way to attend a wedding, while in fact they were

hoping to meet up with a Boer commando. However, upon reaching Graaff-Reinet both

9 Edenbur ation was a key railway junction at that time and also the site of one tithe black camps.
I° Port Elizabeth camp was tegarded as eshow camp', and was thus not included in the Ladies Commission
tour of inspection in 1901. A total of 15 people died there over the whole period alba camp's erns' tence.
Many of the families of Boer commanders and generals were sent there, including members of the Hefting
family.
11 "Tara in the tramp 'tont was men Koos Herkog e seuntlle reeds dood moor die ontkr wine het my
vend hoe die mine moeder op haor kniee gesoebat he tom 'n blikkie koraknsatelk by the ninkkrs t e koop,
teen enige ply& sy het vercheidelik elks, cht vir hoar siek kind is Maar chi is hoar ten enentak geweier
moes the arme moetkr hoar kind so sien wegkwyn en van hanger stern v.!' This death in fact refers to that of
eight-year-old Clutha Needding Hertzog, son of Mrs. James Hertzog„ on 12 November 1900 in Port
Elizabeth camp, the details of which are documented in Hobhouse 1902: 83-89. Hobhouse stated that the
child was suffering from measles before he was taken to Port Elizabeth camp, and this was most Rely the
cause of his death, nut hunger (Balme 1994; 66). It is unclear why Rabie-Van der Merwe refers to the child's
mother as Mrs. Koos Henzog.

“Ek het mos nie otarlog-toe gekom can Engelsman se bakkershmod en Jon e eel inc." Unhle at all other
camps where inhabitants were provided with flour or meal to bake their own bread, ready-made loaves were
distribrted at Port Elizabeth camp. Meals in this camp were centrally prepared, rather than individually
cooked by inhabitants.
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women were quickly arrested by a large contingent of British soldiers who raided the

boarding house the women were staying in On this, Rabie-Van der Merwe writes with a

mixture of seff-deprecation and self-importance, "If I was in the place of the enemy, I

would be really ashamed of myself to make such a demonstration over a simple little old

Boer woman" (211).13

Rabie-Van der Merwe was then imprisoned in jails at Bethulie and later at

Bloemfontein, where she met other Boer women prisoners and comments on some of their

stories. The bulk of her book focuses on the hardships of prison life, with the gat or

gallows referred to in the title in the Bloemfontein prison yard affording the only shade in

the hot, dusty enclosure. In spite of her depiction of prison life as harsh and trying, Rabie-

Van der Merwe also emphasises her own success in challenging British authority in jail,

for instance by demanding that her meals in Bloemfontein prison be provided by a local

hoteL 'That [prison food] I will not tolerate,' was my answer. am not a criminal, but a

political prisoner, and I want my meals three times a day from a hotel and you must see to

it.' Within half an hour my breakfast was there, to my greatest surprise sent by some or

other hotel" (257-8). 14 After some months Rabie-Van der Merwe's health deteriorated. A

persistent cough coupled with poor circulation eventually precipitated her release from

prison, and she was given permission to travel to Stellenbosch where her mother was

Alvin& 15 However, claiming to have felt concern at being a financial burden to her

mother, she wrote to the British military authorities demanding that the British pay for her

13 "As am eke pick urn (he vyand was, sou ek my waarlik geskaam het on soveel demonstrasies Ic maak oar
'it eenvoutike oa Borrevroutfie.”

ticknie gedoog me, 'is my aniwoord Ek is nie misdadiger nie, Maar politieke gesungene, en
etc drierward per dog van 'Yr hotel af hi ea.& nroet daarvoor sorg.' Rime VI halfinrr was my

onibyr daar, tar my fflrootste verbaving tkur een of amkr hotel gesluur.."
13 Mrs. Rabie lived in Bloemfontein concentration camp after her house in the WW1 was commandeered at
the end of 	 1901 by the British military who paid her 10 a month in rent (A190, 24). Interestingly, the
records of the Bloesniontein Ladies Relief Committee indicate that Mrs. Rabie was a recipient of 'relief in
the tbrm of writing paper, envelopes and stamps, an indication both of her relative affluence - she did not
request or receive basic items of food - and also her likely level of education (A13, 19). Mrs.1Rabie was later
allowed to go to live with relatives in Stellenbosch.
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upkeep while martial law was still being enforced. As a result she was sent to live at

Spningfontein camp, where she arrived on 31 May 1902, the day the peace treaty of

Vereenibing was signed." The last part of her book describes Sales return from

Bermuda, the Van der Merwee decision to live at the devastated Rabie farm ‘Groenkloof

in the Free State„ and their struggle to begin life again there. The book ends with a piece of

verse by C. Louis Leipoldt in which the dead of the battlefield and the camps are assured

that they can sleep peacefully after their suffering because "we remember!" (347)•17

In what follows, detailed extracts from Onthou! will be provided and discussed;

and, as part of this, I want firstly to consider specifically the ways in which the text does

and does not exemplify key features of the testimonio genre, and secondly what features of

it a post-1994 re-reading brings into critical sight As is well-known, the &Wound° genre

has been particularly associated with the Latin American testimonial narratives that

emerged in the late 1960s with the publication of texts such as Esteban Montejo's I Miguel

Barnet's Autobiography of a Runaway Slave in 1966. However, certainly outside Latin

America, the best-known example of the genre is I. Rigoberta Menchu (Rigoberta Menchu

with Elisabeth Burgos-Debray 1983), which has received a great deal of critical attention, a

critical attention that shows no sign of drying up. With the growth of testbnonio, so too

there has been an increasing academic interest in the genre, and this has developed into the

specialised field of 	 studies, implicitly concerning Latin American testimonies,

and especially those by women, although curiously this gendered dimension is seldom

explicitly addressed. The key definitions of the genre provided by prominent testimonio

theorists over a ten-year span all stress similar characteristics:

"SRC 87. haterestingly, the register of inhabitants for Springfontein camp indicates that Rabin-Van der
Merwe herself took the Oath of Allegiance to the British on 31 May 1902, the date the war ended and the
date she entered the camp for the first time. This is curiously out of keeping with the fierce nationalism
expressed in her book.
17 The Afrikaans is 'Was ombour. Leipoldt's poem, entitled "Optirag 'Won alma mil wargegagn het"',
appeared his collection of poetry Own Get Vend en Antler Gedigte [Uncle Gert Tells and Other Poems].
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"Testimonio represents an affirmation of the individual subject, even of individual
growth and transformation, but in connection with a group or class situation
marked by marginalization, oppression, and struggle" (Beverley 1989: 23, my
emphasis)

"... art authentic narrative, told by a witness who is moved to narrate by the
urgency of a situation (e.g., war, oppression, revolution, etc). Emphasizing
popular, oral discourse, the witness portrays his or her own experience as an agent
(rather than a representative) of a collective memory and identity. Truth is
summoned in the cause of denouncing a present situation of exploitation and 
oppression or in exorcising and setting aright official history" (Yudice 1991: 17,
my emphases)

"There are three distinguishing features I particularly want to emphasin in these
definitions of testimonio: (1) it is produced through a voluntary collaboration
between an intellectual and a subaltern individual or group; (2) it emphasizes a
collective experience of an often extreme condition of oppression; and (3) it is a
referential text, that is, it refers to real events in the real world and insists on the
truth of its account. Testimonio is a collaborative discourse which refers to a
concrete reality, often with the explicit intent of changing it" (Kokotovic 1999:38,
my emphases)

All three definitions here stress that testimonios bear witness to situations of

"marginalization" and "exploitation and oppression" in what is presented as an essentially

truthful, referential way, and that a testimonio is thus perceived as a "referential text"

which truthfully represents "real events". By implication, the testintonio writerispeakerm is

presumed to be morally and politically correct in their opposition to the situation of

injustice which their testimonio gives voice to, individually and collectively, but with this

presumption more strongly evident in the first phase of testimonio criticism, as [outline

below. It is these features of mferentiality and moral right that are crucially disrupted by

Onthou!, as I shall propose later.

In his introduction to the extremely influential collection The Real Thing 

Testimonial Discourse and Latin America, Gugelberger identifies two phases of testimonio

criticism — the initial response to the genre by critics in the late 1980s and early 1990s

13 Many testiasonitis have been prochiced by a collaboration between 'speakers' who have verbally related
their stories to academics or writers based in US or European contexts, who have subsequently 'written up'
these accounts and arranged for their publication.
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characterised by what he calls "unconditional affirmation of the genre", and then a second

wave of criticism that questioned this earlier affirmation of the genre's referentiality and

explored "issues of authenticity and salvationality" (Gugelberger 1996: 5, 4). Some critics

have argued that in light of the urgent political calls to action made in testimonios, it is a

callous and rmaffixdable luxury to interrogate their referentiality or authenticity, and that

"posistructuralist skepticism" leads to a destructive and unwanted "depoliticising" of

testimonial narratives (Kokotovic 1999: 35). Others, like Elzbieta SIdodowslat„ have

examined testimonio MOW critically and questioned the assumption of referentiality,

arguing instead that the genre hovers on the borders of "factual and fictional" (Sklodowska

1996: 85). There has also been critical scepticism expressed about collaborations between

the testimonio-speakers and academic writers who have produced many of the best-known

testimonios_19 Recent testimonio criticism has thus opened up the possibility to engage with

the interplay between fact and fiction in the text, and has also emphasised the significance

of the context of testintonio production.. The context and content of °Dillon! raise

significant questions about referentiality, and as I shall suggest, the book provides a clear

example of/esti/non/as' tendency to be simultaneously both 'factual and fictional'.

An aspect of tesinnonio that has received far less critical attention concerns the

presumption of the moral right on the part of the speaker/writer. Even those critics who

have questioned the referentiality of testimonio still tend to presume that the speaker has

been the victim of injustice and is the righteous, principled opponent of an illegitimate and

repressive regime, A strong assumption running through testimonio literature is that

victims of injustice or oppression automatically gain moral authority, and that this

19 For instance, a great deal of controversy has sunrounded Elisabeth Burgos-Debrays role in producing L
Rigobertalklenchu, and there has been much debate about Menchu's own credibility as a testimony-speaker,
sparked primarily by the polemical attack in Rigoberta Menchu and the Story of All Poor Guatemalans (Stoll
1998) Aspects of these debates are outlined in Burgos 1999, Lincoln 2000, Gugelberger 1999 and
Stromquist MO. See also Sklodowska's discussion of Barnet's mediating presence in The Autobiography of
a Runaway Slaw (Sklodowska 19961
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immunises their writings against doubt or question as to its veracity, its truthfulness."

Kokotovic describes tes rimoniac as "texts [in which] the colonized, silenced 'others' of

Western discourse intervene in that discourse as selves and claim the authority to speak in

order to contest their exclusion from history" (Kokotovic 1999:29, original emphasis).

Especially during the first wave of testimonio criticism, the genre was viewed as a

mouthpiece for the marginalized and oppressed, providing a place for the subaltern to

speak The assumption has been that political correctness is on the side of the teviimonio-

speaker, who occupies a superior moral position as a result of the unwarranted evil

persecution to which they have been subject. However, when the testirnonio-speakexlwriter

is a Boer woman, a member of a group of people who even at the time of the South African

War were widely criticised for their views on 'race', and who later in the twentieth century

went on to rule the South African apartheid state, a present-time re-reading requires

suspending such assumptions.

In 1994, South Africa's first free democratic elections were held, providing a

watershed 'moment' in the demolition of apartheid, and thus my interest in providing a

post-1994 re-reading of women's testimonies. That is, I take it as crucial that a present-

time, post-1994, re-reading not only requires suspending assumptions about referentiality

and moral right and authority, but also requires a critical interrogation of the 'race'

assumptions, parameters and dynamics of all prior writings on and about South Africa In

this context, it is pertinent to note that Rabie-Van der Merwe's negative comments on

'race' are intertwined with her claims to persecution at the hands of both the British and

black people, so that re-reading her testimony with hindsight knowledge about apartheid

a) In the case of South African women's testimonies, this is reflected in Coetzer's imsistence commented on
earlier„ that, '"Nio one would fabricate the truth: it was too dose. There were too many people who knevi"
(Coetzer 2001X 256, original emphasis).
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enables problematising assumptions about testimonial narratives and moral right

concerning this particular instance of testimonio-writing.

There are three features of Onthou! in particular that place it within the genre of

temimonio and around which my following discussion is organised. Firstly, the text is

pervaded by truth-telling claims — Rabie-Van der Merwe repeatedly states that the 'real'

history of the war and its atrocities has been concealed or forgotten and that her account

has been written to help rectify these silences and omissions. Secondly, while Rabie-Van

der Merwe certainly does not cast herself as a victim, she nevertheless presents the

Afrikaner nation's history as a people's "struggle for survival", and depicts the British as

unjust oppressors who deliberately caused "the suffering of innocents' (328),11 with

Onthou! presented as an objective text that documents the Afrikaner people's struggle for

survival in the face of this. Thirdly, she "portrays [...] her own experiences as an agent

(rather than a representative) of a collective memory and identity", as Yudice (1991:17)

has phrased it In this depiction of herself as an active agent, Rabie-Van der Merwe's self-

portrayal is suggestive of the hero in an adventure story, as I will demonstrate later.

However, as a testimonio-writer Rabie-Van der Merwe is a troublesome figure, for

Onthou! is not morally or politically straightforward in the sense implied by even critical

definitions of the genre, because, although the author repeatedly asserts her authority as a

reliable witness and truth-teller, the content and context of her book make these claims

problematic in a post-1994 re-reading.

I focus now on examining these three aspects of Onthou! in turn„ and begin by

exploring the ways in which Rabie-Van der Merwe asserts her authority as a witness to the

war and an 'agent of collective memory', before examining aspects of her book's content

and also its writing and publishing context that problematise her claims to referentiality

21 "eke bding sun annblidiges.".
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and truth-telling. Doing do so in the context of a post-1994 re-reading means that my

analysis and understanding of this text is grounded in the particular social and political

milieu that has prevailed in South Africa since the end of apartheid rule in that watershed

year. In 1994, National Party rule and with it the political system of apartheid ended in

South Africa with the first democratic elections, and since that time these have been

widespread efforts to make sense of South Africa's racial past by individuals, the academic

community, and also more publicly by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission?n This

provides the broad context in which my re-reading of Onthou! is located, a re-reading

inevitably shaped by the wider impulse to understand and historicise South Africa's racial

past In addition, my re-reading of  Onthou! is informed by feminist literaiy theory and

practice, which has usefully used strategies of reading and re-reading 'against the grain' to

identify "patriarchy as the source of women's textual as well as material oppression", but

also to interrogate gender differences and hierarchies and "the language through which

[they are] constructed and symbolized" (Mills and Pearce 1996:2 4). Through such a

reading 'against the grain' or "political reading", feminist literary theorists have shown

how "conflict between the reader and author/text can expose the underlying premises of

the work' (Moi 1985: 82, 24-25, original emphasis).

Claiming truth and referentiality in Onthou! 

Rabie-Van der Merwe's self-representation as a testimony-writer centres on three

main features — her claimed authority as a witness, her related insistence on the

truthfulness of her account, and her personal heroism and bravely as demonstration of her

moral worth. Rabie-Van der Merwe's wartime experiences give her tale credibility: she

22 For the Repeat itself see Truth and Reconciliation Commission 1998, and on the role and significance of
the Commission and its wider ramifications in South Africa see Christie 2000, James and Van de Vijver 2000
and Wilson 2001. On rethinking history in post-1994 South Africa more generally see Colvin 2004, Coombes
2003 and Nunal and Coetzee 1998.
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and her husband's loyalty to Boer independence, together with the price they paid for this,

help authorise her version of events. Experience and suffering legitimate the tale, and also

legitimate Afrikaner claims on South Africa; that is, their having fought and suffered for

South Africa is presented as justifying their claim for political as well as moral supremacy

thereafter.. The author's status as, in Yudice's terms, an 'agent of collective memory', is

given more, rather than less, authority by her insistence that "What I have seen and lived

through is but a droplet in comparison with the beakers-full which my fellow-Afrikaners

have drained" (4).23 This self-deprecating acknowledgement of the greater suffering of

others at the outset of the book gives the author's tale the implicit backing and

corroboration of the thousands of other tales of hardship more extreme than her own. It

also acts to pre-empt any potential accusations of exaggeration on Rabie-Van der Menve's

part, while simultaneously gesturing towards the suffering of the collectivity in a story that

is actually about the author's individual heroic wartime activities. This emphasis on her

own suffering on the one hand, but playing it down on the other in relation to the wider

collective experience, confers credibility and authority on the text and its ensuing account

Thus Ralbie-Van der Merwe explains in her foreword that one of the difficulties in

writing her book was "to track down all the names of people and dales of events" (424

continuing that,

"I want to assure my readers that I have exaggerated nothing, and have written
down nothing that is not true; on the contrary, I suppressed a lot and left out names,
not because I have forgotten them, but because I feel sorry for their descendents,
who would hide their faces in shame if they knew how their parents and
grandparents acted in the Anglo-Boer War" (4)25

73 Wat ek gesien en deurgentaak het is maar • r druppel in verge47king met erre mara-bekers wen nry mede-
Afrikaners gekdig het."
2 	 al elie name van persone en denims van gebeffrienisse op le spoor."
2.5 "Ek aril my ksers werseker den ek niks oorrhyf bet, en niks neergesfrif het wen me vaar is nit; inteendeet
a het hare veraryg en name mitgeloat me omdai ek hulk vergeet het nie, maar mad& ei jammer wiel vir hid
nageslagte, wen hal aamig met skaaatte sal back as hulk weet hoe Ind firers en wormers in etre Anglo-
Boere-oorlog gehandel her° The last part of this presumably refirs to the descendents of hendstwers and
joiners, who Rabie-Van der Merwe assumes would feel ashamed to know of their ancestors' past
traitorousness to the Afrikaner yolk.
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This assurance guaranteeing truthfulness and authenticity is strengthened by the author's

claim that there is more she has remembered but has chosen not to record, because this

implies both the comprehensiveness of her memory and also her tact and responsibility in

recounting these memories. The author's truth-telling claims pervade the text, but with an

interesting tension between truth and untruth. Thus Rabie-Van der Merwe represents

herself as the epitome of an honesty that is almost perverted by contact with the British,

who forced her to live by lies and deception. In this context, after her escape from Port

Elizabeth camp, Rabie-Van der Merwe notes that she was 'forced' by circumstance to tell

many lies to the British authorities in her flight to Graaff-Reinet. Just before her re-capture

by the British, having got as far as a boarding house in Graaff-Reinet, she reflects on her

ability to lie: "To my surprise I found that the more lies I told, the easier it became to

deceive. The straying path! If it had carried on any longer, I would have become an expert

liar' (210).26 While this admission could undermine the authority of the tale by countering

the author's claims, in fact it functions in the opposite way. That is, by confessing the ease

with which she was able to lie but her realisation of this 'straying' before it was 'too late',

the author points up and reinforces rather than undermines her truthfulness.

There are indications that Onthou! has been read as an accurate factual account

that can be used to glean information about aspects of the war. In a letter of 14 July 1950,

ten years after the book's publication, sent to the journalist popularly known as Tenief,

RP Cabe recommended Onthou!  as a book which records the events that took place in and

around Fauresmith during the war and suggested that it "deserves a place in the Renier

archive" (A119) 21 Of Rabie-Van der Merwe herself, 011ie commented, "A braver, more

26 -rot my nerbasing sind ek dal hoe nicer irk  lawns verte4 hoe 'maker dit my val om nteer to wrsin. Die

2
fraonde pad! As et !anger so aanhou, dan word ek nog `n ekspert-lettenaar,"
 This letter is part of the Resler collection which consists of the correspondence of G. loubert (1904-1968),

a journalist popularly known as Renier, who wrote a column entitled 'Siop Van Aline Will your pipe with
my tobacco] for Die Volksblad newspaper during the 1940s and 1950s. Much of the correspondence deals
with topics related to the South Africa War and the 1914 Rebellion, and amongst the letters to Reiner are
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determined woman than Ilenkie Rabie could not easily be formd."28 Here, for a reader

more-or-less 'of the time', Orahou!  has been read as intended by Rabie-Van der Merwe —

as the truthful, factual accotmt of an intrepid and heroic woman. In addition, her first-hand

(albeit it brief and atypical) experience of concentration camp life is used by Rabie-Van

der Merwe to make authoritative judgements about conditions in the camps more widely,

and to condemn those she holds responsible.29 Her status as a self-proclaimed 'expert' has

been reinforced by later writers, who have used her book as a primary source on the camps

at Port Elizabeth and Springfontein."

For instance, in the Springfontein volume (1991) of Raath and Louw's

Konsentrasiekarnp-Gedenkreeks [Concentration Camp Commemorative Series], the

authors quote extensively from Onthou! to illustrate their arguments about poor conditions

in Springfontein camp, in spite of the fact that Rabie-Van der Merwe arrived there on the

date the war ended and lived there only post-war, making her experience highly atypical.

Nonetheless, Ruth and Louw present the aim of their series as, "to make just the

assimilated facts available, as objectively as possible" (1991: vi)', and in doing so

juxtapose comments from (Who& extracts from the official camp records and quotes

from secondary sources as if these are all equally factual and bear an equally direct

relationship to the events they purport to describe. 32 Similarly, Swart and Roodt (1992)

reference Onthou! in footnotes as a source of 'factual' information about Port Elizabeth

several in which writers relate their concentration camp experiences. Citifies original Afirlaans is "venfien
plek in trie Reiner argier
"'a Dappenkr, knarager won as Henke Rabic sal me maklik kan gewind won nie."

29 1n fad, Rabie-Van der Mame spent no more than a few weeks in Port Elizabeth camp, and about four
months post-war in Springtimtein camp. Unlike the large majority of Boer women in the camps„ she had no
children to care for, and was unfettered by family responsibilities.
" indeed, several present-day commentators on the camps have reproduced extracts firm Boer women's
testimonies as primary supporting evidence for the factual claims they make, without providing any critical
discussion of these testimonies or their context of production. See for example Marais 1999 and Raath 2000a,
2000b.
31 "ota skgs ofefrike _. so objekticlatoontlik suntevaitend beskikboar k skr
33 Ras& (2002a) too provides extensive quotes from Onthoul  and treats the text as the objective account of an

innocent Boer woman who was unfairly victimised by the British.
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camp. However, Rabie-Van der Merwe escaped from this 'show camp' after a very short

stay, of around two or three weeks. These repetitions in 1991 and 1992 of the claims made

more than 50 years earlier in Onthoul as unproblematic facts hinge on the assumption that

R,abie-Van der Merwe's memories, of the events of the war and the camps some forty

years before, and her representation of these in Onthoul are taken to all map onto each

other in a direct and unproblematically referential way. Such commentators offer no

critical interrogation of the book nor its provenance within the political context of its

writing, publication and original reading: Rabie-Van der Merwe's representation of herself

as authoritative, reliable, educated, sympathetic, and most importantly, 'having been there',

has seemingly placed her truth-claims as beyond question for them.

Rabie-Van der Merwe evidences her authority as a witness as well as a custodian of

truth in various ways in the text. Thus, for instance, while in Bloemfontein prison she

describes having offered to help a fellow inmate accused of murder, and she secured a

defence for the sixteen-year-old Johanna and related the details of the case and the

evidence ofJohanna's innocence to her lawyer. The author explains her actions in the

following way: "Johanna was too simple and underdeveloped to do anything for herselt I

therefore regarded it as my duty to represent her. Praise the Lord that I was more

privileged, and in a position to do this" (291)_B Many references are made throughout the

text to the author's fluency in English, and her sound reading and writing skills; and by

emphasising her superior educational qualifications, she bestows further authority on

herself as a witness and testimony-giver. However, while this example of noblesse oblige

in relation to the presumptively white Johanna derives from a 'superiority' grounded in

education and confidence, Johamra's 'too simple and underdeveloped' characteristics are

33 "Johanna limas seg e eenvandig en ononlwikkeki om kis vir haarsey le &en, this ha ek as my pligbeskou
an vir haar alp le free. Prys the Hea r dal ek meer bevoarreg was en in slam' am thi Ic &air
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also shared with the coloured people that Rabie-Van der Merwe offers patronage and aid

to, some examples of which I shall discuss later.34

At various points in Onthou! Rabie-Van der Merwe references God as the ultimate

authority for her conduct: "A Good Spirit took charge of my hand and my mind and led me

safely through" (4) 35 Indeed, the entire text is written using such biblical devices. There

are many references to prayers and praying and direct appeals to God for help or

protection; and the Afrikaner people are throughout represented as God-fearing and pious

and the British as godless and barbaric. For instance, when Rabic-Van der Merwe was

transported by wagon with a large group of women from Jagersfontein to Edenburg station,

and then eventually to Port Elizabeth, she describes a scene on the first night of the journey

which emphasises the moral authority of the Afrikaner people. Among the women being

transported was Mrs. Hertzog„ mother of General J.M.B. Her1zog.36 As the women,

children and soldiers were turning in for a night sptiit \mks *it,ragcscsjitsks.‘-‘%xtun

(who was very deaf) began to pray aloud. Rabie-Van der Merwe states that the camp

immediately fell silent, with many women falling to their Imes to pray with Mrs. Hertzog.

In act, she proposes that so powerfully moving was this act of faith that "Even the English

guards nearby bowed their heads, just as seriously" (151, my emphasis). 37 God is clearly

on the side of goodness and morality, which is the side of Afrikanerdom, with this

sanctioning by God providing the ultimate backing and irresistible authority to Rabie- Van

der Merwe's testimony.

Onthou! is of course not actually a directly and unproblernatieally referential

account of the war and the camps in the way that the text asserts, but is rather a

:44 In South Afiica 'coloured' does not equate with 'mixed race' but refers to a group of people with specific
historical origins in fieed slaves, Malay, KhoiKhoi, San and Griqua people, but also including 'mixed race'.
33 ""ti Goeie Gees het my hand en verstand in beslag geneem en my veilig detageke
36 JtB. liestzog„ Boer general and later premier of South Africa, was a dedicated Manner nationalist and
promoter of the Afnikaans language. Aspects of his political clashes with Malanite. rudionalists in the late
1930s are sketched out in Chapter Or
31 "Sit& die Engelse wave in die nabyheid buig ewe ernstig hul hoof?'
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subjectively told and politically-motivated account, in which the author uses her wartime

experiences of some forty years before as a vehicle to represent herself as a defiant, daring,

patriotic heroine of the nationalist cause and this cause as the axiomatically morally correct

one. It is not on positivist grounds (i.e. of there being superior fads to these) that I question

the truth-claims in Onthou! but rather, as Lincoln comments in relation to Rigoberta

Menchu's testimony, "I have no difficulty with this distinction [between historical truth

and narrative truth], except when narrative truth is passed off as historical truth" (Lincoln

2000: 133, my emphasis). It is to the 'passing off' aspects of the narrative style of Onthou! 

that I now direct my attention.

A people's "struggle for survival"? The political context of (Mum!

Exploring the circumstances surrounding the publication of Onthou! indicates how

enmeshed the book and its author were in the nationalist politics of the late 1930s. There

are in fact interesting indications that Rabie-Van der Merwe bad the opportunity to publish

her story much earlier than 1940 as one the testimonies collected by Hobhouse in 1903 and

eventually published in 1927 as War Without Glamour. In a letter of 14 January 1905 to

Emily Hobhouse, a MIS. Barn of Fauresmith stated, "Twice I have asked Mrs. v.d. Merwe

for her story, but she does not give us a decided answer. I think her brother who is a

journalist in Pretoria will give her a helping hand, so that she can publish her story

separately" (A155117611). This letter indicates not only the ways in which women's

testimonies were orchestrated, with local women like Mrs. Barn acting on behalf of

influential cultural entrepreneurs like Hobhouse, but also that Rabie-Van der Merwe had

begun to think of publishing her individual account as early as 1905. Her interest was in

her own 'separate story' and not in a communal endeavour such as Hobhouse's, in which
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her individual heroism would, like some others, have been subsumed by the ethos of

collective suffering

Instead the book was published nearly forty years after the war, with its author

describing in the foreword to Ortthou! having 'stifled' her war memories for many yea's,

only for these to be awoken by the Great Trek centenary celebrations and laying of the

Voortrelcker Monument foundation-stone in 1938, indeed commenting that the book was

written as a matter of "conscience" (4). As noted in Chapter One, there was an explicit

nationalist construction of a shared and unifying past during the 1930s, which centred in

particular on orchestrating remembrance and public commemoration around the so-called

'Great Trek' of 1836-38, and the concentration camp deaths during the South African War.

The 'Great Trek' centenary celebrations were pivotal to producing and giving voice to the

emergent Afrikaner nationalism which aimed to "bring the history [of the trek] to its

destination in a future, Afrikaner-led 'white South Africa'" (Witz 2003: 50). Thus by

referring to the 1938 Great Trek celebrations as the stimulus for Onthou! Rable-Van der

Merwe explicitly locates her account in this nationalist context, and emphasises claims that

this, together with encouraging letters from "my children, my friends and from an

unknown friend, Di. Louw", was what motivated her to write Onthou! (4).38

Rabic-Van der Merwe clearly declares the purpose of her text in its foreword:

"May my book contribute to cultivating patriotism in the bosom of the upcoming

generations, until they reach the zenith, and are also prepared to lay down their lives, as

our ancestors did, for FATHERLAND, FREEDOM and JUSTICE" (Rabie Van der Menve

3g "my kinder-4 my wiende en sret ii anbekende vrien4 111 Lowe_ It is unclear who this particular Louw is,
although Mrs. Needdin. g's sister Jemima Murray was married to Andries Louw, an NC& minister based for a
time in Fauresmith, where Rabie-Van der Merwe was born and grew up. Di Louw may well have been a
connection ofthese Louws (Dictionary of South African Biography Vol. 11:
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1940: 4-5, original emphasis)." Her account is therefore a self-conscious and explicit

account motivated, written and published for specific nationalist ends. Indeed, all

testimoniac are selective and motivated, and frequently by political and/or nationalist

intent, although this is seldom overtly referred to in the tesiimonio literature, with the

implications of this for their assertion of truth-claims and moral right even more rattly

discussed. Rabie-Van der Men,ve's 1940 declared wish to cultivate patriotism in younger

generations of Afnianers strongly echoes Sarah Raal's foreword to her 1938  Met Die

Boere in die Veld: "My hope and expectation is that it will be worth the effort and will

contribute to awakening love of fatherland and awareness of nation in our young

generation and to draw the ties closer that bind us together as an Afrikaner people" (Raal

1938: Voonword [Foreword]).4e Given the small number of women who were both

authors and who played high profile roles in the expanding pantheon of nationalist

publications, it is effectively inconceivable that Rabie-Van der MerWe did not know of

%les foreword, with her 'echo' a deliberate choice. The result is that both women are

unambiguous about their 1930s political objectives in publishing accounts of their wartime

experiences from 40 years earlier, and it is precisely these political objectives that a with

hindsight post-1994 re-reading brings into analytic focus.

Onthou!, like Met Die Boere in die Veld, was published by Nasionale Pers, the

group of publishing companies owned and controlled by the National Party. The text

shows an awareness of its political context; demonstrated in particular by Rabie-Van der

Merwe's repeated sympathetic references to the Hertzog family, thus publicly situating

herself and her heroic story in Hertzogite terms just as the crisis between General IM.B.

" Wag my boek daartoe lrydra on, mcsieliefde in die boesem W171 ons opkomdende geslagte aan le k nveek,,
totdat hulk the kylpiffli bereik het en ook bid is ant Ind lewe neer Se le, sacs ansvaorgeslogie grebe,: her,
vir VADERLANIA, VRYHEID en REG."
4°"Aly hoop en verwrigting is den die ntoeite went sal wees en daartoe sal loxlra me tRewkierlandsliefde en
wAsbewnsspi by ansjentg geslag me, le wakker en die bande nosier le trek Wili ons bind av *n
AfrikonervofiL"
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Hertzog and D.F. Malan referred to in Chapter One was reaching its climax. She describes

Mrs. Hertzog, the General's mother, as a "good old friend of my mother's" (l34-35), 4' and

familiarly refers to her to as Chilrla Ilertzog (Grandmother Hertzog). It is also made clear

that she herself knew the Hertzog family well enough to stay with them while she was in

Jagersfontein, waiting for the Boer commando (under General Hertzog himself) that would

free Sarel and Faan from prison. Onthou  was published at the height of the crisis, as

Ilertzog rejoined the G.N.P., and thus at a particularly crucial moment in the development

of Afrikaner political unity. The author not only makes her allegiance to Hertzog's brand

of nationalism clear by these admiring references to the Hertzog family, she also bolsters

her wider nationalist credentials with name-dropping references to other important and

well-blown Afrikaner public figures. This occurs most obviously when she mentions

meeting General De Wet and him shaking her hand when he visited Springfontein camp at

the end of the war (324), and when "beloved old Dr. Neethling" called on her in

Stellenbosch (312).42

There are other signs of political point making in Onthou! Thus for instance, at the

end of the book, when Rabie-Van der Merwe describes the hardships she and her husband

endured, along with many other Boer families, in restarting their lives and livelihoods after

the war, she writes that "Thousands of our fellow countrymen struggled just like this, and

maybe more so, to just get on their feet again. Many also never succeeded in this, witness

many of the poor whites in our country up to today" (346).. 	 noted in Chapter One,

'poor whitetise was a central concern of Afrikaner nationalist politics in the .1930s. In this

passage, Rabie-Van der Merwe directly attributes its origin to the war and therefore to the

41	 -"goeie wiendm WM my swede,"
42 "gehefde o ds. Neethline. This refers to Dr. .1.H. Neethling, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray Nfeethling's brother-
in-law, who was a leading minister of the NO church and helped to establish an influential NO( theological
seminary at Stellenbosch. The reference to De Wet is key; he was one of the `bittereinde generals and was
later a leader of the 1914 Rebellion..
43 "Theisende nn ons landgenote het moat net so gesukke4 en miskien nog emer, am wer op tie been le
kom. Fete her tick HOU& &aria geshog ni4 gentle bole van die ormblankes in ons land tot vandal; toe."
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British and black enemies who destroyed traditional Boer livelihoods, and by doing so

clearly signals her nationalist political views.

The title page of Onthou! shows that the author retained her surname of birth,

Rabic, and linked it to her married surname, Van der Merwe, creating a double-barrelled

surname, something highly unconventional for a woman and particularly a nationalist

woman in 1940s South Africa.44 Rabie-Van der Merwe's retention of her birth surname is

significant and related to emphasising her authority as a witness, because it indicates her

position as a member of a well-connected prominent nationalist family network. The Rabie

family name bore significant social and political weight while Van der Merwe was

undistinguished and rather common.. Rabie-Van der Menve's father, Johannes Jacobus

Rabie, was a Voortrekker and had fought at the Battle of Blood River. He was also a

signatory of the 1854 Bloemfontein Convention, and for many years represented

Fauresmith as a member of the Orange Free State Volksraad. Rabie-Van der Merwe's

eldest brother, Johannes Stephanus Marais Rabie, was a journalist at Ons Land the

influential proto-nationalist newspaper, from 1892 to 1893, later joining the editorial staff

of the bilingual Bloemfontein newspaper, De Express. 45 Mier the occupation of

Bloemfontein in 1900, Johannes Rabie the younger joined a Boer commando and was a

participant in the battle of Paardeberg. In 1918, he married Johanna Postrna (born

Slijkhuis), widow of Prof. Stephanus Posttna (Dictionary of South African Biography Vol. 

II: 569). Stephanus and Johanna Postma had produced a daughter, Hendrika, who now

became Johannes Rabies step-daughter, and thus Rabie-Van der Menve's step-niece. This

"Nationalism in general tends to espouse very traditional, binary views of gender and of familial relations
that timid not be in keeping with women retaining their birth surnames. However unconventional Rabin-Van
der Merwe's retention of her unmarried surname was Bar a Boer woman, it was not unique — Johanna Van
Warmelo became Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo when she married Sarah Raal 'abandoned' her married
name on the title page, claiming this only through 'signing' the foreword as Mrs. Snyman.
45 Johannes Rabie is the journalist brother referred to in Mrs. Barn's letter quoted earlier.
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was the Hendrika Postrna commented on in Chapter One, who played an influential part in

designing and orchestrating the Great Trek centenary celebrations.

Rabie-Van der Merwe's eldest sister Meks was married to Dawie Krige of

Stellenbosch, who was a cousin of Lsie Krige, later the wife of General Jan Smuts. In

addition, another Rabie sister, Hester van Heerden (she married lzaak van Heerden), was

the first Afni-aans woman journalist and was well-known by her pen name of 'larvae van

die Brandwag' (Ainitie from the Brandvvag).46 Hester and her husband were both devoted

to the Second Language Movement, and from its first issue in 1910 until its close in 1922

Hester wrote regular articles for women and children for Die Brandwag magazine. Many in

Rabie-Van der Merwe's wider family were thus key members of the small circle of elite,

middle-class, literate Afrikaners who pioneered the emergent proto-nationalist movement

Rabie-Van der Merwe and her family were very much part of the 'inner circle' involved in

the growth of Afnianer cultural (proto-) nationalism, and the text and context of Onthou! 

reflect this

An agent of collective memory? Rabie-Van der Merwe as hero

In cautioning against assuming a direct, one-on-one relationship between text or

representation and history or events, particularly by readers of testintonios, Sklodowska

argues that "The discourse of a witness cannot be a reflection of his or her experience, but

rather a refraction determined by the vicissitudes of memory, intention, ideology Thus,

although the testimonio uses a series of devices to gain a sense of veracity and authenticity

— among them the point of view of the first-person witness-narrator —the play between

fiction and history reappears inexorably as a problem" (Sklodowska 1982: 379, translated

quotation in Beverley 1989: 22). Onthoul is almost a textbook case of this, for although

46 The word 'tannic' refers not only to 'auntie' in the sense of an actual relathe, but is also used as an
honorific, and as a slightly patronis' ing form of address.
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Rabie-Van der Merwe presents herself as a knowing and truthful witness and thus confers

"a sense of veracity" on her testimony, the narrative style of Outhou 1  uses a range of

'fictive devices' (Eakin 1985).

Thus, much direct speech is used in the telling of the tale, with the effect of giving

the flavour of immediacy to the story. Instead of approximating the essence of

conversations held thirty-seven years earlier, Rabie-Van der Merwe writes these

conversations as &verbatim recordings of direct speech, which obviously they are not. The

following example is taken fiom Rabie-Van der Merwe's account of being questioned by a

British solider, en route to Bloemfontein prison:

"'Who are you and where are you going to?' they wanted to know.
'1 am a prisoner under escort', was my answer.
'Who is your officer in charge?'
'Sergeant Wakefield.'
'Where is he?'
'1 don't know.'
'Where are you supposed to go?'
'I don't know.'
'Well, I don't believe your story and if this sergeant Wakefield cannot be found,
you shall be court-martialled and shot as a spy!'" (222)47

However, by providing the apparently 'exact' words spoken by someone several decades

before, the author also achieves something very different from what she perhaps intended.

Thus these passages of direct speech do not confer authority or realism, but read instead as

elements in a stagy adventure story. The soldier's extreme comment about having her shot

adds to this adventure story effect, with the whole encounter heightening Rabie-Van der

Move's self-representation in her book as a daring woman who took part in extremely

dangerous wartime exploits.

The narrative of Onthou! shares many other adventure story characteristics; it is

fast paced, full of quickly changing scenes and high drama. For example, during the time

47 The direct speech appears in English in the book, and the linking parts in Afrikaans. This "they wanted to
know" is 'wit hulk steer , and -was my answer" is -is my a:Avower*
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she accompanied Sarel's commando unit, Rabie-Van der Menve witnessed the battle of

Bastersnek, which she watched from a rock near to the battlefield before retreating to the

laager where she awaited the return of the men. She describes their return thus:

"Al sunset the burghers began to come back from the day's fighting. There I see
Faan with my husband's horse at his hand Has Sarel perhaps stayed behind on the
battle field? Or where can he be? Will there never be an end to the war? I feel I can
stand the uncertainty and anxiety no longer. After a while I heard the stones creak
and the bushes on the other side of the river moved to and flu as if someone was
coming. Thank the Lord, it's my husband! A moment later I am in his arms and a
mountain of uncertainty and fear rolls off my heart" (87)48

Here Rabie-Van der Merwe leads the reader through her reactions and emotions ostensibly

le-creating them as they occurred to her at the time, with Sarel feared dead one moment

and Then back in her arms the next The repeated use of rhetorical questions and

exclamation marts helps create the sense of suspense and high drama.

Also in keeping with the adventure story style, Rabie-Van der Merwe places much

emphasis on her near escapes, cunning, cloak-and-dagger plans, disguises and mischievous

ideas, as in the following passage where she describes one of her intended disguises for

escaping with I-fannie Marais from Port Elizabeth camp: "We decided that [had to dress up

as a little girl. My black dress must have a hem of 12 inches, so that it just reached my

knees. With that I would wear a coloured blouse and a straw sailor's hat I must leave my

hair loose" (190-191).49 At Putt Elizabeth station, Rabie-Van der Mervee and Marais then

passed themselves off as two young English girls, and pretended they had to travel to

Graaff-Reinet to attend a family wedding, with Rabie-Van der Merwe seemingly

delighting in the trickery this entitled, but with Hannie depicted as less brave and brazen:

42 "Teen sonander begin die burgers tenigkom van the dog se geveg. afar sien ek Faan mei nry man se perd
in die hand! Son Sand maims op tree slagvdd agtergebly het? Of waar km lry owes? Sal daar log noolt
einde aan die oorlog horn me? Ek Ind a Arm al die onrns en onstelteniS nie longer tam nie. Meteens hoor
ek Rippe bunk en the basse tran die aorkant vcrn the rivier beweeg keen en weer anyf'remand minim Dank
die Virden ths my man/ 'n Oomblik later is ek in ay anus en 'n berg wan mina CA wers rol win my hart ar

"Ons bedsit date k my av:ros 'n dogtertfie moet oantrek My wart romp moet soon man 12 &int breed
lay, soda/ dit nes tot my knie0 reik Daarby .sal ek geideurde bloese dra en II strooi-matrooshoni My hare
moet ek loot los hang"
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"'Emilie, how do you feel?' 1 asked 'I feel very scared', she said, `and bad and anxious.

And how do you feel?' 'With my hands, man." Oh, it's not the time to make jokes',

complained IHianme, just rattled by my lightheariness. 'Yes, just wait, the sport is just

beginning', was my answer" (205). 5° In 1940, these high drama and adventure story

aspects of Onthou! would have resonated not only with the accounts by Raal and Brandt-

Van Warmelo, but also with some of the stories published in Die Huisgenoot magazine,

which were often humorous and featured trickster Boer women who managed to evade the

capture by the British nulitary.51 Here too there are connections with Raal's Met Die Boere

in die Veld (1938), also having strong adventure story dimensions and directed in

particular towards older girls, in a very similar way to Johanna Brant-Van Warmelo's 'The

Petticoat Commando/Die Kappie Kommando (1913a, 1913c).

As an adventure story, Onthou! also includes several incidents that are portrayed as

humorous. One of these occurred when Rabie-Van der Meswe was briefly living in Port

Elizabeth camp. She and some of the other women there played a prank on the official who

carried out the day camp roll call, encouraging one woman in the group to pelt this man

with eggs, cheering her on with, 'Hit him, Pretoors! Tear his shirt from his body! Kiss

him! Bite him!'" (171).52 Rabie-Van der Mervve jokingly describes the official emerging

looking like a "voelverskrikker", a scarecrow, and claims they were never subjected to roll

call again.53 Rabie-Van der Merwe's depiction of the women's attack on the roll call

5° 'Hatmie, hoe vodjy?' vox ek 'Ek voel bale bong,'s sy, 'en sleg en &woad En hoe voel jy?"Met
hande, jong "Aag ths nie nom odor. grappe le monk nie,' 'nor .Harrnie„ net nmkkerig oar my ligsnorigheid

wag maw, die sport begin now eers,' is my antwoont
51 A selection of such stories from Die Huisgenoot was published in 1999, and contributions bore such titles
as "Hideaway in the Spring" rWegbwipertfie in die 41ruir,Die Huisgenoot 3 December 1937] and "Flight
from the Concentration Camp" ["Ontvhig nit cfie Konsentrasiekamp", Die Huisgenoot 14 January 1938]

çSteyn 1999).
2 "'Slaw ham Pretoors! Skeivr sy hemp nm sy yfl Soen horn! Byt horn!'" Although Port Elizabeth was

regarded as a 'show camp', it is still interesting to consider the claims made elsewhere about starvation in
relation to this incident in which women have not only been provided with eggs, but use than as ammunition
rather than fwd.
53 She writes, 'Damns het ova nooit weer rottkool of gaarkoa gehad 	 (171-172), which literally
translated moans, "Thereafter we never had raw cabbage or cooked cabbage again". She and the other women
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official has a sexual undertone, and she seems to take great delight in her own audacious,

'amusing' role in humiliating the man. While Onthou! purports to be the testimony of a

Boer woman wronged by an unjust enemy, the narrative throughout reads much like a

'Girls' Own' adventure story in which the enemy is always worsted and even humiliated

by the youthful, resourceful and fearless heroine. The fictionalised adventure story format

of Ontho& certainly exemplifies Sklodowska's characterisation of lest imonio as both

"factual and fictional" (Sklodowska 1996: 85).

The adventure story character of the narrative sets up scene after scene in which

Rabie-Van der Merwe is cast as the heroine, with the author continually drawing the reader

into the story and also her point of view, by directly addressing her readers, for instance

concerning her experiences at Jacobsdal hospital, with comments such as, "No, just believe

me, war is hideous, heart-breakingly cruel" (76). 54 The author positions herself as a hero

and a rebel, and the reader by implication is invited to admire her acts of bravery and

defiance. In the narrative, she variously plays the parts of: cheery supporter of the brave

burgers; stoical and caring nurse; prankster who shows up the incompetence of the British

military; loyal wife who risks her life to liberate her husband from jail; courageous and

principled Boer woman who refuses the 'protection' of a concentration camp; and

politically upright citizen of the Boer Republics who makes her contribution to the cause

by suffering the hardships of prison life. In all these roles, Rabie-Van der Merwe is the star

of her story, and her readers are positioned along with participants of these events as

admiring and interested, as for instance when she describes her first few weeks in

Stellenbosch after her release from prison: "I was invited out for meals or tea and found

constantly myself amongst the curious and the interested" (312). 55 John Beverley has

apparently nicknamed the man who conducted roll call mukool, which literally means 'raw cabbage', but
was also a play on his role as roll call official.
54 "Nee, glo togvir wry, oorlag is rigryclik, hartverskeurendwreed."
55 "El word mirtgenotri vii- etc of vir tee en bevind nraor gedurig tun runtsberiges en belangstellendes."
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written that testimonio "suggests an affinity" with the picaresque novel, a style of fiction

dealing with the adventures of loveable rogues, and certainly Onthou! shares the

characteristics of that sub-genre (Beverley 1989: 15).

Rabie-Van der Merwe records the British military reading out a list of her offences

as justification far sending her to Bethune prison. She presents these as instead marks of

honour: "[the following accusations were levelled against me]: (i) You are a runaway fiom

RE. camp. (ii) You are a most political and influential woman. (iii) You are the fighting

woman ofJagersfontein. (iv) Your husband is still fighting, (v) You defy the military

authorities. (vi) You are an undesirable character. (vii) You head the black list" (230). That

a woman could run up such a list of political offences seems a source of considerable pride

for Rabie-Van der Merwe, and she uses this list to demonstrate to her readers just how

important and disruptive she was, as not only political but also influential. However, what

this list suppresses are the actual offences which led to her conviction and which will have

been either criminal offences and/or ones against martial law. These might well have

included the murder of a prison warder, with his death and Rabie-Van der Merwe's

responses to this discussed later in this chapter, and indeed, at least twice in the text she

describes without comment other people referring to her as a "murderess" (141, 307).56

Rabie-Van der Merwe also conveys to the reader that other Boer women at the time

were aware of and themselves promoted her status and celebrity. For instance, the day after

she arrived at Springfontein camp, the same day that the terms of the Peace treaty were

made public, Rabie-Van der Merwe describes how a group of women fetched her from her

tent "Here is our commandant!' they cried. 'Hooray for commandant Van der Merwe!'

and they grabbed me by the legs, picked me up and carried me around on their shoulders.

The Free State flag was held above my head and our anthem was sung, while 1 was carried
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through the streets of the camp" (319). 57 Thus Rabie-Van der Merwe's self-depiction as a

highly-politicised heroine is described as being given the clear and overt sanction of other

Boer women, leaving the reader with no grounds to question either the 'truthfulness' of

this account, or the nature of the offences she has been charged with.

With hindsight, though, Rabie-Van der Merwe's text glorifies the author as heroine

rather than testifies to the suffesings of Boer women; these are sufferings certainly touched

on in passing, but the focus is very much on the single heroine rather than collective

victimisation. Clearly a highly politicised woman, Rabie-Van der Menve made explicit

choices during the COurSe of the war to demonstrate her commitment to the Boer cause.

While much of the post-war literature on the South African concentration camps depicts

the women in them as helpless, passive, stoical victims, Rabie-Van der Menves position is

decidedly proactive and agentic.58 She deliberately elected to enter the arena of conflict by

working as a nurse in the field and accompanying the commandos to battle. Once in Port

Elizabeth camp, she made the decision to escape and travel back to Orange Free State.

When finally released from prison, she refused to be supported by her mother and instead

opted to live at Springfontein concentration camp. Rabie-Van der Merwe is certainly not

depicted as a victim of circumstances beyond her control; rather, she is inscribed

throughout as a fervent supporter of the Boer cause who took every opportunity to

demonstrate her loyalty to and solidarity with this, with Onthou! celebrating this political

position.

The official Colonial Office records relating to Rabie-Van der Merwes case

provide further interesting dimensions to her story. In late August 1901, Rabie-Van des

5 7 "Wier is mu konrmandang &free ladle. 'Hoerr' vir kommandant Van der Memel' en hulk wyp my cm my
bene , lel my op en dm my op hul skouers rand Die Vrystaatse vlag word bobtail my kap gehou en ons
volkdied gesing, terwyl ek &sir die kaniparate gedra word"
58 Much of the dominant camp literature overviewed in Chapter One tends to represent Boer women as
passive, suffering victims, and this has been reinforced by commemorative activities which have primarily
inscribed women as the weeping "weak mothers" in Visser's poem, verses from which appear in many of the
Gedenktuine [gardens of remembrance].
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Merwe applied to the Orange River Colony (0.R.C.) administration for a transfer from

Bethulie prison to the Bloemfontein camp, where her husband Sarel was being held as a

P.O.W. She wrote, "I humbly ask of you to be shifted to the Bhnfin Camp, sincerely giving

you my word to abide by the rules of the Camp." This request was denied and "Mrs. Van

der Merwe", as she is inscribed in the correspondence and as she signs herself, is referred

to as "a dangerous undesirable" and "a regular virago". Later, however, a telegram from

the resident magistrate of Bethulie, stating that the "District Surgeon has certified that it is

dangerous to Prisoner's Brain & Body to be confined longer under present circumstances",

led to her transfer in September from Bethulie to Bloemfontein prison (CO 32A, 3135/01).

Later correspondence between the Crown Prosecutor's Office and the O.R.C.

administration states that "Mrs. Van der Merwe ... is being detained at the insistence of the

Military Authorities on a charge of having instigated the murder of a soldier during the

attack on Jagersfontein in October 1900." Although Goold-Adams, deputy administrator of

the O.R.C., stated that he "should be obliged if the case of this woman was investigated",

the Assistant Provost Marshall, Major Bolton, intervened to announce that "Mrs. Van der

Merwe is not detained on any charge. She is in the old gaol for safe custody as when

placed in a Refugee camp she will not behave herself She stirs up strife and generally

causes trouble and since she has been in gaol has stated that if she is let out to a camp she

will cause as much trouble as possible" (CO 52,40/02).

Rabie-Van der Merwe's transfer to Stellenbosch and then subsequent return to the

O.R.C. caused a further flurry of official correspondence, with Major Bolton wryly

commenting that she "seems to have been as troublesome to them [the Cape Colony

administration] as she was to us", and Goold-Adams writing to the Cape authorities that "I

am not particularly anxious to have her back in this Colony" (CO 68, 1369/02). It is

evident from the collection of correspondence relating to her case that the British regarded
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Rabie-Van der Merwe as a recalcitrant troublemaker and a dangerous republican, and the

references to her as "undesirable" and a "virago" certainly reinforce her self-depiction as

both 'unwomanly and a hardened nationalist It is also apparent that the Rabie family

more generally were well known as fierce republicans. This is evinced in a note from the

superintendent of Bloemfontein camp to the Chief Superintendent of Refugee Camps in the

O.R.C. concerning a family called Parsons, who are referred to as, "if anything rather more

bitter than the Rabic people" (SRC 8/ 226O). 	 official correspondence dealing with Mrs.

Rabie's transfer, with two of her daughters, from Bloemfontein camp to their relatives in

the Cape Colony, the Bloemfontein camp superintendent wrote, "Both mother & daughters

are very hard cases" and insisted that their transfer be delayed as both Rabie daughters

were in the camp 'bird-cage' (SRC 8/2745).60

Rabie-Van der Merwe gives additional illustration of her explicit (proto-)

nationalism in her decision, while an inmate of Bloemfontein prison, to tattoo the letters

0.V.S. (Oratrje Vry Stant — Orange Free State) by scratching them onto her own arm and

the arms of her fellow Boer women prison inmates, as a reminder of their political

commitment "I suggested that we all get tattooed, as a lifelong reminder We got a

piece of charcoal from Mrs. Murphy, ground it finely and made a sort of ink from it We

took six needle of the same length and thickness ... rolled them tightly together with the

cotton thread ... Now we are ready for the operation ... My left arm was bound tightly and

1 had to do the work myself' (285). 61 The tattoo is a radical physical manifestation of her

political allegiances, and such an act of political zeal would surely have been regarded as

59 in the official correspondence the description of someone as 'bitter' was a coded reference to extreme
republicanism
' 1 The `bird-cage' referred to a separate section of some camps, in which rule-beakers finublmakaa and
`recalcitrant' women were confined apart from the other inhabitants, often for political reasons_
6 I "As lewemiartge gedagtenis het ek worgestel dal ons aknal gebrandmerk word Ons ky shikkie
steaskool vars inev. Murphy, total dn.& en mak 'n sort ink daarvan. (his neem JCS rizakk was the self*
lengte en dale ml hulle sof vas teen mekaar met die gare-draad Aron is am screed vir operave
My linkman" word doodgebrnd en ek moetselfthe werk ken"
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highly unusual for a young woman at the time. The political context and content, the

narrative form, and the unseen but significant official background to Rabie-Van der

Merwe's tale, all suggest she was by no means an objective witness and recorder of

historical truth, and all of these need to be taken into account in any present-day re-reading

of Onthou!. The important implications which follow for Rabie-Van der Merwe's moral

credibility are the focus of the following discussion

Moral authority, `women's voices' and the racialised moral landscape of Onthou! 

Recognising the political context and content of Onthou! not only problematises the

testimonial nature of this text and its claim to objectivity, truth-telling and the provision of

'nothing but the facts', but also helps raise questions about the author's moral credibility

for readers today. In particular, this concerns the extent to which readers can and should

sympathise with testimony-writers when a hindsight re-reading reveals the moral

dubiousness of their politics. The assumption of moral and political right accorded to

tesiimonio viiriters/speakers is often compounded by gender, for the majority of tesiimonio

writers/speakers are women, even though the gendered aspects of the genre are seldom

made explicit However, concerning 'personal narratives' more generally, it has been

proposed that "Mire recovery and interpretation of women's lives have been central

concerns of feminist scholarship from the earliest pioneering works to the present"

(Personal Narratives Group 1989: 4). Certainly one of the chief concerns of feminist

scholarship for the last three decades has been the discovery and promotion of subjugated

women's 'voices', and testimonios and 'women's voices' have been strongly linked by

some scholars: "It would seem, then, that almost all writing of women under patriarchy

would have something essentially in common with what constitutes the genre of testimony,
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that is, a kind of speaking from the margins to and about the systems which oppress that

speaking" (Mann 1991:52).

Like test imonio-theorists, whose eagerness to listen to 'voices from the margins'

has led to the assumption that these are a priori morally good, so too feminist scholars have

not always grappled with the difficulties of 'recovering' women who are politically

problematic or even offensive, and whose lives have been characterised less by being

oppressed than by their role in oppressing, exploiting or harming others. Here the implicit

assumption on the part of some academic feminists has been that gender as a category

outweighs others, and that women's historical experience of subjugation not only overrides

other social divisions between women, but also renders women's voices and experiences as

by definition worthy and moral. Thus, for instance, Gluck and Patai introduce their edited

collection Women's Words stating that "By documenting women's representations of their

own reality, we were engaging in advocacy. We felt that our work was, indeed, political

and that it was for women" (Gluck and Patai 1991:3). In the South African context, Jansen

describes Boer women's testimonies as "resistance literature" which women produced to

"try to gain an entrance into history and power with their writing", and explicitly links this

to a feminist paradigm by commenting, "With a huge sttctch of the imagination the

concentration camps were for Afrikaner women comparable to what Virginia Woolf saw as

a prerequisite for writing: 'a room of one's own'" (Jansen 1999b: 4, 6). Jansen thus ignores

both the temporal and political context in which Boer women's testimonies were produced;

by suggesting these writings were an expression of proto-feminism by Boer women, she

expunges the real moral ambiguities of these texts for present-day readers owing to their

treatment of 'race'; and her view of life for most Boer women in the camps seems unaware

of both literacy levels and material conditions.
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The feminist project of recuperating women's lives and self-representations has

also been advanced by some scholars in the field of colonial and imperial studies who have

focused on "uncovering and understanding the presences and participations of white

women in imperial contexts and colonial locations" (Haggis 1998:45). Haggis suggests

that this approach has limited conceptual value, and usefully argues instead in favour of

examining more widely how "hierarchies of differences ... have been constituted" (Haggis

1998: 46). However, as Haggis points out, many proponents of the 'recuperative' approach

may contest or reject this alternative, because it seems to undermine a "core tenet of

feminism — the historic and continuing subjugation of women by a dominant patriarchy",

by focusing attention on "other relations of power, such as class and race, which undercut

the commonality of women's subordination" (Haggis 1998: 46-47).

Historically in South Africa, 'race' has outweighed gender as an institutionalised

political, economic and social marker, and this has interesting repercussions when thinking

about and conceptualising the lives of white South African women over time. White

women in South Africa have occupied a subordinate position within a highly privileged,

dominant racial and racist elite, so that they have been in the position of being

simultaneously victims and agents of oppression. Consequently, feminists in South Africa

have been considerably more hesitant than in the US, Europe or Australasia to recover the

lives and voices of white women, whose 'political incorrectness' is now seen to be at odds

with the egalitarian ideals of feminism. In the 1930s South Africa in which Rabie-Van der

Mervee was writing, white Afrikaans-speaking women were certainly members of the

privileged white elite and of an Afrikaner elite within this. However, they were also

playing key roles in actively developing and promoting emergent Afrikaner (proto-)

nationalism., for instance through their politically important work in the Women's National
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parties, the S.A.V.F., the Second Language Movement and their central organisational and

participatory activities in the 1938 Great Trek celebrations.

The political writing context of Onthou! and Rabie-Van der Merwe's views on

'race' consequently provoke interesting questions for "feminism's project to intervene

critically within recuperative and re-evaluative research" (Donnell and Polkey 2000: xxii,

my emphasis), for, as Donnell and Polkey indicate, these require feminists to interrogate,

rather than merely recuperate, the lives or voices of oppressed or repressed women. The

text of Onthou! also confounds the testimonio genre in interesting ways, as well as

exemplifying this in others, particularly because of what with hindsight is its highly

problematic treatment of 'race', clearly disturbing notions about moral righteousness from

a present-day perspective. Many of its claims about persecution during the war of 1899-

1902 are inextricably bound up with the prevailing South African 'race' politics at the time

it was written, published and originally read, and this has crucial bearing on a post-I994

re-reading of it. In the re-reading which follows, I understand Onthou! as "a literary event

that goes beyond the assumption of historical truth" (Tierney 2000: 111) and question the

assumption of moral right crucial to perceiving Onthou! as a testimonial text I shall focus

on Rabie-Van der Merwe's representations of 'race' in questioning and problematising her

claimed moral authority as a testimony writer, and also in examining the extent to which

Onthou! disturbs theoretical assumptions about both tesinnonio and 'women's voices'.

These theoretical ideas, I shall propose, need widening to accommodate speakers/writers

who are morally ambiguous, or who, like Rabie-Van der Merwe, can be seen in respects as

morally disreputable.

Succinctly, a post-1994 re-reading of Onthou! unsettles assumptions about the

testimonio-writer or speaker as morally righteous because it shows that the book asstunes

and depicts a highly racialised moral landscape. Re-reading this moral landscape today has
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important implications, not only for understanding Rabie-Van der Menve's testimony and

her moral authority or lack thereof, but also concerning the presumption of moral right

accorded to testimonio-speakers and writers more generally. The text of Onthou! as I shall

show, presents a simplified, dichotomous moral landscape, in which the heroic Boers are

depicted as nobly defending their independence against the morally corrupt, bullying

British_ Black people figure in this landscape as sly traitors conspiring with the enemy for

their own gain, with Rabie-Van der Merwe treating 'race' as absolute and racial

characteristics as entirely inherent and unchanging. She does not see her 'race' views as

needing explanation or justification; her dichotomised view of `race' is an axiomatic

organising social principle, something protean which requires no explanation or

justification but just 'is'.

Rabie-Van der Merwe represents the Boers as a righteous people whose "loyal

burghers" (322) 	 fought for their freedom and independence in an unjust war

forced on them — as with a commando member she reports as declazing that "I regard it as

an honour to lay down my strength, my blood and even my life for our beloved Free State

and Transvaal, for our people and independence" (45). 	 der Merwe also relates

how a commando unit sang the hymn 'Onward Christian Soldiers' as they set off for battle,

mating it clear that Christian right was on the side of these 'noble crusaders" whose

"beautiful voices carried through the air and echoed over the valleys" (29) 64 There are a

few references in the text to the hemisoppers and 'joiners' — those Boers who had taken the

oath of neutrality or had actively joined the British forces — and Rabie-Van der Merwe

contemptuously describes these 'traitorous' groups as being the cause of the greatest

62 germ* burgers'
ekliethuditw eer oar sny kragie, my bloed en selft my love neer te vir ons gebelde Vrystaat en

Trammel, vir rvolk en onefbanklikkeid."
""die mooi sknutte so deur die lug savef en ON die ranijies weergalm"
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"unpleasantness" (92) 65 At the same time, she explains the pressures placed by the British

on the Boer men in captured villages, so that while these disloyal and unpatriotic groups

have the potential to undermine the representation elsewhere in Onthou! of Boer men as

entirely brave, patriotic and righteous, this is mediated by placing the responsibility for the

decision to surrender or 'join' on the British themselves, rather than on the Boer men

concerned.

Rabie-Van der Merwe presents the British in general as voracious imperialists who

would go to any length, including waging war on women and children, to seize the wealth

and independence of the Boer Republics. The author includes an (ostensibly verbatim)

speech by a commando leader, in which he emphasises that "we must defend our land

against a blood-thirsty, money-seeking and ambitious enemy" (4416 and likens the war to

a David and Goliath struggle. This is how Rabie-Van der Merwe positions the British more

generally in the moral landscape, as greedy, bullying antagonists. However, her depiction

of individual British soldiers, particularly the `Tonunies' or ordinary soldiers, tends to be

less rigid, and when faced with complexities in the enemy's character her moral landscape

becomes somewhat less two-dimensional around an implied class distinction between

`Tommies" and their officers.

At Edenburg station, for instance, the group of captured Boer women (and a few

men) with whom Rabie-Van der Merwe had been travelling were sent on ahead of her to

Port Elizabeth camp by rail. One elderly, infirm Boer man had to be carried onto the train

by British soldiers, and as he was borne away he made a sad, sentimental speech, bidding

farewell to his beloved homeland of the Free State. The author describes the ensuing scene:

65 “anaangenaambekt . It has been estimated that between 12,000 and 14,000 Boer fighters voluntarily
surrendered between March and July 1900, with a further 6,000 laying down their arms between January
1901 and May 1902 (Pretorius 2002: 68). In addition around 5000 Boers were fighting for the British as
'joiners' by the end of the war. This is seldom represented either commemoratively or in women's
testimonies, where it is implied that all Boer men fought loyally on commando to the end On the
hendsomers and joiners see Crrundlingh 1979.
" "own land moet verdedig teen n bloeddorstige, geldsligtige en eersagstige vane
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"My tears flowed, all the Tonunies were crying, and threw their arms around the
old father's neck who had learnt from his Master to meet his enemies hatred and
actions with love and tolerance and to pray for them, and they kissed his tear-
stained cheeks and said 'Poor old Dad.' Thus walked our enemies, with their
enemy to the station. 'And if I am borne away dead, it's for you, South Africa!'
Where is the animosity? Who is it that is making war? What can it all mean?"
(164)67

This incident blurs the distinction between enemy and friend at the level of 'ordinary

people', and contrasts with the dichotomous moral landscape that the author constructs

elsewhere in her book. By implication, Rabie-Van der Merwe is presenting 'the British' as

the imperialist, upper-class officers, politicians and officials, with ordinary "Tommies' as

well as Boer people on the receiving end of the "who is it that is making war?" It is also

noteworthy that the writer puts the words "Div vir jou, Suid-Afrika" 63 in the elderly man's

mouth at a lime when 'South Africa' as a nation did not exist and when people's

allegiances would have been to the Transvaal or Orange Free State, or less frequently

perhaps a wider republicanism or even a Boer 'one people' proto-nationalism, but certainly

not the anachronistic South Africa In 1940, she is reading this political entity back onto

the past, thereby constructing not only the inevitability of the united South African — and

implicitly Afrikaner — nation but also its 'essential' rootedness in history.

A similar dppitrach is taken in relation to Sergeant Wakefield, a soldier who was

assigned to guard Rabie-Van der Merwe on her journey to Bethulie prison, and who

defended her character to his superiors. A group of officers had informed Rabie-Van der

Menve that she would be jailed for the remainder of the war because she was a

troublemaker and an undesirable character, when:

67 "Altiy trane stroom, Ike Townies hull abnct4 slam had arms om die kits van cite on wader, Wai eill by sy
Meester geleer het ma sy vjunde .sr haat en tervolging met liefde en penbroagsotatabeid tegersoet k kcal en
vir hulk le bid en bnile soen bona op sy betraande wange en se: 'Poor old Dad' So slap cans vonnde met int/

vyand atoa die stasie. En word ek sterwendweggedra, Dis virjcnt, Suid-Afrikar Wear non die iyondskap?
Wie ic dilly& otirkag ntaak? Wal mad mfrt alles beteken?"
64 This is a line from Langenhoven's Die Stem [The Call, written in 1918, set to music in 1921 and the
national anthem promoted by Afrikaner nationalists in opposition to `God Save the King.' It eventually
became the official anthem of the country in 1957. Rabin-Van der Merwe puts these words in the old man's
mouth retrospectively, to suggest that Afrikaner unity has 'always' existed.
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"To my surprise, Sergeant Wakefield showed that he was really a man. He stepped
forward and said to the other officers in English: 'Gentlemen,! have served in the
British forces for twenty seven years, and I never imagined that my grey hairs
would be expected to take part in such a scandalous treatment of a woman. Mrs
Van der Merwe is a lady in every sense of the word, and I ask her forgiveness that I
have brought her to this place.' Then he turned to me and said: 'Madam, may I
have the honour of shaking hands with you?'" (230)69

Here too, the sympathetic behaviour of the 'ordinary' British soldier contrasts with how

those in charge of the British military are depicted. It is notable, however, that Rabie-Van

der Merwe uses these incidents and the reactions of `Tommies' primarily as proof of the

moral rightness of the Boer cause in general, and her conduct in particular, and also her

adeptness at hoodwinking the British military into believing her feigned political

innocence and naivety. Moreover, these are exceptions to the rule and outside of them the

British feature in the book's moral landscape as greedy, self-interested, dishonourable

aggressors. In addition, there are no exceptions in her one-dimensional portrayal of African

people, so that 'race' maps onto the moral landscape in a starkly dichotomous way, as I

shall go on to show.

Onthou! positions black people as fundamentally inferior, as less civilised or even

savage 'others' who are easily manipulated because of their greed and supine character,

and who are consequently always an actual or potential source of danger for Boer people.

This is established on the very first page of the book, when Rabie-Van der Merwe explains

her reluctance to answer a knock at her front door, on the day war was declared: "There

were many Kaffers around us and some of our neighbours were also not trustworthy or

altogether peaceable. What's more, the impending war between England and our two

" "Tat my wrhasing loon serail, it Wakefield be dai hy regtig 'It man it Hy slap wreniae en se vii die ander
offisiere in Engels: Here, ek elien non al sewe-en-arintigiaar lank in die Engelse leer en ek het 1100ii kon
efink dal lin nog my gyve kyr sou wrwag word am deel i.e neem aon so n skandehke hehandeling win 'n
vromens- nie_ Afev. Van der Alerwe is 'n dame in elke sin van die word en e k wet ham- heleefd ant
verskooriing dai ek haw tot kiertoe begelei het.' Toe draai hy na my toe en se: Madam„ may I have the
honour 4. shaking hands with you?" That Wakefield's words to her are given in English again conveys
verisimilitude_
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republics had awakened the natives' bloodlust" (9). 70 Rabie-Van der Merwe's comments

invoke a racial order in disarray, with 'untrustworthy' white Boer neighbours as well as

savage `Kaffirs' whose fundamental 'bloodlust', always there, has been 'awakened', and

the feelings of resentment and contempt this elicited in her. This locates the problem as 'in'

black people, rather than in the system of relations Boer people had with them— a moral

'flaw' due to their race, rather than the product of social relations of exploitation and

oppression.

Relatedly, black people are characterised as violent scoundrels, and the British as

primarily responsible for awakening these qualities, which if left unchecked could crush

Boer supremacy or even existence. Thus, upon overhearing some black soldiers recount

their experiences of helping the British to bum farms and herd Boer women into camps,

Rabie-Van der Merwe notes: "It was not enough that a person had to contend with the

khakis in the war, we had to also take account of the black scoundrels, as hundreds, maybe

thousands of Boer women can attest to. And who armed them and sent them to carry out

the atrocities? We will remember!" (240). 71 It is clearly the British, also characterised

through their 'colour' (khaki), who took advantage of impressionable, easily corruptible

black 'scoundrels' and turned them against their rightful Boer masters and mistresses. The

reference here to unnamed but 'known' atrocities hints at sexual violence by black men

towards white women imagined as part of the so-called 'black peril'.

At other points in her book, Rabie-Van der Merwe writes of the "disloyal Kaffers

and low joiners" (92)72 surrounding the Boer commandos, and of Boer farms swarming

70 "Dear ma baie Kaffers random oils en sommige win ons bure NUS oak maw nie beftrmbaar cyalte
wk1ie&zIme. Wat meer is, die dreigende oorlog tassels Engeland en ons twee republiele het die
inboorling se isioordha wailer gemaak."

"Dit wa.s nie genotwr dat "n meta dit in die oorlog Inet die kakies Fe doen geJtad het nie, ons moes nog met
die swarte tale's oak irkening hou, mos honderde, midden duisende Boerewaue Arm piing. En wie het hulk
rwapen en gestuur ow die gruweldade Fe verrig? Otis sal onthour
" "ontrotie Kaffirs en /ac 'Joiners'
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with invading "spies, Kaffers, Hottentots and khakis" (95). 73 Her sense of angry affront at

the (perceived) disruption of racial positioning (with the British engaging the 'lowest'

members of the racial hierarchy to fight the racially superior Boers) is strongly articulated

in an incident that occurred while she was travelling across the ve/dby wagon. The party

included her husband Sarel and a group of black servants and drivers:

"One of the people with the wagon was a big, strong, cheeky Kaffer. The third day
we were on the mad, I woke up very early in the wagon's tent, and heard the
[black] people talking amongst themselves, and that man said: 'If the Boers drink
this coffee, they will die.' [The text provides his speech in an African language,
with an Afrikaans translation]. I immediately leapt up and went and told the
conductor of the wagons what I had heard. He immediately walked to the fire and
kicked over the black coffee kettle — which we had given the name of 'drinking
together' — so that the coffee ran out, and out rolled a large bundle of bulbs and
roots, bound with a piece of dirty, old striped cloth from the burly Kaffees shirt!"
(80-8 074

To punish the seemingly would-be poisoner, Rabie-Van der Merwe and her party beat him

before tying him to one of the wagon wheels: "They then flogged him thoroughly, while

the Kaffer swore terribly and bit his own flesh from malevolence. I was nervous about the

moment that he would get loose. The conductor loaded his weapon and said that if the

Kaffer showed the slightest sign of hostile behaviour, he would shoot him on the spot But

by then he was fairly tame."75 (82). They then in.spcmned (yoked the oxen) and trekked on,

but later found that the man had broken free and escaped. Rabie-Van der Merwe's anger

that she, a white Boer woman, was almost poisoned by a black person can be discerned

more widely in her general condemnation of the racial chaos created by the war. For her,

73 "spione, Kcyfers, hotnots en kakies"
74 "Een tan the yolk by die In2 was 'ft groo4 sterk parmanfige Kaffer. Die derde (kg mat ons op pad WM,

word el the more bale vroeg in die sfa se tent waklcer en hoor the yolk tinder mekoor proof, en dam&
meneer se: ita magoa oa noa ladfieani ba thla shoa. '(As die boere sun hierthe bele drink sal hulk
doodgaan. Ek spring dadelik op ea goon vertel vir the kondukteur van the lectern wat ek gehoor het. Hy stop
regait ma die sivw en skop die groat koffieketel - wat oar doe mum van tcante.swiping' gegee bet- ow dal the
koffie so struotts„ en door ml gmot bondel balk en vortels uit, =webbed in it stuk on Lwiigr-streepte lop
van die parmantige Keifer se hemp!'"
75 "Hulk het hom toe goed tggemn.sel, !mg! dieKotler vreeslik vloek en sy etc vlms byt win
boosaardigheid E k was maar skrikkerig vir die oomblik wat by door war laskom. Die konduldeur het .sy
geweer gelaai en gesi dot as die Kaffer die minste vyandige handing inneent, by hom op the pkk sou
doodskiet. Aktar by was toe ksandik mak"
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this was a world gone awry, in which black people are not only armed and rebellious, but

have so lost sight of their rightful place in the racial hierarchy that they would consider

poisoning an inviolable white woman. This was utterly repellent for Rabie-Van der Merwe,

and it is with some satisfaction that she describes the man's flogging Moreover, the man is

not merely punished by the beating, but dehumanised, as her use of the word 'tame'

underlines, while the extreme savagery of the beating is surely indicated by the man biting

his own flesh, rather than this deriving from any supposed 'malevolence'.

Black people do not define their own position in the moral landscape of Onthou!:

this is instead seen as entirely contingent on their relationship with the British and Boers.

Black people on the side of the Boers are generally patronised as loyal minions (and are

usually coloured rather than black African); those supporting the British are described as in

bloodlust, dangerous and devious, and when they are killed they simply get what they

deserve. Black people apparently have little agency of their own, but rather respond to

circumstances that are never of their own creation. Moreover, the author displays a callous,

cavalier disregard for black people killed in the service of the British — these individuals

are presented as inviting death by daring to resist their racial positioning in Boer terms. An

incident of this kind occurs when Boer commandos, helped by Rabie-Van der Merwe, free

Sarel and his comrades from prison:

"Another shot fell just in front of the gate and a young Kaffir in police uniform (jail
warder) was hit in the head by the bullet. Ile fell, but still gasped and blinked his
eyes. A boy of about seven years old, who was drawn by all the commotion, stood
by and laughed. 'Who are you, my child?' I asked_ 'My name is De Villiers
Theunissen, aunt' 'Then get me that badge from that Kaffir's cap. I want to keep it
as a souvenir.' The unconcerned child grabbed the cap, but then let it go again. 'It
is full of blood!' he said. "that's nothing', I said, and he got the badge offand gave
jib me" (118-119)76

76 "Dear we! nog 'n shoot vlak voor die hek en 'njong Kciffer in polisiedn2g (tronhoppatser) by die !coed
deur die hop. Hy wd, maar gaup en bi4i nog sy .• "tt Seionjie sun morels, sewe jaar owl wit op die lingual
ajkoni, staan en lag 'Wie is jy, my kind?' vra a My nacos is De Villiers Thennissen, latite."Noit haat vir
my die biopic van daardie Kaffir se pet aft Et wil dit hot. vir 'naandenking. Die onverchoike kind ryp na
die pet, maw way dit weer neer. Dit is dart vol bloed!' sê by. 'Dit is maar nik; one,' sE ek en by haal die
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Rabie-Van der Merwe's discounting of the warder's suffering in her desire for a 'souvenir'

was not simply because he was black, but because he occupied a position of authority (as a

prison warder, and specifically as her husband's jailer) perceived as incongruous with his

racial inferiority. As the warder lay dying, Rabie-Van der Merwe removed the physical

sign of his improper authority in removing his badge, returning this man to his 'rightful'

subordinate position by enlisting a child to remove the badge. With her casual comment of

'that's nothing' to the boy, she indicated to herself, the others present and also her 1940s

readers that rightful racial order had been re-established and the challenge to white

authority erased — the warder and his death are 'nothing' to her now

Later in Onthou! Rabie-Van der Merwe bitterly describes how "a few Kaffer

maids" (142) 77 laughed conspiratorially with her prison warden when they discovered that

she, a white woman, had been imprisoned. The humiliation of being jeered at by her

'natural' inferiors is possibly the worst aspect of her imprisonment for Rabie-Van der

Merwe, shown when she is later transferred to Bethulie prison and is jailed together with

black people, something described as indicating the severity of her punishment "It must be

understood that Bethulie prison was not meant for white people, but certainly for Kaffers,

and that space was very limited" (237). 78 Once again the British breach the racial order,

this time by imprisoning a white woman in the same jail as black people. Rabie-Van der

Merwe adds:

"1 was the only white person in there, with eight or more Kaffers in the cell right
above mine. They were just as rowdy as Kaffers always are and one day when a
few new ones arrived, it was enough to make a person go mad listening to their
talking, which I could not help doing. With the greatest enjoyment they told the
other convicts of the skirmishes, spying expeditions, fire-settings and other

knapie afen gee dit vii	 possible that this was the man whose murder Rabie-Van der Merwe was
accused of instigating by the British authorities.
77 "'apace. Kaffermeide", that is black female servant&
" "DO` met verstaan word dal Bet/tithe se honk me bedael was vii witmense tile, maar vii Keerx, en
(kit die ruinde baie beperk wax"
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atrocities that they carried out on Boer farms. It made my blood boil and made me
so enraged that I could easily have committed murder if! could just have reached
them" (240)79

For Rabie-Van der Merwe, 'race' is a timeless category, with different 'races' exhibiting

fixed characteristics: thus black people are 'always' rowdy as well as always having a

'bloodlust' that can be 'awakened'. That her fury made her 'blood boil' and could have led

her to easily have committed 'murder' is discomforting in light of the flogging and

shooting incidents earlier in the text. The black prisoners' tales of destruction of Boer

farms are clearly a particularly unsettling affront to Rabie-Van der Merwe, isolated from

her own racial group in the racially disordered setting of the jail.

Many of her accounts of persecution (one of the important features of tesiinwnio)

rest directly on 'race' — it was not being in jail that so enraged Rabie-Van der Merwe, but

rather being in a racially-mixed jail; it was not being attacked by the British that she found

intolerable, but rather the British use of black soldiers; it was not her husband's

imprisonment that incensed her, but rather that his warder was a black man. Many of

Rabie-Van der Merwe's claims to persecution are based less on the actions of her

'oppressors' and more on their skin-colour and assumed place in the racial order, and her

testimony relies on the reader's equally a priori acceptance of her 'race' views and shared

understanding about the severe social disruption of the natural order that black people's

wartime activities represented. For instance, she actively invites the reader to sympathise

with her position in the racially-mixed jail with an appeal based on the presumption of

shared 'race' views: "Just think of it, under one roof with a bunch of rowdy, stinking,

79 "EL was die emgste WilMCOPS &sari" ntei agt of meer Kaffers in elie se! regoor myne. Hulk was net so
luidritrig ac wat Keeers mane alod is en toe daar eendag npaar 'tutees bykom, war (lit genoeg wit ̀11 ntens
matte mac& ant na hid praalfies te blaster, wed ek me kon verhe4; Me. Ilulle het met elie gmotste genot vir elie
wider lxmdiete vertel van eke skermaaselittge, spiontogte, brandstigtings en ander graneddade Ira hulk op
boereplase aangerig het. Dit het my bitted laal kook en my so woedend gemaak den ek mak mod sou kon
begaan het as ek Indic net km bykom."
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filthy, grunting Kaffers!" (244 8° Her use of the term 'grunting' here again inscribes black

people as animals rather than people.

Rabie-Van der Merwe stresses that the war fundamentally disturbed the

relationship between racial roles and labour when she describes the difficulties she and her

husband faced in beginning again on the family farm after the Peace in 1902: "People [to

work] were totally unattainable. What became of all the Kaffers in the Free State from

before the war, I do not know" (344).81 The war was indeed partly instrumental in racially

'disordering' South African society for at least the initial post-war period. During this time,

whites like the Van der Merwes had to do their own manual farm work, labour previously

deemed suitable only for black subordinates. This was because, during the war, many black

people who had previously worked as farm labourers were able either to be independent

farmers providing agricultural produce for the British, or else to find alternative forms of

work, often for the British military and for considerably better wages than they had

previously earned. Consequently, many African people accumulated savings from this; and

also some African farmers became relatively prosperous by supplying towns with scarce

agricultural produce, again cushioning them against wage labour for uncongenial

employers for a significant period post-war.82

There are a number of incidents in Onthouf which, on first reading, appear to cut

across the author's inferior positioning of black people. However, these largely involve

coloured people who apparently accepted their inferior position in the racial hierarchy, and

in so doing affirmed Rabie-Van der Merwe's 'superior' status by depending on her for help

in some way. Thus, rather than being inconsistent with the 'race' politics presented

• "Dank net datwatot„ ander een dak met "n Romp hadrugtige, siinkende, stnerige, snariende Kaffrrsr
an "Yak Lc Iota& conwrbygbaar. Wat win al Ike Kiffers van wxr the oarkg in die Votstaat geword het, weet
ek
32 On black labour dining the war, see Stanley 2004a, Warwick 1983. Bundy's 1988 study exa mines the
effects of the war on black peasant fanning as part of his wider analysis of this gimp, and he examines the
war as a key factor that contained to a temporary improvement in the fortunes of small-scale black farmers.
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elsewhere in Onthou! these episodes in fact confirm the presumption of a strict racial

order in which everyone knows their 'proper' place. The following incident concerning the

author's stay in Graaff-Reinet jail provides a prototypical example:

"[There was] a bastard maid [in South African terms, therefore 'coloured], Rosa,
who was suffering in terrible pain. The groaning and moaning were heart breaking
to hear. While Hannie stood on guard to alert me if the gate was opened, I knocked
on the cell door and asked, 'Who is inside here and what is the matter?' 'I have
been without food, just rice water, for twelve days, and must stay lace this for a
further two days,' was the answer. 'I have much hunger and terrible pain in my
stomach, colic and cramps. I could almost die. Oh my mistress, please make a plan
for me to get something to eat' 'What wrong did you do to receive such a cruel
punishment?"I was drunk, my mistress, and I made a nuisance in the street. "All
right my little maid, stay determined. I will do my best for you.' During this time,
food was arriving for us, but how to get it to Rosa? I ground up some dried out
biscuit on a newspaper, with a bottle containing coffee, and now I was going to try
to give Rosa food, come what may. I knelt in front of the cell door, blew away the
dust and told Rosa to do the same, as the gap was very small.. Then I slipped a piece
of paper under the door and pushed the crumbs carefully through. Poor, hungry
Rosa greedily licked up the smallest crumbs, as the largest would not fit through.
These had to then be crushed again_ For days we fed Rosa in this way and shared
our food with her. She did not get much in, but the worst hunger was stilled and the
pains abated" (216-2l 7)83

The account of feeding Rosa does not have the effect of illustrating Rabie-Van der

Merwe's kindness and humanity towards a fellow prisoner, but rather, given its positioning

in the narrative, works to reinforce British injustices and bolster Rabie-Van der Merwe's

self-depiction as a resourceful risk-taker who cheated or thwarted the British at every

opportunity. She later describes Rosa's thankful response to her 'saviours' when released

"Dit was 'ft bastermeg Rosa, was' in vreeslike pyn verkeer het Die gekenn en sesta'', was
harkerskeurend on, aan le boor. Ek klap cum the seldeur, terwyl Hannie op wog goon oat bands le gee as
the lick oopgesIllit want en nu, Vie is hierbirrne en wal maker?" E k is wing* al toraalf dae Sonder kos,
net op ryswater, en moet nog twee dae so 04" is the antwoont 'Ek het bale hanger en weesliir pyn in my
maag, kaiak en krampe. Ek ion amper doodgaam 0 rny miesies, maak tog 'I, plan din el iets le etc by.'
'Wafter kwaad hetiv dan gedoen om so "n wrede sW ondergaan?"Ek was drunk my ',desks, en het
moles gemaak in die sorra "Nou ja, boa claw moat my meidfie. El sal my bes virjou doen." Order die My!
het Aus vii ons opgmbog, maar hoe om dit by Rasa Ic by? Ek het van die mitgakoogte besimit op "n koerant
fyn gemaal met "n botkl waarin latfie was, en nom gaan e k probeer on, vir Rosa kos te gee, laal gebeur sat
wit E k het voor die seldeur gekniel, die stoifies weggeblaas en vii Rosa gese o m diem** te ben, want die
grepie wac bale kkin. Toe sleek ek "nstukkie papier omkr die dear in en slatifthe knamneVies wasigtig
dear. Anne, hongerige Rosa kk gretig die ldeinste krummeltfies op, terwyl die grotenrs ale ontkr won
deter-ran ale.. Die moes dan weer german! wont Doe lank het ons Rosa so server en ons bassies met mats.
gedeet SY het tele te veel ingekry ale, Naar die esgste honger is gestil en die pine het bedaar."
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from jail; "Rosa walked past us, greeted us ever friendly and said "Thank you my young

mistresses, thank you very muck I will never forget you,' and she burst into tears" (21,7)."

While Rosa thanks both of her 'mistresses', in her depiction of the incident Rabie-Van der

Merwe is at the centre, and she sidelines any contribution made by her celhnate Hannie.

Rosa's emotional gratitude asserts the author's racial superiority and emphasises rightful

'race' relations, where black people are dependent, submissive and child-lace and their

white superiors benevolently authoritarian. Thus at Bloemfontein prison too, Rabie-Van

der Merwe helped "a small maid" (268-269) 85 — it is again implicit that she is coloured —

called Emily to escape. Then, when the author receives a box of food and fruit for

Christmas from her family, she shares this with all her fellow inmates, including the

warden and "die ineide" [the (coloured) maids]. (287). In addition, in Port Elizabeth camp,

a black man who accidentally stumbled through the camp late one night was shot and

killed by British guards, and Rabie-Van der Merwe refers to this man as "the poor,

drunken, innocent old Kaffer" (177) 86 These incidents are used to demonstrate the

indiscriminate intolerance of the British, in contrast to Rabie-Van der Merwe's

magnanimity towards those black people who conduct themselves appropriately in her

eyes. The basic moral framework of the text is straightforward — the long-suffering Boers

are the victims in a war in which an aggressive enemy seeks to strip them of their wealth

and independence, helped by a traitorous black population who use the war to undermine

or more strongly reject the authority of their 'natural' superiors As a consequence, her

treatment of 'race' matters makes it impossible for Rabie-Van der Merwe's post-1994

readers to affirm the author as simply a victim of mistreatment and injustice, or to read her

114 "Rasa &lap by aas. werby, gruel ewe wriendelik en sé: Dankie, my nannies, bale dankle. Et sal julle load
verged nie,' en .sy bars in frame uit"
85 " kleinmeid"
" "(fie arme bedwelmde, onskuhfige au Kaffer"
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testimony as straightforwardly indicative of oppression and affirmative of the moral

rightness of its author.

A post-1994 re-reading of Onthou! is inevitably influenced by an analysis and

evaluation of the racialised moral landscape presented in the text, with this book explicitly

located as part of the late 1930s nationalist movement. Consequently, the relationship

between Rabie-Van der Merwe's politics, racism, Afrikaner nationalism and the post-1948

National Party state ought not to be glossed over in any present re-reading of Onthou! The

text is in fact strongly marked by a triumphalist discourse, with nationalistic refrains such

as, "FATHERLAND, FREEDOM AND RIGHT", "freedom and right" or "our beloved

fatherland" recurring throughout the text (5 original emphasis, 10, 309).7 War suffering

and camp deaths are invoked in this framework by being used for political capital, as in the

passage quoted at the beginning of this chapter in which Rabie-Van der Merwe exhorts

"my people" never to forget what "the blood of OUT burghers and the suffering of 26, 000

women and children" has "sealed" for South Africa (328).88

A post-1994 re-reading, then, amply demonstrates that Onthou! confounds the

moral assumptions made about the te,stimonio genre once its stance on 'race' and the

treatment of black people come into analytical sight, for Rabie-Van der Merwe provides

too many examples of victimising and mistreating other people on racial grounds for this to

be ignored, or to be seen as accidental. By the time it was written and published,

Afrikaners were in fact a racially dominant and already very powerful group in South

Africa. As a text being presented as if written from an "exile= condition of oppression"

(Kokotovic 1999, 38), and which invokes many incidents seen to show "marginalization

oppression, and struggle" (Beverley 1989, 23) of Boer people, Onthou! was certainly

intended as testimonio and certainly is a piece of special pleading, However, many of its

"VADERIAND, VRYHEID EN REG","vryheid en reg","ons dierbare vaderland"
u "nry volk" "die blued van vas burgers en the Wing win 26, 000 wane en hinders" "verseel her'
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truth-claims about Afrikaner people being unreasonably treated during the war rest on

implicit and sometimes explicit claims to racial superiority and an outraged angry rejection

of the perceived British reversal of this. Its emphasis on 'race' and the importance of a

protean binary racial order is likely to have had considerably greater resonance at the time

of its publication, given its location as part of the political developments of the 1930s, than

it would have done at the time of the war itself While now, sixty years on and in the very

different political circumstances prevailing post-1994, it has considerable negative

39resonance.

My rejection of Rabie-Van der Merwe as a morally unambiguous innocent victim,

and of her testimonio as a straightforwardly referential account, is partly the result of

knowing 'what came next' in South Africa. It is also partly due to the 'picaresque'

character of the text itself, which encourages interrogation and analysis in the context of

major political change, and also of several decades of debate among literary theorists about

the role of fictive devices in a range of sub/genres. While Rabie-Van der Merwe depicts

herself and the Boer people as wronged and persecuted, in 1940 what was by then 'the

Afrikaner people' were actually well on their collective way to becoming a highly

privileged racist elite following the 1948 National Party election victory. Her exposition of

a "situation of exploitation and oppression" (Yudice 1991, 17) rests on the fact that her

primary 'oppressors' were black, and their attitudes towards and treatment of Boer people

were deemed to be appalling and objectionable because transgressing an apparently

unchanging 'by nature' hierarchy. And the British were culpable in this, because they had

unleashed the 'bloodlust' of these people by promoting them out of their properly

subservient place in the natural scheme of things. But in spite of what I conclude is its lack

*9 Surprisingly thou* neither Onthou! nor Raal's Met Die Boere in die Veld (193 g/2000) have invoked a
negative or even critical response from present-day commentators. Jansen (1999b) motions Onthou! as an
instance where an author has made claims to veracity, but then goes on to treat these claims entirely
uncritically. The eulogising preface to the 2000 republication of Raal's Met Die Boere is discussed in
Chapter Six.
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of moral credibility, Onthou! in my view remains an interesting example of/est/monk).

That is, the text conforms to the main elements of standard definitions of the genre, and

what needs to be reconsidered, indeed fundamentally rethought, are the academic

assumptions predominantly evident in the first wave of testimonio theory but which still

persist, that testinumio speakers/writers are by definition morally and Factually as well as

politically correct Such texts are in fact "neither open to proof nor self-evident. We come

to understand them only through interpretation, paying careful attention to the contexts that

shape their creation and the world views that inform them" (Personal Narratives Group

1989, 261). To surrender interrogating and evaluating the truth-claims and moral

presumptions of any and all such writings is to treat them as in some sense sacred, and this

requires ignoring not only the social and political context of their production but also the

gaps, silences and inconsistencies in them as texts.

Putting 'race' matters on one side, the inconsistencies, ambiguities and

objectionable features revealed in re-reading Onthou! are largely those which testimonio

critics have attempted to grapple with in recent years. The tensions between fact and

fiction, victimhood and agency, moral right and wrong, literature and history, are all

present in Onthou! and reflect the blurred and complex nature of life-writing more

generally. Onthou! is a clear reminder that testimonios must not be exempt from the

rigorous, critical deconstruction to which other kinds of texts have been subject, and an

awareness of its structure and contents certainly cautions against any "simplistic

identification with the protagonist of the autobiographical text" (Brodski and Schenk 1988:

14). Although it may be tempting to admire Rabie-Van der Merwe as a woman of

determination and hardiness, in my view she must be viewed as a highly problematic

figure for readers today. The history of South African racial politics pre- and post-1940 is

rightly read onto Onthou!, for the text is inextricable from its context of writing,
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publication and original reading within the development of Afrikaner nationalism and the

racially-organised apartheid state that it gave rise to.

Moreover, Onthou! serves as a reminder that the feminist project of recuperating

women's experiences and voices should be undertaken with a clear-sighted awareness that:

"Accounts of women ['s] ... lives, their memories, the ways they frame the choices made,

the way they are viewed by observers, all need to be examined as constructs produced at

specific historical moments, under particular circumstances, with different audiences in

mind" (Weiler 1999: 56-57). Thus, like all texts, whether fictional or factual, those

involving testintonios and women's 'voices' must be read with a close and critical eye. As

I have shown, neither testimonio literature nor feminist theories about recovering women's

'voices' provide fully adequate analytical tools for understanding Onthou!, so that my

discussion and analysis here has had to re-work the analytical focus of these around moral

landscape and, particularly, by using 'race' to problematise this.

This has resulted in problematising the presumption of moral right accorded to

testimonios. In maintaining that Onthou! is an example of testimonio and of a woman's

'voice', however uncomfortably and problematically so for present-day readers, [argue

that it is not Onthours moral ambiguity that unfits it as an example of these, but rather that

these genres need to be widened to accommodate politically and morally problematic

figures such as Rabie-Van der Merwe. Relatedly, I have emphasised that claims to past

suffering or oppression should not immunise any text from critical interrogations of its

truth, memory and moral claims. Finally, I have stressed the crucial importance of the

context of writing and retreading in the production and interpretation of any text, and

pointed up my own post-1994 context as fundamental to my re-reading of  Onthou! 

In my view, the idea of post/memory provides a useful framework for thinking

through the related problems of lime, memory, referentiality and moral right so important
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to comprehending this book. As 1 suggested at the outset of this chapter, Onthou! 

represents a peak in, an apotheosis of, the post/memory process wherein the events of the

war and the camps were re/worked successively at a number of points over time into a

politically-motivated nationalist 'line' inscribing 'the history' of key moments in the past I

now want to sketch out the key elements of the analytical temi of post/memory, and to

highlight some of the ways in which Onthou! epitomises the 'canonical' and

retrospectively re/worked aspects of this.

Onthon! as post/memory

Marianne Hirsch has developed the concept of postmemory, which she defines as

memory experienced by members of a 'second-generation' who have absorbed a heritage

of traumatic events that they themselves have not directly experienced from the generation

that did. These memories have been transmitted to them by their grand/parents who had

direct experience of the traumatic events in question, with Hirsch's analysis specifically

concerned with the Holocaust Hirsch characterises postmemory in the following way:

"In my reading, -postmemory is distinguished from memory by generational
distance and from history by deep personal connection_ Postmemory is a powerful
and very particular form of memory precisely because its connection to its object or
source is mediated not through recollection but through an imaginative investment
and creation. That is not to say that memory itself is umnediated, but that it is more
directly connected to the past" (Hirsch: 1997, 22, my emphasis)

In summary, my response to this is that each participant in a particular event is likely to

have somewhat (or markedly) different memories of it, and also individual memories are

likely to change over time and according to the circumstances of remembrance. These

things remove the grounds for assuming there is a direct link between memory and the past

in the way that Hirsch claims, or rather presumes. At the same time, Hirsch's ideas about

memory, time and succeeding generations are insightful and fruitful, and so her work is
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usefully built upon and developed, the approach that Stanley's (2005a, in press) re-working

has adopted.

In making use of Ilirsch's ideas about postmemory, Stanley (2005a, in press) has

argued for re-working this conceptual device as 'post-slash-memory', a re-working which

recognises the unstable, mediated nature of all memory, not just that of second-generations

who have had purportedly 'direct' memory communicated to them by family members.

Stanley emphasises that

"people who directly experience traumatic events too are subject to the
retrospective re/workings of memory, for almost as soon as something is
experienced, post/memory and 'memory itself' overlap and cannot easily be prised
apart. And thus of course the use of the analytical term of 'post-slash-memory' here
to recognise the disjunctures and to indicate the successive production of an almost
canonical and constantly reworked version of the past " (Stanley 2005a, in
press)

While Hirsch contends that it is only second-generation memory which "consists

not of events but of representations" (Hirsch 2001: 218), for Stanley the analytical

framework of post/memory indicates that all memory consists of representations, with

varying degrees of connection to 'events'. Stanley's reconceptuahsation of post/memory

has been developed in relation to the re/workings of private memory, remembrance and

public commemoration of the concentration camps of the South African War, and involves

an analytical approach I find helpful for thinking about the complex layers of memory-

making that characterise Boer women's testimonies of the camps. Consequently I have

used her revised and expanded definition of post/memory to underpin my analysis of

Onthou! and women's testimonies more generally. In relation to Onthou! I see this text as

in fact exemplifying the concept of post/memory, in being "delayed, indirect, secondary",

and by being mediated through "an imaginative investment and creation" (Hirsch 1997: 13,

22). However, beyond this, post/memory recognises that 'memory' is always memory-

a process which is motivated and selective, not spontaneous, direct or referential;
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and consequently as an analytical tool it is able to grapple with the problems of

referentiality and moral authority in re-reading Onthou! in a way that the literature on

testimonie and Hirsch's work cannot It is this that I now want to show in more detail.

Rabie-Van der Merwe's Onthou! was, as I have indicated, stimulated and shaped

by her political concerns during the late 1930s. One of the defining characteristics of

post/memory of the concentration camps in the 1930s and its part in 'the history' of the

Afrikaner people concerns the high degree of overlap between women's testimonies,

indicating their mediation not only by time but also by the processes of telling and

re/telling stories, in a variety of overlaying personal and political contexts, that had been

occurring since the time of the war itself This raises another of the defining features of

post/memory: Onthou  is severed from its originating events, not only by time and space,

but also by the mediating role of other war and camp testimonies, the large majority

produced by (proto-) nationalist women whose lives and writings 'silently' resound in this

text_

I have already indicated various similarities between the nationalist intentions as

well as sentiments expressed by Rabie-Van der Merwe and Sarah Raal in the forewords to

their two books, as well as the shared political context in which these books were written,

published and originally read. There are other similarities, too, including their adventure

story formats and heroic young women protagonists. In addition, like many other women's

testimonies, these two texts feature what are presented as unique memories of directly

experienced events, but which are actually drawn from powerful 'exemplary' incidents.

These most likely had their origins in the oral tradition of stories told and re-told, and

which over time many people came to 'remember' as things they themselves had witnessed

or participated in, and they have some of the characteristics of 'urban myths'.
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A key example of this in Onthou! and Met Die Boere in die Veld concerns a story

that both authors relate about a burgher who entered a house in British-occupied

Jagersfontein, caught sight of himself in a mirror and shot at his own reflection because

mistaking it for an enemy soldier. The two authors both claim to have heard first-hand

accounts of the incident from the man in question, although by implication this is a

different man for each of them:

"One of our burghers was already busy looking for clothes in one of the houses. He
was careful and looked around frequently to see that everything was still peaceful.
One time when he looked up again, he saw a man standing near him; he pulled out
the revolver and shot The other group heard the shot and stormed in to him. Then
we shall see that one of the mirrors from the wardrobe was shot to smithereens. He
saw himself in the mirror!" (Raal 1938: 73-74)90

"He walked along the long passage and saw someone coming towards him, also
with a weapon in his hand—an ugly man who couldn't be anyone other than King-
Hall [a British officer]. When Faan raised his weapon, the other man also lifted his
up and Faan pulled the trigger to be first The big mirror at the end of the passage
shattered into a thousand pieces" (Rabie-Van der Merwe 1940: 121)9'

Such `shared' and iconic incidents recur throughout Boer women's war and camp

accounts, with other key examples including the brutal killing and maiming of farm

animals by British soldiers and an 'exemplary' story about the presence of hooks in camp

rations, seen as evidence of the widespread British 'murder' of Boer women and especially

children, including also by starvation or poison in the camp hospitals. These widely-

circulated stories of events which seemingly occurred throughout the concentration system

in fact had their origins in single events — for instance, the meat hooks were found in one

particular huge tin of corned beef imported from the U.S.A. and opened in Pietersburg

""Een sun ons burgers was reeds besig out klere in een van die huise te sod, Hy is ook maar versigtig en
A* hart-kort rand of alle.s nog vreedcaurn lyk Eenkeer toe hy weer opAyl4 sic,: by limn by hom slam; by
ruk die rewolwer nit en skiet, Die crntkr klomp boor die skoot en storm by horn in. Toe sal ons sien dot een
van die .Naieels sun die hangkarflenters gesitiet is. Hy het homself in die .spieel gesienr
91 "Hy skip die king gang of en sien iemand na ham aankom, oak met "n &wee: in die hand- "n laird
twat nientand cinders as King-Hall kan wees nie. Toe Faan sy geweer Jig, teldie ander man one ook op en
Faan trek las on' eerste te wee.t Die groot vied aan die chide tun die gang spat in dansend .stualies." The
Faan here refers to her brother-in-law, ‘Rooi Faan' Van der Menve.
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camp, but with the story subsequently told and retold with hooks in meat rations planted by

the British being claimed by women from other camps. 92 The result is that the women

testimony-writers whose accounts appear in Mag Ons Vergeet?, Stemme 1Jit Die Veriede 

and War Without Glamour frequently repeat the same 'personal' stories and emphasise the

same 'directly experienced' events, and this process:

'took shape around the stories that were told, an oral tradition of powerful stories
which were then re-worked and honed in written versions in women's testimonies
produced in a nationalist framework. In so doing, only those testimonies and stories
that served nationalist purposes were 'heard' in the public political context of
encouraging, collecting and publishing camp testimonies" (Stanley and Dampier
2005:95)

Not only were the camp populations very varied, comprising both men and women, British

supporters, those who were neutral and those who were avowed Boer supporters, but also

the circumstances and conditions prevailing within individual camps differed and were

changeable_ However, this heterogeneity of population and circumstance is not reflected in

published or unpublished archived camp testimonies, where it is only the stories of women

who were Boer supporters and indeed fervent republicans that exist. This disconcertingly

total absence of views and experience contrary to the nationalist 'line' reflects the

testimonies' political context of eliciting, collection and publication, and also indicates

something of the determined ruthlessness of this. Regarding the repetition of 'exemplary'

or canonical stories and images, "some narratives and images" it would seem are "so

powerful, so monumental, as to constitute memories in their own right", even by those who

did not directly experience them (Hirsch 2001:219), a point that Cornelia Brink (2000) has

insightfully made about canonical visual images. In other words, some stories and images

92 For example, the back cover of Raath 2002b reproduces a photograph of Mrs_ Roos, who had been in
Bloemfimtein camp, posing with the labels she collected from tins of meat that she claimed contained book
the collection of labels presumably 'proving' her contention. The meat hook allegation is made repeatedly in
Postma 1939:45, 50, 92, 146_ On the Pietersburg meat hook incident, see DBC 6: Papers received,
Pietersburg camp, May — December 1901.
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spoke so meaningfully and powerfully to the (proto-) nationalist intentions of women

testimony-writers that they were told and re-told and became absorbed as 'memories' even

by those who did not have literal, first-band experience of the events represented.

There are additional points of close connection between Onthou! and other Boer

women's testimonies. For example, Rabie-Van der Merwe mentions meeting Mrs. Roos of

Hei1bron, Mrs. De Kock and Mrs. Mocke, in Bloemfontein prison and notes that: "Mrs.

Roos told us everything that she had been through, and everything she had heard and seen

how it went on in one of the hospitals. Et was the cruellest and most scandalous treatment

of wounded burghers and sick children that I heard of during the whole war. Her

statements were published in Emily Hobhouse's book: 'War Without Glamour' (276)."

Another example concerns Maria Els, whose testimony appears in War Without Glamour,

Mag Ons Vergeet? and Sterrune Uit Die Verlede, and who also appears in Onthou! with

Rabie-Van der Merwe describing her as one of the women who had tattooed the letters

O.V.S. onto her arm in prison (283). 	 presence of other women testimony-writers in

OnthouL especially those who became well-known in (proto-) nationalist circles post-war,

indicates the ways in which these women's stories informed each other and highlights

those elements of the post/memory process which originated in an oral story-telling context

and then became components in the organisation of written testimony as a set of factual

93 "kfev. Rom het ons vertel wat sy alles deurgemaak bet; en wat sy al/es gehoor en gesien het hoe dit in een
van die hospitak aturgegaan het Dit Inas die wreedte en skandehl ate hehandeling van gewonrk burgers en
sick kinders waarvan e k in Ike lick oorlog gehoor het. Haar verklaritrgs is gepubliseer in Emily Hobbouse se
bock: 'War Without Glamour.'" However, in her unpublished extended testimony Mrs_ Roos mentions
receiving a cup of water from a Boer girl who was a fellow-prisoner but states that she and her fellow two
prisoners were wider guard all the time and that "while we were waiting there, we were not allowed to speak
to anyone, nor to smile on those whom we knew" (WM 4208120: 66). There are discrepancies between Mrs.
Roos' published testimony in War Without Glamour and the handwritten, unpublished 'version now archived
in the War Museum of the Boer Republics (WM 4208120). The line quoted here does not appear in the
published testimony, and the girl who produced the cup of water is desaibed as being "on parole in the
town" (Roos in Hobhouse 1927: 120). What is now unknowable is whether the changes were made by Mrs.
Roos or by Emily Hobhouse.
"Maria or hfiemie Els was well-known for her involvement in a riot in Brandfort camp, which! discuss at
length in Chapter Three.
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sworn statements informing 'the history' of those events crafted in (proto-) nationalist

circles.

While Onthou! is strongly rooted in the 1940 writing and publication 'present', the

justification for its truth-claims lie in its author 'having been there' and her 'at the time'

experience grounding her direct and unmediated memory of wartime events and

experiences. Rabie-Van der Merwe shows an explicit preoccupation throughout her text

with the idea of remembering, and especially the physical manifestations of memory. The

title Onthou! of course immediately instructs the reader to 'Remember!' and also resonates

with the 'remembered' titles of other women's published testimonies, particularly Mrs.

Neethling's Should We Forget? and Vergeten?. This emphasis on remembering is strongly

present across different kinds of commemoration connected to the camps, with the

connections between remembrance and notions of vengeance epitomised in Leipoldt's

lines, "Forgive? Forget? Is it easy to forget?" which are inscribed on several camp

monuments." Sarah Raal, writing about leaving Uitenhage camp at the end of the war,

commented, "Who found it necessary to take something with them, to remember what we

could never forget?" (Raal 1938: 153),96 although of course the 1938 publication of her

book itself acts as a powerful indication that matters are not so simple and that public

markers of remembrance are required if  public memory is to persist overtime. In contrast,

Rabie-Van der Merwe explicitly evokes a number of physical reminders of her 'having

been there' memory of the events she writes about

One instance of this is when Rabie-Van der Menve describes a letter she received

from her husband Sarel shortly after he went on commando, reassuring her that he was

safe, and she writes that "(The envelope of that exceptionally welcome letter is today still

95 The Afrikaans lines are, "Vergewe? Vergeet? Is dii nrakhk cm le vergewer and are taken from Leipoldt's
poem 'In the Konsemnzstie Kamp, Ahwal Isloorg 1901'. Extracts from the poem appear on monuments in a
number of camp hegruafiplave and Gedenknine.
96 "Wie het chi &In nothg gehad am lets sawn le neem, cm te onthou wat ons nooit km vageet nier
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in my possession.)" (l7). 	 there are other examples of Rabie-Van der Merwe's

concern with the physical manifestations of 'memory', the most significant instance

involves a photograph entitled "Collected by the author during the war, and referred to in

the book",98 which shows a range of items, putatively her mementoes, displayed on a table.

The collection of these items in the first place, and the subsequent arranging of them

together to be photographed, strongly indicates Rabie-Van der Merwe's concern with tying

her construction of 'memory' in Onthou  to referential memory itself and thus to the

physical 'proofs' of originating wartime events that she had experienced. Stanley has

commented on this photograph that:

"In 'Collected by the author...', Rabie-van der Merwe has assembled various
objects from the past that was the 'then' of the South African War, so they could be
represented in a different medium, a photograph, in the 'now' of the book, and they
are described in her mementoes of diverse events and people. The photograph,
then, represents a number of material, temporal and spatial orders; and, while the
meaning of each object was gained in somewhat different times and places from the
others, they are made to cohabit in the photograph and gain a collective meaning
from this, being represented to readers as 'a collection'" (Stanley 2005a, in press)

Rabie-Van der Merwe's concern to temporally 'freeze' physical items from the

'then' of the war, and to do so in the 'now' of the book, is also evinced by an incident

concerning a woman she met in Bloemfontein prison. This woman had been collecting

wood with her eight-year-old son on the outskirts of Bethulie camp when a 'joiner' and a

few 'khakis' shot at them, killing the little boy. His mother had futilely attempted to bind

his wounds with her apron, soaking it with the boy's blood. "The grief-stricken mother,"

Rabie-Van der Merwe explains, "immediately wanted to wash her son's blood out of the

apron, but 1 strongly insisted that they preserve the apron just as it is for their descendents"

(280).99 For Rabie-Van der Merwe, this woman's apron had to be kept both as a physical

97 "(Die koevert van daarche miters welkome hriefie ic vandag nog in my &sit)"
"Versamel demr die sk)fster gedmrende die oorlog, waarna vermys word in the boat"

"Die hedroefde moeder won dadelik die Ida& van hoar seunijie uit die voorskoot -was, imaar ek het char
ster* o p aangedring dal hulk the vourshoot net so hewaor vir the nageslogte."
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reminder of her suffering and as a political reminder of British brutality — remembrance,

'bitterness' and politics overlay each other throughout her book. As her 0.V.S. tattoo and

the Onthou! title of her book indicate, Rabie-Van der Merwe was concerned to emphasise

'having been there' and thus her 'at the time' direct memories. However, it seems to me

that her endeavour to preserve the 1899-1902 `moment' in the text exposes, rather than

bridges, the temporal gap that characterises the post/memory process and the role of claims

about 'the history' within it

In particular, although Onthou! was written nearly forty years after the event,

Rabie-Van der Merwe nowhere comments on nor even mentions the years that have passed

since the conclusion of the war, and nor does she provide any clues about the events of her

own life during that lengthy, and in political terms extraordinarily momentous, time. The

narrative of Onthou! ends as she and Sarel returned to the Rabie family farm at the end of

the war and concludes with the enormous difficulties that they and fellow-Afrikaners faced

in rebuilding their lives after the devastating conflict This perpetuates and 'fixes' the

image of the struggling, suffering Afrikaner people: except that, of course, each and every

original reader of Onthou! would have been aware of the dramatically improved fortunes

of the Afrikaner people in the 1940 'now' of writing and reading, and with the possibility

of a more triumphant future at various points intimated: "We will have to wear the foreign

yoke, live together with our enemies! We are reduced to ash and dust! Can order ever

again emerge from the chaos? [...] And will life again be born from death? We shall see"

(338) Im In addition, for 'Rabie-Van der Merwe and other (proto-) nationalist women

testimony-writers, the wartime sufferings of the Boer people were both tesrible and

provided political and moral capital. Onthou! invokes the words spoken by field cornet

Gert Fourie to the family of a man killed in battle, "No, mothers and sisters and friends,

uOns sul die vreande juk modt dra, met ons vyande moet saannvoon! Ons is verneder tot in ski en as!
Kan daar 000it weer orde nit die venroesing te voorskyn horn? [14 En sa dear weer lewe nit die dood
gebore word? Ons sien"
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dry your tears away. Your son and beloved fell as a hero and his name will live on in the

history of our people" (41), m1 insistently claiming the Boer dead as heroes in the history of

the yolk. For Rabie-Van der Merwe, this included "the suffering of 26, 000 women and

children" who had to be remembered for what had been "sealed with their blood" (328). In

the context of the 'now' of 1940, Rabie-Van der Merwe mobilised the death and suffering

of the war for political reasons, both to justify the rightful pride and patriotism of the

Afrikaner people and concomitantly to legitimate a way of life and their claims to ons land,

to rightful possession and control of 'our land', with South Africa under nationalist

Afrikaner control and restitution of the protean racial order an assumed constitutive

element in this.

Onthou! is thus a product of the complex post/memory process that in South Africa

characterises remembrance of the concentration camp deaths, and also the part this has

played in the successive layers of producing 'the history' of the Afrikaner past as seen and

promulgated within a (proto-) nationalist framework The text is presented as a referential,

morally authoritative first-hand testimony of the author's direct experiences, but Onthou! 

and its author's 'memories' are in fact strongly mediated by the 1930s context of its

writing and publication and its original 1940 reading. One the most curious features of

Onthou! is precisely its 'living in the past' quality and absence of acknowledgement of

change over time between the end of the war in 1902, and the writing and publishing

context of 1940. 1940 is hinted at, and what might come is suggested by Rabie-Van der

Merwe's 'we shall see', but no more. On a first reading of Onthou! this almost complete

lack of recognition of the passing of time and the changes related to this seemed odd; only

later did it become clear that suspending time is crucial to the products of post/memory and

101 'Wee, ntoeder en slaters en vriendinne, droog julk trane 4 Julk seun en liefling het soosii held gnu!
en sy want sal voortletf in die geskiederris van ons yolk."
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characterises not just Onthou! but also other women's testimonies, and this is something I

return to in later chapters.

In addition, my post-1994 re-reading of this text, too, is a component within the

retrospective, re/worked and multi-layered process of post/memory-making. The

post/memory articulated in Onthou! of course neither emerged fully-formed in 1940, and

nor did its production cease in this year either. Onthou! represents, indeed in my view

exemplifies, a 'moment' within a set of interconnected processes through which public

political 'memory' is orchestrated and promulgated, is precisely memory-making.

Consequently, as part of my analysis of the workings of these processes, in the following

chapter I shall continue to trace out and historicise the post/memory process as it

developed over time, with particular regard to a specific incident in a specific camp, in

order to show some of the ways in which the specific and unique became both exemplary

and seemingly general.
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Chapter Three
'Stories That Find their Place': Tracing Post/Memory in Retelling the

Protest at Brandfort, 1901 —1949

"The historical roots [of a singular nationhood] are precisely the stories 1,1 t find
their place in a coherent structure that is capable of shaping all narratives that had
been or will be told" (Schleifman 2001:29)

"A political in vi can he said to exist when accounts ohmage or less common
sequence of events, involving more or less the same principal actors, s ect to the
same overall interpretation and implied meaning, circulate within a group" (Flood
2002:42)

This chapter concerns eiOit different testimonies concenimg a*sinOe emit,

produced over a Period of sorare fifty years! These testimonies &state a protest about

meat rations, which occurred in Brandfort camp in the Orange River Colony on or around

8 November 1901 My focus lame is not the 'event itself, which cannot now be recovered

except in its archival or documentary forms. It rather concerns subsequent representations

of this incident in women's testimonies because these provide an example of a story that

has been iDld and retold and over time has acquired some of the qualities of po cal myth

as outlined by Flood in the quotation above. In Chapter Two, I discussed Rabie-Van der

Menses Outhoul as a 'canonical' version of the past and as an exemplification of

postimemoty in particular 1940 'moment'; while, in this chapter„ 1 trace the

developnent of post/memory over time in the reltelling of the Brandfort protest story. I

have already indicated that women's camp testimonies played a key role in the

construction of "the history' of the Afrikaner past and the development ofArnianer

(proto-) nationalism In this chapter I show in more detail how, as versions of a particular

story were re/told, These testimonies 'found their place' in an 'coherent structure that is

capable of shaping all narratives that had been or will be tole (Sdtdeifinan 2001:29), and

gained an increasin' *nationalist political meaning over time The Brandfort protest

las is lkielfavatse 1921, Us ieNeednifin 1917/1938, Us 1944 (WM 4128%29), Le Guts 1920,1Lte Roux in
1925/1939„ Lombard 11949 (A1119174), Rabie-Van der Meawe 1940, Vestter11938 (A248)..
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stories also show how post/memory commences "almost as soon as something is

experienced"' (Stanley 2005a, in press), and then how story4elling and myth-making in a

series of linked cultural-political contexts subsequently overlays 'the events', eventually

displacing and subsuming them„ in much the way that post/memory subsumes and

displaces 'memory itself.

I begin by sketching out some of the theoretical literature concernimg story telling,

narrative and political myth, which form the backdrop to my analysis of the Brandfort

testimonies. Then I briefly outline the events of the protest itself and tire writing and,

where appropriate„ the publishing context of the Brandfort testimonies, and organise these

chronologically according to when they were rust written. I trace the ways in which this

protest was written about over lime and examine the testimonies as 'rehearsed narratives'

which demonstrate various of the attributes of post/memory of the camps as "an almost

canonical and constantly reworked version of the past" (Stanley 2005a„ in press). As part

of this, I also show how the Brandfort testimonies connect with and echo key themes in

women's camp testimonies more generally. I consider too the politicised, (proto-)

nationalist content and tone of the Brandfort protest testimonies and the different ways in

which the testimony-writers positioned themselves in relation to this aspect of the events

they represent- I stress that proto-nationalism is present from the earliest extant testimony,

written in 1903, but indicate how this developed over time, with later testimonies evincing

strongly nationalist tiumphalist tone and content In arguing that these testimonies were

re/winked and departed from the specific originating events,1 discuss aspects of the 'at the

lime context likely to have influenced both the protest itself, and the lattcr ietruspectivelly

inscribed testimonies of it I emphasise that, over time, the tale of the Brandfort protest

became universalised and was nsftold well away from specificities atria= and place, and

suggest that if nationalism depends on the perception of a shared past and a common
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history, it is partly through the retelling of such stories about this past that national unity is

achieved.

Narrative„ Story and Myth

In the last twenty years these has been a burgeoning of interest in narrative as the

fundamental way in wind' h both individuals and groups make sense of life experience, and

as key to the construction of both individual and collective identities„ with this burgeoning

of interest often described as the 'narrative turn'. As Polkinghorne points out, 'ffarratiVe is

the fundamental scheme for linking lumian actions and events into interrelated aspects of

an understandable concept" (Polkinghome 1988: 13). In other words, there has been an

increasing realisation by both social scientists and historians that narrative is the primary

means by which we make sense of the past, and is the principal way inwhich experience is

organised in order to seem meaningful flout the perspective of the present Charlotte Linde

argnes that, for individuals, life stories are central to the "creation of-coherence, and that

"In order to exist in the social world with a comfortable sense of being a good„ socially

proper, and stable person, an individual needs to have a coherent, acceptable, and

constantly revised life story" (Linde 1993: 3). By implication, in order for a collectivity—

such as a nation—to exist and out-1Sb, it too has to have a set of narratives land. a can be

told and retold as part of a powerfully constitutive and 'constantly revised life story'. It is

as just such a 'constantly revised life story', retold as part of the ongoing development of

proto-nationalism post-1902 that I understand the Brandfort testimonies

Before exploring the role of narrative in the construction of such political and

national identities, it is worth first considering the meaning of the term saurative As

I (I) Linde 1993, Kedbly
III
	

I, I MI

	 992 useful in
2Ii found Callinizos )995, Cam 1991, Flood 2002, Freeman 1993, Gabriel
11991, Polkinshorne 1953, Ricoeur 1984, 1991, Samuel and Thompson 1991,
thintarre, about narrative, storstbelling and myths_
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Plummer points out, story is the "most basic element of narrative" (Plummer 2001:187);

and indeed it might be argued that "narrative and 'story' are in effect equivalents, with

time and the temporal ordering of events as central to both. Carr draws out the connection

between time and "narrative - or, more humbly, story and story-telling", commenting that,

"The two go together, in that narrative is our primary (though not our only) way of

organizing our experience of time" (Carr 1991: 4-5). Simply rea, stories are told in time'

and about 'a time' and are thus embedded in a framework that is specifically and

inexorably temporal. RiCoeur has written influentially of the relationship between time and

narrative and argues that, "The world unfolded by every narrative is always a temporal

world time becomes human time to the extent that it is organized after the manner of

narrative; narrative, in turn, is meaningftd to the extent that it portrays the features of

temporal experience" (Ricoeur 1984: 3).

A related element of narrative or story is plot, "the dynamo of stories 	 tnnmer

2001: 187); and here plot is normally seen as the sequence of related emits that are usually

structured arormdi a beginning, middle and end_ Kerby comments that "narration can be

conceived as the telling (in whatever medium, though especially language) of a series of

temporal events so that a meaningful sequence is portrayed- the story Of the plot of the

narrative. It is the nature of a plot, traditionally considered, to synthesize events into a

meaningful temporal whole, which it does by some form of closure or completion and by

its developmental followablity - that is, by giving a beginning, middle, and end structure to

the narrative" (Kerby 1991: 38). Commentators also emphasise that stories are always

concern,' ed„ told, read (or-beard) and understood in a specific cultaral context, and so stories

within a particular social, cultural or political collectivity tend to conform to similar

structures, plots and ways of organising time and events that will be tecognisa' ble to and

therefore meaningful to audiences in that context. As Plummer indicates, "Even unser-
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conscious tales that seem to be just simply, naturally 'told' are likely to be immersed in the

narrative conventions of a culture" (Plumm.er 2001: 186), and Tonkin similarly argues that

stories are always structured "according in known conventions' (1990: 34) and are located

within 'narrative frames'. However, stories also change over time according to the

circumstances of telling and receiving, and as Gabriel notes, "Poetic licence is every story-

teller's prerogative— the acknowledged right to twist the facts for effect. This is the basis

of the bond that unites storyteller and audience. The audience suspends disbelief, allowing

the storyteller to apply his or her craft on the material" (Gabriel 2000: 31). As I shall show

regarding the Brandfort testimonies, the use of 'poetic licence' and the accrual over time of

rhetorical devices is not confined to fictional stories, but pervades the retelling of historical

narratives too.

As part of his analysis of narrative, Ricoeur has also challenged what he regards as

the false distinction made between the structures of narrative in its simplest story-telling

sense, and history. Ile argues that 'our Western culture has produced a major dichotomy,

that drawn between history and story, i.e., between narratives which claim to be true,

empirically verifiable or falsifiable, and fictional stories which ignore the burden of

corroboration by evidence" (Ricoeur 1991: 103). Against this Rieoeur insist that history

and story "share some common narrative Mixtures whose temporal features in turn could

easily be acknowledged" (1991: 104), and that historians do not simply relate facts about

the past but retell the past as stories told from a present perspective. In much the same way

that story4ening makes meaning from the past by organising experience in (culturally

specific) narrative frameworks, for Ricoeur, "the material on which the historian wads

is a mass of unrelated events waiting for a story to be told about them' (Carr 1991:170).

Ricoeur contends that ultimately every narrated story deals with 'reversals of forttme',

whether for better or for worse, and that as a 'result historical narrative is always 'storied',
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in the sense that it relates the changes in fortune by particular groups or individuals in the

Past

Ricoeur's rejection of a fixed distinction between the Structures of 'history' and

'story' is shared by many social scientists and historians who are concerned with myths,

their powerful historical influence and "what they may tell us about the symbolic

categories thion:yi which reality is perceived" (Samuel and Thompson 1990:1). As part of

Ibis, Tonkin argues for a dissolution of the distinction between 'myth' and 'proper history',

and contends that definitions of myth as fictional narratives rely on a positivist view of

history (Tonkin 1990), while others similarly warn against the exude weighing of 'myth'

against 'reality' and state that myth is "embedded in real experience: both growing from it

and helping to shape its pesception" (Samuel and Thompson 1990: 6). While my reading of

the Brand/fort protest testimonies and their retelling over time might be perceived as the

historian's tendency to "puncture legends", 'showing the artificiality of myth and its

manipulable, plastic character" (Samuel and Thompson 1990: 4), this', Inclining' does

not deny the historical fixce and influence of the Brandfort stories as versions of a

powerful mytk It instead is primanly concerned with pointing rip the ways in which what

has been passed off as 'historical fact' is instead a highly mythologised and ideologically-

loaded account of the past told for specific political purposes.

Befinre turning to a detailed analysis of the Brandfort protest testimonies and their

myth- and memory-making qualities, it is necessary to consider what a myth is arid what

might set it apart front narrative or story. For Ricoeur, myths are a class of narrative (1991:

103), and Passerini emphasises that myths are distinguished chiefly by their communal

Mariam "myth is by definition collective ... shared by many beyond the limits of space

and time" (Passerini 1990: 50). Myths tend to divide the world into 'good' and 'evil' and

often have as their themes the survival of defeat or humiliation, adminating in defiance
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(Samuel and Thompson 1990). As a specific variant of this, a political myth is an

"ideologically marked narrative which purports to give a true aCCOVIni ofa set of past,

present, or predicted political events and which is accepted as valid in its essentials by a

social group", with political myths often concerning the origins of 'a people' and "stories

of the exploits of cultural heroes" (Flood 2002: 44, 41). While political myths are often

rooted in 'reality' and concern 'actual' past events, they quickly move away from these

with constant retelling as "vehicles of ideological belief and supports kr ideological

arguments" (Flood 2002: 42) As such, "in exercising that power, national myths and the

sense of national history which they help to build also raise fundamental questions ofjust

who belongs and who does not" (Samuel and Thompson 1990: 18). As I shall show in

more detail over the course of the chapter ., the Brandfort protest story is a good example of

a political myth in all these respects — it is presented as "factual history' but is ideologically

'marked'; it concerns themes of survival of defeat and the exploits of cultural heroines; it is

predicated on "real events' but almost immediately departs from these and mates

mythologised meanings of them; and it certainly raises questions about who 'belongs' in

(pinto-) nationalist terms. I now turn to the 'real events' at the back of the Brandfort

protest testimonies, and their retelling over time.

The Events' and their Retelling in Women's Testimonies

The Brandfort protest involved a group of women who puticipated in a

demonstration described as being about the quality and quantity of the meat ration in this

events, the basic story is consistent across the various testimonies. A group of women at

Biandfort gathered on or around 8 November 1901 and complained to the camp

`dent, Mir. Jacobs, about the meat ration, which they regaled as insufficient, and
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they demanded increased and improved meat supplies. When Mr. Jacobs informed them

that, owing to wartime conditions, he was unable to procure better mat and instructed

them to return to their tents, the protest apparently became overtly a political one, with the

women involved waving the old Free State flag and singing the anthems of the former

Republics Violence of an unspecified kind broke out and the camp police were called to

restrain the women. The leader of the protest in some accounts. Maria Magdalena

(variously referred to as Mimmie, Miemie and Minnie) Els, along with another woman,

Isabella Viviers, were both subsequently arrested and jaded for their part in the

demonstration.

Mafia Els herself wrote three separate accounts of the l3randfixt proiest (Hohhouse

1927; Neettding 1917/1938; 1944 WM 4128/29); also the incident, and specifically Els'

role in instiviting it, features in the testimonies of five other women (Le Roux in Postman

19251/1939; Le Chas 1920; Venter 1938 A248; Rabie-Van der Mlerwe 1940; Lombard

writing enables the development of their structure and content over time to be mapped out,

although this development is not always linear or cumulative in any simple sense. The

cattiest known account of the protest by Maria Els appeared in flobhouse's 1927 collection

of women's testimonies War Without Glamour (1927). Although this book was only

published in 1927, in the Prefix= Hobhouse explains that "since the middle of 1903 the

manuscripts have all been in my possession" (Hobhouse 1927: 5), amine account itself is

individually dated 26 May 1903 (Hobhouse 1927:142). The first published version of Hs'

account appealed in MIS. Neethlines 1917 Vesgeten?, republished in revised form in 1938

as Mag Ons Vergeet?. The testimonies in Veraeten? were lust published in 1917, having

been collected in 1904 by Mr. Hank, who was at that time editor of Die Transvaler

newspaper, and many of the original handwritten manuscripts of these testimonies are now
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archived. However, while Els' original testimony is archived amongst these, it is evident

from a note at the end oilier account that her testimony was in fact not written for Floral in

1904, but much later, and directly for Mrs. Neethling herself. Her testimony is in fact dated

31 January 1916 (the year before Vergeten? appeared) and the note at the end fiom Els

reads, "Mrs. Neethling may our beloved father give you strength to complete your work

Forgive me that I could not send you the history sooner. So have my hearty thanks for

inclusion. Your loving grateful friend Mimmie Els. Give heartfelt greetings from me to

your mother and daughter" (W19). This is a clear indication of the key role of cultural

entrepreneurs such as Mrs Neethling in orchestrating and producing men's testimonies,

and suggests that Maria Els did not write a spontaneous testimony but was requested to

write about her 'history' by Mrs. Neethling.3 Moreover, Mrs. Neethling's solicitation of

this account lends support to the overall contention I shall make in this chapter, which is

that the Brandfort stories are not primarily about women relating their experiences of a

meat protest, but instead show the myth-making activities of cultural entrepreneurs such as

Mrs. Neethling, in concert with cultural woken such as Maria Els and others, in

producing specific political meaning from these originating meals.

Chronologically, the next account of the protest appeared in Mrs. Le ROUX'S

testimony, dated 23 April 1917, which was published in Postma's Stem= lilt Die

Vronekampe in 1925 and republished in 1939 as Stemme tilt Die Verlede (Postma 1925:

15, Postma 1939: 32). This was followed by the account in Mrs. Le ale 1920 Lief en

Iced, and then by a description of the protest in Bettie Venter's 'diary" of her experiences

in Brandfort camp.„ written in 1938 around the 'Great Trek' centenary celebrations, and

thus not a 'true diary' (Venter 1938 A248).4 Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe's 1940

11813 The mazes between Be 1916manuscript' testimony and the publishedllreesien. iirMag Ors Vergeet7
ate discussed in Chapter Six„ which rivals with translation matters ofthis kind.
41 Camp diaries in general, ii Waite:6 4diatf in particular, are &cussed in mare dena in Claagazr Fokuur„
includitoss, issues contetaim, the limn itself as well as uses of it in the South African mutest
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published Onthoul In die Slmduwee van die GaIg makes some guite full references to

Maria. Els and het activities. Els' own final account, the provenance of which is not clear,

consists of two typed sheets and is dated 1944, and is now archived at the War Museum of

the Boer Republics (Rabic-Van der Merwe 1940, Els 1944 WM4128/29). 5 The final

account of the protest on the timeline is Mrs. Lombard's 1949 testimony, which forms part

of the Renia collection in the Free State Archive Depot. 6 The overall timeline is provided

below in Table 1.

Table F Cluonology of testimonies of the Brandfort protest

'Bair of 26 May 31 23 April 1920 1938
Writing 11903 January 1917

19116
Antiwar of Maria Els lvtvia Els Mrs_ Mrs. Le Bettie
Testis' any Mama aus Venter

Le Roux

Date and 1927 War 1917 1925 1920 Lief
Mt* of
rabratafion

Without Vergeten? &mime en Leed
Glamour Ira Die

Varnieka

Date and 1938 Mag 1939
Tide of Re-
publication

Stemme
Vogeet? Die

Vedede

When the testimonies WC organised chronologically in this way, several things

begin to come into view_ Firstly, four of the published versions of the story had been

3 The account is arclbhged as due fferiffseringe, Reminiscences, &Mrs_ Mamie Ras (nee Els)_ Ulnae her
rather two testimonies„ which were published alongside other women's acconats„ testimony stands alone
and is ant part of a group Incidentallay„ the style, grammar and punctuation in this litter account indicate that
MTS. Ras (as gist was when she wrote this account) was not a lithly literate or ma•R-efincatted woman,
was Nol using an earlier outdated Emu of Afnloaans in 1944. Her limited literacy unpolished writing
style were presannably obscured by the translating and editing work carried out by ;. ti t EnallYnthhouse nd
Mrs Neeibling in preparing her imitikozroy fix publication. Although some of the nreocarstript sersions of
testimonies ur appear in War Without Glamour are now archived (A155), 	 itestimmasy is net amongst
these and so editorial interventions cannot be gauged.

Mrs Loanhamrs account was submitted to Reiner on 19 Ally 1949 after her dead& by her daughter MIX
Sid. Unapt (A119174

•''In
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written by 1920 and published by 1927, virile, apart from Rabie-Van der IMMIX'S more

oblique account none of ihe subsequent three testimonies were published, and this

suggests that particular stories have greater meaning and significance at some times rather

than others. Secondly, the first published amount of the Brandied protest appeared in 1917

and this was very quickly followed by the writing of two further accounts, in 1917 itself

and then in 1920, with this cantering suggesting how certain stories were told and retold

after they entered the public domain. Thirdly, the testimonies can be divided roughly into

two groups: those written before 1920, and the cluster written between 1938 and 1949,

with this latter group of testimonies between 1938 and 1949 related to the upsurge in the

re/publication of women's camp accounts that occurred in the context of the 1938 'Great

Trek' centenary and related developments in Afrikaner nationalist politics, outlined in

Chapter One

Fulfilling the 'horizon of expectation': the testimonies as rehearsed narratives

"Whoa the women went to the Commandant to ask for better meat he said that the
meat was good enough„ because it was good enough for the -women in the
Transvaal camps. The women replied that they could not eat such meat The
Commandant, Captain Jacobs, said that he could not give them better, 1 it was
war-time and impossible to obtain better Then the commandant said that they
must go back to their tents otherwise he should throw them into the solitary
prisoners camp' (Els in flobhouse 1927:141)

'Very early on the morning of 25 Nov. 1901, just as it was getting light a few of
the sulk/ling, mothers went through the camp to tell everyone to appear at nine
o'clock in front of the office of the commandant Al the appointed time hundreds of
women and girls had gathered there. They asked commandant Jacobs to make his
appearance. Ile refused to do so, but asked of them what they wanted. Mrs Van
Tonder vas appointed to speak to hint. She began: "Mr. Jacob 's, we see no chance
of living any longer on half a pound of meagre meat which is sometimes full of
maggots, and acorn coffee mixed with vitriol. We carnet cook our food with this
gran green, wet wood. You must make another plan; we are dying of hunger.' He
answered: You can just be happy to get a bit of food; in other camps they are
already eating horsemeat and dying of hunger. Go back to your texas immediately
or! will make you go' (Els in Neethling 1938:35)1

7 "BD ke mom kit eiVe amend-wan 25J 1901, net toe eki lig word het `nr poem Taw die &dm& mined= deer
eke kaimp gegama awe eaten earm e ma am ;lege-taw Ivor die kanioar wan eke kam meseekenifir 	 akyn. Op
eke Inmakk ,rurnbtmde,dez wane en ififfiSteif dorm lornekaar. Enke reffnek kale, Randall Llaroks om 3-y

11[11
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"When the women asked to see the Commandant, this man sent the English doctor
to them to ask what they wanted. The women answered that they wanted better
meat, because they could not eat the 'dead meat' any longer. The doctor then called
in &Ors' 11: 'Go to your tents and wash your dirty faces, then you will not die any
longer, because you are dying from dirtiness"' (Le Clus 1920: 63)8

"On a certain day in October a group of women requested the commandant for
better and more food. He swore at them and told them or (Le Roux in Postma
1939: 32)9

"We appointed Mrs Van Tonder to speak to the Commandant; he was an uncouth
colonial Boer. He was asked to come out. He refused, the coward. He sent the head
doctor, Dr Martinius, to talk to us and ask us what we wanted. We want to talk to
the Commandant was the answer. Mrs Van Tonder spoke so that he could hear,
although he stayed inside. She said: "Mr Jacobs, we no longer bre] a chance of
living on half a pound of meagre meat, which is sometimes full of wonns, and
acorn coffee which is mixed with vitriol, and flour which is also mixed with vitriol
We cannot cook our food with green wood that is so wet' (Venter 1938 A248:
53)aw

'Then another day 9 o'clock in the morning, then all the women trekked to the
commandant top about the bad meat and requested ihem to give us better
food and also marquee tents and also doctors for our sick people ... the
commandant chased us away and said to us it is good enough for you to eat, that
meat" (Els 1944 WM 4128/29)"

we:stoning mark Hy weier om eht ft doen„ maar knit hulk vra nut hidle dam 11601 Big. Sten nom Ton*,
was caangeski oat awa boar se praat. Sy begin "Menem . Jacobs, ons sien seen:am eel hover se van dm
haifprond `1171dirkie mit saws rood IIKIVECIS is, en war akker-koffie gemeng net Tibiae, k kire oda Met the
gray-green, min hoot inn ons lus nie guar mask nie. Jy room` 'a airier pker max* ma nerf van homer.'
Hy antwoondE Joile ken anew My weirs one 'n auk,* ins It by; in ander &mope erase* alpaik-vieht en
sterf yam homer. Gams dadelik *ern intindle Mint of ek so Ifolk knit gown'
* "Toe die wane= wra ON die Konmentiont k sien, sham'  die meneertjie eke Engebe &odor Horn hid one k
wa woe hulk woo ha. Die mere= orewoord, dat hulk beter vkis wil he, wont hone Len nie loner die
wrebieis eet nie. Die debtor 'rep hid in Engels toe: 'Goan Haar folk !EnIt m wasjoilk void gestre„ &or sod
Pdie nit sneer deadgoan nit, want folk gaan van voilheid dood' Vrekvkis faterally urns 'dead meat' ant in
Ihis context refers to meat froma animals that have died from natural causes or startation„ rather 	being
specifically slaughtered for eating.
5j “Op * sekeire dig in Maker bet * kkinp wane the kommandaet verseek one Inter en neer Imedsel. Hy
bet hadk wtg*ieken orhgesfel.” Ma, Le Roues statement in Stennne lilt Me Vale& is dated 23 Apra

DO .Ons stet Menus Van Tonekr arm orn te preog, met elie Kconedant, hymn . eorstrekefde Kokorie boar.. Hy
word wrsoesk an iffilidkOOL Hyweier so * bang broek By soar the hoof defter am sari arts te imam Dr
Mar/Minos e, vra nor jjJ je. Onswil ma die kormnantkort pro& was die anOvinarat Means not Toenkr
print lor lam dig bove„ Miff ky bly Elmo sy .se" Mnr -km*, ems nit how knee an In kefrpondswek vie*
wat yams yid worms is, en nret &deer bailie own gemeng is met vinzjoet, die meet is oak gemerg met viterjael
re Fenn. The given bend wat so nat Ae kern ma arm Las rile gear by nie?"

°Vac the onder dag oreoere 9 sorr„ fte trek die ;roue Op MT die Immedarn ke oar ilie deg* vkis en
wryer& hulk MX ver eess bmier Los en ook makietente en ook vir rens dokters Wir ensick encase ftgeie dike
kenreekort fa g ons weg en se wet our atit is goed genoeg wit-folk It erit dame* nide.
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Each of these extracts describe the first phase of the Brandfort meat protest and

rehearse broadly the same crucial narrative components that provide the central plot

concerning British mistreatment of Boer women, although there are also some important

differences between the testimonies, which I shall discuss shortly. The -Ley elements of the

story are remarkably consistent, although related in slightly varying tenns: lame numbers

of dissatisfied women are described as "hundreds of women", "all the women", "a group of

women"; while Mr.. Jacobs dismisses the women's complaints by saying the meat was

"good enough", 'You can just be happy to get a bit of food" Or simply, "he swore at them

and told Them off'; and his order for them to return to their tents was followed by the threat

that he would "make you go" or "throw them into the solitary prisoner's camp'.

Eie MagOns Vergeet? testimony and the account by Bettie Venter reveal very

strong repetitions and similarities. Both structure the sequence of unfolding events in much

the same way, and Mrs. Van Touches speech to Mr. Jacobs is virtually identical in both

accounts. Elizabeth Tonkin's deservedly important ethnographic study of storytelling about

the past and the role of indigenous 'oral historians' in the Jlao Kru community of Liberia,

argues that specific set forms in oral histories emerge because "saccessful tains are

imitated, and some performances become provinces of stilled personnel. Interactively,

audiences and tellers develop conventions which cue 'a horizon of expectation' (Tonkin

1992:91). Each testimony about the Brandfort protest similarly imitates averts of the

"successful -killings' aspects of the others, and thereby fulfils this 'horizon of expectation'

by finmulaically rehearsing the most powerful and meaningful dements of this story, and

framing these in a way that would be recognisable to a 'knowing audience.' This would

have been other Boer or Afrikaner women, importantly including the wonien's

organisations, parties and congresses that proliferated post-war, all associated with the
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emphasis on written as well as spoken Afri'mans as a key aspect of nationalist practices

and purposes.

The Brandfort protest was reitold over time in these testimonies, something which

is part of the wider trend in Boer women's concentration camp accounts, in which specific

incidents were repeated in a rehearsed way. For example, the claims that hooks were

commonly found in the tinned meat rations and that vitriol was added to flour and sugar in

the camps are widely repeated in women's testimonies as incontrovertible evidence of

British malevolent intent to deliberately murder Boer people .0 These stories originated

concerning one specific incident which occurred in Pietersburg camp, in which a huge tin

of meat imported from the USA. was found to contain some meat hooks, while the

additives put into the dry rations such as flour and sugar to stop them

humidity occurred across the camps. While their purpose was widely known, the more

credulous and uneducated would sometimes perceive these as poisons, and it is Rely that

tales of 'murder" were developed throne' oral retellings and circulated as women were

moved from camp to camp and look such stories with them, and then alter the war as

people returned to their farms and exchanged their wartime tales. Accounts of the

Brandfort protest are similarly characterised by an overall consistency of meaning, but also

by the accretion over time of "the rhetorical embellishments of all story-telling through

re/telling, such stories accumulate stuns mythic qualities and characteristics akin to those

of 'urban myths" (Stanley and Dampier 2005: 94), as! shall show.

There are some relatively minor inconsistencies across Eh" three testimonies,

although her basic tale of heroic patriotism remains unchanged, as it does in the other

women's accounts. Thus Els variously recalls herself as 14,15 and 16 at the lime of the

protest in her testimony in War Without Glamour she claimed to have been 16 at the time,

12 See Chapter Two, footnote SO on the meat hooks claim. Allegations about iñot in the ratiaThats are male
far example iniNleethling 1938:88, 1148 and Postma 1939: 91, 119, 146_
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but her 1944 testimony states she was a girl of 14, the kind of difference passing time

easily accounts for. The date of the protest is also subject to some Nrariaaion. In War

Without Glamour, Els dates the unrest to 8 November 1901, although in Mag Ons 

Verged? sic puts it at 25 November, and her 1944 testimony provides no date i all Mrs.

Le Clus sets the date at some time in early November (Le Clus 1920: 63), Bettie Venter

COMM'S with Els' Mag Ous Verged? date of 25 November (Venter 1938 A248: 52),

Johanna Le Roux, writing in Stemme Uit Die Verlede„ dates the uprising to sometime in

October (Le ROUX in Postma 1939: 32). Again, these are 'expected' differences easily

accounted for by passing time and memory lapses. The Brandfort register of residents

contains the following entry on the Els family:

Els„ Rachel Elizabeth Maria Married 	 48
1_ Maria Magdalena *	 17
2. Johannes Cornelis	 10
3_ Jan Johannes	 8
4. Pieter Jacobus Johannes	 4
Machil Maria Single 	 43
Johanna Cathrina
Occupation/farm: Slangfontein
District Wynburg
Date of arrival: 12 August
Stock fowls, 4 oxen, 17 cattle, Sad_ PAR Montgomery 10/8/0
* 8.xi.01 arrested & seat to Bft. [Bloemfontein]
The rest of the family left camp 31.07.02 for Slangimtein (SRC 76, f327)

This camp record therefore suggests that Us was in fact 17 at the time of the protest, which

took place some twelve weeks after the Els family arrived in Brandtfon„ on 8 November

1901, as Els herself stated in her testimony in War Without Glamour_

However, apart from these minor discrepancies in detail, there are some more

significant differences between the Brandfort testimonies, for as now comments, even

though political myths are "subject to more or less the same interpretation and implied

meaning", this "will be expressed in many variants, given that no one narration of a story is

likely to be absolutely identical to any other" (Flood 2002: 42,4!).. In rehearsing and
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repeating this tale„ the Boer women testimony writers not only retained key aspects of the

story, but over time also supplemented these with details they deemed significant, or which

simply made for a 'good story' in the sense of resonating with widespread claims made in

women's camp testimonies generally, with these a crucial means by which 'the history' of

the Afillamer yolk according to nationalism was constructed and promulgated As part of

the nationalist myth-mating at work in the re/telling of the testimonies over time, various

rhetorical additions accumulated alongside the basic narrative strueline with these relating

to Tonkin's 'horizon of expectation'. Tonkin also maintains that oral narrators introduce

"evocative suggestions whose implications the knowing audience thainSehieS link together

as powerfully conclusive" (Tonkin 1992: 63).

One of the significant differences between the retellings of the protest concerns the

statement in Bettie Venter's testimony that it was the doctor (rather than the

superintendent, as in El? and Le Roux's accounts) who was sent to deal with the women.

According to Venter, Mr. Jacobs was "an uncouth colonial Boer" 113 and was too cowardly

to come out of his tent, with his agentic and authoritative role in the other testimonies as an

angry and determined opponent absent from Venter's version.. In Mrs. Le Clue account it

is also the doctor rather than the superintendent who addresses the women, and she

describes the doctor suggesting to the women that it was not poor meat but lack of personal

hygiene that was causing the deaths in camp." The addition of the doctor to the story by

13 Mr. Jacobs was likely to have been one ofthe mat who had been magistrates ear ether goverment officials
in the Boer Republics, some of W1101M1 were later appointed by the British as camp smperintendemas. He was
this a joinee who had 'changed sides' and these men were often subject to 1", 	 recrimination and
even abuse by these who remained 'loyal' to the Republics. Grundlivb descrulles the relationshiP between
Republican women in the camps and the qiendsoppers' and 'joiners' as 'extremely bier, and notes that the
women often treated such men unsympathetically and abusively (Gnmdliorigh l99 141).
" The asserttim' om that poor b3fgiene 	cleanliness cm the part of Boer wars coistolmated to sickness and
death in the caw was often made drains the war; the Ladies Commission isolated im7 as one efithe causes

of the spread of Alness in the camps (Concentration Camps Commission 1962: 15-161 Mrs, Leans
introthaves p i cleanest here dnough the doctoes wads, which she depicts as u umfeeling
unreasonable. Iler remarks 11. that the British claim about Boer woman "dying 	&tines? Was rot
merely nrarne, bat was a cower-to defiect the blame for deaths that were wally camel by the Mesh plan
aatemaopt to starve Baer women and children by providing them with inferior 	 deficient rations.

11,1
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MIS, Le Clus is significant, in that the large majority of women's testimonies depict the

camp doctors as at best inept, and at worst as murderers who starved and poisoned Boer

women and children in the camp hospitals t5 The doctor's increasing presence aaoss the

different versions of this tale soaves to corroborate one of its chiefelerneals, that is, the

deliberate British intent to harm and Ell Boer people. Bettie Venter's reference to Mr.

Jacobs as 'an uncouth colonial Boer" and his retreat into his office in her version similarly

connects with a well-rehearsed element in women's camp testimonies, that concerning the

untrustworthiness„ disloyalty and cowardliness of the 'joiners'. Finally, the contrast

between the portrayal in most of the testimonies of Mr. Jacobs as a forceful figure of

authority who instructs the women to return to their tents, contrasted with Mrs. Le Chas'

and Bettie Venter's depictions of the superintendent as cowardly and so intimidated by the

women that he sends the doctor to address them, indicates an aspect of the reworking of

meaning in the story over time.

Ete testimony in Mag Ons Vergeet? includes Mr. Jacobs' reply to Mrs. Van

Tooder's speech and his comment about the inhabitants of other camps eating horsemeat

and dying of starvation; and in her War Without Glamour version, Mr. Jacobs threatens to

send the women to the isolation or punishment camp (reserved for especially recakituwt

troublemakers of different kinds). These additions are dramatic, rhetorical devices of a

kind that tend to characterise oral narratives, and To-4th) argues they are vital to the

success of "all good accounts', by which she means accounts that are 'persuasive to their

intended recipients" (Tonkin 1992: 64). In this case, the rhetorical additions about

horsemeat and the doctor accusing the women of being dirty mesh with and buttress wider

post-war (pato-) nationalist claims about the British as intentionally mistreating Boer

women. Consequently, whether they are specifically true does not require questioning

315 Thus for illigitEICC, coritentions about the camp hospitals as places of deliberate mueder can be found in
llobliouse 1921:63,1126; Neetiding 11938: 22 31, 195; and Postma 1939: 29,, 92.
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because they are seen to be generally true, with this dominance of generalised and

symbolic truth over truth as specific and verifiable detail as a key feature of myths.

In spite of these differences between the accounts of the Brandfort protest, they

nonetheless consistently emphasise many of the same elements as structuring the story: the

wronged, mistreated Boer women who made reasonable requests; the unjust,

unsympathetic camp superintendent or doctor who refused these requests„- Els' own

personal bravery and patriotism in confronting the authorities; the camp women who

loyally defended Els; the brutality of the camp police towards the women; and Els'

eventual arrest and imprisonment In the preface to War Without Glamour, lickhouse

wrote about Boer women's testimonies more generally that, "The universality and

similarity of experience is striking. Had may woman of the two Boer Republics (apart

from the few big towns) recorded her experience, the result mould have been but a general

repetition of these statements with minor variations of detair (Ilabhouse 1921:5). Thus

Hobhouse seeminey interpreted the strong parallels and repNifii. AelleSS in women's

testimonies as a sign ofibeir veracity, although she was also careful to distinguish their

facts from their opinions in relatedly commenting that "I take no responsibility for any

opinions expressed in these records" (Hobhouse 1927: 5). Instead it seems to me that there

is something more complex and less one-dimensionally referential about these testimonies

and their repetitions. This is that, as stories about the camps passed from individuals into

the public domain, both by oral means and through publication of testimonies in books,

maprzines and other forums, they were in turn repeated by individuals. These stories were

reitold and re//read beyond the original teller and published writer, until aspects of them

became reproduced and absorbed as actual 'memory', even by those women who had not

necessarily participated in the specific 'remembered incidett. The meanings of these

rehearsed, repeated ritualised and powerfully symbolic stories became 'agreed' upon over
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time as they were repeated, and it is these ritualised stories, rather than the messy

complicated realities of private, individual experience, that are represomted in women's

camp testinionies.

The similarities in the narrative structure of the Brandfixt testimonies also indicate

the influence of story-telling devices on their construction for, as Vieda %alkalis has

argued, The moment people talk about the past they remember it in the way stories are

told; they are unable to ignore the conventions of story-telling" (Skubans 1998:130. The

testimonies of the Brandfint mat protest reflect this in the use of, for instance, set

narrative formulations and stock phrases relating to requests for 'better meat', the meat

being 'good enough', and orders for the women to `go back to your tents'. However, the

similarity between the testimonies of the Brandfort protest largely concerns the meaning

ascribed to these events. Comparisons between the extracts given above indicate that the

testimonies are consistent in their emphasis on two fundamental elements which give

meaning to the story: the wronged, mistreated Boer women who made a reasonable

request and the unjust, unsympathetic camp authorities who refused this and ordered the

women to return to their tents. Thus, as versions of a political myth, the 'Imikermity" of the

stories concerns the shared meaning made of the protest around a dichotomised depiction

of 'us', the 'good' Boer women, and 'then?, the morally 'bad' British authorities. In this

regard, Samuel and Thompson comment that, in the context of national myths, 'it is often

persecution and common grievance which defines belonging" (Samoa and Thompson

1990:19); and, in spite of the differences in detail between the Brandfort testimonies, they
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'Poor meat' and 'dying of hunger': connecting with key themes

The Brandfort testimonies are 'rehearsed narratives' in trettelling a specific incident

in a generalised and to an extent formulaic way to support widespread claims about the

mistreatment of Boer women_ En doing so, they also reproduce crucial interrelated themes

found in women's camp testimonies more widely. Hem I am using 'themes' to mean the

recounted incidents and experiences that recur across Boer women's camp testimonies and

Jesuit in their strong overall similarity. These include, although are not limited to, the

presence of laiffir hordes' who herd Boer women and children into camps, the camp

hospitals as places of incarceration and murder, the camps as places of widespread

starvation„ and so -forth. The Brandfort testimonies mesh with two such themes in women's

camp testimonies: the general complaints about 'thin' and otherwise inadequate meat, and

the claims about camp inhabitants being starved to death_ Assertions about inadequate food

being the direct cause of camp deaths are widespread across women's testimonies, and thus

the reiteration of this allegation provides an instance of an established 'horizon of

expectation' in Tonkin's sense_ In a number of the Brandfint testimonies, poor or

insufficient meat is directly linked to starvation, and this is in Win related to the protest

itself, which is thereby represented as a justified response to a deliberate campaign of

mistreatment on the pad of the camp authorities:

"The treatment in the camp was shameful, the food very bad, the meat uneatable,
old, thin and full of vermin" (Els in Elobhouse 1927:141)

"We and the children were dying of hunger, up to twenty a — and sometimes
more — were carried to the gave" (Ills in Neethling 1938: 34)1

"They were on their way to the Camp Commandant to complain about the poor
meat that they received, and they had good reason to complain too, because the
rations were just so bad and the people were dying of hamgcr" (Le Clus 1920: 63)17

16 Vas entire kindless het ma homer gesterf; tor twintig- en partyrnad weer- 	dag make grof
gram'
" "Hale mots weg noir elk Korscironanandant ono te kia ow die sktoe sileis worker& kry„ en indk iook
goeie vac gellatat am re Ha, wont tire rontsoene nos rnaor nog so slixa lidera n the onense sky' . run

howteer."
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"The meat that we received was IA:daily inedible and the flour was too little to live
on, but just too much to die from (Le Roux in Postma 1939: 32)13

"We no longer saw any fad children; they became emaciated so that one could see
their teeth through their cheeks, which were just covered by skin ...." (Venter 1938
A248: 52)19

'The meat the unfortunate camp people received, was very thin sheep, and believe
that we also received that which had died of starvation." (Lombard 1949: 7)2°

expressed sentiments in women's camp testimonies about 'thin', insufficient or infected

meat

"The meat that we received was that from sick animals...? (Alb/zits in Postma
1939: 91)21

"All the mutton was rotten, fun of maggots and worms_ hi my tent I went through
the meat carefully, but did not get one single piece that was useable" (Botha in
Neethling 1938: 45)22

"The meat that we received was so bad and terrible That we were nervous to eat it —
blue from thinness or sickness!" (Otto in Neethliag 1938: 167)2/

"The meat was seldom the full weight and in most cases very poor" (Viljoen
liobbouse 1927:64)

'The meat was often badly tainted and swarmed with maggots, the look alone made
one feel sick" (Roos in llobhouse 1927: 122)

'The meat was so thin that, even if a person cooked it from the early morning until
late at night, there was not a speck- of fat on it yes one could not even make soup
from ir (Van der Hever in Postma 1939: 96)24

MIXT Irdeis vat ons antvang hei„ Item tataal oneethoor en die mee Nos e min owe meSe leve„ Now &Una Se

Irel ass von dead te game
119 'Ons ,sitm seen vet kind sneer nie indle 	 f dkii 'is wens Imile tem* dew the wave slat. IMII1W1 --"

"Theirleisvat the angebekkige kassip isense geiry be4 vas vrek maer shape, en ek &dowel mut gevrek
1%Dzlaëj1e hyt vas oak moor gekry."
21 "NC irk& vat aum ars gegee vxm, vas the van sick dime..?
22 "Al die skaorndeis vas beehive, Vol Ns/niers en worms. In my teal he el die lives good deamrelkYk, war
hag",,g"te admire stuktie vat benekbaor wax gekry
22 *Dile virees vat owes ,gekry het, vas se sieg en okhg dal uns beirees Nas am did #2, etei - Nov Irm merle erf

sithr
24 "Die vleis lEttiS.93 Amer dag, I hr-t wens tht oak Pm the mace more tot the wan I tionb!r giehiok daar
eon agie set q' was nie; 'et ROMS ban nie yens doarian sop mock nie.."
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Meat was more than a central part of the Boer diet a plenitude of fat-rich meat

symbolised general prosperity and abundance; lean, fatless meat or a total absence of meat

denoted low social standing and general deprivation. The notion that a diet very high in

meat protein and fat was not necessary for good health was not part of Boer medical or

social culture at that time, and in this regard Stanley has noted, "Catalina is needed in

interpreting Boer complaints about meat Many Boer people ate meat in large quantities

out of synch with prevailing mums in Europe. Even Ilobhouse was perturbed at small

babies being fed huge hunks of fatty meat and mugs of black 011ate" (Stanley 2005a,

press). The complaints about Ihim' and insufficient meat in women's testimonies are made

alongside claims about camp inhabitants actually dying of Imnger„ indeed of starvation.,

because of this deficiency in the rations:

"She [my best friend] looked at me pleadingly and asked me to just give her a little
food— one hour later she was dead" (Slander in Postma 1939: 37)25

'My daughters and I know that more than one woman and child in the murder
camps literally died oflmnger" (Scheepers in Postma 1939: 145)26

'In the camp I saw that families died of hunger" (Louw in Neethling 1938: 33?

'14y beloved child died of neglect and of harmer" (Botha in Neethling 1938: 48)2s

The Brandfort protest testimonies repeat this emphasis on camp inhabitants 'dying of

hunger' because of the inadequate meat rations and developed this into a story with

mythical dimensions that connects with similar emphases in women's camp testimonies

generally. By connecting with strong themes in women's camp accounts generally, the tale

of the Brandfort protest fits into a repertoire of what constitutes 'a camp account', and

echoes accepted well-rehearsed interpretations about the deliberate mistreatment of Boer

25	 smekend ity gar,* CM gram on haar fag 'n stukkie kas ie gee -een Ear kihivivas sy dood."

26 "My &Oars. en e k weet dal sneer an ens vrau en kind in die Dioardkanyze lenedik hanSer Olitgarige

bre
271 "in ake krestp het ek gesien dal hniswastrine van hanger gesierf hee
IS 'My drICTINZIE bid is domino vervanriasin g en anhanger."
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women and children. As mythologised accounts, the Brandfort Metrics, like women's camp

testimonies more generally, "naturalize as fact what might have [had] different origins"

(Tonkin 1990: 34). However, the retelling of the Brandfmt protest has some stronger and

more powerfully mythic aspects concerning Boer women themselves_

Us,, They„ Wm Women locating themselves in the political -tale

"After this the Commandant sent for the two leaders, that is to say, Mrs. Nicholas
Vivien and myself, Maria Els, aged 16, in order to have us punished; but the
women would not allow it and went forth with us two, an singing and I, Maria Els,
carrying the Free State Flag The commandant then said he advised the women to
go back to their tents and he would endeavour to provide them with better meat, but
if he was not able to do so then they must be content_ Then the women went back,
but they had hardly been half an hour in their teas when armed soldiers came from
four sides into the camp and demanded that 1, Maria Els, and Mrs. Vivien should at
once come out The women again offered to rise, butt Maria Els, said they should
refrain because it was my desire that if they took me prisoner they should do it
properly maned, even as the burghers were always captured. They took me and MIS.
Viviers away [to prison in Bloemfontein] immediately (Us in Hobhouse 1927:
141-142)

"Almost 4,000 of us women moved out of the camp to the Boers. To stop us armed
troops AVM sent after us and they dragged us back ... a month later inspector
Barret -went through the camp to do a report and from then on it went a hit better'
(Le Roux in Postma 1939: 32)29

The group of women became angry and stormed the Superintendent's tent and
found ham in his marquee tent, at his writing table. They asked him if this was meat
he issued to decent white women? And the first woman was ready and threw a
piece of meat at him, whereupon all the other women followed suit, and the rotten
meat rained down on him_ He cicpt out the back under the tent to the outside. The
Niemen also went outside and pelted him there too. When he had nm away a good
distance he shouted back 'T11 give you better meat for the rubric,' One woman
then asked: "Can we trust your "Sure you can!" he answered. Aftet-tbat-we

" 'By= 4. 't vton afts wrote trek roe eke limp aut IKE die Boere. Oot cess k leer ifs sewspende trove aster
ons tormigesoner eft Isdk hes ow ierirgarvirff...... 'St Mound latere rinspettearr Barret *oar orie tamp &germ
ont werslog ate token en datzlzandaan ktdit hie* beer gegoan.' Barret was a tam •111, 1 " ' intPadtor who
visited the camp in the wake of thelatEes C.oramission to foBow np =orations mi., J 11 . - darY had made.
There is no evigience to summit that 4, 	 men deserted Brandfort MOP at any titne, and Ibis may he a

version of an matt occurred at Pietersbarg camp in Jamul 1902, when General &Tem'
raided the camp dm; causing the authorities to tempcwanly rellocatte the attire can* — of around

4000 people— to Cairns°.
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reeeiVed After that we received tinned meat, which also smelled very musty, but
was Tame' (Lombard 1949: VD

The above extracts all describe the second phase of the wrest, after the women

had made their initial complaint about the meat to Mr. Jacobs. A striking feature of the

Brandfoit testimonies is the degree of political meaning that is insistently attributed to the

piotest, interestingly with this political meaning inscribed into even the cattiest account of

the emit by Els written in 1903, with its emphasis on the Free State flag, the laity of the

women and the claimed political motivation for the arrest of the ringleaders. 31 This 1903

testimony, with its repeated quasi-legal formulation of C l,, Maria Eie points up and

emphasises Els and her leading role in events as extraordinary, although how much this

formulation and wording was due to Hobhouse's translation of the test is uncertain. As I

will show, the type and degree of political meaning given to the protest changed over time,

for the later accounts attribute the dissatisfied women with a degree of political intent

absent from the earlier testimonies, stress the humiliation and castigation of Mr. Jacobs,

and omit the punishment of Ms and Viviers from the story. However, while politicisation

of the meat protest is dominant across the eight women's testimonies dealing with the

Bram:Kart protest, this does not develop in a linear, chronological way and nor is this

politicisation expressed in consistent or uniform terms.

"Die" trap Warrens het knead gemnd en Ind norm the tent van the Szeperteeeerkee en mind kw in sy

maneme tenthly sy skryitafel nal wn ham of (lit Weis is not by wrfinsoeidãe wit mums lard raided? En the
eersie vrrat was Haar en gazi ham nazi die sink vie* wrong) al the anrkr 11704SESMS wag, en the not Weis
man ap haw knrip agter ender die tent dear na bmite. Wen- is the vim:rem Eseitke mg en gtaei horn oak

door-1ahy In guele end meg gehapt:bap het- sire by tang: - gia rya& better mem far tihe flame.'" Een
srve snit non "Can we trust yaw? Srreytiwi antrum sy antoraard After-tlentveimaeimd Damn by ens
ysterriais, vet aok NMI" bale henood sfernik heA, man- nns damn beier:" (Lambent Al 19174„ 7).
33 This is interesting because it is frequently claimed that nationalism only develeoperhatma after the war.,
Iltdrough as 1 show there are dear signs of women expressing proto-intionarrst sentiments before this_
.3' As discussed in detail in /Mager Six„ Mrs. Neetbling's translation radically ressorded and restructured
Eh' 1916 liestim. ony when sbe prepared it for publication in Vereeten.?, and it is passible that Bohhouse's
latertrartslation was influenced by Ms. Needding's earlier one. Unfixtermately, 	several of the
original loardwriften amanuscript teimmumies that Ilobbouse published in War IC 4, Glamour are now
archived (A155), Maria Els' 1903 test-mow is not amongst these,
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In Els' 1903 testimony, the protest is certainly portrayed as political and republican,

perhaps also as pinto-nationalist, with the old Free State being carded and Els herself at the

centre of the uprising as a leader and a yolk hem. The= are repeated references to her as 1,

Maria El?, emphasising both the formal testamentary character ofthis piece of writing and

also her ink in the unfolding events as key, with Mrs. Vivien thew' but not so central.

Her patriotic sense of responsibility is underlined and also her political Importance, as

shown by the other Boer women offering to revolt in support ofEls and Vivien, as well as

by the necessity of the British using armed guards in response, by Warta pride in the

ptmishment meted out to her, and seeing this as parallel to using armed soldiers to guard

captured Boer commandos. The test of her account, which I shall examine later in this

chapter, describes her experiences in Bloemfontein prison.

Ufnlike Els„ who depicts herself the volk hero of a united and distinctly political

protest„ MIS. Le Clus' testimony in her reminiscences about camp hk„ Lief en Leed [For

Better or Worsel„ refers to the Brandfort uprising as "'n Groot Opshdditre, a Big

Disturbance (Le Ous 1920: 63). She positions herself as a spectator and witness to the

events of that day, rather than a participant within them, and interestingly makes no

mention ofEls at all. Mrs. Le Clus also claims that she herself was falsely blamed for

instigating the protest "1 was then accused of being the inciter of the revolt, but 1 knew

absoleatly northing about it" (Le Clus 1920: 65).33 Mrs. Le Clus describes the uproar made

by the women protestors as "'n otb2attgentune germs", an unpleasant noise, a comment

which implies drawing her distance from it, and she also mentions a friend of hers, Drienie,

who was "unfortunately overt up in the commotion" (Le Oils 1920:63, 65)34, again with

a sense of crstance in this use of 'unfortunate'. Although she believed a protest against

35 k -make beslivlifig di ek tire ezenipeenkr wtos wut die oproer„ kvertir wü'di toted gib von ef
pie"
34 "MYPffehddirg meegesicep d 'he errorr". Mrs. Le Clue friend Drienie is	 ; the sane Driena i.e
Roux referred to as heating ant official on the head with a bottle in Els 1944 WM. 4l25/29: 1-2,
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poor rations was ju.stified„ Mrs Le Clus in a number of ways distanced herself from the

actual events of the day, which she observed from her tent, I 
	 disapproving of the

unruly, violent aspects of the uprising as 'unpleasant', perhaps with this implying 'un-

ladylike'. By describing the protest, sanctioning the reasons for its outbreak and even

suggesting that the British saw her as responsible for initiating it, Mrs. Le Clus

demonstrates that her political allegiances /ay with Boer womee and indicates that she

herself was seen as politically important figure; but at the same time, she also implies her

classed gender position by disassociating herself from the 'unbecoming' aspects of the

uprising

This disapprobation of the 'unpleasant' aspects of the protest expressed by Mrs.. Le

Ms is not articulated by the other Brandfort testimony-writers, and these testimonies over

time increasin' gly identify with what is portrayed as primarily a political uprising. Thus,

Mrs Le Roux's rather triumphalist in tone testimony credits the protest with inspiring

4,000 women to desert the camp and attempt to join the commandos, and she includes

herself in this though her phrase "to stop us" (Le Roux 1939: 32). In &Union, the visit by

Inspector Barret (one of the travelling inspectors) and the consequent changes made are

attributed to the women's acfions, rather than to the camp authorities themselves. Mrs.

Lombard's even MOW triumphantly celebratory description of the day, from which any

mention of Els being punished is absent, ends with the unmitigated victory of the

protesting women over the weak, cowardly superintendent cowed by the feistiness of the

Boer 'women, and it makes no mention of the arrival of armed soldiers or the arrest of the

ringleaders. 'These vet-slues of the protest in which the women involved were unqualified

volk heroes fitted with later nationalist constructions of the Afiikarrer people as boldly

" Such a demonstration of allegiance may have been necessary, as Mrs Le On was in fact 	sb-spezaking
by I", ii and her birth surname was Roberts. She was evidently a woman aware mums — upon arrival at
Brandfort camp the immediately hired a servant, 'Stoat alles vir ora kon dont en oak vi- ons kon kook en ans
kkre was by die sprang.' [who could everydang for us and could also cook for 	 ti wash oar clothes at
the stream] (Le Ous 1920: 41 16).
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victorious. Vincent Perces (1997: 26) observation that "The nogtalc impulse ...

constructs emaster' narrative designed to suppress most of what does not conform to the

artifices idealized projection of the past" suggests that Mrs. Lombard and MTS. le Rowfs

accounts might usefully be interpreted in this way, as idealisations ofthe past to fit present

circumstances and views, which is one of the defining characteristics of post/memory.

Interesting and revealing in Lombard's account is a lapse' into Engliati. Thus, afier

recounting the words of the superintendent in English, she relates subsequent events in

English as well, before realising her 'error', crossing it out and returning to Afirlaans. This

suggests that her decision to write in Afiriclians was a conscious political choice rather than

a 'natural' one, and that the rigid moral and political distinctions between English and

Afirlmans or Boer and Briton posited by the Afabner nationalism of that time (1949) were

neither stable nor clear-cut, certainly concerning people of her generation. Precise

unambiguous us/them moral distinctions are central to the construction of a national

identity (Flobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Smith 1999, Smith 2003) and certainly appear as

sharp and polarised in Mrs. Lombard's account— Mr. Jacobs, for instance, is rendered

ridiculous and ineffectual, while Boer women appear in complete possession of the moral

highground. In Mrs. Lombard's testimony, 'race' is also overtly introduced as a factor in

the Brandfort women's dissatisfaction. For her, the meat ration was not merely inadequate

in itself, but was particularly inappropriate for the needs of "decent white women" (1949:

7), whose privileged racial position ought to automatically qualify them for better

treatment

36 Hartzog for teramaple, wrote in Fineigh — his letters to MTS. Steyn were all mines in Finglisb, for instance
(Al 56). This was a mese cif increasing dissattisfaction in nationalist circles in the 193 19*, at nth= when
Afrikaner nattionalisom was bail* tied into an ever-closer relationship -with Affikaams langn4ge.
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Further politicising the protest flags and waskide

"The Commandant heard us coming and came out with his police and took away
the flag. Tie wished to take away the little flap which we two and other women
were wearing. but we threatened to kill him if he did so" (1Els in Hobhouse 1927:
141)

"Mrs Bella Vivier and 1, Miemie Els, a girl of fifteen years, were dressed in the
Free State colours. In rows of four we walked back [to our tents] while we sang the
national anthem' (Els in Neethling 1938: 36)37

"Then the women became furious and they produced a small Transvaal flag and
everyone sang the national anthem as loudly as they could" (Le Clus 1920: 63-64)3s

"It was a big crowd [with] Miemie Els and Mrs Viviess in the centre with a Free
Stare flag" (Venter 1938 A248: 54)39

"...... then I Minnie Els (I was just 14 years old) and Mrs Vivien and Mrs Van
Biljoen went forward.. I carried the flag and we sang the Free State anthem and the
commandant chased us away." (Els 1944 WI'vl 4128/29: 1)42

Accounts of the Broadfort protest accord varying dew= of political importance to

the women's actions, but all the extant testimonies imply or overtly Male that the actions of

the women on that day were not merely an expression of dissatisfitction with their rations.

The emphasis by the testimony-writers on the waving of Orange Free State and/or

Transvaal flags and the singing of volksliede [literally folk songs, but particularly the old

Republican anthems] are important in the depiction of this event as a demonstration of

nationalism Flags and roadie*, potent symbols of nationalism, appear across the

accounts and are not confined to the later versions, as Els' 1903 written War Without

Glamour testimony demonstrates. Flap and road iede are usually interpreted as

finictioning to construct a vaikas an "identity transcend[ing] the boundaries of time"

37 'Alex Mkt friViCr ell eh. Mende ELc. 'n ineisie as Ivyliien fax; inn in eke Ikbartautie kkone °angels& In
eye vcso vier sitar ons rentg ontkrwyl nen she wxlIalied sing.' As! shall &scansin (limner Rs. in Els' original
1916 Itestinnntry written lbr Mrs. N 	 t:, she referred to the -Orange free state 4 odour-, 'het
Oraniewrys*wit 4 Hese (W19), inertia:ming her lack ofpolitical knowledge (die Nee State flag three
a:ohms). Mrs. Needling then 'anrectted' this to 'The Free State colours" (Els in I L., 	I 93S: 36 / 1917:
47)..

"Tor word eke vrenens weeend Mr van ladle haal r Hein Trammel& vlag ie vvesmiya e,ithmiliing
die mashed so hard as. hulk maw hie
31 'nil as rgoot Amu Mende Els. en Alevrne VMETS in (He nriddel wet Wraystinot 3C vkg.'"
413 tioe game ik wet Minnie Els iv t was MOW 1, I four gewees) en Alex Mims en Alest BautB4oen voar.

het the Wag gedm en ons sing clie 171, 'kind se vont-shed en die komedatapeg tursweg
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(Akenson 1992: 73). Here the testimonies in which the flags and voihrliede fit,Ftne were

written in 1903, 1916, 1920, 1938 and 1944, thereby implying a timeless, seamless

connection with this seemingly spontaneous, spirited expression of patriotism, although

their meartion- g, and the political and cultural context in which this was positioned, in fact

changed markedly over this period. Ms' account, for example, meant something very

different when published in 1927 than it did when written in 1901

The flag% and volkdiedie in the women's testimonies are an early symbol of

Ivolkwernheid [unity of the people!, and over time loyalty to the Boer Republics changed, to

become Boer proto-nationalism and then Afrikaner nationalism. The emphasis at the start

of each of the testimonies concerning the Brandfort protest is on poor rations, starvation

and dying children, with later shills in representing the second phase of the protest

presenting the women protagonists as no longer the downtrodden victims of British

mistreatment, but glorious heroes of the Boer Republics, united and steadfast in the face of

hardship. The buoyant tone of 'flags and volksliede' proto-nationalism and the depiction of

Boer women as feisty, heroic patriots resonates with other later women's accounts,

particularly Heralrina Rabie-Van der lvIerwe's Onthou! In Die Skaduwee Van Die Gal.1

(1940) and Sarah Raal's Met Die Boere in die Veld (1938), with these examples discussed

in the previous chapter.

El? Statement in War Without Glamour about threatening to blithe camp

superintendent also points to the ways in which women testimony-writers sought to

represent the protest as violent and dangerous, as a political protest rather than a protest

about meat, thus 'proving' their political importance and commitment By all accounts the

protest did lead to some violence, although women's testimonies imply that it was official

brutality that caused the protestors to resort to physical aggression thmtselves:

The Commandant then gave orders that the police must seiZe the women forcibly,
and so the police began to stole with sticks; then the women seized pieces of wood
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and bottles and struck back at the police with these. The women succeeded in
beating back the police_ Mrs_ Maree was so seriously struck that blood streamed
from the wound and she fainted" (Els in Flobbouse 1927: 141)

"The police tried to fight a path tIvouglr, they struck open the jugular vein of a Mrs.
Mame and in a moment she was full of blood" (Els inlieediling 1938: 36)41

"Then one of the police hew to hit the women with a stick With the first blow he
struck a woman on her head, so that the blood was streaming over her face. In an
instant the women grabbed bricks, bottles and pieces of firewood and defended
themselves, so that the police bad to flee to their commasulanr (Le Ctus 1920:
64I42

"The camp police came to intervene, but the women fell upon them so that more
than one [of the policemen] had to be taken to a doctor" (Le Roux in Po go= 1939:
32)G

"Then Commandant Jacobs showed up with 8 soldiers (Boer camp police) with
their short sticks_ He gave the order, "Go and get those 2 will the flags". Together
we all shouted, "Do not allow them to be taken." "Take them all", he shouted,
"Beat a path through and take them!" After that Boer boys struck the women left
and right— a scandal — the biggest scandal I have ever seen then they [the
women] struck back; one woman fought with a bottle, fists, kicks any sort [of
&fencer (Venter 1938 A248: 54-55)

"... then we stormed towards them and I took the whip that the commandant had in
his hand, that he certainly wanted to drive us away with: he gave it to me too:
because the three that were there surely saw that the women were ROW very angry,
and while Aunt Driena Le Roux beat Van Eeden [camp official] on his head with
an upside-down bottle (she asked, 'Is he dead now?') the other men fled through
the tents and I chased that same commandant with his own whip..." (Els 1944 WM
4128/i29: 1-2)0

4i "Die phasic pabeer ant le pad &sr te wg; balk lad 'it inev. &knee se mbar oargeskrin on in 'it
acoddik wow sy vol kked."
42 "Toe &win een van die polisie the nonerss met 'it stokie slam. ma the cove skg tref hy won op haar
hoof sodat doe hived oar boor gesig strewn. In *aagwenk grip die vraininstene„ konels en stale brandhont
en nadedig knik„ Solial die Insfisie ewesilugmi Ind kantinandane
41 "Die `sic  bet tumenbeide gob^ snafu die wane het Indle so getakel dat lamer as een
rneesheer gement woes none

"Mei kat" Komi Jorobs en 8 sokiate met Indk Aort stokkies (baere kani p knife daag op. Hy see
heve14, gut hard darer 2 ntel the *A alter skree ans, bat Indk isle vat Rik, vat nos tiger hy dem stoat Is
pad doff, en sat IndkWainnes borne seiaxs stoat the wakens hns en regs shank) the poets* shenk
weal o	 gesien het toe skiat kik terug ern tram het met baud geriaan, nine. sfreppe oenise sore
45 en toe storms ofts op kr& cienikyrd toe sy sainbok wit the kamedsen in sy hand gehod het writ by
seker ons one woe atryf het hype dir oak saniar of aunt die drieunt dater Inas rercslene the mums
is non bole knead en tern, kola Minya Le Rouen Van Eeden ken sy kap tad 'n hand gestalten het
anekrste bee ke wra sy (is hymn dined) toe viieg die ander wand doer the tone kir frog ik the serd
kaanedant nitet sy eie
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When these depictions of the climax of the protest are examined in the

chronological order of their writing, interesting things come into sight The earlier accounts

tend to emphasise the harm done to women protestors by the camp police, while later

accounts hiPhlight the injuries inflicted on the police by the women. 	 first two accounts

stress Mrs. Maree's injuries and the blood streaming from this woman's wounds, and make

only passing reference to the women's self-defence. In her last account, written in 1944,

Els makes no mention of Mrs. Mane at all and instead describes a camp official being

beaten over the head with a bottle, with Els herself chasing the superintendent through the

camp while brandishing his whip at him. In This 1944 account, Boer Varifinell are no longer

victims, but have taken matters into their own bands and have defeated their enemies by

fighting back determinedly against injustice. Such changes in emphasis reflect (and in turn

influenced) developments in the conception of Afrikaner (proto-) nationalism as active and

victorious, rather than muted, passive and defeated. The earliest ofThe Brandfort

testimonies depict Boer people as endangered by hostile forces, and their survival as

something that has to be defended and fought for. This maps onto Donald Akenson's

argument about the Afrikaner people having an historical perception of always being under

threat from an enemy or enemies (Akenson: 1992), a defensive and negatively defined

notion of national identity. While all accounts of the protest imply or state that moral right

Jay entirely with Boer women because they were starved and mistreated, the later accounts

position the women's beating by the police as further reinforcement of this moral

superiority. Contra this, the pelting of Mr. Jacobs with rotten meat described by some

women (Bettie Venter, for instance) suggests that it was the *amen who tamed violent

first and certainly beating a camp official on the head with a bottle and chasing the

superintendent with a whip, if naked these happened, indicate that the women's behaviour

towards the camp authorities was at the least extremely assertive. Far from being oppressed
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ViCAMS,, the women were impassioned, aggressive defenders of their cause, or rather by the

1940s they had become so in the retellings of the tale.

In tracing representations of the Rrandfort incident over time, the most marked

change that occurs is the degree of political intent that later testimonies attribute to the

women who participated in the protest. Early accounts depict the events of that day

unfolding in a rather chaotic way, with each side suffering setbacks and victories,

culminating in the quashing of the protest and the arrest ofEls and Vivien. Later accounts

invest the incident with a greater degree of political intent, and imply that the protest was a

co-ordinated and successful attack on the ineffectual camp authorities, in effect an uprising

or even rebellion, with authority yielding to the formidable determination, staunch

patriotism, militancy and even violence of the Boer women_ The later accounts of the

protest fit with the objectives of post-1938 Afrikaner nationalism that encouraged the

celebration of the bravery and heroism of Afrikaner ancestors, andlooted forwanito

future free of British domination. Investing the Brandfort women's actions with a militant,

patriotic, anti-British intent elves a significance to the event that it might not otherwise

have had That is, it seems likely that most of the protestors would have been frustrated and

upset women who linked the sickness in camp with what they perceived lobe an

inadequate and inkrior supply of meat, and wanted to demonstrate their discontent with

the meat ration to the camp authorities, perhaps also to express their general dissatisfaction

with camp life, with a small minority being women of militant political persuasion, and!/or

women 'rowdies' who were troublesome to camp authorities in other ways, with Mrs.. Le

Clus and Maria Bs perhaps representing these two 'types' of protest

Notwithstanding the discrepancies in detail already highlighted, the Brandfort

testimonies are largely consistent in their depiction of meaning in the protest Similarly,

although the testimony-writers position themselves in a variety of ways to the political
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aspects of the protest, which are depicted in increasingly triumphant tams over time,

nonetheless all the testimonies from Els' 1903 account onwards reptesent the protest as

politicised to one degree or another. This suggests a number of things.

The first concerns the process by which women testimonies of camp experiences

"took shape around the glories that were told, an oral tradition of powerful stories which

Were then re-worked and honed in written versions in women's testimonies produced in a

nationalist framework. In so doing, only those testimonies and stories that served

nationalist purposes were "heard' in the public political contract of encouraging. collecting

and publishing camp testimonies" (Stanley and Dampier 2005: 95). Women's personal

testimonies produced 'memory' about 'the history of the camps', which assumed a

referential and factual base through what Ilobsbawm and Ranger have called `invented

tradition' (Elobsbawm and Ranger 1983) in which, to use lialhwache phrase, a proto-

nationalist `history after the face (Halbwachs 1992) was organised and eventually became

'the history' of what had happened and almost unquestionable. The second is closely

related and can be tellingly indicated by pointing out that, in spilt of the well known and

widely recognised divisions between Boer people within the camps and more widely, not

one single contrary women's testimony exists in any of the brown published and

unpublished archive collections, strongly indicating their solicitation and use in the

republican or proto-nationalist context of women's parties, prole-nationalist newspapers

and 11127Jittes and BroederbondiF.A.K. connected 'cultural' organisations. And the third,

again closely related, is that the camp populations included many thousands of Boer men,

but across the known published and unpublished archive collections only a tiny handful by
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men exist including three by NO( domineer [ministers] and one by Benda Dahms, the

uncle of Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe.46

Maria Els as 'communal hero' for nationalism

The presence of mentions of the Brandfort protest in many camp testimonies, and

the particular association of Maria Els with it, meant that over time her name became

imbued with political significance' The Brandfort protest exemplified women's political

involvement as republican and proto-nationalists, with the name 'Maria El? becoming

shorthand for real patriot' and 'true Afrikaner'. Such things are important in the

construction of nationalism, for, as Anthony Smith has argued, "Nation are created in the

historical and sociological imagination, through identification with generalised communal

helms set in equally generalized but vividly detailed locations and times" (Smith 1999:

44). Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe includes Eie name in a list of women she met in

Bloemfontein prison, also mentioning meeting Mrs. Roos and Mrs. 'UMW, whose

testimonies appear in War Without Glamour and Mag Ons Vereeet? respectively,

providing a good example of the in-group cross-referencing that characterises the women's

camp accounts as a whole. It was these women that Rabie-Van der Mame participated in a

self-tattooing ritual with, etching the letters 0.17S (Ora* rrysnxit, or Orange Free State)

into their arms (Rabie-Van der Merwe 1940:285). This overtly and 'visibly' political act

reinforces Maria Els and the Brandfort protest more generally as highly politicised and

4' See the testimonies by the Rev. RC_ Hefer (Hobhouse 1977. : 67-68), Ds. Water (Itabbouse 1927: 73-73),
Pastor GFC... Faustommon (Boathouse 1927: 132-133). Hendrick Dahms" testimony appears in1Hinithouse
1927: 146-151 Perhaps the contribution by Mr. Dahms was included by Llobffirosse because Rabic-Van der
Masse was meant to have produced a testimony for Hobhouse but cfal not„ as indicated in Chapter Two..
417	 - -	 -Its materestemg to consider that, It1111 • .ta Mrs. Bella Viviers also seems to have played a pivotal role in the
protest and was imprisoned together with Els, she is not the focus of subserpoent testimonies and wrote no
testimony other own.. I have been ntable to trace what happened to MPS_ Vivien Aar the war„ although it is
possible that like other ‘abscar women 'troublemakers', such as die ring-leader °faint Orange River Station
prctua discussed later im this chapter„ she died before she could write a testimony. This seems particularly
likely even Els' statement towards the cod of her War Without Gamow testimony Idrs. Viviers was
taken Ill and carried to the hospital Nob= she lay five months" (Els in Boathouse 1927: 142).
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carrying a meaning well beyond the dissatisfaction with rations. Bettie Venter, indeed,

made sense of the protest in rarely political terms: "It is for our freedom that we suffer. I

never beard that the suffering mothers said that the Boers must surrender. No oh no"

(Verner 1938 A248: 57):13 initially describing the protest as motivated by a demand for

better rations, but ending by reiwriting it as part of the Boer struggle for freedom and

independence,.

That Maria Els aligned herself closely with the post-1938 nationalist project is

evident from her comments in 1944, projecting nationalist sentiments back onto her 190

self "butI felt, let out dear Lord just spare me further for the good of my people and the

salvation of our souls and our land..." (Els 1944 WIvE 4128/29: 2)." Here Els represents

her life as central to the good of the yolk, and her wartime ambitions as entirely patriotic

and political— the restoration of OBS land to the Boer/Afrikaner people,. Her description of

her imprisonment further serves to strengthen her self-identification as a political hero.

Like Hendrina Rabie-Van der Merwe, Els' imprisonment buttresses her credentials as a

martyr of the volk, and in her accounts of her time in Bloonfonteiaa jail (two weeks in all)

in Man Otis Vergeet? and her 1944 testimony, Els portrays herself as part of a select group

oft= Boer WW1= patriots, as 'sisters':

"There [in the prison] we heard women's voices that called, "Sisters, sisters!" We
thought at first that it was the voices of people who wanted to mock us, but Mrs
Viviers said, "Miemie, the English have thrown us in jail, and there are surely more
women here." Then we answered: "Sisters", and a whole lot of voices asked
"Sisters, where have you come from? What have you doner We told them the
whole story. They all called out: "Hurray for Nation and Fatherland! Be courageous
and satisfied, sisters" (Els in Neethling 1938: 37)

43 "Ms rir eats nyiwild dal as Ek ;seinen& geboar &a the 6dende nionkrs gese' keg, dag ifie boar met
oorpoz. Nee o nee!'
49 "— saw if bet sewn& nong ms' lieReermy net veer nag setkr beer d van My woe& en Raking
ran am side en tins
29 "lime hoar arts vrenestenesse wet nap: 'Wasters, savers!" ORS dog etas alit erxe stelynne was van
warm oat in et ons rotten spog, snaar men Varier se toe: "Menne, die Engdse bet sir ens in die mod rgegani,

en dime is .der weer wane hien'. Tee antweord ens: "Sinters", en Si kek spat meaner rrxr "System
iklarneaar joilk? 'at bei Jodie gedeen?" Om bet indk die in* gentiedmis meta Aknal reep nit Werra
vir Vol- en Vaderiandif Wees onoedig en tesvexk, slaters." One of the worsen% oneworsed wifinin this vay
was lillendrica Rabic-Van dor Memo; and so she is present indirectly in Els MIXONlatt„ 'Arnie Rabin-Van der
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"Then the jail warder took us and locked us in and then Mrs. Beljon payed and
after the prayer we sang Psalm 146's first verse, after we were finished singing we
heard a woman call to us, sisters yes she said who are you, we are sister Beljon and
gir1116nnie Els aged 14 years, where are you from, from Brandfort camp ... 0 then
they clapped their hands, then we heard how they payed and coed" (Els 1944 WM
4123//29: 2)511

Fie MMus as a nationalist figure is given much credibility here by the recognition

and acknowledgement afforded her by other imprisoned (and by implication, pktically-

minded) I3oer women, particularly given the repetitions of 'sisters' and the use of Els'

personal name. In Fie earlier testimony, Mrs. Viviers is imprisoned and named with her,

whereas in her later 1944 account no mention is made of Mrs %Nil= and instead it is Mrs.

Beljon who is her fellow-prisoner, rather oddly described as 'sister Beljon and girl Minnie

He. In re/telling the tale, individuals and specificities are lost or changed over time apart

from the centrality of Els herself„ but the general meaning of story remains dear and

consistent The scene Els describes in both of the above accounts conveys a sense of

common sriffenng and patriotic camaraderie shared by the women prisoners, and positions

Els herself as a key member of an in-group of stalwart Boer polo-nationalists. The second

extract, in which stoical sisterly patriotism is expressed in prayer and psalm singing, once

again underscores the Boer women's moral authority and also connects with aspects of

Afrikaner nationalism in which the yolk hold an "apocalyptic vision of themselves as a

chosen people" (Sparks 1990: 126).52

Menke specifically Emotions Els' name. Both mamma are focal paints of their own stories bet appear as bit-
players in each other's.

'r-toe Nara, e trlamilcbentameder ans. as gaan ants toe shift: en toe melt Beffram oar tat griped en ma ak grind
sing ens Psalms 146, nerste revr ri a ans Haar gesing bet hoar ens n wan lair MI ans: vsierja se sy wie

ens is slater Beljan en dagtarkfinnie Els war 14 ,/oar: winwaar jailer nanBremodfort komp —
0 &Ear Bap ha& hande: tan hoar ens hoe balk bid en hmir.
52 Sca far instance Couthen 11997 on Afrikaner myth of divine election_
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Coutextualising: troubles travelling

The Brandfort protest is not isolated as an instance of Boer women in the camp

system 'causing trouble' by defying the British authorities and expressing their discontent

in apolitical -charged way- In fact, throughout the camp system there were women who

were branded "troublemakers', who belligerently sought to disrupt camp life and cause as

many difficulties to the authorities as possible, with Hendrina Rabic-. Van der Merwe's

activities in this regard already discussed in Chapter Two. Often these women stirred up

discontent and manufactured or exacerbated ill-feeling between camp inmates and

officials, and were sent on from one camp to another more distant from their home region,

acting as agent provocateurs and spreading unrest and conflict wherever they went. One

example here is that at Millman a Mrs. Elizabeth Cmnje was sent away from that camp in

February 1902, "because she was insubordinate & a danger to the discipline of the Camp;

on the morning she left she told the Asst Suedt that we could send her through li-11 'sic] &

she would still come out a tree Afniander at the other end" (SRC 20/7634 Another

example occurred in April 1902, when a major disturbance took place at Orange River

Station camp, when a group of women who had been involved in some earlier trouble in

another camp demanded the dismissal of the camp medical officer, Dr. King. When the

women's demands were not met, a group stormed the hospital and removed their sick

children from the wards. One woman struck Dr. King in the face, and another verbally

threatened the superintendent. This protest was quickly quashed, and the 'ringleaders'

placed in the wired-in punishment enclosure before being transferred to Springentein

camp. Mrs. de Swardt, the woman who struck Dr. King in the face, was handed over to the

Provost-Marshall for punishment (SRC 22/8270). Three of the other women involved in

the protest, Mrs. II Grobler, Mrs. A_ De Kock and Mrs. k Ross, were classed as

cundesii-ables' firm Wrinburg camp, from whence they had been vent (SRC 224270).
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It is puzzling that, although the disturbance at Orange River Station involved

women engaging in activities at least equally militant to those descried at Brandfort- the

fable removal of their children from hospital, the threatening of the superintendent, the

assault of the doctor - this protest does not appear in any women's camp testimonies and

has not taken on the politicised quality of the Brandfort piotest. s' The absence of

testimonies of this event almost certainly relates to the context in which women's camp

testimonies were produced, in which latex-formed (proto-) nationalist networks

orchestrated„ published and distributed the testimonies of women tied into particular

networks for political purposes. These networks actively solicited women's testimonies for

publication, so that women outside of such networks or who had different political

affiliat' ions were considerably less laxly to have had their testimonies encouraged into the

public domain.54 Also, some of these networks in the making UM initially 'taken up' and

Neethling„ and this may well have cast the dye concerning which testimonies Were 'heard',

which incidents were reltold„ and thus what came to be seen as 'the facie and 'the history'.

The absence of testimonies about the Orange River Station incident suggests that some of

the key women who participated in the events of that day perhaps died before they were

able to write up their experiences,s5 or perhaps were not part of the 'right' networks that

would have encouraged their testimonies from the oral into the public sphere and the

written word_

The ringleaders of the Brandfort protest, Maria Els„ MIS. Van Tonder, MIS. Van

Biljoen and Isabella Viviieis, were women who, far from being silent victims or 'suffering

lodeed„ ape from ttlne testimony by Mrs. Commandant Al De Kock in War liriou Glamour (11obboase
1927: 20-=)„ sane of the win's testima' onies in any of the main collectioss relate Ito the MEV at Orange
River Station].
54 Nationalist 111e1Wegias divided between groups who vitae more or less bard-rame 	also between the
Transvaal	 the Orange Free State.
55 Mrs., ale Swart, the woman who struck the doctor at Orange River Station„ later 	&Bowing childbiartb
(SRC 86).
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mothers' in the camp system, loudly, repeatedly and sometimes violently gave expression

to their political opinions. However, disentangling the 'real protest' EMIR women's

representations of it is now impossible. While Els' motives may indeed have been entirely

political — to unite the camp women in a wave of patriotic pro-Boer fervour and thus make

a political point to camp officials — it seems unlikely that the majority of camp women

shared this political zeal.. Worn out by the hardships of camp life and the daily realities of

sickness and death, to say nothing of the deep rifts within the camp between women whose

male relatives were stilt on commando and those who had taken the Oath of Neutrality or

the Oath of Allegiance to the British, ordinary Boer women were not likely to have staged

a political event of the sort described by Venter or Lombard.

Contextrodivi  'at the time' events

Although the Brandfort protest can now be discerned only through Boer women's

retrospective testimonies, which indeed have as post/memory 'replaced' the event itselt

the incident can to an extent he re-historicised and conttxtualised by examining some 'at

the time' events which were likely to have influenced its course and subsequent

representation. There are two key events that occurred prior to the protest highly likely 10

have influenced both the events that followed, and how these were subsequently depicted.

Firstly, in ocartextualising the Brandfort protest itself, it is important to consider The

numbers of deaths that occurred in the camp in the months prior to the unrest
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Table 2: Mortality in Brandfort camp, June — October 1901

Month (1901) Camp Population Number of Deaths Death rate
June 1815 11 73
July 1865 13 84
August 3404 22 77
Septextber 3867 138 428
October 3555 337 1256
(Compiled from Hobhouse 1902: 341-342)51

The sadden and huge increase in the death rate in September and October represented the

peak of the measles epidemic in this camp, which then diminished in the subsequent

months with a drop to 158 deaths in November, and by Match 1902 the number of deaths

had decreased to 24.. For the women living through these circumstances, this devastating

epidemic and the accompanying loss of life on such a scale must have seemed frightening

and inexplicable, as indeed it did to many of the doctors and officials who attempted to

battle the epidemics and their effects. Unsure of what or who was to blame for the dramatic

numbers of deaths occurring in this concentrated way around than„ at the My least Boer

women would have felt overwirelmed by their circumstances, and the protest in November

would undoubtedly have related„ at least in part, to the extremely high death rate of

October, even if this link is not made explicit in the testimonies_ However, representations

of the protest move well away from any 'originating events' concerning the epidemics and

their consequences„ and instead present the women's motivations and actions dating the

protest as primarily political, with claims about the deficiency of meat and the generalised

'starvation' subordinate to this

The second key contextualising event that occurred prior to the protest was the visit

of the Ladies Commission to Brandfort camp on 29 October 1901, only ten days before the

protest The Commission instituted extensive, far-reaching changes in the camp, and it is

$5 Death rate is per IWO per ammumt.
57 Hobbouse compil her sfindistics from the official parliamentary papers or 	Rocks'.
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likely that everyone in the camp would have been are of these changes and felt their

effects, even if they were uncertain about precisely who had instituted the alterations or

why. The Commission's main ClifiCiSMS of Biandfort camp centred on the hospital, which

they condemned as utterly unsatisfactory, and its report noted: "The musing is totally

inadequate, and hens saunter into the hospital marquees freely, with results which might be

expected" (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 8 They recommended the dismissal

of Dr. Poison on the grounds that he had discharged several patients with temperatures —

one had died as a result — and that he had been taking medical comforts (mainly brandy

and fortified wine) intended for the camp sick for use in his own house. The Commission

also immediately ordered boilers for the establishment of a soup kitchen, and arranged for

The distribution of milk to children aged three and under to begin with immediate effect,

"in view of the alarming mortality and weakly condition of the children of the camp"

(Concentration Camps Commiss' ion 1902: 81).

On the specific matter of meat rations at Brandfort, the following observations were

made: 'Meat is issued daily from 6 to 8 a_m. The butchery shelter is extremely clean and

well-kept. There has been the usual trouble about thin meat' (Concentration Camps

Commission 1902:80). This mention of the 'usual trouble' about thin meat related to the

"much grumbling" about the lean meat rations that the Commission encountered at several

other camps (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 116). 58 At Bloemfinitein, for

instance, they described how "camp people showed their discontent with the meat by

throwing large portions ... into the wide roadway of the camp", which the Commission

regarded as "a wicked waste" (Concentration Camps Commission 1902:40). They also

11011 I3% Caws at %Orli& the Cometiss. ion made specific note of such compLi 1 1nts	 Bloonfon 'to* Irene,
Krugersderp„ %lettered Road and Virmsburg. In most instances the Commission observed that if the fresh meat
was considered by the camp officials to be too 'thin', inhabitants were inued wipr extra v656011 &meat, or
the fresh meat was substituted with timed meat. There was an overall shortage torment because of wartime
pressures,	 the animals slaughtered in the camps were often from captured stook 	 had been driven
across many miles, nesulting in their leanness.
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pointed out that the rations were clearly adequate if people would destroy this quantity of

meat It seems that it was in fad the quality of the meat that was objected to, an objection

only people adequately fed at a basic level can afford.

Although the Ladies Commission's visit occurred a mere ten days before the

protest and had a significant, indeed major, effect on Brandfort camp (the reoraginisation of

the hospital, the dismissal of Dr_ Poison, the initiation of the feeding scheme), it is not

mentioned in any of the eight women's testimonies of the protest Thus while Mrs. Le Clus

notes that there were improvements in rations and mentions the scheme to distillate milk

to young children, she ascribes these changes to the protesting women, and she makes no

reference to the Commission but quite specifically attributes the improvements to the

protest "The result [of the demonstration] was good, because from that lime everyone in

camp got better meat and with the other rations sometimes a few onions or potatoes, rice

and bottles of condensed milk for the small children" (Le Oils 1920: 6459

The absence of any mention in women's testimonies of the Ladies Commission is

in some respects unsurprising. Firstly, many Boer women were probably unaware at the

time of the specificities of the Commission and its remit, although presumably the details

of this would later have become more widely known. However and secondly, representing

the protest as an overtly political one made for a considerably 'better story' than one in

which a group ofEnglish women visited the camp and efficiently instituted favourable,

humanitarian changes. Thirdly and relatedly, from even before the final composition of the

Commission's membership was known, its existence was highly politicised and seen as

5° "Die nitwetkatg was goed„ want van die tyd kry almal in die kamp beter vleis etj e ander tan/some
soms 'n nein** lite eat ettappels„ rys ea bottels aangemaalde meik vir die kleim Lingicagiars..'" As a tsrandee'
woman, Mts. te Chu was well connertbed and would have known about the Ladies Commission visit and its
signfficance.
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oppositional to Boer interests." En the testimonies, the protest is depicted as something

larger and inherently political concerning Boer women's indignation at treatment they

perceived to be at odds with their 'superior' racial and gender position, although this is

only made explicit in Mrs. Lombard's account when she states that the women 'asked him

[the superknHexidertj ifibis was meat be issued to decent white women?" (A119/74: 7). 611 A

similar comment is found in Mrs. Neediling's Should We Forget?, about the camp diet

being "unsuitable for delicate women and children" (Neethling 1903: 79), with this

symbolising more generally "bow inappropriate British treatment of Boer women was",

implicitly because, as Stanley points out, for Mrs. Neethling and others, 'Boers were white

and thus 'refined' rather than uncivilised" (Stanley 2002c: 114).

What the Ladies Commission Report suggests is that Brandfiart camp in late

October was in a state of disorganisalion and that the appalling epidemic that had raged

throng' the camp during that month had not been adequately grappled with by the camp

administration. At the same time, the Commission's comments about 'thin meat' and the

widespread and vociferous complaints about this from Boer women suggest that across the

camp system women expressed their more general dissatisfaction with camp life by

focusing on the lean meat rations, not least because of the strong symbolic role of meat,

indeed fat meat, in notions of Boer identity. By the time the protest came to be represented

in women's testimonies, this expression of dissatisfaction had taken on a more explicitly

mato-nationalist diMension, with the accounts depicting the incident as a political one in

which Boer women united behind their flags and volkliede as an assertion of independence

and patiotism, with the contextualising events relating to the epidemics and the

66 See A13, A654 (Free State Archintes Depot) and also BC 28 (Unimsity of Cape Tows) for infomation on
responses to thy appointment ofthe Ladies Commission by local relief committees in South Minim at the
me, udi the Dutch tarries Committee.

ham f ink&is mat hy vir jiatsoentike wit Pnwerts . bat "i"feefr
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reorganisation of the camp by the Ladies Commission replaced by the heroic patriotic Boer

women standing up for volk en wyheid as the agents of beneficial change.

Universalising the tat= producing 'the history'

As part of strippimg the temporal and historical specificities from this event and its

generalising in symbolic and mythic terms, the tale of the Brandfixt protest has been told

as one about other camps, where no such events are documented in any official sources..

The processes of past/memory were at work from the moment this event was first

represented by Els in her overtly political testimony of 1903, so that the story of the

Brandfort protest and what it came to signify — Boer women's defiant rejection of British

authority and proud assertion of their independence — eventually become generalised and

severed from the originating events. As the story of the protest was retold, the specific

events in question came to be "cast as generally occurring incidents rather than one-off

occasions, and they then entered general currency concerning what happened during the

we' (Stanley and Dampier 2005: 96). Thus there are other extant testimonies in which

'meat priests' highly similar to that which occurred at Brandfort are described, one of

them in ihe post-hoc 'diary' of Susara Roos, a young Boer woman who wonted as a

probationer nursing assistant in Bethulie camp:

"So one morning the meat was 	 inedible. I was just in front of the hospital and
then saw a gathering of women proceeding to the camp commandant's tent the di
was also there and he is the man who had the say, he investigated the meat, and
found it first class, ever-cheeky he came out, and gave the report But it was too
good for words, before he was finished speaking, the first woman was fmished, hit
him with a thin shoulder [of meat] next to his cheek and then a second, and third,
he tan to his tent not Far from there, the women followed, and they threw the meat
inside his tent That was the last day of his reign he left the same rii.„otit ;may, away,

for ever away' a (Roos WM 6455/1:9)

42 "SO was die 1115.3. OOP more weer base& eethoar. Ek was net voor die Hoyt sien toeW op nig wore spa
clic kowap Katianandhat se tont& Dr vas aok char en hy is mac crie nicat-watche Ird hy hitt crie v4's
ondkrsaek end! move klas gewiribt hy kain ewe pannantig uit, en gee afie;tibia g Moor okt was Ire piaci viir
wooer& war dai Iy Boar sgarna4 Was the eerste vrozt, Haar. slaw ham me ismer Mai kings rite wang so
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Roos' description of the crowd of protesting women attacking camp officials, Mathis case

the doctor; with the meat they found so objectionable bears Along similarity to Mrs.

Lombard's testimony, with the man concerned also removed as the result ofthis woman's

actions. Interestingly, the Ladies Commission Report on Bethune camp, based on their 7

September 1901 visit mentions a Mrs. Roos, evidently the mother of Susara Roos, who

voiced her complaints to the Commission about the meat ration received in camp:

"Mrs. Roos, mother of one of the nurses, was one of the most clamorous against
the bad quality of the meat ration. She brought out some dried-up scraps which had
evidently been exposed to a parching wind for several days. It was represented to
her that if, instead of keeping it until it was little better than leather, she had made it
at once into broth or stew she would have shown more practical capacity tar
making the best of things. The members of Mrs. Roos' family were receiving
wages for work done in camp amounting to 171 a month, so that she could easily
have supplemented her rations if she had been so disposed" (Concentration Camps
Commission 1902:61)

Thus, while Sus= Roos' post-war testimony represents a widespread collective protest as

a response to the meat being 'inedible', and the women's actions resulting in an heroic

triumph over the camp officials, the comments made at the time by the Commission

indicate that the situation was MOW low key and also more complex than Roos' account

implies. Firstly, the Commission stated in their Report that the whole of BetIndite

was very short of supplies and that, while the meat distributed in camp was indeed poor, it

was impossible to obtain better in the whole area. Secondly, the military conditions and

wartime deprivations that interfered with the supply and quality of meat at Bethune are not

alluded to Surma Roos' account, which strongly implies That the British were deliberately

underfeeding Boer camp inhabitants and attempting to present the 'Thin' meat as suitable

food for Boers, whose ability to defend their 'rights' was underestimated by their enemy.

"is tom*, es dere* Itardloop mc:97 Penh* vier wut daon„ die vrosie ogler r n4 en Indk gaol she vl.yr
him& ,53v tea* Dit was cfie loco* dag wan :9P regering by is nog clie seffik nordwg eg wir ohydweg."

Alt I 	 iIIU11,1111 01 ,1,6+ ,1 111M ..11, is archived as a diary, it is a retrospective, undated ammo* wines some time after
the war. Boos' 'diary' and its hindsight qualities are discussed in Chapter Fear.
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Thirdly, if there had been any widespread protest, or even any marked degree of individual

'troublemaking' in advance of or during their visit to Bethune, then the Commission's

weekly report or their overall Report of 1902 would have noted this, as they did

'troublemaking' of various kinds and arrangements (particularly sequestering in

punishment camps or "birdcages) for punishing people elsewhere. What the Report

comments on instead is a promic. ent and well-off individual, Mrs. Roos, making a

vociferous and orchestrated protest It is laxly that Susara Roos' post-hoe 'diary' therefore

'forgot' the specificities, and submerged those within the general parameters of women's

political protests„ of which the events at Brandfort later became the mythologised

archetype. And fourthly, Roos' portrayal of a large group of women's grievances suggests

that she fully identified with the plight she proposes was at the basis of this and approved

of their actions; while the relative affluence of her family and their likely ability to

supplement their rations is absent from her version of these events. Indeed, her account of

this incident re/works the events to make a political point about Boer women as defiant

yolk heroes who took on the British authorities and triumphed.. Overall, then, Roos'

testimony about Bethune resonates stron gly with women's testimonies about the protest at

Brandfort, and its similarity in content and tone points to the canonisation or mythologising

of this incident across women's testimonies as a general one that 'fitted' events that

occurred in many places, revealing or rather articulating the 'rear meaning of these.

Repetition of the camp meat protest story occurred in 1944 and then again in 1982

with many key features of the earlier narratives repeated in these later accoinits. The 1944

account appears in DR. Van Zyl's In Die Konsentrasiekamp: Jeugberitarteringe [In the

Concentration Camp: Youth Reminiscences], and is set in Aliwal-Ncgdi camp:

The next day the camp was in chaos The main street was packed, and then all
went singing and waving the slimy meat to the camp commandant's text. Angrily
this mule-stupid venerable officer began to abuse the women. If they are not
satisfied with the food that Iler Majesty's troops themselves must eat they can do
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without itl"Then rather without it and you under it', it sounded. In the blink of an
eye the decaying meat rained down on the unfortunate official Those who did not
throw [meat], walked around him and mauled him with a mutton shoulder, leg or
rib.. A few of the rineaders were arrested and taken to the 'wired in camp'. The
uprising was not without consequences and better food did not stay away for long"
(Van Zyl 1944: B-24)63

In Van Zyl's account, as in those by Lombard and Roos, the women' are by implication a

group of some size, the members of which physically assault the camp officials with cuts

of meat, and the consequences here too are favourable for the protestors, with the women

defeating the authorities and with improvements to the food rations directly resulting from

their actions. Van Zyl also makes reference to the arrest of ringleaders, in keeping with

earlier accounts of the Brandfixt protest that comment on the arrest of Els and Viviers.

Unlike at Brandfort and Beth ulie, there is no direct or even circumstantial evidence other

than that contained in Van Zyrs resolutely nationalist tale to indicate a protest of this kind

having actually occurred at Aliwal-North; but certainly there are strong similarities in his

representations of these events with those concerning Brand'fort and Betimlie, which

underscore the mythical, rehearsed aspects of this tale.

In MEE. Van School's 1982 Karnpkinders 1900 — 1902: "ri Gedenkboek [Camp

Children 1900 — 1902: A Book of Remembrance], two of the short reminiscences it

contains relate to meat protests. One of these concerns Belfast camp, where thaw

[Grandmother] Johanna an Aardt reportedly incited a rebellion against the poor meat

rations in which the commandant was almost torn to pieces by -furious women", with the

result that Itlhe meat immediately improved and the old mother was even offered a

63 'Die vague& dmireas die bele kalif/ in rep en ram In die hotif'stracit pik dig sawn, en dim a siva.* en
die *11111VireiCSINaniewrie na die kanipannantkini se tent. Boos bet 04 beelike butigailige
hoognnotonbgbeinfsbeklet.kr begin .skel ap die smile. As balk me met die los genre& is mat flew Westeit .se
trine segrraget eel rae. kan Mille engsonder by!' Van hewer daarsonder entr dalarondi=e-„' bri gekank.
In Iro vompfkg1atI die anti* Idende wife& op Ike offelmkkige araptenaargereen. O ar nie gegnoi bet ilk
bet Ito= bygeloop en aver sinapblatt bead rib„ toegetakel. `tt Paar nos die lei:Isom is gessiresteer en tar
tke 'tingesdketine sewer, Die opstooljie is tile sander gettoIg sue en &ter reed e bet ate kink sit gob& nig"
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supplementary ration" (Mrs. J. van Aardt in Van Schoor 1982: 13)L 	 the same

collection, LW. de Jager describes an incident that occurred during the journey to a

"When diethe hendsopper gave my mother a shoulder of meat with a 'smell", my mother

screamed: 'They are giving us rotten meat' She then hit the man with the meat and the

other ,,vomen followed her example' (LW. de Jager in Van Schoor 1982: 18).65 Here too

angry Boer women beat camp officials with joints of meat and triumph over the cowed

British authorities. As with the accounts by Roos and Van Zyl, the key elements are almost

certainly drawn from the Brandfort events and are repeated well away from the original

circumstances.

The central message of the Brandfort protest testimonies, as well as the more

generalised accounts by Roos, Van Zyl and others, is a political one that stresses that

Boperllifirlialmr women have always been a political force to be reckoned with. The

Brandfort testimonies must be understood as part of what became over time a deltleratelY

orchstrated pinto-nationalist  and then nationalist campaign to 'remember', in order to

re/create 'the history' of the Afrikaner nation _66 This call to remember for political

purposes began immediately post-war, as evinced for example in Mrs. Neethling's closing

valedictory remark in Should We Forget?: "Above all we realise that we Afrtlanders of

the Republics and the Colonies from the Cape to the Zambesi, are to-day, more than we

ever were before„ One People' (Neetlding 1903:128). The constructed post/memory of the

Brandfort protest, certainly up to 1944, was repeatedly re-made and re-produced in the

public domain of Afrikaner 'cultural' and political organisations and emphasised Boer

women as active political agents. This contrasts sharply with the volksoroeder or 'mother

" Vie 1011MACII042#11 byna teiimekkar gepluk akkr die nriedende vros,'Die &is ha oimindrielik terkekr
en elan eke grenikinsaeder is sdfirn kviireirende maitsaen iiiigmrik."
65 "Tor die liendsogaer vir key ma Iv bind met 'it 'reale' gee, dare my now Thellk gee vir ons mat vieisL" Sy
slam die am toe sae die delis en die antkr wakens veig hoar voorbeekt"
elf) The titles &many camp accounts and collections of testimonies echo and respond to the ca B to remember,
with Should We Forge, Vergeten?„ Mag Ons Verge?, and Onthou! In Die Skadawee Van Die Galg
providing mune examples
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of the nation" image off/VI-timer womanhood developed by Eisaber Blink and others, who

stress that post-1902 AfnTana- women were seen and saw themselves primarily as

suffering, stoical mothers (Brink 1990, Kruger 1991, Du Toit 1996, Van der Watt 1998).

The disruptive activities at the time of the war by some women in the camps, the highly

nationalist 1930s and 1940s accounts by Raid and Rabie-Van der Move discussed in

Chapter Two, and the keenly politicised testimonies of the Brandfort protest from 1903

onwards, more than problematise the volksmoeder interpretation of women's tole during

this period. Given that the Brandfort testimonies were produced at the vet), time that

Afrikaner women were supposedly fulfilling their idealised and domestic tole as

vollantaeders, it is surely necessary to reconsider and recorreptualise the role ofwomen

within the Afnicauer nationalist project, recoviising they were agents within and not just

recipieins of this.

The evidence of women's published and unpublished testimonies suggests that

women were the primary agitators behind much proto-nationalism during and immediately

the wax, and then in the development ofa more cohesive nationalist ideolomr. However,

the agentic and central role played by women in this regard continues to be overlooked.

Giliomee's 2003 The Afiticaner. Biography of a People, notes that at the time ofthe South

African War Boer women were well known for their staunch Republicanism, and cites a

comment made by a British visitor to South African during the war who remarked, "It was

the mow [woman] who kept the war going on so long. It was in her heart that patriotism

flamed into an all-consuming heat, forgiving nothing and forgetting nothing"' (Giliomee

2003:256); however, Giliomee completely fails to explore the possible effects of this on

the subsequent growth ofAfiilLaner (proto-) nationalism. The important role of women's

camp testimonies and personal accounts in both the growth of the Second Language

Movement and the development of nationalist ideologies about the suffering yet
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triumphant yolk are left tunemarked. The role of women in the prelude to and aftermath of

the 1914 Rebellion, and the growth of nationalist structures in the form of the Women's

National Parties that resulted from this, are not addressed either. Active, outspoken and

influential pinto-nationalist women such as Mrs. Neethlnig or Jobarma Brandt-Van

Warmelo are not even mentioned. A review of  The Afrikaners by Africa= theologian

Christina Landman berates the absence of women from Giliomee's analysis, and points out

that when women do appear it is only in stereotypical roles: "Barefoot over the

Drakensberg„, in the concentration camps, and when they got the vote to help out-vote the

Coloureds. That's presumably where the women were ... But beyond you can discern

nothing that -happened with women in South Africa in the last 300 years' (Landanan

2003).67

However, there are signs that at least some commentators have begun to lake

account of the agentic role of women in the growth of Afrikaner nationalism." Helen

Bradford argues that whale nineteenth century republicanism and Boer mato-nationalism

gendered the yolk as male, after the 1899-1902 war, in which many Boer men surrendered

or 'joined, "women ... gatecrashed into a homosocial yolk" (Bradford 2000: 207). As

such, Bradford continues, "The Anglo-Boer war was the single most significant event

fuelling not merely Afrikaner nationalism, but a regendered Afrikaner nationalism,

transferring its weight from its (weak) male to its (strong) female leg" (Bradford 2000:

201). Louise Vincent has explored aspects of this 'strong female leg' in her examination of

the Women's National Parties as 'the power behind the scenes', and contextualises their

origins: With the Rebellion washed and rebel leaders jailed, Afiiiiamor women were

called to action in cities and towns around the country ... petitions were drawn up, protest

'Kesalwael war die Drakens-berge„ in eke konsentrasieltainpe, en nunneer ladle die steamer" con trie
KkarJbe It help iiiblent Dis gig water die wane was Maar varier ljj eth& 5a &oak sites agleam"
wai stet wont in Snid-Afrita gebewr het (Be *elope 300 friar nit."
66 There are same iindicadiers tsx oira retbeccrish)g awhile and Afrikaner masediaides is Scoarh Africa- See
ibar eGiumple Da Pisani 2004 and Epstbein- 1991
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meetings held and representatives chosen. A direct result of all this activity was the

founding in the Transvaal of the Vrmse Arasionale Party (Women's National Party) more

than a decade before white South African women were enfranchised" (Vincent 1999:55).

The vigorous and significant political work done by women in the development of

Aft-limner nationalism as outlined by Bradford and Vincent, as well as womcm's

representations of their roles in the Brandfort protest as political and agentic, shows up the

invisibility of women fiom `malestream' analyses of Afrikaner nationalism as historically

inadequate„ clearly demonstrating also the inadequacy of subsuming women's activities

under the volismaeder rubric. A radical revision of women's participation in the Afrikaner

(proto-) nationalist enterprise is required, and is something [intend to take up in future

research.

Post/Memory and the Brandfort Protest Retellings

Ricoenr has commented that "As soon as a story is well known— and such is the

case with most traditional and popular narratives, as well as the founding events of a given

community— retelling takes the place of telling" (Ricoeur 1991:1 10) The Brandfort story

is exemplary as a'popular narrative' wherein retelling has taken the place of telling. It is,

as! have indicated, one of several noteworthy or iconic incidents that recur across

women's camp testimonies; the repetition of this story is one example of a pattern evident

in women's camp accounts, which frequently testify to identical incidents, repeat the same

accusations, share formulaic narrative schemes and replicate stock phrases. The content of

these repeated incidents„ while important and revealing about what was regarded as

meaningful or significant for the construction of a useable nationalist past, is perhaps less

significant than the pattern of remembering, reinkiptetation, repetition, retelling and

rewriting itself which reflects the orchestrated, organised, (pinto-) nationalist provenance
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of women's camp testimonies. The content and form of women's camp accounts more

generally are in many ways mirrored in the telling and re/telling of the Brandfort protest

many of the camp narratives show a similar preoccupation with the absence of meal;

contain accusations about vitriol in rations, express the view that camp inmates were

routinely starved to death, and generally make political capital of the events of the war and

the camps.

Accounts of the Brandfint protest suggest the crucial importance of stories and

narratives for articulating ideological and political interests and convictions. Flood

emphasises that myths are a key way in which political narratives find expression, and are

"narratii7es of the past which their tellers seek to make intelligible =I meaningful to

their audiences' (Flood 2002:41). In this instance, narratives of the 13randfort protest

sought to make meaning of the events related by stressing the camp authorities as morally

`bad' (by depicting them in a range of negative ways, as incompetent, unreasonable,

uncaring, authoritarian or cowardly), and Boer women as morally 'good' as well as heroic

political agents. This meaning would have presumably resounded in specific ways in the

particular contexts of retelling of each version of the tale, according to the then-current

notions of (panto-) nationalism being expounded. However, there is a prevalence in

nationalist discourse generally of dichotomised moral ()triers such as that represented in

these testimonies, and Kerby's comments about the role of narratives in this regard are

pertinent "Narratives are clearly a primary vehicle of ideologies, both nationally and on

the level of the individual — the ideologies we inherit and those we fabricate in our

conversations with ourselves and others — and they are a powerful force in providing a

delimited world where good is good and bad is bad" (Kerby 1991 63).

The production of the l3randfort testimonies as political myth raises questions about

myth-making and memory-making in women's war and camp testimonies more generally
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that do not always have ready answers. On the role ofmyth-mak-ers, Flood contends that

"The nrythmaker identifies himself or herself as the representative of the group and the

interpreter of its interests. The story is told in order to convey a practical argument which

will lead the group to behave in a way that the mythmaker believes is necessary for its

well-being" (Flood 2002:53). There is clear evidence that Maria Els' first published

testimony was solicited by Mrs. Neethling, and it seems probable that her 1903 testimony

was obtained by Hobhouse in a similar manner. In addition, and as I shall show in detail in

Chapter Six, the translation of Els' first published testimony by Mrs. Neethling for

Vergeten? (1917) shows strong signs of radical reworking and change, including the

insertion of the recurrent Maria Els' phrase not present in the original. Thus, while Els

is at the centre of the Brandfort protest story and its retelling., and appears in some

respects as a myth-maker as 'representative of the group and the interpreter of its interests',

this is at least partly the work of cultural entrepreneurs (in this instance Mrs. Neethling in

particular). it is in fact the key cultural entrepreneurs who are the primary myth-makers,

and who controlled and shaped the representation of Maria Els and the Brandfint story, and

acted in a similar way regarding women's testimonies more generally..

Tracing the retelling of the Brandfort protest over time sheds considerable light on

the post/memory processes that characterise the production of women's camp testimonies

more widely. I have indicated how even the first account ofthe Brandfort protest written in

1903 by Maria Hs departed considerably from the originating events, instead representing

the incident as a more political one in which Boer women defended their freedom and

independence. Tim, the moment that stories began to be told about the events at

Brandfork "postfinemory and 'memory itself overlap and cannot racily be prised apart"

(Stanley 2005a, in press), with this overlaying of memory by post/memory paralleled by

the overlaying of events by stories and myths. However, once this mythologised account of
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the protest had been told, it did not remain entirely static but was retold many times over,

with each teller adding twists and embellishments although maintaining and reproducing

the overall (polio-) nationalist meaning from the story and structuring it "acauding to

known conventions" (Tonkin 1990: 34). Over time, depictions of the protest moved further

and further from "the events', portraying the women's actions as increasingly heroic, the

officials as increasingly defeated, and the meaning of the incident as stronger evidence of

Boer women's rejection of their wartime treatment and their active and stalwart patriotic

involvement in opposing this.. The testimonies re/worked the originating events relating to

wartime shortages into a more sinister plot by the British to starve the Boer people; and an

increasingly triumphatist tone prevailed, with Boer women emerging as (proto-) nationalist

heroes of the voll.

Overall, however, the stories and their retelling are marked by a /relative lack of

6=w over time with post/memory 'immediately' present in 1903, and temporality and

change thereafter both central and yet curiously 'flat'. linhle 'ordinary memory', which is

usually strongly marked by the passing of time and temporal distinctions between past and

present, postfmemray suspends temporality, and as shown in the Brandfint testimonies, in

a sense removes time, with 1903 and 1949 conflated. This absence of change over time or

acknowledgement of time's passing, commented on in relation to Onthoul and returned to

later in the thesis, is a curious and yet distinctive feature of post/memory.

1 have shown hew the Brandfort stories were re/told and reiread beyond the original

teller, unfit aspects of them became reproduced and absorbed as actual 'memory', even by

those women who had not necessarily participated in the specific 'remembered' incident

The meanings of these rehearsed, repeated, ritualised and powerfully symbolic stories

became 'agreed' over time as they were repeated, and it is these ritualised stories, rather

than the messy realities of private, individual experience, that are represented in women's
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camp testimonies. Summerfield's account of the cultural approach to history is pertinent to

the retelling of the Brandfort story, as it points up the way in which 'story' can be seen to

superimpose 'events' to the extent that they merge into one: 'The cultural approach to

history] suggested that prevailing discursive constructions of the past 'contaminate'

memory, in the sense that they overlay it with later accounts and interpretations of the

period of history to which a memory relates, to such an extent That it is impossible for

anyone to remember what they did and what they thought at the time independently of this

'patina of historical postscripts and rewritings' (Summerfield 2004:66). In the South

African case, where this 'patina of historical postscripts and rewritings" was actively

orchestrated and produced as part of proto-nationalism, such 'discursive constructions of

the past' overlay 'the past' and 'memory' in ways that, like the retellings of the Brandfixt

protest, are difficult to disentangle.

As I have already indicated, the displacement of 'events' by 'accounts' mirrors the

displacement of 'memory' by 'post/memory' in key ways, and helps to elucidate the

contours of postinemory itself. Post/memory owns both 'all at once', but also changes to

some degree over time, according to the context in which it is produced and received

While 'the events' are specific and individual, post/memory is generalised, extrapolated

and motivated — it is produced by imaginative investment Ricoe9sr's insistence on the

shared narrative structures of history and story is useful in thinking about the retelling of

the Brandfort protest, where 'story' and 'history' in a sense converge: while the Brandfort

stories display the attributes of political myth they have been treated as 'history' and 'the

facts' about the Afrikaner past. 'However, hiStoricising and contestroalising representations

of the Braudfort protest indicates women's camp testimonies are not referential 'memory

itself of a specific event in a specific context, but rather post/memory about the camps as

re/worked, retrospective, generalised, dehistoricised and proto-nationalist. Samuel and
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Thompson comment that, in myths, where 'fact' and 'memory', or 'events' and 'story'

most diverge is precisely where "imaginative investment breaks in" (Samuel and

Thompson 1990:7). The gap between 'the events', which seemingly concerned

dissatisfaction about meal rations as well as women's more general distress about high

death rates and so on, and the later mythologised stories, which concern the moral

distinctions between the camp authorities and Boer women, and the latter's defiance and

political heroism, indicates clearly where the 'imaginative investment' of post/memory has

intervened. In the following chapter 1 make use of Boer women's 'at time' camp writings —

primarily letters and diaries —to explore further these questions concerning temporality and

referentially, and also to consider the extent to which assumed temporal immediacy has

interacted with post/memory in these earlier writings, which are presumed to be

'uncontamin. ate& by the later 'patina of historical postscripts and rewritings' ..
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Chapter Four
Writing 'Within the Whirlwind'?' Camp Letters and Diaries

'Letters are always 'in the present tense', not literally in terms of verb tenses but by
being written at a particular point in time which influences their content, even if not
explicitly [_.] Letters thereby share some of the temporal complexities of photographs;
they not only hold memory but also always represent the moment of their production,
and have a similar 'flies in amber' quality" (Stanley 2004b: 208)

"Not only in space does the diary -point-of-view assert its focal position, but also in
time Every diary entry declares, 'I am Here, and it is exactly Now"' (Fothergill 1974:
9)

This chapter examines Boer women's writings produced at the time and in the context

of the South Africa War, or at least those which represent themselves as sack lithe post-hoc

testimonies and hindsight nationalist accounts such as Rabie-Van der Merwe' s 1940  Onihou!

exemplify the processes of post/memory in their retrospective re/working of originating

events, what of personal letters and diaries written at the time of the war and in the camps?

Are these similar or different, in what regards and to what extent? A popular assumption about

tenets and diaries, with their supposed qualities of immediacy around the 'moment of writing'

and daily-ness concerning the temporal location and spacing of 'entries', is that these

documents are 'truer' or more 'authentic' reflections of the experiences and memories of the

writer than retrospective writing benefiting from hindsight. This is because of the particular

location of letters and diaries in time and space. Therefore, in critically re-reading Boer

women's letters and diaries, I consider the ways in which these texts are positioned by their

writers and some readers in relation to both time and space, and questions of referentiality that

relate to this.

"Because the diarists wrote front within the whirlwind, the degree of authenticity in their accounts is perceived
by readers to be stromer than that of the texts shaped throng' hindsigbf (Young 1988: 25).
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Using detailed examples from Boer women's unpublished letters and published and

unpublished diaries, I shall assess whether and in what ways these 'at the time' forms of

writing are distinctive and thus offer alternative views to those presented by 'the history' as

expounded by the (proto-) nationalist inspired testimonies. In discussing this, I shall contrast

letters and diaries as forms of personal writing with each other and also with the post-war

testimonies,2 especially with regard to their status as historical documents which directly

'refer', in the sense of 'recording memory' of `the events' and thereby seemingly providing

readers with a glimpse of 'what really happened'. In relation to this, I shall consider the extent

to which letters and diaries written by Boer women while actually in the camps bear out the

argument that all memory is in a sense post/memory, always in an uncertain, changeable

relationship with originating events.

In the first part of this chapter, I examine ways in which camp letters are demonstrably

different from the post-war testimonies, both in their 'present tense' purchase on time and

space and concerning the disparities in subject-matter and tone connected with this. The

second part of the chapter considers camp diaries and begins with an analysis of Bettie

Venter's so-called camp 'diary', the provenance and 'authenticity' of which are shown to be

problematic_ This is then contrasted with an example of a 'real' diary kept at the time, and the

question of what constitutes a 'real' diary is considered in relation to this example. Turning to

documents that appear to be diaries kept in camps at the time of the war, 1 then discuss the

layers of rehniting which can sometimes be glimpsed at the back of these diaries and

contemplate the implications for reading these documents as diaries written at The time, when

they were more laxly produced in the same (proto-) nationalist context as many of the post-

2 The post-lvar testimonies referred to in this chapter are primarily those collected in Hobhouse 1927, Wedding
1938 and Poston 1939. but also include the individual testimonies by Le aus 1920, Raal 1938 and Rabie-Van
der Iferwe 1940.
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hoc testimonies. Finally, my discussion then focuses in detail on Taut' Alie of the Transvaal:

Her Diary (Hobhouse 1923b) as an exemplar of the complex and often uncertain temporal

dimensions of Boer women's diaries, to contemplate whether or not these documents can be

regarded as diaries or whether they are closer to the post-war testimonies, and reflect on the

problems 'elating to refetentiality that pertain to this.

Thinking about Letters

A letter may be defined as a written, often dated communication from one or more

sender(s) to one or more tecipient(s). 3 Letters may take a number of difforent forms and a

single letter could take several of these forms at the same time, with these including but not

limited to notes, bills, postcards, greeting cards, personal letters, business letters, letters to the

editor, testimonials, petitions, open letteis and so forth. Lettets may also contain or even slide

into other forms such as diaries or poems. Stanley usefully delineates three conceptual features

of letters: letters are "dialogical", in the sense that they are "not one person writing or

speaking about their life, but a communication or exchange between one person and another or

others" (Stanley 2004b: 202, original emphasis). Secondly, "the structure and content [of

tenets] changes according to the particular recipient and the passing of time", and they are

thus "jal_" (Stanley 2004b: 202-203, original emphasis). Time and its passing are

central to the way in which letters are w'ritten and read, a theme I shall return to later. Thirdly,

letters are "emergent", in the sense that "they have their own preoccupations and conventions

[which] are likely to change according to particular correspondences and their development

over time" (Stanley 2004b: 203, original emphasis).

' The following usefully discuss letters and letter-writing: Altman 1982, Barton and Ball 2000, Brodhead 1993,
Decker 1998, Elide 1999, Gdmy and Vethoeven, Jolly 1995, Montefiore and Ballet 2002, Rappaport 2004 and
Stanley 2004b_
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Ken Phimmer has pointed out that "Letters remain a relatively rare document of life in

the social sciences", and that this limited use of letters in research is paralleled by a scarcity of

theoretical scholarship on the letter as a cdocinnent of life' (Plummer 2001: 52). Plummer's

remarks are echoed by Erika Rappaport, who has observed in relation to colonial India that

"Personal letters are an especially fruitful and yet under-theorised source" (Rappaport 2004:

235). However, there are signs that increasingly "the letter is now recognised as occupying a

respectable position in the study of the past" (Fade 1999:10). Until recently when letters were

used in historical or social research, they were read for their "informational content" rather

than their "performative, fictive, and textual dimensions" (Decker 1998: 4). When letters have

been used as historical sources, they have generally been treated as repositories of 'facts'

about the life and times of letter-writers and recipients, and it is only lately that the assumption

of "a straightforwardly referential relationship between letters and lives' has been questioned

(Stanley 2004b: 27). There is now a growing acceptance that letters do not really provide

transparent access to history" (Decker 1998:9), and a clear trend towards analysing the textual

and narrative aspects of letters. Questions about the dimensions of time and space in letters,

their dual nature as both public and private, the construction of epistolary relationships and

narrative devices in letters as a genre of life-writing, have all replaced the tendency to treat

let els as strictly factual, referential documents.

This more recent theorising of letters has also emphasised the apparently fixed

temporal location of letters in the writing moment, or what Decker calls "the letter genre's

continuous present tense' (Decker 1998:5). Letters represent the writing moment in that they

crystallise the writer's present time and space as the letter takes form, and far this reason

Stanley has likened letters to photographs, arguing that they have a "similar 'flies in amber'
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quality" (Stanley 20041,: 208). Crucially, camp letters are differently situated in time and

space than later forms of camp testimony, or even, as later discussion suggests, camp diaries.

Written during the war and in the 'present tense' context of camp life, their provenance and

their temporal location and specificity is more certain, that is, more certain by the externalist

criteria of envelopes and dated franks on postage stamps. Relatedly, they display a sense of the

moment, an everydayness, a looseness and individuality of both structure and subject-matter,

that is largely absent from women's testimonies, which I have argued in the previous chapter

are retrospectively re/worked accounts written up after the war and produced for very different

communicative purposes.

In considering &XX women's camp letters, I shall point up the distinctiveness of the

letters as documents of the time, as compared to the testimonies examined in Chapters Two

and Three. The letters, unlike the later testimonies and many of the camp diaries discussed

later in this chapter, are more demonstrably 'of the time' and 'in the space' of camp life, and

this is evinced in a number of key ways which I shall sketch out However, I begin by

examining how and when Boer women wrote camp letters and the whys and wherefores they

present as to why they wrote them; I shall propose that, unlike the later testimonies, such

letters were written in a spontaneous and ad hoc way by women who were largely

unaccustomed to writing but needed to maintain contact with distant relatives and friends. I

then consider some of the ways in which time and space have been inscribed into the camp

letters, and show how their provenance as specifically 'of the time' is made manifest by more

than postage stamps. Given the ways in which time is configured in these letters, I shall also

illustrate how this affects both their content and tone by exploring themes that recur across the

camp letters and contrast these with the post-war testimonies.
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"Letters are a great deal to las'"4

At the height of the concentration camp system, there were between 90, 000 — 100, 000

white camp inhabitants, of whom a large proportion were children. Although the literacy rates

in the Boer Republics are not now knowable, it is probable that only a minority of Boer

women were literate.5 Most of them lived isolated rural existences and many of those who had

been educated would have been only functionally literate, able perhaps to just read parts the

family Bible and sign their names and tittle else. In some ways, then, it is therefore not

surprising that the camp letters now archived at the War Museum of the Boer Republics

number in their hundreds rather than their thousands, or that there are apparently only a dozen

or so extant camp diaries. The quantity of 'at the time' writing by Boer women, or at least that

which has entered the public domain, is very small!

Letter-writing, however, was the only means by which Boer women and children in the

camps could keep in contact with distant family and friends, and so even those not in the habit

of writing letters would have been more likely to have done so under these circumstances.

While this is the usual function of letter-writing, the importance of letters was heightened in

wartime for camp inhabitants who had been dislocated from their communities and families,

and many of whom had relatives whose health, safety or whereabouts iTaere uncertain. As

Decker has argued with regard to U.S. Civil War lettets, "The correspondents are separated for

long periods without prospect of reunion or certain knowledge of where the other may be.

4 WM 6344125„ Lottie Roussouw, Kroonstad
5 Giliamee notes that in the Cape Colony 1 875 census it was estimated that only 43 percent of white dnldren
between the ages of five and fifteen could read and write, adding that, "For Afnianers the proportion was
undoubtedly considerably lower", and that even when children did learn to read and write. "the level of these
skills was, in most cases, extiemely rudimentary" (Giliomee 2003: 211). The literacy rates of the two Boer
Republics vmuld have been equal to„ or more likely lower than, those of the Cape Colony.
' There may be numbers of camp letters and diaries that still remain in private hands. The relatively small
quantities of war and//or camp letters and diaries by Boer women stands in contrast ID the vast number of
women's letters and diaries from the US. Civil War, taking the considerable discrepancy in population size into
account, but also that this was some fifty years earlier than the South African War_
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Each writes with a heightened sense of the other's mortality. And because the war disrupts an

already unreliable post, they must write with the expectation that their letters will miscarry"

(Decker [998:79). Letters were an essential means of establishing or maintaining contact with

far-away relatives and friends, and women in camp mainly wrote letters to their Prisoner of

War (P.O.W.) husbands and sons, or to family members in other camps. On this point, Lottie

Roussouw, who was in Kroonstad camp, wrote to her cousin Lottie Theron in Harrismith that

"You must remember that we have nothing but strangers round as and that ktk:tts at e a egvit

deal to us in this time of separation" (WA4 6344125, Lottie Roussouw, Kroonstad). 7 While the

post-war testimonies discussed in Chapters Two and Three were orchestrated by (proto-)

nationalist circles and entrepreneurs produced for specific political purposes, camp letters

were not written in this collective way but were much more the spontaneous means by which

individuals kept in touch and communicated about inter-personally meaningful events.

The form that many camp letters take is a product of the likely levels of literacy of

their writers, who were not fluent letter-writers but were conversant with the basic structure of

the letter. During the nineteenth century, letter-writing manuals dictated the appropriate form

and content of letter, "explaining the rules for polite correspondence in the texts of the letters"

through 'model letters' (Schultz 2000:113). Those Boer women who had a basic level of

literacy would have been familiar with the rules laid down in letter-writing manuals, shown in

their rather rigidly structured letters. Thus most start with formulaic greetings and end with

one of a number of stock phrases. An example here is that Mrs. E.P. Erasmus' letters to her

7 Lorne- Roussouw was one &the daughters ofJoharma Roussouw (alternatively spelled Rousseau), whose
testimony of her experie. aces of Kroonstad camp appears in War Without Glamour (Hobhouse 1927: 88-100).
Louie Roussotails letters were all written in English, as %MS her mother's original testimony (A155 11761 1).
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husband and son are remarkably uniform, all beginning with "Dear and never forgotten chile

or "Dear and never forgotten spouse, always followed by an assurance that she is still alive,

an account of her health, and then either an acknowledgement of a letter received or a

chastisement for not having received a letter. Her standard closing in letters to both her

husband and son is, "So I will come to a close with the pen but never with my binning heart",

or "now I must come to a close with my pea but never with my longing heart", usually

followed by 'with a kiss of love your longing mother E.P. Erasmus" or 'with a kiss of love

your longing spouse and children until we meet again ER Erasmus" i° (WM 5690, Mrs. EP.

Erasmus, Springfontein). These specific expressions appear in many other camp letters, which

also tend to follow a similar structure. But in spite of this standardised format, indeed

sometimes as a result of it, many of these letters read as poignant and full of feeling, even if

inscribed in a formalised way.

On the question of literacy, it is worth noting that it is not always possible to tell if the

senders and the writers of camp letters were in fact the same person, as many illiterate women

would have dictated or proposed letters to their literate children, neighbours or friends, upon

whom they depended either to bke down their words verbatim, or perhaps shape them into a

'proper letter' from something spoken and informal." There are few signs in the extant

archived letters that any of the writers of these were engaged in reading or writing of other

kinds, although a single mention in a letter from Mrs. E.P. Erasmus to her son suggests that

"firm en nook wagentende Lint' Tluoughout the chapter quotes from Boer women's left= and diaries will be
provided translated into English in the main text, with the original Taal (or Afrikaans) given in footnotes_ Where
no footnote is provided, the quote is taken from an English original.
9 "fieve en nag* vergetende echenoor
1° "So sal ik rshthen lumen met de pen "war nooit met myn brandende hew; 'Wu asset ik lot shriorn Lamm
mettle pen maar noon` snet min verkzugde hart", "met een kus de Wde u verkurgde moakr EP. Erasmus" "met
een ha der be/de it werfangende echgenoot en /tinders kit weder zien EP_ Erasmus'
"An example of this is a land transaction document found inside the Winlmug Camp Register (SRC 90, f 212),
signed by Mrs. Fourie but clealy written by someone else_ This document is discussed in Chapter Five.
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she read on a regular basis: "you ask me if I have enough books here we get nothing but our

food" (WM. 56901116, Mrs. E.P. Erasmus, Springfontein).12

When? 'At the time' and 'in the space'

Unlike the later testimonies and many of the camp diaries, the provenance of the camp

letters is much more straightforwardly 'of the time'. All the camp teams are dated during or

immediately after the war, and although the large majority have not been archived with their

envelopes with postmarks to verify their 'at the time' status, some are, and also there are other

signs that the letters were indeed written during the war itself. Firstly and most obviously,

some camp letters are stamped with the triangular censor's stamp, indicating that the letter,

Itle the majority of wartime letteis, passed through the official censor's office during the

period of censorship. Secondly, the style in which the letter writers provided their addresses is

very much 'of the time' with almost none using the term 'concentration camp'. For instance,

Katie Diedrichs gives her address in her letters to her brothers at St Helena as "Springfontein

Junction, Refugee Camp„ O.R.C." (WM 4150), while Maggie Brink refers to "Howick

Women's Camp" (WM 5848)." Thirdly, unlace the neatly 'worked up' testimonies, camp

letters are framented, 'untidy' and provisional, both in content and appearance. Typically, the

let CIS show frequent amendments, additions and corrections, with multiple endings and

comments written in the margins and elsewhere outside the main body of the letter, all

indicating the rather ramshackle, ad hoc 'at the time' immediacy of the letters.

Fourthly and crucially, the letters are written in the hybridic Taal that predated the

more formalised post-war Afrilzaans, and this locates them firmly in the 1899 — 1902 temporal

"it won my rick beam gestoeghier heb ivy byg Wets dart ease kof
13 "Hetrick Tlemcen Kamp"
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context Taal is far less recognisable to a present-day reader of Afrilmans which began to be

standardised post-war as part of the Second Language Movement and was only legally

recognised as a distinct language in 1918 (Hofineyr 1987: 107). Moreover, some of the letters

use an interesting mix of language, combining both English and Taal in the same letter and

even in the same sentence. In a letter from Katie Diedrichs in Taal to her bnothers at St Helena

dated 4 May 1901, the following has been added in Taal at the top of the &St page, "Mother

gives her hearty greetings to you all" and in the left-hand corner in the same hand in English,

"God be with you till we meet again" (WM 4150/8, Katie Diedrichs, Springfontein). In

another of Katie Diedrichs' letters, she combines English and Taal in the same sentence,

writing that "Ek hoop dat ha y alien nog wel en zal wel gaaniillthe end" [1 hope that you are

all going well and will go well tilt the end] (WM 4150/12). Nettie Holtzhausen at Harrismith

camp writes almost entirely in English, but sometimes inserts Taal phrases, such as: "She has

been dangerously ill, and sometimes we thought it would be as you said, she would cvliegweg

Hemekie toe' [fly away to heaven], but she is better now" (WM 6344/50, Nettie Holtzhausen,

Harrismilh). This loose, hybridic use of language in the letters clearly predated the post-war

attempts to 'standardise a middle-class variant of Afracaans" as part of the "-manufacture of an

Afoilmans literary culture which was an important terrain in which nationalist ideologies were

elaborated" (Hofineyr 1987: 105, 95).

These material and structural aspects of the camp letters attest to the provenance of

these writings and indicate that unlike the later testimonies, they we not written up as part of

the post-war development of Afrikaner (proto-) nationalism. This is not to suggest that letters

have a directly referential relationship with the lives or the historical events at the back of

them, but rather that they construct these things in different ways owing to their particular

14 'Warder gerfhaarharib*e gmeie own st alien"
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purchase and location in on time and space. There are further textual aspects of the camp

letters that point to their location in what Decker calls a letter's 'continuous present tense', as

illustrated by the following extracts from Boer women's letters, which are not simply 'in the

present tense', but in which the writers are 'fixed' in the time and space of the writing

moment:

"my dear child this afternoon I sit myself down to write you a few lines to tell you that
we are all still well" (WM 366712, Mrs. ME. de Jager, Bethulic)15

"I must sit down this evening to make our welfare known to you" (WM4663/21,
Bettie Erasmus, 13ethulie)16

"Mamma is practising her songs, and the rest are talking while the little ones are
romping, so you must please excuse all my mistakes" (WM 6344157, Lottie Theron,
Harrismith)

"the wind here is continuously so unpleasant and also so uncomfortable in the tent that
I can't write properly" (WM 56901137, Mrs. E.P. Erasmus, Springfontein)17

"do not be offended that I have not written you much the wind is so unpleasant that I
cannot write I will write to you later" (WM 56901112, Mrs. E.P Erasmus,
Springontein)18

"There is now a terrible s min and Mama and the children have gone to church, the
water threatens to pour through our tent" (WM 5848132, Maggie Brink, Howick)19

In these extracts, the reader is 'returned' to the moment and the space of writing by the use of

phrases such as 'this afternoon', 'this evening' and 'now', for, as Stanley has argued, "the

present tense of the letter recurs" and "persists", even after the death of the writer and

recipient, in the written text and its inscribed immediacies (Stanley 2004b: 208). in part, this

enables the reader to visualise the writer and their writing context, as for instance with Louie

"myn heve ifin heden nirdelugplaas ik my neder ow aanU een paar regelen te "Heiden wy zyn nog dies 'inn"
16 "pro& ik iv in demau mond isedertka ow I ons we/stand bekend te mare
17 "de wind is hier &dung zoo onstninig en ook zoo ongerieflyk en de tent dot wy niet bdroorlyir ktur skryf
13 "neeir n ziAwa.5k dal ik niet-wed sdr -ryfde wind is zoo on stuinrigdat ik nie tkan sdnyfik ndu later
sthrjy"
19 "Ha is nu cm vreesch,ke storm en Mama en de kinderen zyn naar kelt de water &rig& ens tent kuinen
snowmen"
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Theron's comments about her mother practising songs and the children playing around her, or

Mrs. Erasmus' remarks about the unpleasant wind at Springfontein. These references to their

surroundings during the writing moment strongly evoke the present-time material realities of

camp life as experienced and represented by individual Boer women, rather than the

homogenised generalised and highly interpreted 'take' on this that emerges in the later

testimonies developed as part of the (proto-) nationalist 'the history'.

"The monotony of it all': Ordinariness and everyday life in camp letters

Boer women's post-war camp testimonies, as argued in previous chapters, were

produced as a key aspect of the development of AfnIcaner (prom-) nationalism and for specific

political purposes. One indication of ibis is that these testimonies show signs of being

'rehearsed narratives', with their strong similarity of content and structure and their

re/working of the past to fit with (proto-) nationalist notions about the British intentionally

mistreating and even murdering Boer women and children in the camps. The emphasis in the

testimonies is on mistreatment, death and suffering bravely home for yolk en vaderlond; there

is absence of depictions of 'everyday' aspects of camp life, with the resulting perception that

no 'normal life' was possible in the camps." This contrasts markedly with camp letters, where

'ordinariness' and everyday life form the dominant subject matter. Far from being filled with

invectives about 'subversive' or 'unruly' black people, poor meat rations, children being

starved to death or the murderous behaviour of camp authorities, the camp letters

predominantly concern matters of an ordinary, domestic nature, with letter writers often

'Mammal' 	 'everyday' Ill% are of course socially consmucted categories and the comiterrt and meaning of
evelyday life is causally deaesonined. However, if "evelyday life' concerns the onlinary, routine practices that
make up day-to-day existence, such as sleeping, walking. working. cooking, eating. family life and socialising.
then them is very little if writing about everyday life in Boer women's camp testimonies. Fora more detailed
discussion of representations of 'everyday life' in the camps see Dampier 2005.
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commenting on the mundane daily drudgery of camp life and the lack of 'news' to pass on to

their recipients:

"Plenty of hard work under very difficult circumstances all day gives us a well earned
rest at night, and every day is a repetition of the other. The monotony of it all would be
too hard to bear, but for the letters from our various friends and relatives" (WM
6341/54, Lathe Roussouvv, Kroonstad)

"further I can write you nothing in rrticular because 1 have no news" (WM5690/118,
Mrs. EP. Erasmus, Springfonteinf

The letters are filled with details of personal concerns, especially around money matters,

which suggest how families of means were better able to withstand the exigencies of camp

life:

"Mama does not have a penny more money the whole family is dependent on me and
M. [Maria, her sister] and if we get no work I do not see how we can live" (WM
5747113, Mattie Pretorius„ Bloemfontein)22

"it is difficult to write money for paper and stamps is scarce and more can not be got"
°WM 56901116, Mrs. E.P. Erasmus, Springfontein)23

"We have anew marquee now all to ourselves you cannot think what a treat it is after
having lived in the same tent with other people for 10 months. We have a bedroom
sitting & Dining room & a small panny..." (WM 6252113, SC, Bloemfontein)

"We have our old piano here with us, which is a great thing in camp. Major Cavendish
was so kind as to send for it" (WM 6344/57, Lottie Theron, Harrismith)

Laze camp photographs, which show inhabitants participating in a wide variety of 'everyday'

activities such as playing sport or attending school, camp letters also comment on these

mundane, everyday, ordinary aspects of camp life:24

21 "Venter kW/ 1k v Melts byzonekr schryf wont nieuws heb ik nie-t'
Marna bee,' geen [Jennie gekl steer de heck huisgmin is wurM. en my riyhankti- en als my g,ems werk Amen

zie 1k niet hoe my leant konnen." Both Mattie and Maria Pretorius worked in Bloemfontein camp at various
points, both in the camp hospital/ and the camp school, but were employed infomelly_ Their letters oaastant/y
expressed concern Ibat their jobs may be lost to more qualified people who were btou ght in over the coutse of the
war to fill format permanent positions.
z 	 gu zwear cas á hafmei papier en sten:pc ck geld is shams en km ook niet 'neer byg-
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"On the 31 & new Year's Day we played a most enjoyable tennis tournameni My
father & Lainin drew lots together but we fell o-ut again tovrards the end; however we
hope to do better in future, to keep Rtz [Reitz, their home town] up" (WM 6344/56,
Lottie Ronssouw, Kroonstad)

"this week there is to be an exhilition on Friday of all the work that has been made in
the camp by the school children & teachers & as Coinie [her daughter who helped in
the camp school] is so smart there will be a good deal of work & what her pupils
did" (WM 6252110, S.C., Bloemfontein)

"Tell Aunt Cobie that Dinah Midler was married on Tuesday" (WM 634425, Lottie
Roussouw, ICroonstad)

Camp letters, as with camp photographs, offer representations of these 'everyday' activities -

tennis matches, schools, exhibitions, weddings - as part of camp life in a way that is absent

from the later testimonies, in which these domestic, everyday details are excluded in favour of

telling a political story that emphasises the victimisation., mistreatment and even 'murder' of

Boer women and children. However, more important than the actual absence of these

'everyday' events in the post-war testimonies is what this represents concerning their lack of

specificity and domination by ,generalisation, which contrasts with the letters, which are

strongly particularised and specific.

"I wish I could show you the Baby": Family matters

While the post-hoc camp testimonies are dominated by bitter recriminations about the

mistreatment of Boer women and children and by expressions of proto-nationalism, the

majority of camp letters are written in a conversational rather than a polemical style and often

concern family matters and family news, commenting very little on wider political matters.

For example, Mrs. M.C. de Jager's letters from Bethulie camp to her son hems, who was with

24 There are several thousand camp photographs, depicting a wide range of ima ges of camp life and portraying
aspects of evetyday„ domestic camp activities seldom represented in camp testimonies.
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his uncle as a P.O.W. at St Helena, are full of maternal solicitude, encouraging him to attend

school and warning him that he should be obedient to his uncle and careful with money:

"my child 1 am happy to hear that you are in school your brothers who are here with
me also go to school they are going on well jiems my chid be obedient to your uncle
and [? submit to the authorities] is my child a sweet child our lord has love for man and
also respect for OW obedient child do not be naughty be quiet and peaceful then it will
go well with you all my child" (WM 3667/3, Mrs. M.C. de Jager, Bethulie)25

"my child 1 am so happy that your uncle is with you be obedient to your uncle jiems be
quiet and humble my child trust in me trouble can come of godlessness because our
we world is so barbaric! must warn you my child. jieinie I sent you money when you
have received it look after your money well" (WM.3667/4, Mrs.. Me. de Jager,
Bethulie)26

Another (=ample concerns Mrs. G. Pretorius of Boshof and her daughters Maria, Mattie and

Ellen, who were all at Bloemfontein camp. Their letters to the husband and father of the

family, Mr.	 Pretorius, a P.O.W. in India, relate primarily to Mrs. Pretoria? baby

daughter born on 21 August, around the time family arrived in camp:

"the Lord is good he gave me on the twenty first August a daughter she is big and
healthy but seriously thin she looks hie Gerrie ... I wish I could show you the Baby I
must still get her registered I want to baptise ^her^ Baka it means [unreadable], or
should I wait until Boshot write what I must do I will wait with writing until I have
had a letter from you" [At the top of the letter] "I send hairs from baby then papa can
see how it looks" (WM 574712, Mrs. G. Pretorius, Bloemfontein)

"Papa with our health it is going sadly because we are all sick. Nellie has been sick for
more than one month, she wants to use nothing. Marie Groenewald's child is dead;
Nettie is in the hospital she is suffering from measles. Aunty Annie's baby is seriously
sick from inflammation and the other children are all getting better from measles

25 "my Lint ik is Wentz hoot dal It in alum!' is it brumes wai bier by my is goal ook school belie goat vhiks aan
items my Lint trees geboorzaam iwrn cousin under danig ye, die over is geskzitis any kint een zom Lint het ow
have Will de mans het ook respekielmor can gehoor zaam kin!flans moat tog niet noutlIOCCS weer stil us rristig
clan =I het geed gaol met ii alien my Lief'
26 "My Lint ik is zoo bk dat is oom by a is wees gehoor zacan ter is oom fiestas wens sail us mini& my Lint in my
warn-bract, km Lam in gotdekosheid want onswehlweth is zoo boos dr nmet st uraar weirow sty Lint. fientie &
het grit ann gestuur afs gp bet layg pas ii gelt goet op."

"ck beer is Riled fly heefnept op den een en twimig ten Augustus can Dochterje geschonken y is gnaw en wris
moor erg mager zy k k naar Gerrie &wensch dal ik de Babie con a Lan wys ik mom wow nog lat registreer &

"haar^ Baka loot doop het beteken Ge' hem, of zal & mourr wag tot op Bashaf, schryf wen & mom Joan ik zal
wag ntel schrywen tot & eers can brieftan t her "Ik zond haccrtfies wan baby dank an papa zits hoe Vk die' M.
Pretorins atoms addressed her husband as Papa in letters to him.
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Baby is already big and it is going well with her she just coughs a little" (WM 5757/4,
Maria Pretorius, Bloemfontein)28

"Dear papa there is but tilde news to write the children are all well again Baby is so
darling and says daddy must come visit just a cough plagues her a little" [At the end of
the letter] 'Baby sends 2 kisses to her daddy" (WM 575716, Mrs. (i. Pretorius,
Bloemfontein)

In these letters Mrs. Pretorius and her daughter relate their family news and circumstances to

their distant husband and father, conveying a strong sense of individuals grappling with the

difficulties a separation and 'keeping in touch' that the war entailed. While the post-hoc 

testimonies read as generalised and politicised, these letters inscribe the personal and

everyday, the particular reactions and emotions of the writers, giving support to the comment

that letters "Mall documents are the most essentially human" (Vulliamy 1945: 7).

"The Linen is unutterably great": Letters negotiating absence

While themes about rations, hunger and mistreatment in hospital recur in the later

testimonies as apparently causing Boer women the greatest dissatisfaction and consequently

being the 'worst' aspects of camp life, letters written at the time suggest that separation from

family, friends and familiar environments was in fact the most difficult aspect of camp life far

many Boer women:

"send me his [Jan's] most recent letter that you have I miss you all so much" (WM
569(Y130, Mrs. EP. Erasmus, Springfontein)3°

zt "Papa met ono gezondheid goat het :war treurig want sty zyr- maar alien ziek Nellie is al ;neer dart een maand
zjek, Mete gehrsakt Made Groenentaf ze kind is overleden, Nellie is in die Hospiinal zfi kg aan die "marls.
Awry Annie m baby is. slecht ziek arm de Infiranctrie en de ander kin. ders is alien aan aan gezondwonien Inn die
ream* Baby is al gnaw en met haw grxm her' goed mei zy hoes een beeife".
19 "Lime papa de Mesons is maar min om tesdaffck binders is allen weer gezond Baby is zoo &Al en zeg
pope nroet boss keiar net de hoe& 'draw hoar een bielje" "Baby stuur 2 zaerrOes arm 	 papie"
3° ...slaw my iqg zin jaagste brief dal n sun hens het a veriang log zoo veel war afire
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"Brother I do not know if you are still alive, but I must try at any rate, because I am
here [Bloemfontein camp] as a stranger, separated from my parents and sister I do not
know where one of them is" (WM 466315, Miss C.E.M. Erasmus, Bloemfontein)3/

"my darling I can never write to you of my heart's longing because !blow you feel the
same because we are after all one flesh and body and oh my love I think so much of
our farmer lives.] (A363, Mrs. Jacobs, Bethulie)32

"cleanest you write you have sent me a portrait I have still not received it I think it will
come later from Jan I have a portrait where he and the two Jams and all the Van
VuuriMs stand together it was for me a great happiness to see them altogether with each
other but believe me that my tears fell when I saw them and thought how long we have
been so En- and wide from each other" (WM 56901143, Mrs. EP. Erasmus,
Springfontein)33

"I have not news tri write is your longing great[?] the kmging is nmitterably great"
(WM. 56901/135, Mrs. E.P. Erasmus, Springfontein)34

It is through their letters that those women mediated "the binary opposition of presence to

absence" that long-distance letter-writing in an age of uncertain communications and wartime

involved (Decker 1998: 12). Their letters often contain little 'news' but instead expressed the

sadness and longing caused by separation from their intended recipients, and refer continually

to the loving bonds between writer and recipient Consequently in a sense these letters 'stand

in' for the writers themselves when read by the recipients, strongly invoking what Stanley

refers to as "a simulacrum of presence" around these ties of love and familiarity (Stanley

2004b: 209). It is also likely that these Boer women are expressing thoughts and feelings in

letteis that they might not have done were it not for the extremes of war. Erika Rappaport has

31 "Brueder tweet Mint of gji nag led mar ik met inaar op een waag pmbeer want ik is hier als eat
vreendeling werwydend in niftn mak= en zuster ik weet niet waar een wilt Intn zyn".. Miss Erasmus was later
sent to live with Mr. and Mrs. Venter at Bedmlie camp.. She refeis to them as her parents ixa they we
presumably the parents-in-law of her sister, who was at the time living at lanbaley camp.

-rnfi litfre Ikhan i tog nook! inpit hart veriaangen schrffnie want ik weet gp gevod de zdfzk want ons 411 tog
een 'ekes en II-drawn en =lit nryn hartie ik gedink tog zoo veel aan oat vooriege kevens...?
33 “liewe w schttf is simmer nzy ow potted ik heb het nog met onnung ik dm& hy all lawn. inn non Jan heb ik een
pound waarlty en die twee Janne en aide van villains stains het was ntp een groat Mx' Isrhap pn hen alien zoo by-
enameller te zien maar geloop my' dat wy tramten storten als wys hen zoo aansehonwen en denk hoe kink oat al
zoo ver en verwlid nit eliander

'nienws het ek ik nkt om a in scinif is wy verlang wed de veriangste is on witspreekta groat'
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argued in relation to long-distance letters that "physical distance necessitated the articulation

of conflicts and desires that otherwise would not have appeared in letters between those who

lived near one another" (Rappaport 2004:253), while in the letters! am concerned with, the

effects of distance are compounded by those of war and the possibility that the recipient might

be dead or wounded already before the letter arrived.

Illness, Death

While I have stressed that camp letters largely focus on family news and everyday

domestic life rather- than the themes that dominate the later testimonies, the letter-writers did

sometimes write about illness and death, in particular when it concerned family members and

friends. Information about who was ill and how they were improving or deteriorating was an

important topic in many camp letters. News of the deaths of friends, relatives and

acquaintances was passed on in letters too, sometimes in a rather matter-of fact way. For

example, 'writing to her son, Mrs. EP. Erasmus added at the top of the lust page after she had

signed off that "uncle Johans dewet 'sic] his wife is also dead" (WM 56901115,

Springfontein)35 with no further comment or explanation.. And at the end of a letter to her

father, Maria Prekirius wrote: "PS. Baby of Amity Annie is dead", also with no additional

comment (WM- 5747/4, Bloemfontein) 36 When Mrs. Jacobs died at Bethulie camp, her

husband was informed of this in a letter from a nephew written on It December 1901 which

stated, "my dear uncle I must let you hear these mournful tidings that your wife died on 26

november and further my dear uncle my throat is so sore I can almost not mite ...... my mother

35 
'"00114 Jahans. dewei zyn mew is adz &ad'. 'Own' or 'uncle' and 'Aunty' or -Fannie' are respectful, honorific

forms of address used to indicate the age and social standing of the addressee, and do not necessarily refer to
actual family mnanhets.
36 "P Baby Ion Away Annie is overieden."
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is still well and uncle [your] children are also well" (A363, Jacobs, Sednilie).37 The seemingly

abrupt and even callous manner (for present-day readers) in which these messages conveying

news of death have been written must be located in a context in which 'uncle' and 'aunty'

were honorific forms of address and did not necessarily refer to actual relatives, and where

ordinary death rates in the Boer Republics before the war would have been high, and people

were thus more accustomed to passing on and receiving such news." Moreover, letters written

in this context had to fulfil a -number of functions, and given the expenses associated with

writing and posting letters, writers would have had to use their letters to convey a wide variety

of information ranging from the mundane to the momentous..

Of course not all news of death was passed on with matter-of-fact detachment. Mrs du

Toit had two children who died in Aliwal North camp within a week of each other," and the

letter conveying this news to her husband is worth quoting at length, for it communicates a

tone of individual sadness and loss absent from the later testimonies:

Camp
10th Oct 1901

My beloved Husband,
How heavily it EALS upon me to write these lines, with a grieving heart I must say that
our dear children are no more. Naomi died on the 12 th of August and Francie on the
1 . They had the measles and then got the inflammation, I prayed earnestly to the
Lord to spare Francie because I had to give up Naomi, but it was decided otherwise, he
was so much better the doctor had good faith, it was all in vain I never thought that
Naomi was so sick she was always so quiet and patient never having complained or
cried. Giel also had the measles and after that enteric fever but now by God's goodness
he is healthy again.' We are now all well — oh now it must still hit me that formerly
feared so muck I hope the Lord will give me strength and mercy to bear this ... Now
my darling I must close with my scratching my hand nearly shakes to write all this to
you and to think of all the sadness that you must receive all at once without anyone
with you Greetings from Mother and Bettie. Koos is also here.

37 "PO heft oast rimer &it deze droevig tjtiing doenhooren dat ii wows &rod is 161mm:ober in iinkrm9 liefr
oonr nry keel it zoo zee? dal ik Orra niziAon schrjf nry Ina en nog gem:rod in oast se kinderrs is oak gezone
33 On the likely pre-vor death mies in the Republics see Van Eleyningen 2002.
39 The du Toit children's deaths are recorded in SRC 104, which states that Naomie died in the fimally's teat
while her bather Framie (Francois) died in the hospital shelter.
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Receive the heartfelt greetings and love of your loving and grieving wife (WM
5592911, Mrs. dui Toit, Aliwal North)4°

What 'ails heavily' on Mrs. du Toil is the devastating personal loss of her two children and

that `now it must still hit me that formerly feared so much', that writing about this in the 'now'

of the letter made this 'hit' her again. In addition, the latter part of the letter amply conveys her

knowledge that 'all this', which her 'scratching' has written, will be experienced all at once in

the `now' of her husband reading it. The grief and pain she felt at having to convey this news

to her husband when he was Far away and alone is almost palpable. It is also notable that Mrs.

du Toit did not apportion blame to anyone for her children's deaths - indeed, her remark about

the doctor indicates that she had confidence in his judgement, and nor does she present them

as sacrifices made for the vote There is no tone of directed bitterness or righteous

indignation that characteris. es the later accounts. Her fetters repiweetthesedeaths as a

personal family tragedy both experienced and written to her husband in a detailed way that

later camp testimonies do not have.

Mrs. du Toil' spent many months struggling to make sense of the deaths of her children

and in letters to her husband rehearses some aspect of this, reflecting on their absence and her

ongoing grief; and in this, although she mentions the doctor's orders not to give her sick son

meat she does not suggest or imply that this is what killed him:

40 `Waselp 10* Oa 19vn mpg dierbare Man, Hoe swaar volt het my orn u deze rejelen te sderysen, met een
bloasked hart woes 1k zeggen dat oreze lie-ye Heinen niel weer gyn. Naomi is de 12* Augnsius gessoeven en
Fransie	 zy harkien de 'teasels en tofftoen de injhunasie, ik het de neer log ernstig gebedem oar Fransie
te spawn daar &Naomi moms gem: NEW ha-was anders b&oune, by was zoo hetes de doeier lwd goedat
moat het was took tesergeefi ik het Mei, gesladri dat Naomi zoo ziek was zy was altyr1 zoo ail en geduldig heeji
nooit eens geseennd efgehuit Gael had oak * masels en daarna de slepende koorts maar is MI door Gods
goedheid wederfiisch. Wy z.yn nu alien gezond - at* mr mom' my nog tirfwal zoo voar gerreesd hei ik hoop de
Heer	 2prry krucht ere genes* geren Ivor het ook nog te &men 	 non liejling micelle` skate" met
myn gekrap agn handweigend byna se schrysen ais Nk^ aan n denki die oldie berme 3] trearigheid op eens met
ontsasegen zonskr lemma by w.. God dunk de He-ens orteral. Groete war Mama en Beak, Koos is oak bier
Onnasig tic huarietske gawk ai Leifeek van uwe liejhebbende en Treurorde Prow"
411 Even if Mrs. du Tolt had felt the doctor was to blame for her son's death, her knowledge of censorship would
presumably have prevented her from saying so in a letter.
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I have just got back from the churchyard I went to look at the grave of our darlings ...
some graves have sunken in but their grave is still in good order, oh my darling their
death and absence gets heavier every day I know they are safe now but 0! the empty
places and the clothes and shoes that are no longer worn I cannot see them without
tears, pray often for me it is all we can do" (WM 5592117, Mrs. du Toit, Aliwal
North)42

Here many bitter tears have been shed and are still shed daily I still hear dear Francies
voice all the time, he was so much better [...] he always asked for meat, and this he
should not eat, oh the soft poorly voice still sounds in my ears "I am so hungry" Howl
promised him everything when he was better because the doctor said he could not eat it
[meat]. Naomie asked for nothing other than water two days before her death "she'
asked for nothing ... she never opened her eyes if "I^ said to her "open your little eyes
and look here is mama' then she opened one a little but closed it again immediately"
(WM 5592114, Mrs. du Toit, Aliwal North)43

It is today six months since dear Naomi was buried, their absence is bigger every day,
it sometimes as if I will find them at home then when "IA go to sleep in the evening
everything looks so abandoned and lonely in the tent" (VIM 5592116, Mrs. du Toil;
Aliwal North)"

In addition, in one of her later letters Mrs. du Toit noted improvements in camp life and

praised the superintendent, again conveying not only the absence of 'bitterness', but also more

strongly a sense that officials could be beneficent albeit in terrible circumstances:

It is now much better in the camp than at first we now get fire making things and each
week a few vegetables and jam every 15 days our c[amp] superintendent is a good
man" (WM" 5592115, Mrs. du Toil; Aliwal North)45

7/1- homdtjuist ierag sym het Aterlobefik heb naar de graf van on liewlingen goon kyk ammtige gmflen
ingezakt mactrinat grafis nog in goArk, orde„ mit myn	 bun *octal en genris word ellen dug swaankrik
weet zy zyn wedig maar a! die kdige pkaatsen en de kkderen en schoenen eke mei meter gedragen -worth ik km
het niet :neer gezbugen worth` 1kkm het niet mar-len zonder nrmen, bid Yir my het Ira! wat uy duen ion"
"bier is weed hit- ter women gestalt en word grog &ragas gestort de stem um lieve Fronsei hoar &nog gednrig,
by was tog zoo brier	 heefi altyi rieesch gem:igen en die moest by me eten„ ach die indite smakkerstent
*link nog ahyd in in oren (Ik het zoo hanger) hoe hen ik horn dies belazki air by beser is wean hy kon het Met
elm bereft de Etaktor gezechot Isktomie heeft niets antlers air water gevraagd twee *gen woor hour dood heerzy
nieewuagzinicikmoesrhaar affes gmen haar oogen lie ftzy nooit oop geotactic ak "11^ aan hoar zeg =oak
tog cop die (logic- s en LA hier is mama don maak zy dit een weimg open Naar shill het d2i4kweer"
44 "Hells ran dag zes maarekne €kuliew Mott* begra yen ir, Iran gem& worth akar (lag &voter, het is sows ti
ik hen ivy de kids zal krjgen als ^ik" mends gaan slapen don 01 dies zoo imdaten en eenzaton in * tent"
45 -Heel goat NW in de lamp mad beier don eerst wy krygen sin mammal- goer/ tat ellen wee k een neinig
groenten, enjoin affe IS *gen tins k salperindenient is ems goede man", When the Ladles Commission visited
AIWA North camp in September 1901, they were appalled by the conditions these. They despaired at the filth,
described the rationing system as the worst they had seen in any camp, the hospital arrangements as in a state of
utter confusion" and recommended, 'Remove the superintendent and thoroughly reorganise the camp-
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Mrs. du Toit's grief about her children's deaths centres on her acute awareness of their

absence, and of the quietness, loneliness and emptiness experienced as a result Her letters

concern her own emotional reactions and her difficulties in coming to terms with what has

occurred, to the absence which 'gets bigger every day'. Her comments about the doctor

refusing her son meat are interesting, for while Mrs. du Toit does not imply that her son died

because of the doctor's meat ban, it was these sorts of tales that were likely to have been orally

re/told during and after the war as deliberate murder and then later written up away from their

original context, as stories about British doctors starving Boer children to death.

k other camp letters too, it is possible to detect the likely origins of stories re/told in

the testimonies as generally occurring 'facts' about the camps. For example, many of the

testimony-writers allege that sick children were tom from their mothers' arms and forced into

hospital to be murdered by medical staff. However, the extant camp letters suggest that the

origin of this derived from more 'ordinary' sentiments about mothers wishing to care for their

children themselves, but realising that their children stood a better chance of recovering if

sequestered in the camp hospitals with their tight regimes of controlling contact with people at

a contagious stage and of family visiting:

"the poor mothers must give their children up to be nursed in the hospital you know it
is a Holy duty for a true mother to nurse her child herself' (WM - 5747/3, Mrs. G.
Pretorius, Bloemfontein)41

"now the Doctor says this morning that! must go to the Hospital and when! ask how
well it go with my dear child he said to the children's Hospital is it not hard the

(Concentration Can Commission 1902: 55,56). This letter of Mrs. du Toit's was written on 3 February 1902
what the supaintenz&ent condemned by the Ladies Commission had been teplaced.
44 This claim ismade ia testimonies that appear in Robhouse 1902: 94, 126-127; Itileethling 1938: 31, 48, 195 and
Post= 1939: 28-29, 63, 92,145.
47 -de arme ssoeders the hurl kinders woe t crfgeven cm in de hospetaka verpkeg m wankyr n wadi,' is eat
Heilig Nig war ear ware moodier cm hoar kind when re verplegerr
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children [her two older daughters] wanted to ask nicely to be able to keep her" (WK
574747, Mrs. G. Pretorius, Bloemfontein, original emphasis)"

A similar instance here involves Lottie Roussouw, whose brother Jimmie eventually died in

Kroonstad camp as a result of his heart condition, writing of this in one of her letters, "Ile

[Jimmie] is in the camp hospital now under Dr v_cL Wall, & we can only see him on Sundays

and Wednesdays. It is the best we can do for him else we would never have parted from him"

(WM 6344/47, Lottie Roussonw, Kroonstad, my emphasis)."

Finally here, while the subjects of illness and death occur frequently in the camp

letters, the circumstances producing this are not treated as unchanging. Thus Mrs. du Toit's

above comments about improvements at Aliwal North are echoed in other women's letters,

remarking on the changes that have taken place in their camps:

"Dear brother, we can never thank the Lord enough that he heard our prayers so it "is^
five days since there was last a burial held it has truly never been so over the last eight
months" (WM 4 .663/19, Bettie Erasmus, 25 February 1902, Beihulie)5°

"so 1 have no news to write with the sickness it is now going reasonably not so many
people are dying here" (WM 5690/142, Mrs. E.P. Erasmus, 9 March 1902,
Springfontein)'

While the testimonies tend to depict circumstances in the camps as unchanging, and

universally and unremittingly bad,52 most camp letters written in the first months of 1902

comment on improvements to rations and reduced -illness and death rates, with several letter-

43 "me zeg de Dokter him momen dal & owe n a die Hasp& aal en men ik vraag zal het mei mytt &flan*
gaan toes mg ity na de kinder Hospitaal is het tog niet hard de hinders wel wool pant ant hear tog le
behomkn."
e.) Johanna .Rocessean's testimony in War Without Glamour has a very diffetent tone to it„ with her claiming fir
example that her hospitalised span told her, "l am neglected'" (Rosseau. in Robhouse 1927; 94.
Se "I,ieve brooder, ons ion de Heere ;mail genoeg danken dat by ons gebieden zoo verhoord het ils"heden vff
dawn dat hie r kraintilegrunfasis gehaaden is het is waarffic nog nooit zao genrest sedert !oar& oda
maanclete

"zoo heb ik gemi niewws o in le schrzemet de siekte goon het nu reedetQk frier stetfniet weer zoom veel ',tense"
S2 For example, in the forewozd to Mag Ons Vergeet? Mrs. Neethling states, "the camps were- some better,
some worse - actually all more or less the same" rdie kampe was -parity beter,, only skgter - tag aim& min of
meer dieselfikl(Neethlin g 1938: iv).
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writers expressing their admiration for camp superintendents whom they perceived to be the

source of Positive changes.

"God is over everything": Religion as sense-making

"although we are so far and wide from each other but our hearts never so far god is
over everything and will release us in his time and bring us again to each other maybe
not on earth then in heaven" (WM_ 56901134, Mrs. E.P. Erasmus, Springfonteinf3

As already evident, religion provided a key way in which many of the letter-writers

attempted to make sense of their wartime and camp experiences. In contrast, the testimony-

writers mainly framed their experiences in (proto-) nationalist terms as part of the wider

sacrifices made by the yolk in their struggle for vryheid and to secure ans land for the

BoestAfillcaner people. But as the following examples indicate, Boer women at the time were

more likely to interpret their experiences in religious and specifically Christian -tams:

"Do not worry yourself so over me up nntil now I have not lacked anything 1 hope the
Lord will continue to care for me and in his time Alle" will make everything well for
us once again" (WM 5592115, Mrs. du Toit, Alivral North)54

"the old letters those you still wrote home [before Mrs. Erasmus went to Springontein
camp] we also received and you ask there after your horse and com and goats but there
is nothing left to think about we are now here with only our clothes and our bedding
that is our riches and without money but that is all also nothing because it is just
worldly things" (WM 56901114, Mrs. EP. Erasmus, Springfontein)55

"Hour dear Father in Heaven did t not pity us we would never stand this tearing apart
from every one & every thing & place we hold dear" (WM 6344/4, Lottie Roussouw,
ICroonstad)

"id hen ens zoo ler en vensydert nit eikander maar onze hark zfrz nooit zoo .ver en god is over al en zal ems
verbs q yn Ord en weer by awarder breng nreschien Mel op aarde dcm it den hewer
SBeb),nmern niet zoo veel ower my lot hietoe heb ik nog geen gebrek gehad ik hoop de Herr zal wider 'Ivor
my zorg en op zyn tydal "1-4"allesureder voor ons wet maken"
55 °We en brim- die u nog war huis greschr3y het heb oak- ont wing en u vrala g &war in mar w paw,/ en !toren de
bokken maar dolor is oriels meet- OM aver le denk ens is bier alleen met ens Hem en bedegoad dil is ens *loin
en zondergeld near dit is ook nog anew niets wain het is maar wereids goed en is oak motif gaze» en ik denk ens
zal all= nil beliaalwand en ens is met wagens bier been gekom en oak en end ?wide nein win beanie tot bier
zoo km ik nietmeerithrjfis din de zither frier erg is 'in" de camp de nurse's en de koors de moue sterfook wed
oak led &kende en fantilie"
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These women invoke religion in a variety of ways, including so as to be able to 'stand this

tearing apart'. Thus Mrs. du Toit tells her husband not to be overly anxious for her welfare for

she is in God's care, and trusts that God will improve their fortunes in his own time. Mrs.

Erasmus tells her son not to be concerned that they have lost everything in the war, because

these are merely worldly possessions; in her letter to her husband (WM 5690/134,

Springfontein) she assures him that God will reunite them again one day, even if in heaven.

Lottie Roussouves comments echo those of many Boer women letter-writers who express

similar sentiMents about their faith in God enabling them to survive the 'tearing apart' from

everything they 'hold dear' and make sense of the often bewildering hardship of the war its

disruptions and of camp life.

"0 the lovely voice of peace": Political diversity

In Boer women's post-war testimonies, camp populations are presented as politically

homogenous: apart from a few traitorous hamisoppas and joiners, all Boer men were fighting

on commando and all Boer women vuere stalwart patriots and republicans. In fact, they were

extremely varied, comprising people from all classes in the Transvaal and the Free State, who

were also divided by religious affiliation, language diversity, and rural/urban differences as

well as political allegiances. They included both British and Boer supporters, as well as those

who were neutral and those who simply wanted an end to the conflict While the testimony-

writers depict camp inhabitants united by opposition to the camp authorities and support for

the republics, some letter-writers provide an alternative view:
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"We have a very good commandant I respect him really in secret as my father
outwardly almost nobody can show friendship towards him I believe that they will then
have many Afnianer commies'% (WM.4150/12, Katie Diedrichs, Springfimtein)

we know nobody well enough to call them friends here, & besides this whole camp
contains very few really nice people" (WM 6344/53, Lottie Roussouw, Kroonstad)

"who is it that will not alow [sic] you to write in English. I thought it was only in this
camp we had to do with narrow-minded beings. I am treated with politeness by the
authorities because I can even argue our point in their language & I respect our fast
superintendent because he was so anxious to learn dutck he spoke it well when he left
us" (WIM_ 6252/1 &C.) Bloemfontein)

It is apparent from these extracts that not everyone in the camps shared the same political

views, and that some people or groupings within them attempted to control any expression of

'friendship' towards the authorities. Thus Katie Diedrichs here expresses her admiration for

the superintendent at Springfontein, but also recognises that any public expression of this

would earn her "many Afrikaner enemies". For rather different reasons (her mother Johamta's

testimony in War Without Glamour conveys the wealth, social standing and educational level

of the family), Lottie Roussouw in Kroonstad emphasises the lack of "really nice people" in a

camp with an overwhelming poor, uneducated bywoner population. And also S.C. (her full

name has not been preserved in her let	 MS, nor subsequently in the archive collection), who

was English-speaking but identified with the Boer cause, had had her credentials as a loyalist

called into question but saw assumptions about English-speaking equalling British-supporting

as coming from 'narrow-minded beings", and was also willing to give respect to a

superintendent because he endeavoured to better communicate across the divide.

The political diversity of the camps can be seen in letters concerning the

announcement of the Peace on 1 June 1902. The later testimonies universally depict women

reacting with appalled disbelief, crying and fainting with grief at the loss of republican

56	 hebbenetn zeal- goak commanchmt ik heinind hem we7ke!9k in milked ah nen-wader miterlyk koz hyna
nienand mien:du:hap bewyri aan hem ik geloofdai MEW dam wel e Afrikaaneriyanden hehben"
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independence.57 In some contrast, in a 10 June 1902 letter from Ladysmith Refugee Camp,

Rosie Van Reenen wrote, "Did not the much longed-for peace surprise you? I cannot tell you

how we feel about it I think we are more puzzled than anything else. One thing is certain, as it

has happened, it is best & will certainly prove to work for our good" (WM 6114/65, Rosie

Van Reenen„ Ladysmith). None of the uncontrollable grief or bitter resentment often depicted

in the testimonies features in her letter, but rather a sense of uncertainty and reserved

judgement and the Feeling that as it has happened, it is best'. Mrs. Erasmus' letters to her son

Jan and husband suggest there were other Boer women who were thankful and relieved when

the war ended:

"dear son "now' I must write to you that hearts are so full of joy and happiness
because the day of peace has dawned in our land 0 that we can we can now expect
you all yes what will we give the dear lord for his love and mercy that be also spared
us ^all" so" (WM 5690/119, Mo. EY. Erasmus, Springfontein)5'

-0 I can never tell you of our thankfulness that the day of peace has dawned 0 the
lovely voice of peace sounds in our ears' (WM 5960, Mrs. EP. Erasimis,
Springfontein)59

Mrs. Erasmus' responses centre on her thankfulness that nobody in her immediate family had

died and her happy anticipation of the return of her son and husband from Raw_ camps. Her

relief about the end of the war was not shared by her son Jan, who did not want to sign the

Oath of Allegiance to Britain, which all prisoners of war were required to si gn before being

571 Such depictions occur in testimonies in Hobbouse 1927: 10, 85,136; Neethling 1938: 6, 136 and Postma 1939:
9, 12, 17, 98, 128, with Mrs. EMI. Grobler's remarks typif3ring this: On the 31 ofMay, 1902, the sad news
was proclaimed that our beloved independence was lost and Peace concluded. It was not Peace with joy but with
heaviness; in the camp was universal weeping and we could not believe it till our leading men came back'
(Golder in Ilobbouse l 927: 10).

"lieve goon ^mr" woe ik n sdnyf dal our harten is zoo vol vrettgde en Ordschaia (minded& dag is aangebreek
von vrede in our land.. o dat rry ii alien mi laymen walverchten jaw at zal ons de lieve heea- vergekkn voor zja-t
114k en gent,* dai hy ons ook not4- 'Wien" gespaard het"

511 "0 -my kumten ooze dankbaarneid nooit aan u veztelkn dal die dag is aangebreeak wan vrede 0 die listryke
stem um wede klink in onze 001E71"
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sent back to South Africa. In a letter about this, Mrs. Erasmus does not appear interested in the

political implications of the Peace at all but simply wanted to see her son again, thus urging

him to sign the Oath to expedite this. Although the correspondence is one-sided with

consequent "implications for understanding the whole" (Stanley 2004b: 220), nonetheless it

seems from his mother's letters that Jan Erasmus saw signing the Oath either as a political

betrayal or else feared being treated as a traitor when he returned:

"dear child it pains me tO my heart that you are still so =Want to sign the declaration
my dear son let me just advise you it AisA wrong to think so it is completely

different if you sign the declaration "then" you freely return do not be grail to sign
you will have no regret nom it and you need never be ashamed
when Awn"' arrive here in our land because there is not one man in our land who has
not signed all the veld burghers also uncle louw and uncle frans and grandfather all
signed so do not be afraid uncle Cr, C. dewet [General Christiaan De Well said here
that 'we must all sign so! am not afraid there is no obligation on our people now dear
child do not think! would advise you wrongly because what is one mother's heart for
her child 1 have also lost much and am already grey from all the suffering under the
Englishman but let us [unreadable] and not resist the will of god because the
Englishman can do nothing outside the will of god" (WM 56901121, Mrs. EP.
Erasmus, Springfontein)"

Once again the events of the tinee are interpreted as 'the will of God' rather than the rest.* of

British malevolence; for Mrs. Erasmus, there is nothing to fear from 'the Englishman' became

he can not operate outside God's control. Overall her responses to the Peace are personal ones

and are not concerned with the loss of the republics or the 'enslavement' of the Boer people

under British domination.

fkind het spyt" inywin hark dal w nog zoo M orryniel is om de deld a ra sie te main ..... sty hme zoon kart nry
it rock laden girt Ais" waken, om z Ic denken bet is geheel anden als it de de.kkirasie old= 'Van" kons uwfi
terngwees nim bang om te taken it zat er goon spyt lvmhebben en behoefunooit Ic schamenals"ehierinans
land how mutat bier is Met een man in ems knsti op by tarn alien de veld brows oak oorn loom en Dom frans en
awn het s g e Mien zoo wees Met barrg oom GC. detvet heefhier g=eg nroet het alien mks zoo ben ik niet
bang bier isgeen werbintniS op ons sulk nit lief kind dink flier dat akar zal werkeeni nilden want walls tocb een
moeder hart moor hoar kind ik he book al veed geloden en is ook al grys sun al dat molar ostler engehman "mar
hat oas Mute zyn en nice °psalm; tegen de wit van god want argeknan km niets dkien &Men de wit van god"
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Camp Letters: Time and Narrative

Time is the definitive aspect of letters that sets them apart from other forms of personal

writing about the camps.. However, 'time in letters', and 'letters in time' s' is neither

straightforward nor static. It can usefully be thought about using terms advanced by Ricouer in

relation to narrative time's 'threefold present': present-present, present-past and presort-future

(Ricouer 19g4: 31,42). Letters in general are written 'in the presenf or in the 'moment of

writing'  and might relate events concerning the present-present or present-past or anticipate

events in the present-future. However, in contrasting camp letters with later testimonies, it is

temporal proximity - a present-present narrative time - to the events related that distinguishes

the letters from testimonies, in which later narrative time is present-past. The present-present

perspective of letters is evinced by what Jolly refers to as instances of epistolary

“synchronicity of narrative and event" (Jolly 1995: 49), as shown by statements from women's

camp letters such as: 'this afternoon I sit myself down to write you a few lines', 'so

uncomfortable in the tent that! can't write properly' and 'there is now a terrible storm'. In

each instance the 'event' - sitting down, feeling uncomfortable, a storm occurring - and the

'moment of writing' overlap. This present-present 'time in letters' is not only evinced in this

literal and minute sense, but also in the wider sense that these letters are both 'about the war'

and written 'at the time' of the war, and as later discussion will show, there is no such

guattnitee concerning many of what are presented as diaries.

The present-present narrative time of the camp letters gives them a not only a

disctinctive purchase on time that distinguishes them from the post-hoc testimonies but results

in perspectives and subject matter that differs markedly from the retrospective account. Camp

letters strongly evoke not only the present-present of the writer (which is by definition always

61 This draws an Adam's 'time in marls' and 'events in time' (Adam 1990:3).
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in the past for the reader, as I shall shortly discuss), but often also the present-time material or

spatial context in which the letter was written, as in "Mamma is practising her songs, and the

rest are talking" (WM 6344157, battle Theron, Ilarrismith). As Earle points out, letters are

"concrete historical artefacts strongly rooted in particular contexts. As such, letters display the

signs of the distinct environments in which they were conceived" (Earle 1999: 2). Camp

testimonies do not usually explicitly evoke the 'distinct environments in which they were

conceived' or written and their attempts to evoke the environments in which the past-tense

events Mated took place have none of the 'present-ness' or temporal immediacy of letters

There are several other characteristics of camp letters that set them apart from the later

testimonies owing to their different purchase on time_ Camp letters we generally concerned

with specificity and particularity in their treatment of both events and individuals.. While the

letters display a preoccupation with 'everyday life' and its mundane, daily, ordinary details,

the testimonies are written 'at a remove' and at the level of the general and 'forget' these

specific, mundane details, with grand statements about 'freedom and independence' appearing

in their place. The dominance in the testimonies of the political and the 'big picture' contrasts

with a concern in the letters for the personal and the everyday — family, friends and their

absence are dominant themes. Similarly, in their treatment of illness and death, camp letters

inscribe individual and particularised emotional responses to these events, which are not

interpreted in generalised terms as sacrifices for the yolk as they are in the later testimonies,

which are shaped by their post-hoc (proto-) nationalist writing context

Structurally as well as in their interpretations of 'at the time' events, camp letters are

'open-ended', sometimes literally so with multiple endings and postscripts. The open-ended

and provisional aspects of the letters are well illustrated by Rosie Van Revaen's reaction to the
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Peace quoted earlier with her comments, "Did not the much longed-for peace surprise you?"

and "I think we are more puthed than anything else" (WM 6344/65, Rosie' Van Reenen,

Ladysmith). Unlike in the testimonies, where perspectives are 'closed', where a fixed 'line' is

promulgated and the past is 'known', the uncertainties of the present-present are manifest in

camp letters. In addition, where the post-war testimonies indicate Boer people as united, and

propose a 'sameness' of politics„ class and so forth, the written 'within the whirlwind' quality

of the letters instead suggest political heterogeneity and class multiplicity. The lefters also

convey that Boer women held politically and socially diverse views, and made sense of

wartime and camp hardships in a range of ways, including by invoking the 'will of God', not

necessarily the yolk..

In all these respects, letters contrast with the testimonies and confirm that these were

produced retrospectively in a co-ordinated way, with individual experiences of and responses

to the war and the camps subsumed by 'the history' in (proto-) nationalist terms. While I

concur with Decker that "letters do not really provide transparent access to history' (Decker

1998:9), nevertheless I do maintain that, because they were written at the time, they offer

representations and interpretations of the war and the camps that do not always accord with

'the facts' and 'the history' as articulated post-war by the (proto-) nationalist movement

There are other dimensions of time at work in the writing and rereading of letters that

require consideration here as well. Letters are written in the present, but when they are read

they are read in both the present of the reader and the present-past of the writer. On this

temporal 'slipperiness' in letters Stanley has commented:

"all letters are 'dead letters' that in a sense never arrive: the letter that was written and
sent is rather different from the one that arrives and is read because changed by its
travels in time and space, from the there and then of writing to the here and now of
reading. Letters also do things to and with time: when a letter is read, its reader of
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course knows that time has passed and the 'moment' of writing has gone; but at the
same time, the present tense of the letter recurs — or rather occurs — not only in its first
reading but subsequent ones too" (Stanley 2004b: 208)

This 'recurrence' or indeed occurrence of the present tense is partly why the camp letters so

powerfully evoke both the 'moment' and the physical context of writing. It was an awareness

of this that 'fell so heavily' on Mrs. Du Toit when she wrote to tell her husband of the death of

two of their children; he would 'receive it all at once' in the present of his reading her letter.

However, there is an additional dimension of 'letters in time' that occurs when a collection of

extant letters are read in their entirety after their original context of writing, posting, receipt

and reading has passed.. When the letters were originally sent, each one was written and read

in the uncertainty of a succession of present-present moments as these unfolded for the people

concerned. However, when the letters are read as a whole after the passing of time, the whole

of this time-period is already over and 'known' to the reader, while the original writers and

readers remain somehow 'trapped' in the present-present of the letters. As Ricoenr comments,

"Reading the end in the beginning and the beginning in the end, we also learn to read time

itself backward, as the recapitulation of the initial course of action in its final consequences"

(Ricocur 1984: 105).

Stanley refers to the temporal gap between the 'then' of the original writing and

reading and the 'now' of reading a collection of letters as a whole as a conceptual feature of

the "epitolarium", the "full number of someone's letters that have become part of the public

archival record" (Stanley 2004b: 218). Concerning my reading of Boer women's camp letters,

as 'sets' of ere/respondence they have been read all at once rather than in the serialised way

they were originally written and read, and I have also read them in the 'now' of 2005, all of

which have implications for the way I read and understand these letters, but implications that
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are not always easy to discern. But what is clear is that my tracing temporality, themes,

perspectives and interpretations across these letters as I have done in this chapter is necessarily

predicated on my post-hoc positioning and consequent ability to see 'overall' what at the time

was fragmented and emergent.

Diaries: "Sedimented into a particular moment in time"

Diaries share many of the 'present tense' temporal specificities of letters, so that these

two forms of personal writing are often thought to have much in common and are discussed

together (Plummer 2001).. However, as discussion here will show, Boer women's camp diaries

help problematiSe assumptions about the assumed 'present tense' characteristic of diaries more

generally.. Fothergill's observation about diary entries used as one of the epigraphs for this

chapter sees these as declarin. "1 am Here, and it is exactly Now" Fothergt1 1974: 9),

something strongly echoed by Plummer's stress on the importance of temporality in diaries:

ITjhe diary is the document of life par excellence, chronicling as it does the
immediately contemporaneous flow of public and private events that are significant to
the diarist. The word 'contemporary' is very crucial here, for each diary entry - unlike
life histories - is sedimented into a particular moment in time: they do not emerge 'all
at once' as reflections on the past, but day by day strive to record an ever-changing
present" (Plummer 2001:48)

While there are different forms that a diary can take, diaries as a gem of life writing or

'chronicle of day life' are usually defined by being written at the time of or very shortly after

the events they recorded and so are seen to be characterised by immediacy, dailiness and a

preservation of 'the moment', a common moment of both experiencing and writing

621 have found the following useful and have drawn on them in my discussion of 	Bell 1998, Blodgett
1989, Boonms 1995, Bunkers and Hoff 1996, 1:eagle 1988, Malinowski 1989, Moffitt and Painter 1974, Nelson
1997, Ponsonby 1923, and Simons 1990_
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In his introduction to Malinowski's63 diary, Raymond Firth outlines one farm of the

diary as an aide-tridmoire: "A diary in the ordinary sense can be a simple chronological record

of day-to-day events. This is what many people keep, or try to keep, as a kind of aide-memoire

to their recollections or as a kind ofjustification to prove to themselves that the days that have

gone by have not been completely wasted" (Firth in Malinowsld 1989: xvii). However, some

diaries take the form of appointment or engagement books, in which day-to-day meetings, 'to-

do' lists, reminders and activities are recorded and planned, with some journal forms of this

adding in extra commentary by the writer. The form most commonly associated with diaries is

the day-to-day diary, or what Ponsonby defines as "the daily or periodic record of personal

experiences and impressions" (Ponsonby 1923:1). Some diaries are written with a focus on a

particular event or delineated time, such as travel diaries or wartime diaries. All these forms of

diary can be 'personal' or 'impersonal', and the assumption that diaries are always 'personal'

and 'private' is belied by the number of diaries written for another person, with diaries thus

blurring into letters, as suggested by the 'Dear Diary' form." The notion of the diary as a

'space' in which the self is constructed and explored runs through some theoretical literature

on diaries,65 although as Blodgett points out, "the diary that deeply investigates the self and

may function as therapy or emancipation provides neither the nonnative standard nor

necessarily the epitome of style for diaries. Using a diary to explore personal inner space for

the sake of growth is contemporary practice, not the typical historical reality" (Blodgett

1989:4). Certainly some diaries bear signs of 'deep' introspection, but there are many others

Bronislaw Malinowski (1884- 1944 the Polish anthropologist
" See for example the diaries of Hannah CuLlwick, which were written 'for' Arthur Mnohy (Stanley 1984).
"This is characteristic is frequently ascribed to women's diaries; see for example G illey 1985, Moffatt and
Painter 1974.
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that are primarily concerned with what might be regarded as mundane, daily minutia rather

than grand musings on the meaning of life.

Diaries usually take the form of daily entries, although the regularity and frequency of

entries varies across different kinds of diaries and also within a particular diary over time.

Diaries are certainly serial and episodic in nature, and while over an extended period patterns

and trends may emerge in diary-writing, diaries are often inconsistent or even experimental in

both style and content Although diaries are sometimes sites of reflection for their writers,

their dailiness and immediacy has also been seen to provide more accurate 'at the time' and

'on the spot' representations of contemporaneous occurrences and experiences. In short, given

their location in time and space, diaries are taken to embody strong referential qualities

concerning representing events without a hindsight perspective intruding on and

'contaminating' this.

In his discussion of US. women's Civil War writings, Nelson argues that their wartime

diaries have been presented as 'unreflective, personal record[sl, untainted with interpretation

or analysis that might alter the authoritative male history of the War" (Nelson 1997: 55).66 It is

thus the personal, private, supposedly non-analytical aspects of women's diaries, as well as

their was there' and 'this is what I wrote at the time' qualities, that for some commentators

confer upon them veracity as truthful, factual repositories of wartime experiences. James

Young has written of authenticity as both a product and a guarantee of factual veracity in

relation to Holocaust diaries:

66 in the South African case, Boer women could (and did) lay claim to representin the only (white) adult
experiences of the camps, and their witting was therefore not perceived as a challenge to the "authoritative male
history of the war', although it did in many ways provide the female equivalent to the many tales oldie brave,
hzudy, bitterer** (bitter ender) burghers who fougbt cm commando. However, Nelson's point about the
supposedly private, unreconstructed nature of women's Civil War diaries giving them especial' authority holds
for Boer women's diaries too.
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'Because the diarists wrote from within the whirlwind, the degree of authenticity in
their accounts is perceived by readers to be stronger than that of the texts shaped
through hindsight. Operating on the same phenomenological basis as print journalism,
in which the perceived temporal proximity of a text to events reinforces the sense of its
Eacticity, diaries can be more convincing of their factual veracity than more
retrospective accounts. Lace photographs, which represent themselves as -metonymical
remnants of their objects, the diary accrues the weight and authority of reality itself'
(Young 1988:25)

However, even if by only a very short space of time, diaries are, also by definition, records of

past events or feelings experienced or observed by the diarist, and so are subject to the

workings of hindsight, as with other 'documents of life'.

In addition to this, Young comments that "even diarists themselves - once they enter

immediate experience into the tropes and structures of narrative - necessarily convert

experience into an organized, often ritualised, memory of experience" (Young 1988: 25). Thus

while diary writing 'is sometimes perceived as a private and spontaneous activity,

unstructured, uninhibited, it flows on from day to day, a modest little stream of

consciousness", Janet Boftonis proposes that "in reality it is very far from this, though the

writer may not be fully conscious of the process of selection and structuring which is taking

place" (Bottoms 1995:110). This selectiveness and its inscription into what Young calls 'the

tropes and structures of narrative' of memory is also compounded by the passing of time, thus

the emphasis on the immediacy and dailiness of diary-writing. The self-described camp

`diaries' that I discuss here draw on these legitimating features of diaries in general, in

particular personal, spatial and temporal closeness to 'real life', in spite of the fact that these

characteristics are actually absent from what are better described as simulated diaries.

There are approximately a dozen published or archived documents that are self-

represented as diaries written by Boer women in camps during the war, although other
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characteristics of them suggest that their status as diaries in the strict sense of the term' is

actually debatable!67 In addition, there are several women's wartime diaries also in archiVe

collections, which are mainly written by English-speaking, urban women and are not camp

diaries..68 Many of the first group, the published and unpublished camp diaries, do not appear

to be 'strict' diaries, but were evidently rewritten from 'at the time' documents or else were

written from scratch long after the war, drawing on hindsight and frequently this was within a

(proto-) nationalist framework. Thus the so-called dagboeke or diaries by Susara Roos (VIM

6455/1), Bessie Schabort (MSB 437, 1 (1)), Rensche Van Der Walt (Van Der Walt 1965r

and Bettie Venter (1938 A248) all appear to be imitations of the diary genre, but without being

misrepresentations of this in any simple sense. These documents shows Suring signs of being

written up long after the war and have much in common in both tone and content with the

post-hoc testimonies, as I shall show through a detailed examination of Bettie Venter's diary.

The camp diaries by Janie Kriegler,7° Adriana Coetzee	 597811), Mein Fischer (Fischer

1964),71 Alie Badenhorst (Hobhouse 1923b),72 Henrietta Armstrong (Van Rensbarg 1980)73

47 This term draws an the title ormalinoviski's posthumously published diaries (Malinowsld 1989).
d'a For example, the diaries of -Isabella Lipp (CL A1661) and Clara Leviseur (A7295,79). bath ofwhich were
written in English. Lipp's diary recants her experiences and 'impressions as a British-supporting resident of
Johasonesbuig daring the fust eight months of the war. Leviseur and her family were English-speaking Boer
supporters and her diary deals with her daily life as a Bloemfontein inhabitant between 18 August 18 and 22
February 1900.

The book was iximpiled, edited and translated by Kezia Hamm= (Van der Walt's niece) and published in 1965
as a'aammenansative book' with the co-operation of the Bethulie Camp Cemetery Committee and the South
African War Graves Board_ Proceeds from the sale of the book went to the Berhulie Camp Cemetery Committee.
‘141 Jamie Kriegler's diary is part of the Knegler family private collection. 1 have made use °fa portion of the diary
(15 July 1900 —24 laranary 1901) transcribed by Betty Welz, to which she and her husband Johan Kriegler kindly
panted me moms,
n Mrs MA. Coetzee, granddaughter &Ahem Fischer., was described as owning Fischer's original diary at the
time &publication_
n The amen \whereabouts of Alie Bodenhorses ori&al diary are not known although Hobhouse's letters of the
1920s suggest that the manuscript was given to Baden/tones son Wessels.
73 Henrietta Annstrong's original diary is archived with the papers of the South African's Women's Federation
(SAVE) at the State Archives in Pretoria (TAD A1819 (3)) and an edited version was published in 1980. Fuse the
word 'original" here in its most general sense, for as! discuss later, even some ofthe 'original' diaries appear to
have not been win' en in this than 'at the time' but to result from re/working alter the vac
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and Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo (Brandt-Van Warmelo 1905)14 all appear to be based on

some form of account kept by the authors at the time and in the environment of camp life, but

were later reformulated and sometimes extensively rewritten, with the result that these too

cannot be treated straightforwardly as diaries 'in the strict sense'. Some of these diaries are

certainly comprised of dated, daily entries and do deal with everyday camp experiences; but

nevertheless they also show, to varying degrees, clear signs of Wet having been reworked

from rougher forms of writing into 'proper' polished diaries, thereby divorcing these texts

from the very temporal and spatial locatedness upon which diaries are seen to have validity as

repositories of factual veracity about historical events.

Bettie Venter: Hindsight and Nationalism

"I had to write everything over again in this book my war book is torn pages and pure
dutch in between now I am writing in my mother tongue5 (Venter 1938 A248: 106)

(Mille Boer women's accounts presented as diaries, it is the camp dagboek or diary of

Bettie Venter (nei Grobbelaar) that most clearly enables assumptions about these camp diaries

being diaries as documents written at the time and 'in the space' to be problematised76 In

reading it, it becomes evident that this is not a diary 'in the strict sense' of being written at the

time of the war, but is rather a retrospective account of the author's experiences as a young

woman in Brandfort concentration camp that mimics some aspects of the diary form. I start by

74 Johanna Van-Warmelo-Bramalt's manuscript diary, upon which parts of her 1905 Het Concentratie-kamn van
it was based, is now stored at the archives ofthe Nederduitsch Hetvormde Kok in Pretoria.

'/STr woes &les oar siryfin die boek my oorlog bock is siukkende bloaie en pore nederiands tessera in non skrly
ek in smy moeder mid?' This kind oftvanslation choice and the conscious decision to adopt Afiiinaas as emother
tongue' for political reasons are discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. Page numbers do not appear in the
archived manuscript diaries by Venter, Armstrong, Coetaee or Schabort. I have numbered the pages for ease of
refizseace here
76 The document is archived specifically as Bettie Venter's Dagboek (Maly).
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considering the likely provenance of the document how and why it was written and the

complex ways in which time is inscribed within it

Firstly, there are material and structural aspects of Venter's diary that suggest that it is

likely to have been written up retrospectively and is a 'diary', rather than a diary in the strict

sense. It is contained in one single, A5 ruled notebook and is written in a uniform, rather

painstaking, child-hie and very even handwriting throughout There are virtually no

corrections, additions or amendments to the text, which gives the appearance of having

perhaps been copied out 'in neat' from a rougher version. It is also apparent from the content

of the 'diary' that it was based very loosely, if at all, on any writing done at the time of the

war, as I shall show.

Secondly, liable the camp letters, which are written in the contemporary hybridic Taal

of cudinary spoken use by uneducated Boer people which is difficult for present-day mallets

and speakers of Afillaans to understand, the Venter 'diary' is written in a post-war and indeed

1930s form of Afilltaans (that is, the 'modern' written form produced out of the Second

Language Movement). In addition, attention to its form shows that the greater part of Venter's

'diary' is not written as daily entries, and often jumps forward by a whole month from entry to

entry, for example from '17 September 1899' to '1 October' to 'November 1899' to 'January

1900', with some short entries recording the events of several months rather than a single day.

For instance, the entry for January 1900 reads, "January 1900. January went quietly by the

brothers just write how the canons greet them every day"? and this is followed by an entry

headed "February 1900" but which actually covets the period up to June 1900. In addition,

there are frequent switches between the present and past verb tenses:. "The silence on the farm

is heavy, the corn is ripe, we have just 2 work kaffers to cut the corn, we helped a little help

77 "Jawwork j.-kreetarie IiiJ virigy die broers skrifirei hoe die k,anosise balk eke dog gime'
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but it is too hard work to cut with the scythe. the first day we were fit. the 21a day my back was

stiff" (Venter 1938 A248: 3)78 The past tense of the last two sentences here, hie many others

in the document help create uncertainty about when the entry was written, and helps cast

doubt over the provenance of the whole diary.

These uncertain temporal dimensions of Bettie Venter's manuscript are reflected in the

author's alternating use of her birth name and married name. At the time of the war she was

called Bettie Grobbelaar, although on the last page of the 'diary' she signs herself Bettie

Venter, the married surname she assumed in 1904, with this again suggesting the retrospective

origins of the manuscript Interestingly, and clearly indicating that no deliberate

misrepresentation was intended, the information about her marriage and resulting name

change is actually provided in the 'diary' itself after the main entries concerning the war, a

paragraph appears which reads "On the 1 1 41 October 1094 I was married to Johannes Petrus

Venter grandson of Pieter Albert Venter" (Venter1938 A248: 97)." However, time fractures

are not so easily 'solved', for the first page of the manuscript bears a photograph of the author,

alongside which she has written "I am here 19 years old — Bettie Venter";93 and thus while the

photograph may depict the author 'as she was' at the time of the war, the caption was added

alter her 1904 marriage. Thus the presence of the photograph Panders the production of the

'diary' overall temporally 'suspect' and imprecise because narrative time within it keeps

shifting.

There are further interesting signs that the manuscript was written some years after the

war, with some specific indications that this probably occurred in the late 1930s. Thus towards

7S "Die stifle alp die plias is swaar, die kiting is iv, nos hernet 2 wents lavifrs aia kiting le maas het &eye
gidsekp asaar iht is te swear vorrIc on: wet la sdiel te say. die eersk dag was onsjiuks. die 2ik dag was my nig
sof.":
79 ''Op die 1 kk Oka:4er 19404 is ek geinnard inet.fohannes Feints Venter kkia sz'ag wria Pieter Albert Venice

"-Ek is hier 19 jaar and -Bettie Veake
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the back of the "(limy' notebook, after the narrative of the war has aided and its 'official'

diary-entries stop, Venter added further entries that move backwards and forwards in time,

suggesting that she wrote things down that she deemed noteworthy in the order in which they

occurred to het Significantly, the first of these is dated 16 December 1938, the date on ivhich

the foundation stone of the Voorirekker Monument was laid, and it reads as follows: "The

16th December 1938 1 was in the guard of honour, at the laying of the foundation stone, of the

Voortreldcer Monument! am the own grandchild of my grandmother Hester C.P. Coetzee born

Venter she was a daughter of Willem Adriaan Venter, Voortreita" (Venter 1838 A248: 97).81

On the opposing page, a blue triangular cardboard ticket bearing the words ""Voorirek-ker

Centenary Pretoria / Guard of Honour / 14 — 6 Dec. 1938 82 and thus from the day in

question has been pasted in

The presence of Great Trek centenary memorabilia strongly suggest that this 'diary',

lace many other women's camp accounts, was written up at the tune of these celebrations and

was thus embedded in and emanated from the Afrikaner nationalist politics of that time.83 This

is further supported by Venter's laying claim in this entry to a Voortrekker lineage; as outlined

in Chapter One, public commemoration of the Great Trek and the concentration camps was

crucial to the cultural and political development of Afrikaner nationalism in the 1930s. These

two things were indeed frequently represented as the twin cornemtnnes of the Afrikner past,

with both seen to represent the testing of the Afailcaner people and their stoicism, bravery and

godliness in the face of suffering.

SI "Die 16'de Desember 1938 was ek n we wag, by die hoeksteat leg, win die Vocrirekker Aionsmentek is de
kleii kid woo my ousel ilesmr CP. Orietree geb. Venter sy is i dogkr um Willem Addams Verger, Yoortieklzr.

IrocireteklerEewiees Pretbria Eamtag 114 - 16 Dex../.935-
13 Other camp accoutres published at this time include Needling 1938, Raal 1938, %sem 1939, Rabie-Van der
Aderv‘e 1940 and Van Zyl 1944.
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It is highly probable, then, that Venter wrote her camp 'diary' in the late 1930;

although the reasons for her choosing the diary form are unclear. Her reference to her earlier

'war book' give no indication of thether or not this was a diary, although this does not seem

likely. As these brief extracts will have suggested, Venter's erratic use of punctuation, poor

grammar and rather stilted, wooden writing style — which my translations have followed as

closely as possible — indicate that she was unaccustomed to writing, and that she did so as part

of the orchestrated nationalist call to 'remember'. It is possible that she had heard about one of

the well-lama, published camp diaries, such as Het Concentratie-kamp Van Irene (Brandt-

Van Warmelo 1905) or Taint' Abe of the Transvaal (Hobhouse 1923h), and deemed this the

'coma form that camp writing should take. In addition, that she bad read or beard about and

was influenced by women testimony-writers in her selection of what and kw to represent her

camp 'memories' seems certain considering her description of the Brandfort 'meat riot', which

bears strong similarities to Maria Els' testimony in Maa Ons Vemeet? (Neetbling 1938)

discussed in Chapter Three.

The political nature of Venter's 'diary' is also evident from various of the expressions

she uses, which are very similar to those articulated in the post-war testimonies, but which

seldom appear in letters written at the time of the war. For instance, she writes, as though in a

narrative present that "It is for our freedom that we suffer. We want to be free from the yoke

of the Englishman" (Venter 1938 A248: 57) and, "It looks as if all the Afrikaners are dying

out, the suffixing has no end" (Venter 1938 A248: 77)," present-tense statements of political

opinions and generalisations that were not articulated by women writing letters at the time. In

this regard, towards the end of her 'diary' she comments:

" "Dit is wrous vryheid dal ava ly. Onswil wy wees van die Engelman se jnil, `Dit 4,1 of a! die Afrikaness
mimed' die ellen* ket nie 'it end Rae"
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"No pen can describe the heavy suffering that we went through, and what I have
written about in this book is the truth, I have good reason I helped my Father a lot in
his work and 1 served my people. Twill never betray my nation, may my descendents
always stand by their God, who is also my God, who gave us the strength to bear
everything that was laid on us" (Venter 1938 A248: 95)

Venter's emphasis on service to her people, steadfastness to her nation, and the God-given

strength and resilience of the Afrikaner people, all resonate with sentiments expressed in the

post-war retrospectively written testimonies. My conclusion about Venter's manuscript from

all the factors 1 have discussed is that it is clearly a retrospective account produced thirty years

on during a period of high nationalism, albeit one that has adopted some of the conventions of

the diary format, perhaps to support the truth-claims she makes within it by employing her

was there, 1 saw and experienced it' status as knowledgeable witness.

As with many of the post-war testimonies, where specific incidents, such as that

concerning the meat hooks in Pietersburg camp, were told away from the context or their

occurrence and written about as generally occurring events, so too regarding post/memory as it

impacts Venter's 'diary', the specific vanishes and what is inscribed are decomextualised and

universalised 'statements of fact' used to comment on the camps overall. This is well

illustrated by a small newspaper cutting of a notorious photograph of Lizzie Van 4136 which

Venter pasted into her 'diary', writing on it "So looked a camp child. I had to look after such

as "Die swaarzThig mat ons delirgensaak ken geen pen beslayf nie, en wat ek in die ifundcgeslayike4 is die
wooriteid ek kat goeietersrand etc fp& my Varier boie gellelp in sywerk etc hot style& gediet. nry ionic sal elk
nooit wfrraizi nie„ meg airy nagazdag aka staan by hulle God, wat tray God OOkU names bug gegee het Qin (dies
te dry not op ens gele was!'
$6 Lizrie Van Zyl was photographed by Emily llobbouse at Bloemfimtein camp, and yam this pbotagmph as
published it caused a furore about oonditto— as in the camps. The photograph has subsequently been teproduced
many times, often in a nationalist context to 'prove that camp inmates we starved_ Stanley has discusses the
case ofLizzie Van Zyl„ the use of this photograph and argues that it has been manipulated, elamming and
distorting Lizzie% body See Stanley 2005a, in press,
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thin children" (Venter 1938 A248: 111),s7 and writing alongside it, "Nellie S. in the camp at

Bloemfontein?' 	 puzzling case of Lizzie Van Zyl as one of the 'faded flowere children

is removed by Venter from its specific historical and also its epidemiological context and

made into a general representation of 'the camp child', clearly implying that all camp children

looked like this. Indeed, the postimemory dimensions are confirmed by the fact that Venter did

not know the correct name of the child concerned.

The existence of 'diaries' written many years after the events recorded is not confined

to Boer women's camp writings_ Thus, in her discussion of Fanny Burney's diaries," Judy

Simons points out that Burney "wrote much of her later journal deliberately for posterity,

months or even years after the events it describes had occurred" (Simons J990: 20). Simons

argues that, in spite of this, 	 the aid of her astonishing memory she was able to recall

scenes and recreate scenes in specific detail" (Simons 1990: 32). I find this argument flawed in

two main ways. Firstly, the assumption that an event, a memory of that event, and a

representation of that same event, all map directly and neatly onto each other is highly

problematic, particularly so when a long period of time has elapsed between the event and its

subsequent representation. Accounts of the past are always motivated and selective, whether

they are -written 'at the time' or much later. Secondly, and with specific regard to the diary

genre, the notion that an account written years aIle	 l the episodes it records can still be a diary

in any meaningful sense of the word does not stand. As Plummer emphasises, the diary is

"contemporaneous" (2001:48); it chronicles daily life and preserves some sense of the living

a7 "SO Fivk krnmp kind Strike heaer krarkfts ewes ek apple. Venter had worked informally in the Brandfort camp
hospital as a Boer pitikatiUner muse fora lime.
'"Wellie S. in die camp van Bloemfontein"

" This is the hem Hobbouse used to diescule Lizzie Van Z3r1 and the other perplexing cases where children
slowly laded' away in the aftermath of measles andior pneumonia_
96 Fanny Barney (1753-1840) was a novelist and lady-in-waiting in Britain at the cant of Queen Charlotte, wife
of Gauge
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and particularly the writing 'moment'. The episodic, immediate properties of the diary are

Characteristics of writing at the time' and cannot easily be recreated years later, for hindsight

and a different narrative time tend to intrude into the temporal immediacy of 'present moment'

writing. In the case of Bettie Vetter' s 'diary', this is preoccupied with 'the big picture' — the

politics of the war, the deliberate mistreatment of Boer women and children, the future of the

Republics and the yolk — all concerns of the post-war period which Stand in sharp contrast to

the heterogeneous mixture of weather observations, comments on daily activities, Emily news

and raivate emotional responses, present in camp letters demonstrably written at the time.. The

diaries of Siosara Roos and Rensche Van der Walt, too, contain similar signs of not being

written at the time of the events they describe: they both take a hindsight and generalised

perspective and are demonstrably not diaries in Fothergill's 'I am Here, and it is exactly -Now'

sense.

Diaries 'in the strict sense of the term'

In arguing that the 'diary' of Bettie Venter is in fact not a diary 'as such' but instead a

retrospective account that shares many of the characteristics of the post-war testimonies, it is

necessary to consider what a 'real' diary may look like, if Venter's is to be excluded from this

category. While I recognise that 'the diary' can take different forms, as indicated above, and

also that 'remaining within the framework of genre conventions can be unnecessarily

limiting" (Stanley 2004b: 203), it is also worth examining camp diaries that are most 'like'

and 'noble' diaries 'in the strict sense of the term'. For me, the key feature here concerns

temporal closeness to or distance from the events or impressions recorded. An examination

here of what a 'real' diary mien look Re is particularly necessary because many of the
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published camp diaries have in the past been uncritically and unproblematically presented as

having, and straight-forwardly accorded, the referential status associated with the diary genre,

even when written five, ten, twenty, thirty or even forty years after the events in question in

spite of what seems to me the clear signs that Bettie Venier's manuscript 'diary' was written in

1938, Elizabeth Van Heyningen has discussed it as the "naive unpublished diary" of "the

young Bessie [sic] Grobbelaar" (Van Heyningerr 1999:35), and treats claims made in it as

entirely referential. Marais (1999), Jansen (1999b) and Raath (2002b) all draw on Boer

women's camp diaries — diaries whose 'moment of writing' is neither clear nor certainly 'of

the war', in my estimation — as straightforward diaries, and quote from them to support fact-

claims about the war and the camps. As Janet Bottoms (1995) points oat, in any diary a

'process of selection and structuring' is taking place, but this process changes over time; and

as Plummer (2001) emphasises, temporal immediacy is the crucial defining feature of diaries,

which are always "sedimented into a particular moment in time' (Plummer 2001: 48) . I

conclude that a 'diary' written twenty or thirty years after the events it records is not simply

another sort of diary; it is not a diary at all in any meaningful sense of the term.

Of the dozen or so (published, archived and in private hands) documents that purport

to be camp diaries, it is not possible to ascertain with certainty the provenance of even one

single One as a diary 'in the strict sense' which was definitely written at the time of the war,

although there are some that are more 'lace' a diary than others. For a few, this is because no

manuscript version exists, alongside the fact that their published or tniesaipt forms have

characteristics similar to those of the Venter 'diary'. Most of the camp 'diaries' occupy an in-

between Status: they appear to be based on some kind of documentation kept at the time, in the

camps, but were then later shaped into what the authors deemed to be 'proper' diaries, but in
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doing so they inscribed into them more than one narrative time, a strain towards

generalisation, and signs of later political views and concepts. An example of a diary 'in the

strict sense of the term' is provided by the diary of Anna Barry, who was not a camp

inhabitant, but a young woman living with her family in the Ficksburg district at the time of

the war (A243.8).91 Parts of her manuscript diary are now archived, with a version of this later

published in 1960 as	 gehatimmgnde die	 loOor [Our Japie:

diary kept during the Three Year War (Barry 1960) 92 Barry's manuscript diary is not

contained in a single notebook nor written in a neat, uniform hand, but on different kinds of

paper, at different times as indicated by writing differences, with some sheds of paper badly

torn and very scrappy. Some pages are written in English and others are in Taal. Many pages

have been crossed through, some with lines and squiggles and others with cross-hatched

writing. For example, several pages written in Taal have been cross-batched with English

phrases and sayings such as "A friend in need is a friend indeed", "Value a good conscience

more than praise" and 'Use time as though you knew its value'. These schoolgirl adages are

repeated over and over across the pages, perhaps to obscure the actual diary-writing beneath,

although they also appear to be a writing exercise of some sort, and it is not certain which

came first, although the likelihood is that the diary was written over an earlier writing

exercise, both protecting the diary from any casual prying eye by making it difficult to read,

and also providing a supply of paper in a context of shortage.

91 Anna Barmy later married Glades Reitz, a nephew of Frank Reitz, former President of the Orange Free State
and State Secretary ofthe Transvaal during the %Ur- Letters in the Reitz collection (A243) barn Anna Barmy to
her parents indicate that she was English-speaking.
92 Japie was Anna Bany's brother and was wounded during the war and later died; he was buried near the P.O.W.
camp Diyatalawa in Ceylon.
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Anna Barry's diary bears signs of having a 'rough' and 'neat' form: there are the

crossed till-mei and cross-hatched pages comprising the 'rough' form, and there are also a few

loose sheets front an exercise book, very neatly written, apparently forming part ofa neat,

tidied up version.. The diary has dated entries, and although not all of the manuscript text is

now fully legible, the parts that are, are written in the present tense and bear every sign of

being written at the time.. The rough, untidy, haphazard, ramshackle aspects of the diary

suggest that it was indeed written contemporaneously by a young woman as she experienced

the changed familial and personal circumstances brought by the impact of the war, and also

continuing to live her 'ordinary life' as best she could. In many places, words or phrases have

been crossed out and changed, and the text contains a number of amendments and insertions of

the kind that occur when. writing in an unplanned, unpolished, private and provisional manner.

Anna Barry's diary thus contrasts sharply with Bettie Ventees worked-up version which

emerged 'all at once' as part of a politically-motivated public commemoration project, and I

conclude that Barry's is indeed a diary 'in the strict sense oldie term', while Vereter's is a

'diary', mimetic but at basis actually other.

Baying discussed in depth the Bettie Venter 'diary' and the diary of Anna Barry, I now

want more briefly to review some more examples of camp diaries and where these are located

in relation to 'diary' and diary forms, with these including those by Brandt-Van Warmelo and

Alie 'Badenhorst examined in more detail in what follows. I begin with the published example

of Taut Mien Fischer se Kampdagboek: Mel 1901 — Augustus 1902 [Aunt Mem Fischer's

Camp Diary May 1901 — August 1902], first published in 1964 and then republished in 2000.

A brief note at its start informs the reader that "This publication is a verbatim transcription of

MiemFischees original diary, with just the spelling AfrilaneriSed where necessary. It was
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prepared for publication by her granddaughter, Mrs MA Coetzee„ who owns the original

manuscript" 3 Clearly Mrs. Coetaee and the publishers of the book want to highlight the text's

authenticity as a diary and as a primary historical document Thus it is described as a

'verbatim' transcription of an 'original' diary, which the reader is assured still exists and

therefore is hypothetically available to 'prove' the claims made about the closeness of the

published text to this original.. However, a close reading of Miem Fischer's diary suggests that,

while the text might have been based on an `actual' and probably much tougher document

kept duffing the war, much of this was later rewritten and shaped into a polished account

threaded through with strongly (pff-oto-) nationalist sentiments. In addition, if Coetzee's claim

to have only adjusted or "Afrikanerised' the spelling of Fischer's manuscript 'where

necessary' is true, then this in itself indicates that Fischer wrote the roaratscri0 t some time

after the war. That is, if it had been written during the war itself, it would, like the letters

written at the time, have been written either in Dutch or Taal and would have required full

translation_

In the introduction to the diary, Fischer explains why she wrote a diary, but her

explanation reveals a great deal more about the diary's likely provenance:

"I had seen and heard of many diaries, but had never written one myself My life was,
from what I could remember, too simple to say anything about it [She then provides a
description of her life as a simple, wholesome Boer woman" How things changed and
we had to be civilised, I had to still learn — also to live without meat, butter, milk,
vegetables, eggs and fruit which all farmers had in plenty, was still a closed book.
Later, when our land became so rich through gold fields, it was said that we were
uncivilised and that England must help us right How it would all get done, 1 could not
grasp, but I know it now, in the bitter end, all too well — and I fear that it is just the
beginning of my schooling.

Therthe ungewe is woondelikse streeigawe um ;ant Miem Fischer sr annintnnidige dfagboelk sowr met die
spelling tralfriiiinans nnar mak. Dit is vie` ;Ingram worbetri dein haar kkindogter, siren MA Coenee, nut die
trorspranidike illanustrip baste
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Therefore I am going to try to record everything that was deemed necessary for the
civilisation of the Boer woman. Ill am lucky, it can still be useful to some or other
unciv. iliSed creature" (Fischer 2000: 5-6P

This extract implies that the 'diary' or parts were re/written or even written from scratch after

the war, as Fischer's comments had still to learn', 'I fear that it is Just the beginning of my

schooling' and 'I am going to try to record suggest, although the introduction may have been

written later and appended to the original diary_ Fischer's bitter, sarcastic tone here is

sustained throughout the book, as she recounts her experiences in Standexton and Merebank

camps. And in the diary, them are several indications of a possible retrospective re/working of

an original text, particularly its use of square brackets with 'explanatory' additions:

"6_6_01 We arrived in the Standerton Burgher camp [Liter the murder camp", where we
were offloaded on a heap of sand" (Fischer 2000: 14r

"The doctor [if he is one] is too refined to go to see the ill in the tents...." (Fischer
2000: 48)96

It is -unclear whether these additions were inserted by Fischer at the time or at a later point

when she edited the diary, or whether they were added when the book was prepared for

publication after Fischer's death in 1956. However, the highly politicised to= and content of

Fischer's comments fits with the later testim' onies, in which the view that the camps were part

" "Ek het al bulk dagboeke gesien en vian gehoor, maw selfnog noon een geskyfnite . My !ewe lows. vandal ek
km anthem, te (mum* of te eenvotarig out lea tun le se." Hoe dinge vemnder est tins Itesitnafitues wont Noes ek
nog leer -o& sonzkr vkis, boner azelk, &Dente, eiers, en valve wat alie boar wdop he4 m kef was St
ffslote bock As kind het ek noon weir= besluming gehoor Me. Later, nada' ass kmd so zyk gozzdvelde
geumd he4 is daar gine datws onbesksaf is en dat Engeland awes regfrelp. Hoe tilt alter gables, sou won(,
km ek me berm) nie„ moor weet dna" hekas alte goed - en ek vrees cktt dit nog maar die begin urn my
sk3oloni is. Thiamin won ek paibeeraw Mks wat tot beskzwing van die borterniste nodig geag Rearz4 619

tekaz. As dit geld; km dit nog vir die een ofander onbeslaserfik sieptsel tot mit stone
" "Ons koot non in die Sumderzonse Burgerkzunp [later die moortlizanpt wear otos op 'to hoop sued akekai
wonr
" "Die doiaor far by am	 le Ast an in die teme na die siekes te gaan
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of a deliberate British attempt to harm or even exterminate Boer women and children

predominates."

Fischer's reaction to the declaration of peace on 1 June 1902, supposedly 'written at the

time, are remarkably bitter and are framed entirely in (proto-) nationalist terms: "1.6.02 Peace,

victory for England, struggle and slavery for us and our children? Such a peace? Oh, then

radio- the camp misery, with all its horror. Should the bodies in the extended cemeteries now

not be luckier than us?" (Fischer 2000: 119).98 Here Fischer suggests that death is preferable to

living as eslave" under British rude, and the fierce (proto-) nationalism inherent in this remark

contrasts with reactions to the peace in letters written at the time by Boer women, in which

expressions of relief or resigned acceptance dominate. Thus, while Fischer's 'diary' is written

in keeping with the diary form in the sense that it is written as daily entries, there are a number

of aspects of its content and tone that cast doubt over whether the text was written 'at the time'

and 'in the place, or whether it was later re/written as part of the (proto-) nationalist project

that encouraged women to write up their war and camp experiences for specific political

purposes. That Fischer was "her whole life a stalwart member of the Women's Federation

[S.A.V.F.r (Fischer 2000: 2r indicates that she was active in (proks-) nationalist circles and

her account may well have been solicited and written up in this context The 'moment of

writing' is further complicated by the reproduction of a section of Mem Fischer's diary in

Mrs. Neethling's 1917 Vergeten? and 1938 Mag Ons Vereeet? (Neethling 1938: 230 —

547 She elaimr, for example, that dockets deliberately murdered patients in hospitals (Fischer 2000: 26), and that
vitriol was mixed into the camp rations (Fischer 2000: 86)L
91 "Erre* oorttria nring-viir Errgeland, nod en slawerny vir ons en ens kindess? So I, week? 0„ dew nog hewer
die krisp-elleside,, net al sy re:shrill** Sou die Or in die aitgeserthe keekhowe nie now • eheiliter trees as ons
flier
" "haar kwe len* Ito ywerige lid wen die Vronefedearsie. This refers to the South Micas Women's Federation
[Suid-Aftdcaanse Vrosiefederasie or SAW] mentioned in Chapter One. 'This information appears in the piethoe to
the direly, presumably written by Mrs. Coetzee,ivhich gives a brief biography ofddiem Fischer.
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234'm While this implies that (parts of) the diary was written long before its publication in

1964, it does not confirm that this was a diary written at the time'. Instead, the appearance of

the extract in Mrs. Neethhirg's collection indicates Fischer's involvement in the post-war

(proto-) nationalist circles that orchestrated and published women's testimonies, and the

likelihood therefore is that her 'diary' was written up after the war as part of, or perhaps

stemming from, this.

The unpublished English diary of Janie Kriegler, of which! have studied only a partial

typescript rather than the full handwritten manuscript, concerns her experiences as a young

woman in the war and in the camps at Pietermaritzburg, Howick„ then Merebank, where she

and her mother and siblings were sent. Ku The family had previously lived at Heidelberg in the

Transvaal, but, alter the death of the husband and father of the family in Jane 1900 (following

an injury sustained in a battle near Brandfort in April 1900), they were sent to

Pietermarizburg. Janie Kriegler's diary starts on 15 July 1900: "I halm so often thought of

keeping a diary but yet never could get so far. Today however! feel lonely & sad, with

nothing to do — I am tired of reading & also of playing sacred music & feel in no mood to go

out visiting, so I will begin o-ne & rust of all will put down some ternembrances of the saddest

time I have ever lived throne] (Kriegler: 1, original emphasis). She then goes on to describe

her feelings of loss and grief following the death of her father (who had died about six weeks

prior to this entry being written). The next entry is dated 20 July 1900, and covets the period

u* The extract in Mag Ons Vergeet? is worded slightly differently to the published diary, ebb° not in any
major way_ The Van Zyl collection (TAD W19) now contains various of the original manuscripts ofthe
testimonies fished in Mag Ons Vergreet? Amongst these papers, the extract from Micro Fischer's diary
appears written in Ms. Neetbling's own handwriting on tau sheets ofloase paper, and in a version of Taal rather
than at Mammas. The two pages also show Mrs. Neethling's corrections and amendments, although whether
these ware miStakes in her copying from an original or part of her editing work can now not be determined_
11" The Merebank Register of Residents records Janie Kriegler's age as nineteen on 28 October 1901 (DBC 126).
The testimony of lathes mother, Mrs_ Isabella Kriegler, appears in Mag (his Vereeet? (Neethling 1938: 107-
138)..
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between April and June, recording in retrospect the day she learned that her father had been

wounded in battle, the journey she and her mother took to the Free State to care for him, her

fathers long illness and eventual death and her terrible grief afterwards. The following entry

is dated 24 December 1900 — after an interval of five months — and covers events for both 24

and 25 December, when Janie and some of siblings journeyed to Pietermaritzburg to join

their mother, who had gone on ahead.

The remainder of the typescript diary— from 26 December 1900 to 24 January 1901 —

takes the form of daily, dated entries that describe events of that same day. These all evince a

temporal immediacy and present-ness in their treatment of time, and usually begin with "This

morning..." The contents of the diary concerns Janie's day-to-day experiences and activities

in the camp, with descriptions of the weather, the family tent and the work entailed in keeping

it clean and tidy, gossip about friends and neighbours, walks taken, the habits of her dog

'Oorioe ('War') and accounts of meals eaten, all included. However, there also sign of the

(pinto-) nationalist statements that so dominate the later post-war accounts, such as her

comments on 1 January 1901: "Who blows, perhaps by next January this time, we will all be

back in in Isiel our homes with our friends in a Free, Free Country where Englishman [sic)

will never again have anything to say. That is the hope & trust of us all here" (Krieeer: 12).

Later she remarks: "Really we have many brave women among us — how proud, doubly proud

I am now, that I also belong [among] these brave, longsuffering, patient Afrir.ander women,

how many heroes & heroins [sic] have we not amongst us!" (Kriegler 22, 22 January 1901).

Thus Janie Kriegler's diary seems to be a 'real' diary in the sense that, apart from in the ways

that! have indicated, it was written up on a day-to-day basis and concerned daily events. But

at the same time, (proto-) nationalist statements of this kind cast some doubt on the temporal
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basis of the diary. Moreover, the unknown relationship between the typescript and the

handwritten original add to the impossibility of determining with certainty the provenance of

the latter as 'of the time..

The last example I would Re to review here in examinating 'diary' and diary form is

the unpublished anchived manuscript diary of Bessie Schabort this is contained in a single

large A4 notebook and is written in a uniform hand throughout (MSB 427).K2 While, as 1 shall

show, the document was evidently written after the war rather than at the time, it is written in a

form of Afirilatans doser to the Taal of wartime letters, and not in later standardised post--

1920s Afrikaans, suggesting that it was written up in the decade or so after the war. Bessie

Schabort was captured with her four young children by the British military on 14 November

1901 and sent to Standerton for a few weeks, before being transferred to Merebank campy

Bessie Sdiabores 'diary' bears many signs of not being written at the time of the war. Thus

although specific dates are sometimes referred to, there are no daily dated conies. Sdiabort

also makes it amply clear that some parts of the 'diary' were written retrospectively, with part

oilier description of Standerton camp for instance beginning "Another look back at the bitter

days at Standertoe (IVISB 427: 18),1" obviously indicating that this was written in hindsight

Schabores account shares many of the characteristics of the later camp testimonies and uses

similar phrases as these do to describe her situation atIct the British looted her farm: "to leave

you with just clothes on your body" and, "without anything just the clothes on your body"

Intesestingly„ the Schaborts were cousins of the Kriegler family ((his 1981:199), and both families were
inhabitants affrolexebarok camp over a cimilar period_ Bessie Schabort's diary mentions Bella (Isabella) 1(ries3ler
attending the funeral of Bessie's baby Isabella, who died in camp on 13 January 1902 (MSB 427:26, and see
DBC 132 for dnis death in the official records). it is possible that the writing or later publication oinks.
Kriegler's testimony inspired Bessie Schabott to produce a camp account of her own, and this would be in
keeping with the family links evident between Boar women testimony-writers more generally, as well as the way
in which many camp testimonies were solicited by and "'induced within (proto-) nationalist networks of women_
Ime The family's arrival& and departures from these camps are recorded in DBC 98 and 127_
I" 'Wog tea tong Mk op debit' iere &wen Manderkar
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(MSB 427:4, JO}.11 Dice many of the testimony-writers, she makes dams about camp

inhabitants dying of hunger and refers to her son Kobie as being "net rd en been", just skin

and bone' (NEB 427:25), and she also places great emphasis on not being able to forget

certain days or events and the importance of remembering: "I will never forget ft. and I myself

hope that up to my 4 th and 5411 hundredth generation the uncivilised treatment from the

Englishman and hendsoppers will not be forgotten with me and my children" (MSB 427:

22)..to6

Schabort's writing reveals her as a staunchly committed (prom-) nationalist She

sarcastically refers to "aas beset/waffle iyand", our civilised enemy, when describing the

behaviour of the British military (MSB 427: 1, 10). Throughout the 'diary' she makes various

statemenft of patriotic, (piroto-) nationalist intent

"1 die for my people and a righteous cause" (MSB 427: 17)1tv

[On her husband's capture] "But 1 bore it all for my Freedom, 1 never thought
suffered too heavily, that was one matter for us that we could never contemplate, even
if we had to give our own lives more than once in my heart I wished to he a man, I
would fight to my death" (MSB 427: 27)1°8

"It appeared as lithe Eneshman wanted to murder us and exterminate us as far as he
could" (MSI3427: 29)1°

These strongly politicised and past-tense remarks are in keeping with the tone and contents of

the testimonies published later in the context of the rise of Afiilmner (proaa-) nationalism, and

contrast sharply with the camp letters discussed earlier, in which specificity and individual

Im 'LI thin net Ater Herm ann de lyfm karma", "zander lets &ken hun Here aan de WC" This phrase appears in
several woraeres testimonies; see for example Neethling 1938: 100, 220 and Poston 1939: 31_
3" -11c.nd het wait resgmen„ in lk hoop =riot in my 4de en 5de gehoneknhte gesktg za 1 de onborkokar9rde
handelingze wen Engehanrat en hendszippertnet met my en myn kinderen flier lergetven wear
Walk skitfwaar win waike,, lvehmaasilige mak"
ma "Maar lk heh Jia m- my lioheid gedinagen, En nooit gedink Ik ly re swoon het was war ons een znak
datiuynaoitann kon gedinken al nicest ory ons eigen !ern geef meer ids eens in mar hart &vest een man re
ivezen„ &eon Wachter ant mos daod7
1109 'HersthyntofEngth man am nil moor ea nifirroi zoo wr Indic kin"
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responses (laminate over generalised, politicised statements. Sc.habort's 'diary' was almost

certainly written up in the post-war context, although, unlike Fischees 'diary', it does not

mc the diary form hut is largely written the style ofa memoir.. I tum now to exploring in

more detail the complexities of time and writing in the diary ofJohanna Brandt-Van Warmelo.

"Write as much as possible in diary form": Re/written Diaries

Of the Boer women's camp diaries, Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's (1905) Het

Concentradie-kamp van Irene on first reading seems most hie a diary 'in the strict sense' .2°

This diary deals mainly with the two-month period from mid-May to mid-July 1901, when

Van Warmekt worked as one of the volunteer 'nurses' at Irene camp, near Pretoria: in The

group of volunteers, mostly young Boer women from prominent Pretoria families, were not

actually nurses but lived and worked in the camp as helpers to the doctors. They visited

inhabitants in their tents, reported cases of serious and contagious illnesses and distributed

medicines, assisted in cases of rumorillness; and in the Irene case they also distributed aid,

much of it clothing and other items provided by the Irene Huipkomkee [Help Committee]

under the leadership of Mrs. Bosnian of Pretoria. Johanna Van Warmelo left Irene camp in

mid-July, and all the volunteer nurses were eventually dismissed from the camp in. October

1901 after they were suspected of pursuing a republican or prom-nationalist political agenda in

the camp.. The presence of the volunteers proved controversial in another respect too, with the

Ladies Commission expressing concern that they brought in forbidden 'Dutch medicines',

Whea„ in August !WC, Johanna Van Warman married Louis Bonadt in Hol/ant she decided to retain /ter
birth sanname„ hence the double-banrelled 'Brandt-Van Wamielo'.
ul Mts. Heruirna Aninnong was older. more experienced and not of the same privileged social order as the other
volnoneess. They included hiss  Cilliens, sister of the well-known Afirlmans poet. the siUtem Sophie and Mary

Miss Melherhe„ hiss Findlay, Mrs. Stiemens and Mrs. IC. Prater, a relafWe of Gentw Preller. Apart from
Mrs. Armstrong, these women came from  thte Republican families, in Johanna Van Warmelci's case with her
authority in part detin2ing from her (deceased) father, a well-known NHK clergyman_
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seen as representing an alternative source of authority to that of the superintendent, and so

deemed "a dangparus element in camp" (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 119).112

In the foreword to Het Concentratie-knmp, Brandt-Van Warmelo explains that the

book is the publication of "my diary, written in the camp itself', and that the diary is more

about herself than she would like, with this resulting from writing a personal diary in which

you "pour out your heart" without a thought of future publication (Brandt-Van Warmelo 1905:

foreword, 11).113 She adds that, had she known that the diary would later be published, she

would have written more fluently and skilfully as well as less personally. These various

disclaimers strongly imply that the published diary is exactly the same as The personal,

'ambito? original, although she does add that the published book contains only half the

original diary, which contained too much about her own complaints and suffering. However,

one implication is that only 'persona? material has been removed, and another is that the diary

has been shortened rather having been rewritten and reformulated.

The published diary is in Dutch and is written in the form of daily entries in the present

tenses thereby conveying a sense of immediacy and of experiences recorded almost as soon as

they happened_ The temporal and spatial present-tense of the diary effectively evokes the

'then' of camp life„ as in its fast enfry of 12 May 1901, in which Brandt-Van Wannelo writes

that she is "... writing in the warmest place! can find, namely my bed, with the pale

candlelight flickering and casting shadows on the white walls of the tent, [so] 1 am afraid that

my writing will often be almost illegible. Yesterday I was still at home, surrounded by luxury,

1112 Carnmenfain on the departure of the volunteers camp superintendent Essellin faceted. The Pretoria Voluntary
Nurses left fear good during the month and there seemed to be no peat amount of weeping and miffing_ These
women filed into my office on the moaning of their departure and were very angry at being allowed to return to
their homes, which leak me to the conclusion that they were not volennary muses, in ,,ct they were anything but
nurses.'" (Danl., 'Irene Monthly Report, 31 October 1901).
kI3	 —

-mem dagitaeic in Ilex kantp zelfgetehrevese,"harr nit te started'
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and now?" (Brandt-Van Warmelo 1905: l3)."4 In its succession of entries, Van Warmelo (as

she was during her time at Irene) recorded her day-to-day experiences as a volunteer in the

camp, expressed her opinions about the running of the camp and the work of the doctors, and

also her growing despair at the spread of the epidemics and the illnesses and deaths the camp

inhabitants had to contend with Them are numerous aspects of its content that suggest the

diary was written at the time, including that it is written as Van Warmelo into preting the

camp illnesses and deaths in the present-tense context of people struggling to cope with an

overwhelmnig and unexpected set of epidemics which form and then engulf camp life, rather

than framing this in terms of deliberate murder, as most of the post-war testimonies do. For

example, although Van Warmelo deplores the rations as entirely unsuitable for the very young

and the very old, and she also writes that far too little was done to alleviate the suffixing of the

Irene camp population overall, she admires the dedicated hard work of some of the camp

doctors and acknowledges that their task in caring for the sick was sometimes aggravated by

women who would not listen to doctor's orders on basic hygiene matters (Brandt-Van

Warmelo 1905:78)..

At the same time, there are intimations in the diary, alongside these, of the prom-

nationalist 'line' on the camps that later came to dominate 'telling the tale. For example,

Brandt-Van Warmelo's description of the camp rations as "rotten meal, tough, often bad meat,

black sugar" echoes those in many testiMonies, as does her claim that many poorly children

simply 'died of hunger' because they could not stomach these rations (Brandt-Van Warmelo

1905: 16).113 Also parts of the diary valorise Boer women as "the mothers and the wives of the

114 "aaffethee Ik 9kfiffop bet warms& plekie dat 1k vinden kan, rd. in najn haft ember rale kaarsikirtitddier ten
seharkoren weir/Prop* wille winded van de ten4 vrees it; dat my,, schrift dibrijis bijna onleesbaar mjn
Give:en award was ik nog duds, Ontaind door weelde, en mar'
1116 'remit meek alai, &Wigs ziek 'dem& mane	 ''sledt win honer
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Transvaal men with lion heads", and as yolk heroes who bore their suffering "patiently and

resignedly" (Brandt-Van Wannelo 1905: 74 116 And while Brandt-Van Warmelo does not

make direct allegations about the deliberate mistreatment or eradication of Boer people, some

of comments do imply this.. "Thus at a number of points she writes, in a number of variaL nts,

that 'it breaks my heart, to think of the extermination of our race on a great scale, not only the

battle field, but also in the camps, where women and children die of cold and neglect"

(Brandt-Van Wanuelo 1905: 71). 1  Thus, while there are aspects of the diary that read as of

the	 these are others that position it closer to the retrospectively re/worked post-war

testimonies.

These indications of retrospective re/working come into even clearer sight when the

diary manuscript in English (AB-VW, Dagboek),,118 purportedly vvriften in the camp itself, is

compared with the published version, which is in Dutch. While Brandt-Van Warnclo's

comment about her original diary being shortened for publication is evidently true (that is,

insofar as the manuscript version is the original), the published version contains amendments,

additions and omissions not covered by this disclaimer and which are of a kind that renders

questionable her contention that the published version is "my diary, written in the camp itself'

(Brandt-Van Warmelo 1905: Foreword). One point here is that Brandt-Van Warmelo's diary

was originally 'mitten in English is not acknowledged at any point in the published Het

Concentratie-kamp..119 Another is that many of the excluded passages in fact relate less to

personal detail of her own hardships and complaints, and more to the lighter-headed aspects of

"6 'We "metiers en ik criugenootea sue die Traanstualsdle mannen met leamealoartem'seduklig en
bertatend'
'
7 "leet &Eat mujn hat t e &mien atm die uitiveing van oar ras op grooie schag, Hie alien op bet slagwg

maw' ook in kampea„ maar Ewen en km' demn SkIlen inn koude en vensaarloothig."'
8 AB-VW enangbant refers to theArgieflArchivel Brandt-Van Warmelo at The MIK. Archive, Pretori11	 a.

11119 Mace detailed discussion ofthe translation of Brandt-Van Warmelo's diary "IBM FrOich into %lath and from
=published manuscaipt to pubbshed book is provided in Chapter Six.
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her camp experiences. Thus the excisions include her frequent walks in the nearby plantation,

the teasing and in-jokes amongst the volunteers, friendships with some of the doctors, visits

and presents from her mother, and the card games and entertainment she enjoyed in the

evenings with the other volunteers and medical staff. There are also instances of specific

details in the original that have been altered in the published version. For example, "1000

cases of sickness' in the manuscript - a kind of exaggerated broad indication of scale - has

been altered to the more specific 500 cases in the published book (AB-VW, Dagboek IV, 12

May 1901: 4; Branelt-Van Warmelo 1905: 14).

In another instance, Brandt-Van Watmelo describes camp inhabitants approaching her

to reminisce with her about her late father, Rev. NJ. Van Warnielo, whose work as a minister

in the Nederrhatsch Heriiimmeerrk Kerk (NI1K) they remembered.. In both the manuscript and

published diary, she explains that people questioned her about het family and 'elated their

memories about her father, but she also comments that she seldom had time to stop and talk

with them. In the published version, a further sentence has been added that does not appear in

the manuscript "They all said how grateful they were, that he was spared the sight of the

suffering of his people, whom he loved more than life itself' (Brandt-Van Warlock, 1905:

22).1  An even more telling example concerns Brandt-Van WarmeloT s comments about

women who frustrated the doctors and volunteers by keeping their tents tightly shut up,

denying water to fever patients and "looking horrified" at the idea of washing a measles

patient, which are followed in the manuscript by the sentence, excised from the published

book, "And they [the women] are stubborn with the stubbornness of class ignorance" (AB-

VW, Dagboek IV, 19 June 1901:163). It is clear that the manuscript diary was considerably

-Hae	 zráp rq alien, dal het gezicht hem gespaand is van de ellen& van (lit yolk Oat hiji mem- liefhad

dun zip knne
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reworked to produce the published version, with interesting results. The diary was published

in Dutch, the language of Republican elites, rather than Brandt-Van Warmelo's first language

of Engliskul The published version selects so as to emphasise Van Warmelo's tole as a

serious nurse whose time at Irene was spent earnestly helping its inhabitants, and the

'correction' of 'minor mistakes' result in underscoring the generous, selfless nature of the

Boer people themselves and minimising any criticisms made of Boer women.

Brandt-Van Warmelo's letters from Holland in 1902 and 1903, written to her family in

South Africa„ confirm that her diary was at the least indeed extensively revised few publication,

and also cast doubt on the provenance of the archived 'original' manuscript. On 19 July 1902

she wrote from Holland to her mother,

"I feel my powerlessness here and have decided to do my little best for 'bad en yolk',
viz wield the pain am going to write a book, dear friends, on the subject of Irene
Cam), & that right soon. Miss Jennie advises me to lose no time and to write as much
as possible in diary form, just as I wrote on the spur of the moment at Irene' (VW In
Mrs. VW 19 July 1902, Korrespondensie folder 3, AB-VW, my emphasis)n

If, as this extract strongly suggests, Van Wannelo wrote Het Concenfratie-kamp from scratch,

then this clouds the origins of the 'original' manuscript too, because in spite of the differences

I have indicated between the two„ the greater part of the published version closely overlaps

with the manuscript In her letter of 17 August 1902, Van Warmelo explains that "About the

haff of nay diary is not fit for publication & will have to be left out, but there are lots of other

things to put in"; and on 11 November 1902, her letter comments that, "1 have been working

121 Bunk-Van Warmth) did not speak let alone write Dutch until immediately before her ruaniasa 10 Louis
Brandt in Anent J 02..
3122 'Nfiss Jenne rams to Natalie or Jeanie De La Rey, wife of the Boer General and author of  A Women's
Wanderings Hu R, Trials During the Anglo-Boer War, published in 1903 in English and in Dutch_ Ali Brandt-Vam
Wannelo correspondence referred to in this chapter is from Korrevondensik folder 3„
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out my diary" (VW to Mrs VW, Liana and Fritz123, 17 August 1902; B-VW to 'Dearest", 11

November 1902). On 24 December 1902, she told her family that the diary was "completely

warted out for publication" and that she would, with the encouragement of Emily Flobhouse,

be seeking a publisher for it in England (B-VW to 'Mother, Sisters & Brothers' Christmas Eve

1902).124 In the end, however, the book was not published in England, with both Hobliouse

and Mrs. De La Rey advising that publishers thought the market was glutted with books in

English about the war and the camps. Then during 1903, the rewritten diary was translated

into Dutch by Brandt-Van Warnrelo's husband Louis Brandt, and it was eventually published

in 1905 by Hollandsch-Aibiaansdie Uitgevers-Maatschappij (11A.U.M.).123

These letters clearly show that Het C.oncentratie-kamp was not simply a shortened

version of 'my diary, written in the camp itself, but was rather a document written from

scratch after the war 'as much as possible in diary form' and then translated into Dutch, with

the particular purpose of doing her political best for 'land en yolk'. While some substantial

and significant differences exist between what is purportedly the `originar diary and the

published book, the origins and status of this 'original' are shown to be uncertain given this

new information about the rewriting process which took place. What is now archived as the

original diary may be just that, or it may more likely be a document written after the war,

based loosely on tougher notes kept by Van Warmelo at the time, which was then radically cut

down and amended for publication, then translated into Dutch in sections and with excisions,

additions and amendments. Whichever is the case, what was published in 1905 as 'lay diary,

written in the camp itself' was most certainly not written "day by day strive to record an ever-

123 Liana and Ritz ate Brandt-Van Wannelo's siblings.
121 From the conespondenc-e it seems that Brandt-Van Warmelo could not interest an English publisher in her
book because most felt that the public were tired of topics pertaining to the war_
125 This company had published Should We Forget? (Neethling 1903) and later published Brandt-Van Warmelo's
.1)ksgaie Knittiman& (19134.
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changing present' (Plummer 2001: 48), and it is difficult not to conclude that these things are

not made visible in the published text precisely in order to misfrepresent the result in order to

claim for it validity and befit* throne), 'sedimenting it into a particular moment in time.

As I have indicated, the uncertain provenance and ambiguous 'writing time' of Brandt-

Van Warmelo's 'diary' is shared with other Boer women's diaries. Apart from those I have

already discussed, the Camp Diary of Henrietta T. Armstrong' (Van R.ensburg 1980) is a

severely edited version of Armstrong's 'origin& manuscript diary dealing with her

experiences at Irene camp, with the manuscript bearing clear signs of having been written up

'in neat' after the war, based on a case workbook kept at the lime °weaning details abet-

daily work in the camp. Armstrong's manuscript is contained in two exercise books and is

written in a very neat, regular hand throughout Moreover, it contains at least two references to

"my readers", which clearly indicate that the 'diary' was written retrospectively and with an

eye to publication (Van Rensburg 1980: 81, 92). Also the unpublished archived manuscript

diary of Adriana Coetzee concerning Pietermaritzburg camp appears to be a tidied up version

of an earlier, scrappier document, it features no crossings out, amendments or additions of the

kind prevalent in Anna Barry's diary, for example (WM 5978/1).11ovicever, the multiple

rthvritings that confuse the temporal position and writing time of Boer women's camp diaries,

rendering their provenance uncertain and their diary-status questionable, is perhaps best

demonstrated using the exemplar of Alie Badenhorst's diary.

1126 MET.. Armstrong was a founding member of the SAV.F. in 1901 and also active in the Women's National
PartY..
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Tane Alit of the Transvaal: Her Diary 1880-1902

Translated from the Taal by Emily Hobhouse and published in 1923, That Alie 

pediaps the best-Liaown of13oer women's war or camp diaries. It gives an account of Abe

(Aletta) Badenhorses life between 1880 and 1902, with the majority of the narrative focusing

on her wartime experiences in the Tran.svaal. Hobhouse explains in her Preface that her motive

in publishing this diary was "to tear the glamour from war, to reveal it malt its hideousness",

and to put forwald Alie Badenhorst's "simple tale" 'for the yet unborn, the masses of quiet

people in all lands — upon whom, in the long run, the brunt of war inevitably falls" (Hobhouse

1923b: 6, 9). According to Hobhouse, Alie Badenhorst (who died in 1908) apparently shared

these peace-promoting aims, and wanted her "journal" to be published 'for children's

children, desirous that futuic generations should know and avoid the cruelty of war'

(Hobhouse 1923h: 8).

The diary is not made up of daily entries, apart from a few sporadic instances; and

while roughly chronological in its narration of events, the way in which it was written up over

time is by no means clear. In the Preface, Hobhouse refers to the diary long laying by in

manuscript"„ and recalls meeting Me Badenhorst shandy after the war, although she provides

no specific details about how the diary came to be in her possession (Hobhouse 1923b: 5).

Their meeting took place in 1903 when Hold:louse conducted her 'tour of the 'ruined areas',

gathering many of the Boer women's testimonies she later published in War Without 

Glamour.'

The first lines of the diary itself are undated and are: "The evening is still.1 sit by the

window and look at my children below as they play near the kraal, while the Kaffir boy is

127 Hohhouse's 1903 wear is &soli-bed in Balme 1994, chapter 28 and her sleeting with Alie Badenhorst is
mentioned on p_ 490_
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milking" (Hobbouse 1923b: 17). This is part of an introduction, the writing-time of which is

set during the war, and which ends by addressing the reader, 'And that you shall better

understand me 1 must needs go back a little" (Habhouse 1923b: 18). Badenhorst then gives a

retrospective account of her childhood and young womanhood as Alie de Wet, including

details of her first Failed betrothal, her decision to convert to a life of devout Christianity, her

betrothal and marriage in 1886 to Frilkie (formally, Frederick) Badenbotst, and the birth of

her children. Fier narrative then jumps six years to 1893, then to 1895 and 1896 when

Badenhorst gives her account of the Jameson Raid as a preface to the war 'We Boers had

been vexed with the English before, but the Jameson Raid wrought us to a pitch" (Hoblnnise

1923b: 65). After this she goes on to describe aspects of her home life on the family farm, the

build-np to the war, Frilzkie's departure to join his commando, his captute at Modder River in

February 1900 by the British and internment at Simon's Town as a Prisoner of War.

Throughout the book, but in this first section in particular, letters from Falk to his wife have

been interleaved into the text, and these provide a detailed account of his experiences on

commando and later as a ROM.

All this takes up about half the published book, at which point, in an entry for late

April 1900„ Badenhorst comments, "Striving to forget this weary time of sorrow I began to

write this book, for being no longer able to write to him [Fril.k- ie] I felt that 1 must give

utterance to my thoughts and sufferings" (lobhouse 1923b: 142, my emphasis). The reader

therefore at this point is encouraged to assume that all that has receded this has been

retrospective; and also and by implication that from this point on the text will be written as a

diary with entries of 'the particular moment'. However, much of what then follows is written

in the p. ast tense - for example, "The following day, I think it was the 9* of May" - and does
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not take the form of dated, daily entries (Hobhouse 1923b: 146). Then, a furiher forlY Pam

into the narrative, Badenhorst writes:

"That CVCEInig of the 23'a [November 1900] -my work was done, and silting by the
wiadovv as usual it came into my head that I had not so much ba do as in former days of
peace; for we could get no thread to sew with or cotton to crochet, or anything to knit_
So I thought I would write a book and now I have just come to the point where I began.
I said to myself that first I must go back to show what my fife has been, and now that I
have done so, and told you all thai has past in my life up to this evening and I shall 
take up the thread of my tale from this moment 1 began by writing on my first page:-
The evening is stiff. I sit by tire window and look at my children as they play near the laaal, while the
Ka boy is milking
I have written it all down now and again as I have found time and leisure" (Hobhouse
1923b: 1•, my emphases)

This is followed, in comments assigned to April 1901 after her capture by the British, by

Badenhorst writing that The English did not even give me time to run back for my diary, or

rather history-book which I had written, to bring it with me; and I have had to begin it again_

So 1 have written this part again in captivity" (Ilabhouse 1923b: 212, my emphases).

li is unclear whether Badenhorst began writing her account in April or-November

1900, and whether she then had to rewrite it all in April 1901. However, whatever Badenhorst

may have written during the war, this was not a diary 'in the strict sense', but rather more hie

the personal 'history-book' to which she refers above. Whatever form this document took, it

was by no means directly equivalent to what became Tait' Alie of the Transvad: Her Diary

1880-1902. It is likely that Badenhcast kept a wartime notebook of some kind, a 'history--

book' in which she wrote reminiscences of her early life and recorded some of her

experiences, 'thoughts and sufferings', although probably not on a daily basis in a diary-form

in the 'strict sense'. It also seems likely that at some point, probably after the war, she then

rewrote much of her (already rewritten) wartime notebook, shaping this into a fuller more

coherent narrative. It is also likely that this rewrite was done specifically with Hothouse's
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visit and publication in mind, because Badenhorst demonstrably write for an audience and

makes several direct addresses to readers:

"Now if perchance any one who read this cannot believe that one can have such a
foreboding they certainly never knew what anxiety is" (223r

"Some of my realms may condemn these women" (279)

-wen - if you would know [what happened in April 19021, read the newspapers of
April 3 61' (304)

"If there is one of my lead= who has not yet known what it is to lose one's cointry,
such a one is not able to feel with us" (313)

In addition, while Badenhorst may have written the book "prima* for her family", as

Hobhouse claimed, she also addresses herself to a specifically non-Boer readership.. Thus at

various points she refers to 'we Boers', explaining the habits and preferences of 'her people'

as if to uncomprehending outsiders:

"We Boers do not hie the sea; we fear it" (136)

"Poor Boers„ you know nothing of this 'English nonsense' that a sick person must eat
nothing" (266)

"We Boers too, are not wont to live in a town, we long to be free on an open fame*
(313)

Thus, apart hum what Hobhouse describes as a wish to promote peace, it seams that one of

Badenhorses motives in writing for an audience was to help outsiders gain a better, more

sympathetic understanding of 'the Boers' as she represented them. Her comments imply she

was portraying 'the Boer' for a perceived foreign readership, and this in itself indicates that

the published version of this text at least was not a diary, but rather a sort of memoir. In

addition, it is useful to contemplate the extent to which Hobhouse herself was involved in the

" This and other opmeattions i dais section are from Hob/muse I 923b and are given with page numbers only.
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rewriting process as part of her editing and translating wodc. Details of the extent of this are

now impossible to determine; and, because the whereabouts of the original manuscript are

now unknown, the precise provenance of the book necessarily remains speculative

Nonetheless, the complex layers of re/writing indicated in the text, and the skilful use of

Frildoie's letters, belie Hobhouse's description of the book as "a simple tale" (6), and hint at

Hobhouse having a more prominent role in preparing the text than she makes clear. While, as 1

shall discuss in Chapter Six, 'the history' has treated Tani' Alie uncritically as a

straightforward dimly, a review by Ruth Alexander published in The Nation in 1924 recognises

that the book is not 'entirely' a diary and also emphasises its fictional dimensions, which

Alexander deems a positive feature of the book: "I say 'the story' advisedly; for although the

book is virtually a diary, and though she appends by way of epilogue a special affirmation of

its absolute truthfulness, Taut' Alie of Transvaal has given us a story as fascinat ing as any

novel ... of unusual interest and importance" (Alexander 1924: 169, my emphasis).

The content of That' Alie reflects its uncertain writing context in several interesting

ways. While much of the diary is rather dry, repetitive and parochial, it contains 'Elects' that

both conflict and accord with 'the history' produced and promoted in (ptoha-) nationalist

circles after the war and outlined in Chapter One. Firstly, in August 1900, while Allie

Badenhorst and her family were still living on their farm in what she describes as a state of

prosperity, a terrible measles epidemic broke out in the area. Badenhorsts children contracted

the disease and she comments that "I never saw such measles as they had, it was more like

blue spots", with Hobhouse adding a footnote here, that "During the war a very virulent kind

Hothouse's translation practices in general as well as some of her specific translations of certain -testimonies
that appear in War Without Glamour (I 927) are discussed in Chapter Six From letters vainest by liabhouse at
The time ofthe hook's publication it is evident that Ms. Badenhorses family were then in possession of the
original manuscript (A156 1/1112, 27 May 1923).
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of measles pervaded which was commonly called the black measles" (Hobhouse I 923b: 168).

By the time the epidemic had run its course, two of Badenhorst's young nieces had died, and

she writes that "those who bad been sick were well again, though many of the black children

died. The measles was strong; there were ten black children dead and two white" (1Iohhouse

1923b: 172).

Accepted 'facts' about the deaths in the camps, much repeated in women's testimonies,

state that Boer women and children were starved to death, or killed in the camp hospitals by

cruel English doctors and nurses, although in reality the majority of camp deaths amongst

children under five were caused by measles and its sequela. Badenhorst's account of its

outbreak on her farm and the surrounding area suggests that this powerful variety of measles

spread rapidly acaross large areas of South Africa and exacted a high mortality rate, first in

rural fd,	 wing areas and then later in the camps where populations of people were highly

concentrated. Badenborst herself does not however make this connection and, like most

other Boer women testimony-writers and contra her own experiences, attributed the camp

deans ID starvation and mistreatment:

"In truth, we had a Provost-Marshal over the camp who had no heart, there in the food-
stores stood cases lull of butter and jam piled up; but no, the women might have none
of if" (261)

Wanly the mosey wasted on medicines and nurses were spent on food, and if the
people were fed on that food, then they would not die ... Instead, here we are, hearing
it said that the mothers killed their children with food, and seeing the English carry
them off to the camp hospital in heaps, vdtere we saw them die him flies' (262,
original emphases)

"Poor little one& how much you suffered, real famine. The mothers might never buy
anything there were usually vegetables to be bought, but they might not go out of the
camp to buy anything It is thus the children are starved and so become sick; then

1" hLaiious camps people waived seeming front measles and then infected inhablicaas already Living, in these.
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they are taken to the camp hospital, while what they really need is strengthening food"
(274)'3'

In this respect, then, Badenhorst's account, written or rather written up in 1903, coincides with

(proto-) nationalist post/memory of the camps in which deaths caused by disease and the

privations of war were rehvritten as deliberate murders by starvation and reinterpreted as

sacrifices made by "women and children innocent sheep led to the slaughter* (Hobhouse

1923b: 315).

In spite of the way that Badenhorst's diary has been received mid referenced

subsequently, including during the recent centenary years, Alie Badenhorst and her children

were never inhabitants of a camp at all. After the family were rernoved from their farm on 15

April 1901 by the British, they were taken to the camp at nearby Klericsdomp. However,

immediately upon their arrival the camp doctor apparently informed the Provost-Marshal that

Mrs. Badenhorst was "ill with a cough and must not sleep that night in camp" (Hobhouse

1923b: 212).132 Consequently Badenhorst and her five children went to stay at the home of her

niece, Maria Conradie, in the town of Klerksdorp. In their report, the Ladies Commission

commented that the town of Igerksdorp "practically joined" the camp and also recorded that

324 individuals who lived in town were part of the camp, in the sense that they received

rations and their children attended its school (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 133).

The day after her arrival in Klerksciorp town, Badenhorst was then examined by a doctor, who

ut According ao the Ladies CommUssiao who visited the camp in early October 1901, inhabitants of Klerkdonp
camp had cortsiderable purchasing pavar atPoynton's shop in the camp, to the exteutihat they noted that the
shop found it difficult tri keep supplied. They also reported this was one of the few =craps with a vegetable
garden where medics and pumpkins irmere grown, and that a soup kitchen had been established by the camp
authorities to &pease soup to chibirea and invalids; and although this contained rice nod vegetables, Vie people
do not seem Ito cam for it" (Concentrattikaa Camps Commission 1902:135).
i3 	 Baderthorst family are molded in the Klerksdorp camp register of residents, and ingetesriagy next, to the
heading `Tentliumbe the foRowing appears: Town144, Baderthorst herself makes no reference to ever being
transferred from the town to live in tent in the camp itself, and presumably the crossing out was a bureaucratic
error_ The bandy are recorded as leaving for their farm on 5 August 1902 (DEC 75).
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"gave me a certificate, that I could not live in camp, and this was also signed by the chief

doctor" (Robhouse 1923b: 2l3). The family were therefore able to remain in Maria Conradie's

house in town until the end of the war, even. after Maria herself obtained a permit to go to live

with relatives in the Bola-nd. Badenhorst's story shows that by no means all Boer women were

forced into the camps, while the willingness of the local military and civil authorities to allow

her to remain in town (and to permit Maria Conradie to go her relatives in the Cape Colony)

suggests that some British officials were not as heartless and inflexible as they were later

insistently depicted in women's camp testimonies.

In addition, the political situation during the war as represented by Badenhorst is

considerably more complex than most other Boer women's testimonies or- the nationalist 'the

history' has admitted of. In these, it is implied or stated that all Boer men fought bravely on

commando dining the war, with those who sunendered or 'joined' depicted as cowardly

traitors to their	 -133 Ake Badenhorst makes her own political position quite dear; she had a

"true Boer heart", the war was provoked by the British, a "cruel enemy"; and the Boers were

fighting for "their land they would never yield" (Ilobhouse 1923b.: 79, 93, 309). However,

while the majority of her male relatives fought on commando, there were nevertheless

members of her fainily who did not support the Boer cause. Her niece Maria Comadie, for

instance, "took the British side, and was often speaking of the English good qualities, and did

not believe the Boers could ever stand up against them" (Hobhouse 1923b: 79). Although

Badenhorst did not ogee with this view, dearly she remained on good terms with Maria

(whose own husband fought on commando) and lived in her home in Klerksdorp. Also, on her

initial arrival at ICilerksdonp camp, Badenhorst found that her brother-in-law Piet del Toit was a

' Sc133 me ocanorks inclhade Hotahouse 1927: 34, 148; Le Chas 5, 10, 84; Nerililing 1938: x-xi, 7, 14„ 72, 93, 135,
166; Peen= 1939: 34„ 54, 63, 142 and Rabie-Van der Merwe 1940:92
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'joiner' working in the camp for the British: "He did his best, for be was placed over the

women, to manage for them about wood, tents and all else, and when the doctor came he went

round the camp with him to see the sick, and he had his bands full, for he dealt out the

medicines' (Hobhouse 1923b: 214). Badenhorst makes no criticism of her brother-in-law's

position, he and his daughter lived with the Badenhoists at the Comadie home, and when he

fell Ill she cared for him until his death in September 1901. Thus the clear-cut political and

moral distinction between 'patriots' and 'traitors' inscribed into nationalist post/memory and

'the history' were actually more ambiguous and fluid, with Badenhorses depiction of this

more in keeping with 'at the time' letters than with the post-war testimonies, About*

probably 'written up' at the same time as the latter.

There are aspects of this diary, then, that read as 'of the time' and have immediacy and

csedimention into the moment'. However, overall Taut' Alie does not have the am Here, and

it is exactly Now' quality that Fothergill asserts diaries do. This is a re/written and largely

retrospective written up account, and its original context of writing and subsequent re/working

remains opaque. It cannot, therefore, justify the implicit claim of referentialii y conventionally

assigned to diaries, although presumably the text was presented as a diary so as to lay claims

to this status_134 Indeed, this is attested to in a short epilogue at the end of the text, which

consists of a sworn declaration that reads, "All that stands written in this book is the truth, and

the truth alone.! have brought forward nothing but the truth to write, and so1 sign myself,

AM Bademhorst (horn de Wet)" (Hohhouse 1923h: 319). 1' In the Preface, Hobbouse defimds

the veracity of the book in similar referential terms: "I can vouch for the truth of the picture. I

134 While Edo not argue that diaries written at the time necessarily have a greater chins to referemiality, and
recognise that diaries are selective and situated, this process of selection and positioning changes over limn
135 The testimonies iii Postma 192511939 all look the form of statements sown hefote eiiihera roawialute or
justice of the peace, a form of attestation designed to emphasise their quasi-leeall Innlik whole truth, nothing bat
the innie stains_
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met nearly all the people mentioned in its pages, visited nearly all the places ... the facts agree

with my experience", adding, however, the caveat that she "take[s] no responsibility for the

opinions expressed, but merely give[s] theni as written" (Hobhouse 1923b: 7). 13'6 These claims

by both Banenhorst and llobhouse are highly problematic, not just in the sense that all

assertions of referentiality are, but because they represent the book as a diary written by a

'simple' Boer woman during the war. Against this, a close reading of it shows that in

demonstrable fact this is not straightforwardly a diary and nor was it written at the time and in

the immediacy of the moment, and also that it has been significantly marked by someone not

the author herself.

In grappling with questions of truthfulness and referentiality in diaries generally,

Fothergill comments that "They [diaries] are not necessarily 'truthful' — in the sane that a

court of law recognises truthfulness — but they are actual, true to life. Even in their disguises,

evasions and lies diarists are responding to the pressure of first-hand experience..." (fothergal

1974: 10, original emphasis). Die Twit' Alie, the majority of Boer women's 'diaries' are not

diaries 'in the strict sense', because the women who wrote them were not 'responding to the

pressure of first-hand experience', but instcad recording and reshaping their experiences in

hindsight and within a collective political framework The result is that these camp 'diaries'

have a different purchase on time and space than 'writing produced at the time, notably letters.

In many respects, Boer women's 'diaries' are far closer to the post-wax testimonies

orchestrated and written after the events in question, than to "actual, true to life" letters written

at the time. I now turn to a more focused discussion of 'time and narrative' across these

L'34' Hobhouse ratakes a similar comment in the Preface to Was Without Glamour 0 927) about 'taking no
respoonlility for the opinions expiessed% thus drawin g her distance and iinplying not she was not entirely in
sympathy with the political views expressed
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different kinds of diaries and how attending to this puts greater temporal depth to the idea of

postfmemory.

Diaries, Letters and PrAthriennary

As I outlined earlier, while diaries can take a number of different hams, as a genie of

life writing or 'chronicle of daily life' diaries are in a direct sense defined by being written at

the time of or very shortly after the events they record; and, lace letters, are seen to be

charactetised by a sense of immediacy and dailiness and a preservation of 'the moment', a

common 'moment' of both experiencing and writing. This close or even overlapping

temporality of 'events' and 'writing' is often seen to confer referentiality on diaries, or at the

least a stronger referentiality than texts written from the 'contaminated' perspective of

hindsight can claim. However, in the coarse of my investigation of published and archived

Boer women's diaries, apart from the diary of Anna Barry I have not found a single instance

of a camp diary that can be said to be conclusively 'of the moment' and with certainty having

been written at the time, with temporality in these 'diaries' often multiple and slippery.

Employing the terms of Ricoern's 'threefold present' enables the some of this slippery

temporality of Boer women's diaries to be grasped. The diaries of Bettie Venter and Johanna

Brandt-Van Warmelo exemplify the constantly shifting of narrative time in Boer women's

diaries, but in different ways. in Vertter's diary, narrative time slips between the present-

present of 1938 and the present-past of 1899-1902 in ways that are hi  hly visible and overt,

mating it clear that purposeful misrepresentation was not Venter's intention. In some

constrast, the slipperiness of narrative time in Brandt-Van Wannelo's 'diary' is much more

difficult to apprehend, for temporal fissures and seams have effectively been made to vanish.
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In order to mimic the temporal specificities of a 'diary in the strict sense', Brandt-Van

Warmelo effectively (and purposefully) conflates the 1902/1903 ElaillaCilt of writing with the

1901 events she represents, with the result that what is written is not a diary, but a

retrospectively re//worked document written, in accordance with Mrs. De La Rey's injunction,

in 'diary form'. The re/writing of Brandt-Van Warmelo's camp 'diary' will come into clearer

focus in Chapter Six, when aspects of the book's translation and production are scrutinised in

more detail.

An important pan of discerning the provenance and writing context of a published

diary is access to the materiality of an original manuscript Time, its passing and the moment

of writing are usually inscribed in these manuscripts in ways that reveal aspects of their

context of production. For example, the manuscript diaries of Bessie Schabort„ Arhiana

Orem= and Mrs.. Armstrong are all neatly written up in tidy exercise books, with even,

consistent handwriting throughout and minimal mistakes, crossings out, insertions and so on.

This contrasts strongly with the diary of Anna Barry, which is vaitten on scrappy sheets of

paper, with crossings through, untidiness and with a 'rough' and also a 'neat' form, all of

which evince the diary's 'at the time-nese. The absence of archived original manuscripts for

the diaries ofianie Kriegler, tiliem Fischer and Alie Badenhorst make it difficult to determine

their temporal provenance with any degree of certainty, but with Taut' Alie bearing signs of

particularly complex, unstable and shifting narrative time, as I have indictaed

Overall, the layers of reworking and rewriting evident at the back of Boer women's

camp diaries mean that they cannot lay claim to the present-present confluence of 'event' and

'writing' of diaries, nor to the iefereatiality associated with this. Written in a narrative time of

present-past that is seldom made visible, these consequently share the temporality of the post-
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hoc camp testimonies. However, in the case of the 'mimicked diaries', the temporal gap

between 'events' and 'wiling' is not always made clear, and in some cases is actively

concealed in order to -manipulate how the diary appears to be situated in time. As a result,

there are several similarities between the testimonies and the post-hoc 'diaries'. The 'diaries'

of Venter, Fischer, Schabort and Brandt-Van Warmelo in particular evince the (pinto-.)

nationalist preoccupation with the 'big picture', politics and the 'freedom and independence'

of the vofir, all things prevalent in the post-war testimonies produced explicitly and openly in

the (pinto-) nationalist context With the exception of the diaries of Barry and Kaiegler, it is

not the 'everyday' and the mundane which are depicted in Boer women's 'diaries', nor

particularised and individual emotional responses to events, but rather the generalised and

homogenised rhetoric of the post-war testimonies. Indeed, I take this to be indicative of the

similarities in their context of production, with the diaries of Brandt-Van Warmekk Venter

and Fischer all evincing signs of an explicitly (pinto-) nationalist 'moment of writing'. In this

sense the camp 'diaries', or rather what are presented and have largely been treated as

'diaries', and the camp testimonies both stand in stark contrast to letters written at the time,

barite the (prom-) nationalist concerns that so strongly influenced the production, content and

tone of the testimonies and 'diaries' had begun to be fully and widely articulated. Unlike

letters, which were written at the time and for personal or individual reasons, camp 'diaries'

were produced in largely the same political context as testimonies, although the writing up of

camp experiences 'in diary form' by effacing the temporal gap between 'events' and 'writing'

was most laxly done with an eye to laying claim to the refeiential and 'within the whirlwind'

qualities of diaries. At this point, I want to examine in what ways my discussion of letters and
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diaries and their relationship to time and narrative throws additional light on the post/memory

process.

In ibis chapter, I have explored Boer women's unpublished ktrers and unfpublished

diaries as examples of personal -venting (ostensibly) produced at the time of the war and in the

camps. In doing so, I have questioned whether or not, and in what ways, these forms of 'at the

time' writing are distinctive and thus offer alternative views to those presented by 'the history'

expounded by the later (patio-) nationalist testimonies. With regard to Boer women's letters,

these differ markedly from the later testimonies in a number of key ways. While the post-hoc

testimonies were often solicited and orchestrated by (proto-) nationalist organisations, camp

letters were written in a spontaneous way to communicate with geographically distant friends

and relatives, and their provenance and content is demonstrably 'of the time'. At the same

time,! have indicated regarding some letters the likely origins of specific and 'ordinary'

incidents that were later decomewmalised and re/told in the testimonies as generally occurring

'facts' about the camps, concerning for example the removal of children to hospitals_ Earlier I

emphasised that post/memory emerges "almost as soon as something is experienced" (Stanley

2095a, in press, my emphasis), and here I want to strongly underscore the 'almost'. That is,

while letters are undoubtedly structured, selective and mediated, nonetheless their temporal

closeness to 'the events' offers a glimpse, however small, limited and situated, of what might

lie behind post/memory. I want to retain the distinctiveness of 'documents of life' written at

the time of the events they record, and those written ten, twenty or thirty years after the

originating events. Thus while! maintain that the processes of postfraeraory begin almost the

moment an event has been experienced, I stress this 'almost' as pad of holding onto the
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distinctiveness of 'at the time' writing, not as referential, but nevertheless as different from

writing after the event.

However, that post/memory processes intervene and begin to subsume and replace

'memory itself 'almost as soon as something is experienced' is well illustrated by the 'diaries'

of Brandt-Van Warmelo and Afie Badenharst, both produced a relatively short time after the

end of the war. Although Brandt-Van Warmelo wrote her 'diary' in late 1902 and 1903, and

Bader/horst presented her manuscript to Hobhonse at some point in 1903„ both of these show

extensive signs of re/writing and both are mediated and motivated versions of the pest, in the

sense that pest/memory is These 'diaries' which were re/worked by Boer women outside the

immediate 'whirlwind' of camp fife exemplify post/memory as 'delayed, indirect, secondary"

(Kirsch 1997: 13, 22),. In addition, Brandt-Van Warmelo's and Badenhurst's 'diaries' both

indicate the early emergence ofposthnemory as a 'take' on. the events of the war and the

camps in which Boer women are depicted as innocent victims and the British as deliberately

malicious, although in Taut' Alie the 'line' on these things is less one-dimensionally and

straightforwardly (prom-) nationalist than in Het Concentratie-k-amp van Irene. These

'diaries', together with the post-war testimonies, helped produce post/memory as a version of

the past that 'forgot" the specificities of 'memory itself' and replaced these with post/memory

as marked by generalisation and homogenisation of time, space, events, people and their

reactions.

The similarities across the post-hoc 'diaries' reflect the curious relative lack of change

in post/memory over time.. Overall, the diaries of Johanna Brandt-Van Warm.elo, Bettie

Venter, Bessie Schabort and Miem Fischer all take a similarly (promo-) nationalist 'line' on the

events of the war and the camps, depicting Boer women as both innocent and wronged, and
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the British as at best inept and uncaring and at worst as actively inUrdeEDIS- These 'diarists'

explicitly declare their political allegiances as pro-Boer and/or (pinto-) nationalist, with the

common 'line' across their 'diaries' indicative of how post/memory shaped not only 'the

history' but also determined who might 'speak' and be 'heard'. 'Ordinary memory' does shift

and change over time, from small incidentals though to major "mis-vememberings" (and

forgettings), with this well-investiage:d and theorised in the relevant literature front Freud on.

That these accounts do not change over time, but appear somehow as 'time-lice' seems to me

one of important characteristics of post/memory, as I commented in Chapter Three, and I chaff

return to this point in later chapters, together with the role of networks of (polo-) nationalist

women and especially the actiVites of the key cultural entrepreneurs_

In much the same way that post/memory passes itself off as 'memory itself, so too

Boer women's post-hoc 'diaries' pass themselves off as 'the thing itself, by apparently being

charactenised by the confluence of 'event' and the 'moment of writing% So successful are they

at subverting and manipulating narrative time within them, that the mimicked 'diaries' are

utterly confident of their claim to the referentiality associated with 'actual' diaries:

"what I have written about in this book is the truth" (Venter I938 A248: 95, my
emphasis)

"This publication is a NAribatim transcription of Mem Fischer's crioinal diark?"
(Coeetzme in Fischer 2000, my emphases)

"my diary, written in the camp ii6elr (Brandt-Van Warnielo 1905: foreword, II, my
emphases)

"All that stands written in this book is the truth, and the truth alone" (Hobbouse 1923b:
319, my emphasis)

It is only through careful, critical attention to narrative time within these 'diaries',

coupled with consideration of the context in which they were rehvorked and 'RI/written, that
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the temporal disjuctm-es between 'events' and 'writing', and thus between 'memory' and

post/memory, become evident Their orchestration by cultural entrepreneurs to fill the

apparent pp in (politically suitable) documents written 'at the time' and in the camps is

central in placing these re/written 'diaries' at the centre of post/memory as a politicised and

'overproduced' version of the past that operates as a substitution for 'memory' itself. In

moving beyond women's writings produced in this (proto-) nationalist context, and the narrow

range of ways of testifying and types of experience that consequently predominate, Chapter

Five reconsiders what constitutes a 'testimony', and endeavotws to rehabilitate the stories of

women, and some men, whose lives, camp experiences and methods of attestation made them

'unsuitable' for inclusion in the (pinto-) nationalist canon.
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Chapter Five
'Died making no sign'? Expanding Testimonies

"South African women, taken generally, never lend themselves to much use of the
pen and the few who have, not without effort, expressed themselves on paper can
and should be taken as spokeswomen for the tens of thousands who suffered as they
did but who either had no skill in writing, no material at hand or died making no
sign" (Hobhouse 1927: 5).

"The South African War is unusual in that testimonies of a substantial number of
Boer women have also been collected and published..." (Van Heyningen 2002:
189).

This chapter seeks to explore and widen the concept of 'testimony' in relation to women's

experiences of the concentration camps of the South African War, and to problematise

Hobhouse's twin assumptions above that women who did not write 'died making no sign'

and that those who did 'express themselves on paper' should be taken as representative of

those who did not. As my discussion of the very low numbers of women's personal

writings about the war in Chapter Four indicates, Van Heyningen's assertion about the

collection and publication of the "testimonies of a substantial number of Boer women" is

incorrect: overwhelmingly Boer women did not testify to their war and camp experiences,

or at least not in ways that were recognised by 'the history'.

The unspoken assumption behind Van Heyningen's claim is that testimonies are by

definition collected and published. As I have shown in the Chapters Two and Three, the

majority of women's testimonies that entered the public domain were orchestrated by

cultural entrepreneurs and written by members of relatively small, self-referencing

networks of (proto-) nationalist women who, in helping to further their political agenda,

told stories that conformed to a (proto-) nationalist meta-narrative. It is therefore highly

problematic to assume, as Hobhouse does and as elsewhere in her discussion Van

Heyningen implies, that these testimonies can be taken as representative of the socially and

politically diverse camp populations.
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As part of rethinking and expanding testimony here, I focus first on definitions of

what characterises a testimony, doing so with specific reference to the testimonio genre,

which has been the subject of both fascinating and extensive critical and theoretical

attention highly relevant to the South African case. I then consider the collected and

published women's testimonies which are mentioned in the above Hobhouse quotation and

how these can be plotted across a number of definitional dimensions, thereby allowing

useful comparisons to be made with other forms of testimony that have historically not

been admitted to the de facto canon of `women's camp testimonies'. Combining the widest

definitions of testimony and attestation with innovative use of the camp records, I then go

on to show in a variety of examples how many women whose accounts were not 'collected

and published' nevertheless produced testimonies in which they attested to aspects of their

camp experiences, and thus certainly did not 'die making no sign'. This rethinking of

testimony not only broadens the scope of what constitutes 'a testimony' in general terms,

but also challenges what has hitherto been a nationalist monopoly on testifying to these

events, and as a consequence it allows a whole other range of experiences and people to

come into focus.

Testimony and Testimonio

At its most basic level, testimony simply means "an eyewitness account" (Lincoln

2000: 134)1 and has its origins in the legal context of testifying or giving evidence in a

court of law. To testify is to provide under oath a first-person account of a particular event

or set of circumstances, although over time the notion of testimony as specifically an

alternative to authorised versions of events has developed. For instance, in her research on

However, Lincoln's primary concern is to point up the differences between her self-professedly
Turocentric' understanding of testimony as an eyewitness account, and what she perceives to be an absence
of facticity in testimonios.
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post-Soviet Latvia, Vieda Skultans comments that "Pitted against official versions of the

past are the steadily growing numbers of testimonies of witnesses" (Slcultans 1998: 51). As

a form of life writing, testimony's specific Latin American incarnation, the testimonio, has

been defined by Beverley as "a novel or novella-length narrative in book or pamphlet (that

is, printed as opposed to acoustic) form, told in the first-person by a narrator who is also

the real protagonist or witness of the events he or she recounts, and whose unit of narration

is usually 'a life' or significant life experience" (Beverley 1989: 12-13).2 Gugelberger in

fact stresses that testimonial literature and testimonial discourse more generally must not

be conflated with testimonio, which he sees as set apart by an explicitly activist agenda and

a desire to effect change (Gugelberger 1996: 4). As I commented in Chapter Two, in the

testimonio, as Yudice puts it, "Truth is summoned in the cause of denouncing a present

situation of exploitation and oppression or in exorcising and setting aright official history"

(Yudice 1991: 17). So while a testimonio might ostensibly concern the life of a particular

individual, it is also always a public and political text in which particularised life

experience is narrated in order to expose a general system of oppression and to make a

related case for change. Doris Sommer indeed argues that "testimonials are related to a

general text of struggle" (1988: 129), while Mann points out that, as a result of this,

testimonial writing "has always been seen as a kind of writing from the margins" (Mann

1991: 51).3

Beverley's emphasis on written, first-person, self-authored accounts strongly aligns

testimonio with autobiography and other self-authored texts featuring a singular subject

and an individual life. However, at the same time testimonios have in fact challenged many

2 The testimonio literature I have found helpful and drawn on here includes Beverley 1989, Gugelberger
1996, Kokotovic 1999, Lincoln 2000, Mann 1991, Nance 2001, Sklodowska 1996, Sommer 1988, Tiemey
2000a, 2000b and Yudice 1991.
3 As outlined in Chapter Two, the association between testimonio and marginality and/or oppression has
tended to confer on testimony-writers a moral authority that is sometimes highly problematic, as shown in the
particular case of Rabie-Van der Merwe's Onthou! (1940).
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of the suppositions about life writing as necessarily written, individual, personal, and self-

authored. Some theorists have argued that what distinguishes testimonios is "the self-

professed eschewal of the first person singular subject" (Mann 1991: 52), and while

testimonies might be "life histories narrated in a first-person voice", they are actually

"strikingly impersonal" for, while they are provided by individuals, the self in testimonials

is a "collective subject" concerned with raising political consciousness (Sommer 1988:

109, 111). In other words, testimonio writers and speakers do not always depict their

experiences as individual in the mode of traditional autobiography, but often portray

themselves as representative figures whose experiences are shared by many others, whose

life stories are more-or-less interchangeable with those depicted in the testimonio. For

Sommer, this "collective subject of the testimonial" is partly a result of the "oral quality"

of testimonios: "as a device, the orality helps to account for the testimonial's construction

of a collective self. For unlike the private and even lonely moment of autobiographical

writing, testimonies are public events" (Sommer 1992: 118). Similarly, Felman argues that

testimony does not offer "a completed statement, a totalizable account ... In the testimony,

language is in process and in trial, it does not possess itself as a conclusion" (Felman 1992:

5). Thus its oral roots are an important feature of testimonial writing, contributing both to

its fractional, provisional nature and to its construction of a collective subject.

In addition, while Beverley characterises testimonios as first-person and self-

narrated, many testimonios are collaborative products "in which individuals and groups not

in possession of the Western representational technology of writing communicate their

vision of the world and their version of often cataclysmic events ... through a literate

intermediary" (Kokotovic 1999: 29).4 Thus testimonios blur the boundaries of oral and

written, self-authored and other-authored, individual and collective. The recognition that

4 Many of the best-known testimonios are products of such collaborations, including Barrios 1978, Menchu
1984 and Montejo 1968.
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testimony does not have to be directly self-authored accords with the acknowledgement by

those feminist theorists interested in "Listening to women's voices, studying women's

writings, and learning from women's experiences" and recognising that women's personal

narratives, and by implication testimonies, "can take many forms, including biography,

autobiography, life history — a life told to a second person who records it — diaries,

journals, and letters" (Personal Narratives Group 1989: 4). Widening what constitutes

testimony to include "a life told to a second person who records it" gives recognition and a

public voice to a far broader spectrum of personal testimonies and testifiers.

As a form of testimonial writing concerned with instigating political change,

testimonio brings together many different and sometimes conflicting dimensions of

personal writing, two aspects of which I want to comment on. Firstly, narrating the lived

personal experience of one person, testimonio is primarily focused on public, political

matters and so, while the subject of a testimonio may be the individual speaker/writer, at

the same time the testimonio subject is often a collective one, 'the many' of whom the

speaker/writer is simply one representative. The orthodoxy here has become that in

testimonio "The singular represents the plural not because it replaces or subsumes the

group but because the speaker is a distinguishable part of the whole" (Sommer 1988: 108).

However, against this, clearly some testimonio writers and speakers promote a self that is

both unique and set apart, as suggested by the title of L Rigoberta Menchu (Menchu 1983).

And secondly, while for Beverley the 'finished product' of testimonio is a written text,

many other theorists have emphasised the genre's oral roots of as contributing to the

construction of a collective subject. This emphasis on the testimonio taking the form of "a

life told to a second person who records it" or combining self- and other-authored aspects,

strongly problematises "the notion that any text is singularly created" (Tierney 2000: 543).
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At the heart of testimonio theory, then, are some strongly argued but conflicting

views of central matters concerning the text and its authorship. As I shall indicate in the

ensuing discussion in this chapter, in the South African War case, these conflicts exist and

are rooted in the actual circumstances in which some women's testimonies were 'heard'

and others were not, some were solicited for 'collecting and publishing' and others were

not, and consequently some exist in the public domain as `women's testimonies' while

many more, expressed in more indirect, oral or non-public contexts, can be brought at least

partially into sight by widening 'testimony' to `attestation'.5

Plotting Boer Women's Testimonies

As a form of testimonial writing, Boer women's camp accounts can be usefully

plotted across the definitional dimensions of testimonio outlined above, in order to

facilitate comparison later in the chapter with less 'conventional' forms of testimony.

Almost without exception and in keeping with many testimonios, Boer women's

testimonies are public and political in both content and intent They are retrospective

accounts and cannot seek to change the circumstances of the war or the camps, but they are

strongly motivated by a desire to change the way these events are represented. For

instance, in Should We Forget? Mrs. Neethling claims that "no people have ever been

misunderstood, misrepresented like the Boers" (1903: 9) and that her book, which includes

testimony of her own wartime experiences as well as her witnessing of other women's

sufferings, corrects this by "writ[ing] the story of the Boer women, as they showed

themselves during the war, truly, fairly", and "bringing to light some of the facts and

phases" of the war (Neethling 1903: Introduction, 127). Ironically, while Boer women

were initially writing their testimonies against what they perceived to be 'official' and

5 My discussion on widening testimony around the notion of 'attestation' and 'making her mark' draws on
Stanley 2005c.
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erroneous versions of these events (such as the parliamentary 'Blue Books', the Ladies

Commission Report or unsympathetic accounts in certain newspapers or official weekly

gazettes),6 they and those who joined them in later publications were in the process of

producing what became the 'official record' of nationalism and which over time became

the only authorised, sanctioned version of the war and the camps, emanating largely from

elite Boer social and political circles. Thus, unlike the majority of testimonio speakers and

writers, most of the Boer women testimony-writers were actually not writing from the

'margins', and those testimonies written in the late 1930s in particular were produced at a

time when what was being constructed as 'the Afrikaner people' was a rapidly rising and

powerful elite rather than an oppressed minority.

Like testimonios more generally, Boer women's collected and published

testimonies were also aimed at effecting political change at the time they were written.

Thus, the Foreword to Sternme Uit Die Verlede declares that the book is aimed at gaining a

wider appreciation of the true role of Boer women in "building up Land and Volk" (Fick in

Postma 1939: Foreword)7, echoing the consciousness-raising objectives of many

testimonios . Sarah Raar s Met Die Boere in die Veld articulates explicitly nationalist aims:

"My hope and expectation is that the effort will be worth it and will contribute to

awakening a love of the fatherland and an awareness of the nation amongst our young

generation, and to draw the ties closer that bind us as an Afrikaner people" (Raal 1938:

Voorwoord [Foreword]).8 As a result of these political aims and statements, and in

common with many testimonios, Boer women's testimonies are remarkably impersonal

although on the surface they all ostensibly concern the details of 'a life'.

' In a later book, Mrs. Neethling also states her intention to 'correct' the official record, where she
specifically names the Ladies Commission Report, which she condemns as "superficial and one-sided"
roppervlakkig en eensydigl, and as an instance of the misrepresentation of the camps (Neethling 1938: x).
7 "opbou van Land en Volk"
3 "My hoop en verwagting is dat die moeitewerd sal wees en daartoe sal hydra om die vaderlandsliefde en
volksbewassyn by onsjong geslag aan te wakker en die bande nouer te trek wat ons bind as 'n
Afillumervolk."
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Commenting on something similar with regard to Latvia, Skultans argues that "The

constraints of large-scale historical events necessarily produce a certain measure of

similarity and repetition [in testimonies]. However, testimony resists generalization. It

emphasizes the separateness and solitude of each narrator. Its impact is cumulative rather

than abstractly generalizeable" (Skultans 1998: 51). My view of Boer women's South

African War testimonies is very different: production as part of the growth of Afrikaner

(proto-) nationalism renders both their structure and their content generalised and

generaliseable. They embrace rather than resist generalisation and they do not emphasise

the "separateness and solitude" of personal experience and individual response, but rather

universalise representations of the war and the camps in ways that help promote a united,

independent Afrikaner nation.

While some Boer women's testimonies, such as those by Brandt-Van Warmelo

(1905, 1913), De La Rey (1903), Le Clus (1923), Raal (1938), Rabie-Van der Merwe

(1940) and Van Helsdingen (1903), are individual, self-authored accounts, many more

women's testimonies appear as part of collections by Hobhouse (1902, 1927), Postma

(1925, 1939) and Neethling (1917, 1938), and/or were written in response to collective

'calls' to witness on behalf of the yolk in various newspapers and magazines. The

testimonies in the published collections lie somewhere between the individual and

collective forms, with numbers of women telling their stories in terms of 'my experiences'

and others in terms of 'we women', with the testimonies in Stemme Uit Die Verlede 

(Postma 1939) taking the specific form of sworn statements which are marshalled together

as the collective evidence of a number of witnesses. The testimonies in these collections

were written, gathered, published, distributed and read in a communal context, with some

women testifiers making explicit reference to the role of other contributors, for example in
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writing that "There is still a lot more I could write, but others must also get a chance to air

their feelings" (Louw in Neethling 1938: 34)•9

The collective, cross-referencing, mutually-authorising aspects of these anthologies

of testimonies, then, are likely to be due to the oral origins of many of these accounts as

stories exchanged and re/told both during and after the war, thereby gaining widespread

coverage and credence over time, and Chapters Two and Three provided examples of

particular stories redacted from an oral tradition into 'I-witness' statements. Thus, while

the testimonies in these collections are ostensibly individual and self-authored, they draw

on a collective body of oral stories pertaining to these events and are presented in

compilation form, with women often replicating elements of the same stories, and family

links and shared experiences between individual authors are clearly discernable even when

not made explicit.1°

As I indicated at the start of the chapter, testimonio theorists have frequently called

attention to the supposed "eschewal of the first person singular subject" (Mann 1991: 52)

by testimonio writers and speakers, who are seen to depict themselves and their

experiences as typical and representative of a larger communal group. Hobhouse presented

the testimonies in War Without Glamour in this way, suggesting that the experiences

represented in the testimonies in her collection were interchangeable with those of any

Boer woman, by claiming that "Had every woman of the two Boer Republics (apart from

the few big towns) recorded her experience, the result would have been but a general

repetition of these statements with minor variations of detail" (Hobhouse 1927: 5). Some

9 "Daar is nog bale meer wat ek kon slayf maar ander moet ook 'n kans by om aan hulk gevoelens lug te
gee."
w As an example of this, in Mag Ons Vergeet? Betty Hofmeyr (the 'widow of Stephanus Hofmeyr'), whose
testimony appears on pages 226-227, is also the mother-in-law of the (unnamed) writer of the letter that
appears on pages 210-211, whose testimony also appears in War Without Glamour (Hobhouse 1927: 104-
106). The links between the two women and their three testimonies are not referred to anywhere, and each
account provides the same evidence and works to corroborate the other. Moreover, further research indicated
that the 'unnamed' writer of the letter on pages 210-211 was Mrs. Neethling's niece, Mrs. Hofmeyr.
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women testimony writers overtly located themselves as part of a wider collectivity, as

indicated by Cornelia Makwayer's signing of her testimony "Your fellow-grieving

Afrikaner friend" (Makwayer in Postma 1939: 65). 11 Others claim, not so much to typify

Boer women as to speak for them in the role of emissary, with Johanna Brandt-Van

Warmelo declaring in Het Concentratie-kamp van Irene that "These are the experiences of

one Transvaal woman, that she survived during the war ... but what stands written up

herein is also the experience of thousands of mothers of the South African people"

(Brandt-Van Warmelo 1905: 123). 12 The majority of the writers of the individual, self-

authored testimonies, most notably Brandt-Van Warmelo, Raal and Rabie-Van der Merwe,

absolutely do not depict themselves or their experiences as representative or typical of

Boer women, but instead portray themselves us unique, active, heroic agents. Far from

eschewing the first person singular subject, these testimony writers focus almost entirely

on an 'I' that is set apart from the collective mass of Boer women and is a singular, daring,

adventurous individual. In focusing on the collective subject of testimonios in general, I do

not think the theoretical literature has taken adequate account of instances where

testimonio writers do not represent themselves as "a distinguishable part of the whole"

(Sommer 1988: 108) but as uniquely distinctive, extraordinary and heroic.

In addition, in common with many testimonios, Boer women's testimonies blur

notions of single authorship or self-authorship with their complex layers of re/writing,

collaborative writing and translation. As I have indicated in previous chapters, the majority

of Boer women's testimonies have undergone at least one and usually several layers of

re/writing and translation, and most involved collaborative work of one kind or another.

Thus Mrs. Neethling's Should We Forget? (1903) recounts not only the author's wartime

"U mede-bedrodde Afirikaanse vriendin"
u "Dit zijn de ondervindingen van een Transvaalschevroirw, die den oorlog mede heeft doorgemaakt
maar wat hierin staat opgeteekend is ook de ondervindin g van duizende moeders van het Suid-A,frikacmsche
yolk".
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experiences, but also records those of the people she encountered in visiting various of the

camps during that time; and in The Brunt of the War (1902), Hobhouse offers not only her

own account and analysis of the effect of the war on women and children, but reproduces

many short extracts from letters and also statements written by others about their first-hand

experiences. Hobhouse collected, edited, translated, arranged and published both Tant'

Alie of the Transvaal (1923) and the testimonies in War Without Glamour (1927). The

testimonies in Stemme Uit Die Verlede and Mag Ons Vergeet? were translated twice: the

former from Taal into early Afrikaans (1925) and then later Afrikaans (1939); the latter

from Taal into Dutch (1917) and then into later Afrikaans (1938). Although both books

contain testimonies written by the individual women concerned, both also bear the imprint

of their authors in the form of editorial changes, overall structure, layout, footnotes,

forewords and introductions. The layers of re/working in Johanna  Brandt-Van Warmelo's

Het Concentratie-kamp van Irene have been discussed in Chapter Four, although it is worth

remembering here that this book was also the product of a collaboration, with Louis Brandt

translating the text and centrally involved in the rewriting process, and Brandt-Van

Warmelo having overall guidance provided by both Emily Hobhouse and Mrs. De La Rey.

The complex ways in which Boer women's testimonies map onto definitions and

characteristics of testimony and the more specific form of testimonio are seldom

recognised when these testimonies are read by or referred to in South African

historiography. Instead it is widely assumed that these are straightforwardly, self-authored,

individual testimonies in which women relate their personal experiences of the war and the

camps and are factual historical sources, and it is only accounts of this apparent kind that

have been acknowledged as 'women's camp testimonies of the camps'. 13 Jansen, for

example, only focuses on written, self-authored, individual accounts, and assumes that the

13 As discussed in Chapter Two, South African historiography has treated Boer women's camp testimonies as
unproblematically factual and referential, with Coetzer 2000, Marais 1991 and Raath 2002a, 2002b all using
testimonies in this way.
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only ways Boer women 'left behind a sign' of their war and camp experiences was in

"heart-rending diaries, letters and memoirs", although only the published testimonies are

referenced (Jansen 1999: 3). Forms of attestation that are non-written, other-authored, and

most crucially, that do not conform to 'the history' in nationalist terms, have not been

recognised as such. In the remainder of this chapter, I shall seek the traces of women who

did not participate in the nationalist post-war campaign of testifying, but who nonetheless

testified to their experiences in the diverse alternative ways I refer to in general terms as

attestation. I shall examine the concepts of testimony and attestation at the most basic and

general level, stripping them of the particular assumptions about life writing outlined

above which have become associated with testimony. Doing this brings into focus a variety

of different forms of women's attestations that have previously been neglected or ignored

in post/memory of the South African War and concentration camps.

Redefming Testimony

As already stated, testimony has its origins in the legal context of a court of law,

and under these circumstances refers to the evidence sworn as the truth by first-hand or

eye-witnesses. Felman locates testimony in the context of a 'crisis of truth', arguing that

"testimony is provided, and is called for, when the facts upon which justice must

pronounce its verdict are not clear, when historical accuracy is in doubt and when both the

truth and its supporting elements are called into question. The legal model of the trial

dramatizes, in this way, a contained, and culturally channelled, institutionalized, crisis of

truth" (Felman 1992: 6, original emphasis). However, as Felman also points out, testimony

has over time come to have meanings and significance "way beyond the implications of its

limited, restricted usage in the legal context" (Felman 1992: 6). It is this 'way beyond' I

want to pursue.
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The wide array of meaning and shades of meaning of the term 'testimony' and

related words gives an indication of the multiple interpretations and uses connected with

the concept. Dictionary definitions of the term 'testimony' in the O.E.D. include: "Personal

or documentary evidence or attestation in support of a fact or statement; hence, any form of

evidence or proof', "An open attestation or acknowledgement", "An expression or

declaration of disapproval or condemnation of error; a protestation" (Oxford English

Dictionary Vol. XI 1970: 225). The characterisation of testimony as "personal or

documentary evidence" is congruent with Felman's (1995: 5) assertion that 'to testify'

means "to vow to tell, to promise and produce one's own speech as material evidence for

truth". This conception of testimony allows for a far broader rubric that incorporates many

of the examples I discuss below, particularly those where individuals produced their own

verbal and/or written statements in the context of providing evidence to prove a particular

point under dispute. The specific form of testimony that Felman (1995: 5) calls "an

expression or declaration of disapproval or condemnation of error; a protestation"

encompasses documents such as petitions and letters of complaint or protest, which are

forms of "open attestation" specifically concerned with "declaration[s] of disapproval".

The term 'testify' signifies a similarly wide range of meanings, including: "To bear

witness to, or give proof of (a fact); to assert of affirm the truth of (a statement); to attest",

"To profess and openly acknowledge (a fact, belief, object of faith or devotion, etc.); to

proclaim as something that one knows or believes", "To declare solemnly" and "To give

evidence of, display, manifest, express (desire, emotion, etc)" (Oxford English Dictionary 

Vol. XI 1970: 224). Thus 'to testify' may simply mean "to bear witness" to a statement,

fact or assertion of truth, for instance by verifying or endorsing a document with a personal

signature, thus producing a testificate — "a writing wherein a fact is attested" (Oxford

English Dictionary Vol. XI 1970: 224). However, documents can also testify to — in other
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words, be a manifestation of— a particular desire, emotion or set of circumstances, and this

potentially accommodates a seemingly limitless array of personal and also 'official'

writings in which the thoughts, feelings and actions of individuals are expressed and

testified to.

Testimony is also connected to the testimonial, including in the sense of an

'objective' reference in which one person bears witness to the character, skills and qualities

of another person, but also in the sense of testifying of a distinctly positive, eulogising

kind. Definitions of 'testimonial' take a number of different forms, including those I have

also indicated: "A written attestation by some authorized or responsible person or persons,

testifying to the truth of something; an affidavit, acknowledgement; a certificate", and "A

writing testifying to one's qualifications and character", but also taking account of a wider

set of meanings: "Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of testimony; serving as evidence;

conducive to proof', "Something serving as proof or evidence; a token, record,

manifestation" (Oxford English Dictionary Vol. XI 1970: 224-225). In a testimonial,

therefore, it is usually a third person who acts as a first-hand witness and objectively

testifies to the character or conduct of another. The resulting testimonial testifies, not only

to the character and qualities of the person whom the testimonial is explicitly 'about', but

also concerning the character, interests and perspective of the speaker/writer of the

testimonial, who may be a designated 'authority' or an individual (or collective) who, for

other reasons, has been deemed a reliable, responsible and knowledgeable I-witness.

According to Coady, testimony is "an illocutionary act", that is, an. action

performed by saying or writing something "under certain conditions and with certain

intentions such that we might naturally think of the definition as giving us conventions

governing the existence of the act of testifying" (Coady 1992: 25). Coady follows this wide

definition of testimony with an investigation of the specific legal roots of testimony as
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evidence provided by witnesses in a court of law. While Coady's definition centres on "the

idea of testimony as the content of a speech act", he also includes within this "material

which is not an obvious product of the sort of explicit speech act of testifying" (Coady

1992: 48, 50). As a key part of extending the testimony paradigm, Coady includes

documentary testimony such as "church registries of births and deaths, private diaries,

confidential diplomatic minutes, newspaper reports", even where the original speaker or

writer of these documents was unaware that s/he was testifying (Coady 1992: 50). While it

might be argued that testimony has to be knowingly performed to be construed as

testimony, Coady contends against this, that "where we can legitimately create an author-

reader situation it would seem natural to extend the notion of testimony to cover such cases

...particularly where the document in question was concerned, for whatever reason, to set

the record straight" (Coady 1992: 50). Thus while testimony is conventionally seen as a

form of life writing specifically concerned with consciously bearing witness to the life and

experiences of individual's, Coady's discussion considers a much broader notion of

testimony that takes account of documentary and other forms of testimony that pertain to

the South African examples that follow.

Using the widest possible interpretative frame based on the definitions outlined

above, testimony can include: legal and semi-legal depositions, sworn statements,

testificates, references, testimonials, petitions and applications, as well as forms of

documentary testimony and what Coady refers to as 'institutional testimony', or "the sort

of testimony that is enshrined in publishing practices" (Coady 1992: 222). A subset of this

is testimonial life writing of the 'collected and published' kind referred to in the quotation

from Van Heyningen at the start of this chapter, as well as the specific form of testimonio;

and it can be plotted across a number of dimensions, including self-/other-authored,

written/oral, public/private, and self-as-representative/self-as-unique. In what follows and
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as part of my reconceptualisation of testimony, I make use of a wide variety of examples

drawn from the Orange River Colony (0.R.C.) and Transvaal official camp records to

illustrate the diverse ways in which women attested to their war and camp experiences.

These examples are 'testimonial' in the sense that they attest to the conduct, character or

experience of an individual or group, with either the attester or another 'I-witness'

recording this. Rethinking testimony around 'attestation' and 'making a mark' or leaving a

trace, and using the extensive official camp records to seek out such traces, enables the

focus to move away from the 'collected and published' testimonies and the political project

they are associated with, and to recognise the testimonies of women — and men — which

have thus far been neglected or ignored. In drawing on the official camp records, I have

been careful not to equate 'appearing in the records' with testimony. Each of the examples

I discuss involves a personal attestation of one kind or another that falls outside the 'usual'

day-to-day routine recording of arrivals, departures, illness, deaths and births, because it

involves camp inhabitants 'making a mark' or 'having a mark made about them' in an

unusual or distinguishing way.

"We the undersigned inhabitants": collective testimony as "an expression or
declaration of disapproval ... a protestation"

An important form of collective testimony is the petition, a substantial number of

which are now archived as part of the official camp records. These petitions were

addressed to local camp superintendents of the O.R.C. or Transvaal refugee camps or the

Chief Administrators of the of the O.R.C. and Transvaal annexed provinces, and were

drafted and signed in the camps by collectivities of inhabitants who wished to 'make a

statement' about a particular aspect of camp life and usually, although not always, make a

related request for change. These petitions testify to the experiences and concerns of a

collective of camp inhabitants; in them, the petitioners attest to or proclaim what they see
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as `the facts' about a specific aspect of camp life, in much the same way that writers of the

later post-war testimonies claim to attest to 'the facts' about the war and the camps more

generally, but with the petitions also blurring into other forms of written attestation,

including letters, depositions and signed statements.

Petitions tend to cluster around particular camps, with both Kroonstad and

Bloemfontein producing larger numbers of petitions than elsewhere. One of the Kroonstad

petitions, dated 26 March 1901, concerns a request for increased rations, and like many of

the petitions takes the form of a testimony within a letter:

"Dear Sir!
We the undersigned inhabitants of the above named Camp take with due respect the
liberty to bring our requirements before your notice:-
1St The rations which we receive here are insufficient for us ...
2nd. We have here in Camp very aged persons; even as old as 94 years, & this
monotonous food ... is certainly injurious to their health ...
,rd. We get no candles & soap.
4th. The issue of passes to the town is insufficient according to the present Pass
System ...
These are the reasons why we humbly & respectfully beg you to take our
grievances into favourable consideration & to recommend this Memorial to higher
authorities. Hoping to get a favourable reply we remain yours respectfully
Signed only by full grown persons (bona fide)
C.R. Botha
[List of 494 signatures]" (SRC 4/1012)14

Here the collective "we the undersigned" testify to Kroonstad's superintendent, Mr. Webb,

about the circumstances in which they were living and to which they objected, outlined in

four main points with the specific wording of the petition seemingly devised by C.R.

Botha, the first signatory. If 'to testify' is taken as "to proclaim as something that one

knows or believes", as suggested by the OED definition given above (Oxford English

Dictionary Vol. XI 1970: 224), then petitions of this sort certainly fall within the rubric of

collective 'camp testimony', specifically as a form of protestation. Complaints about

rations in petitions are usually fairly detailed and precise, and not expressed in the general

14 The requests made in this petition were refused, with Webb as superintendent of Kroonstad arguing that "if
any concessions are made to the people in this respect they will only give rise to further demands" (SRC
4/1012).
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terms common to the later testimonies which indiscriminately condemned the 'poor

rations', especially of meat. For example, a petition dated 26 June 1901 from 596

inhabitants of Bloemfontein camp called for scrapping of the potato ration and asking that

it be replaced with an increased quantity of flour (SRC 19/7517), 15 while a petition of 29

June 1901 from "we the undersigned Ladies" at Vredefort Road camp made a particular

request for increased firewood signed by 82 women (SRC 9/3077)•16

Significantly, another Kroonstad petition dated 29 August 1901 is written in the

same handwriting as the earlier one concerning rations, and with the same C.R. Botha as

first signatory (SRC 11/4287). This petition, signed by 111 men, requested permission

from the military authorities for the signatories, who had all taken the Oath of Allegiance,

to be allowed to farm along the nearby railway line. C.R. Botha was evidently the

instigator and organiser of both petitions, and this solicitation and co-ordination of

testimony is an interesting parallel between the petitions-as-testimony and the single-

authored testimonies produced post-war, which were also orchestrated and produced by

local organisers in the shape of cultural and political workers. Indeed, when a petition was

submitted at Bloemfontein camp in February 1902 signed by 182 people requesting that all

those placed in the reformatory camp should be given trials during which they could plead

their cases, the matter of solicited petitions was raised directly (SRC 20/7565). Thus the

then-superintendent of Bloemfontein, Mr. Bennett, wrote to Captain Trollope, Chief

Superintendent of the O.R.C. Refugee Camps, stating that "I beg to inform you that no one

is sent by me to the Reformatory Camp, without being examined", adding,

"This petition has evidently been started by friends of one Plassyn, who was placed
in the Refty. Camp for concealing a case of sickness ... I have already mentioned

15 The request to abandon the potato ration and increase the quantity of meal issued was responded to
positively and granted by Captain Hume, the camp superintendent at Bloemfontein.
16 The office of the chief superintendent of Refugee Camps in the O.R.C. responded positively to this request
by ordering a fortnightly supply of match wood for the camp and informing the superintendent at Vredefort
Road, "in the meantime issue such rations of fuel as you think necessary for the comfort of the refugees"
(SRC 9/3077).
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this man to you as being an agitator & a writer of petitions. A family called Meyer
have also had a good deal to do with the enclosed ... Several of the names on the
attached are known to me as belonging to old offenders, loafers, agitators & rotters
in general"

Here as elsewhere, and as outlined in Chapter Three, 'troublesome' groups of women (and

in this case possibly including men, although this is not made explicit) acted in the camp as

political organisers or ringleaders, in this instance drawing up a petition regarding the

contentious question of the Reformatory Camp and its role as a place of punishment for

those who disobeyed camp rules, but also for those who were regarded by the authorities as

'undesirable' because of their political views and propensity to 'stir up trouble'. It is also

clear from this particular petition that not everybody whose signature appears on the list

signed their own name. Instead some sets of surnames appear in a single hand; for

example, seven people surnamed Meyers signed the petition, but with five of these

signatures appearing consecutively in identical handwriting. This suggests that individual

women agitators organised different groups involved with the petition, with each of these

women signing, not only her own name, but also those of the rest of her family on their

behalf, either on the assumption that they supported the petition or because they definitely

supported it but were illiterate and could neither read the contents of the petition nor sign

their own names. The shaky or poinstgking appearance of some signatures suggests that

those who could write and sign their names did so infrequently and were functionally

literate in only the loosest sense.

Another camp petition concerns a request made on 9 August 1901 at Harrismith by

a group of 26 camp inhabitants, originally from the town of Reitz, for the authorities to

reconsider a decision to transfer them to Heilbron camp. In this instance the petitioners did

not attest to hardships or make lists of complaints, but instead used the petition to provide

positive evidence in support of their case to stay at Harrismith:
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"Thus far we are indeed happy to be here — the treatment was good on the whole
and the health very good. We have no just cause of complaint. We are grateful for
the treatment here and do not know how it will be at Heilbron ... we have bought
stoves, erected kitchens and got together various articles of furniture, we would be
at sea again if removed ... Our children are just in full swing in their schoolwork.
For the above reasons and others we very humbly beg for the esteemed permission
of the Military Authorities and Yours to remain here with our families" (SRC
11/4315)

While the testimony given here is motivated by a particular request, it nonetheless testifies

to the experiences of its signatories, or rather how they chose to represent these in such

public and 'official' documents, and points up the truism that camps differed both from

each other and internally over time (and as shown also by the different responses to the

petitions). Certainly not all the camps were viewed as universally and unchangingly 'bad'

with all inhabitants perpetually dissatisfied with conditions, as the post-war testimonies

suggest. Instead the inhabitants at the time themselves discerned important differences

between camps, as evinced by the Harrismith petitioners' articulation of doubts about

"how it will be at Heilbron". Combined with their expressions of satisfaction with

conditions at Harrismith, this belies depictions in later testimonies of all camps as evally

and unchangingly deficient, and inhabitants as constantly deprived and oppressed.

Official correspondence attached to the petition reveals that the petitioners' request

to stay at Harrismith was granted. The camp superintendent wrote to Chief Superintendent

Trollope that "I think theirs is a reasonable request, & would strongly recommend it being

granted if possible". Trollope's office concurred with this judgement and added, "No

people need be transferred to other camps against their wishes" (SRC 11/4315, 12 August

1901). The Harrisraith petition indicates that camp inhabitants were not simply victims of

the concentration system, but were active agents who were sometimes able to intervene

successfully on. their own behalf. Camp inhabitants who drew up and signed petitions

produced their "own speech as material evidence" in support of the protests or complaints

they were testifying to and seeking redress for (Felman 1992: 5).
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A further interesting example of a petition-as-testimony takes the form of a letter

dated 23 November 1901 written and signed by Gert Oliphant and additionally 'marked'

by the X of a second petitioner, Daniel Marome. These two men were inhabitants of the

'Native Refugee Camp' at Honingspruit near Kroonstad, and their petition concerns

complaints about scarcity of food. The petition is addressed to "The Deputy Administrator,

Bloemfontein" and states:

"We the undersigned Natives at present residing in the Native Refugee Camp at
Honingspruit desire to bring to your Honour's notice that there is considerable
dissatisfaction in our Camp caused through our not being able to get enough food.
We have to work hard all day long but the only food we can get is mealies and
mealie meal, and this is not supplied to us free but we have to purchase same with
our own money ... We humbly request your Honour to do something for us
otherwise we will all perish of hunger, for we have no money to keep on buying
food" (CO 46 4282/01)

The petition is written in what, judging from his signature, is evidently Gert Oliphant's

handwriting, and, next to the 'X' of Daniel Marome, Oliphant has written "his mark Daniel

Marome". This petition is a striking example of two black men personally attesting to their

camp experiences in their own words and making their 'marks' in the official record. In

response to the petition, the O.R.C. Administration requested a full report from Mr.

Gresson, a District Inspector for the Native Refugee Department, and in addition informed

Gert Oliphant in a letter dated 2 December 1901 that "His Honour has received the petition

addressed to him by you and Mr. D. Morome on the 23 rd instant, and has requested Mr.

Baker, the Resident Magistrate of Kroonstad, to visit the Native Refugee Camp at

Honingspruit ... You will then have an opportunity of seeing him and stating your case to

him" (CO 46 4282/01).

Ultimately Oliphant and Marome's complaints were rejected, with Mr. Baker

stating: "I personally saw Oliphant and enquired into his alleged grievance. He is one of

the highly educated Natives who evidently does not use his advantages in the right
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direction but is a source of trouble and annoyance to all who have dealings with him." Mr.

Gresson' s report was equally dismissive of the petition and its writers. He stated that there

was no scarcity of food at Honingspruit, but that 'Natives' were expected to do a certain

amount of (farm) work in order to receive rations and that, when he had looked into

previous complaints about lack of food, "invariably I find that this is owing entirely to their

own laziness ... a large number proving themselves unwilling or too lazy to work". Those

who could not prove they had been working "on the Lands" could not get their ration

tickets filled. Mr. Gresson's account of the petitioners is lengthy:

"Coming to Gert Oliphant himself he is the last man that ought to complain, he
would have been sent out long ago to work for Govt. but that he was engaged as an
Assistant by the appointed Schoolmaster for the camp & has on this account been
allowed certain priv-iledges [sic], he was very adverse to doing any work himself &
caused a great deal of annoyance to the Supt. of Camp and discontent amongst the
Natives by his talk & grumbling. I finally sent him into Kroonstad to work,
unfortunately the post, censoring of Kaffir correspondence, that I hoped he would
get had been filled before his arrival & instead of returning to Camp to report
himself he persuades Daniel Marome, for whom I had also obtained a good position
in one of the Kroonstad Hotels, to desert his place" (CO 46 4282/01, 26 December
1901)

Mr. Gresson's report was deemed "quite satisfactory" by the O.R.C. Administration and

the petition was dismissed. Nonetheless, the authorities did take the petition seriously, as

shown by the letter to Oliphant acknowledging its receipt, the request for a full report from

the District Inspector, and the arrangements made for the Resident Magistrate to meet with

the complainants personally. A_petition written and signed by black men was not simply

dismissed out of hand, but was addressed and processed through official channels, albeit in

ways that reflected the seeming inability of 'the system' to know how most appropriately

to deal with a "highly educated Native" who was in fact better suited and evidently more

inclined to work as a schoolroom assistant than a farm labourer, in order to 'earn' his food

rations. The petition itself is an important example of personal testimony, and while the

official response was dismissive of the petition, it nevertheless treated this as persona I-
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witness testimony which required investigation, while the petitioners were dealt with as

named individuals and addressed as 'Mr. Gert Oliphant' and 'Mr. D. Marome'.

As a form of collective attestation, the petitions discussed above are located at the

intersection of a number of different definitional dimensions. They are other-authored, in

the sense that one person usually composed the wording of a petition; but they are also

self-authorised, as each petitioner endorsed the resulting document with his or her

signature. However, this is complicated in the case of those petitions where it is evident

that not all signatories did in fact sign their own names, in turn signalling that, while

ultimately taking a written form, petitions almost always have oral roots, particularly when

some signatories are illiterate. Finally, as a collective and public form of attestation, the

way in which some camp petitions were orchestrated and drawn up mirrors the post-war

processes whereby politically enterprising individuals organised and produced many of the

collected and published compilations of testimonies, with black people and disagreeing

whites 'written out' of 'the history'.

"I, the undersigned": individual testifying and 'making a case'

In addition to collective petitions, the camp records contain many examples of

letters from individual camp inhabitants petitioning the authorities and making requests

and applications, usually concerning passes or permission to transfer family members from

one camp to another. As instances of attestation, these letters are manifestations and

expressions of the particular concerns, wishes and requisites of their writers, as well as

sharing some of the characteristics of petitions in their 'making a case' aspects. My first

example here concerns an application dated 26 March 1901 by Mrs. Aletta Botha, an

inhabitant of Kroonstad camp, which she submitted to the Resident Magistrate at

Kroonstad asking that her P.O.W. husband be granted parole and transferred from
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Ladysmith to join her in Kroonstad (CO 8/594/01). The application is not strictly a letter —

it is not addressed to anyone — but instead takes the form of a declaration expressed in a

quasi-legal way that begins "I the undersigned wish to bring to the notice of the

authorities...", and it ends with Mrs. Botha's signed name. As well as being an application

for specific action, it is also a testimony of her experiences during the war to date:

"[My husband] gave up his arms in May 1900, took the oath of neutrality, and after
remaining quietly at home, was taken prisoner three months later Aug 151 on his
farm for no reason that we know of. Our house was burnt down, all our livestock
taken, and with seven little children I was compelled to come to Kroonstad. Here I
was laid up for several weeks with fever, and two of my children are at present
dangerously ill with the same disease. My request is therefore that my husband will
be released on parole to this place to aid me in this time of calamity and sickness.
Hoping that the entreaties of a mother and wife in distress may avail in bringing my
husband back to his family I am yours respectfiy. Aletta Botha."

Here is a written, self-authored document, in which an individual woman has testified to

and given evidence of her personal wartime experiences in much the same way as the

'conventional' post-war testimonies do, in this instance with the additional element of

making a case for change. Mrs. Botha's request was refused by the General Officer

Commanding-in-Chief (G.O.C.) at Kroonstad, who presumably withheld permission on

military grounds (CO 8/594/01, 3 May 1901). A similar application was made in April

1901 by Elizabeth Geldenhuys, also of Kroonstad camp, to have her P.O.W. husband

paroled from Green Point, although the part of the correspondence indicating whether this

application was successful or not is not now extant (CO 14/1047/01).17

In a letter to Major Goold-Adams (at that time Deputy Administrator of the O.R.C.)

of 11 April 1901, Agnes B. Lowe, who was evidently living in a house located in a part of

the greater camp at Bloemfontein, 18 requested the release of her husband from jail and

permission for herself to proceed to Lydenburg (CO 12/859/01). A letter from Lieutenant

17 The clustering of applications around particular camps may have resulted from the idea of writing such
letters spreading internally within camps, especially in the wake of a successful application.
18 Mrs. Lowe gives her address as "Long Street, Railway Camp".
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Gray at Bloemfontein police station, where Mr. Lowe was imprisoned, to Goold-Adams

reveals that he had been jailed for "harbouring a soldier and supplying him with liquor."

Furthermore, Gray's letter contains elements of the testimonial form by attesting to the

characters and circumstances of both Mr. and Mrs. Lowe: "He is a drunken good-for-

nothing fellow and his wife admits that she can do very little to influence him Mrs. Lowe

is a decent little woman with a small baby, and not in good health". As an example of a

women's testimony, Mrs. Lowe's letter is worth quoting verbatim. It is in English, clearly

her first language, and although it is a written, self-authored personal account, it indicates

that its author was only functionally literate:

"Dear Sir
I hear by take It upon my self to ask you if you would Kindly counsidear My
Housbounds case And see What you can do for me as I am not in the best of health
or I would not trouble you It is very hard for to Scarfise [sacrifice] Home and all
one has and then come Back to nothink at all and have to Lay on the Bear Bords
and nothink under or over one as I did ... Kindley give my Housbond and my Self
A Pearmite [permit] to go to Proutear [Pretoria] or LidenBurg [Lydenburg] or some
Wheare Els north words but not South Please do Dear Sir for God Sake see What
can you do for me a true Britisher ... I am hear all alone And it is not Safe for a
Wouman to be in A House with out A Man ... So I Remaine yours Truley and
Faithful Sirvent
Agnes B. Lowe
A true And faithful Briticher"

The spelling, grammar and punctuation mistakes in Mrs. Lowe's letter indicate that, while

she was an English-speaker, she was only functionally literate, and although her letter

takes a written form, it reads more like the spoken word. As part of making a case for her

two requests, Mrs. Lowe's letter is also a testament to her experiences — for example,

sleeping on bare floorboards — and her feelings of insecurity in her husband's absence.

Gray comments in his letter that "The last paragraph of the letter is intended to emphasise

her loneliness now that her husband is a prisoner", although it is likely this is a coded

reference to the possibility of lone white women being (sexually and otherwise) attacked

by black people, specifically men. Mrs. Lowe's professed loyalty as a 'true Britisher' did
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not help to further her case, for neither of her requests were granted: she was informed that

the authorities were unable to release her husband from jail, and that "it is not possible at

present (and will not be for some time), for you to proceed to Lydenburg" (CO 12/859/01,

19 April 1901).

Women whose testimonies are excluded from the nationalist canon are generally

those who inhabited the economic, social or political margins as perceived by (proto-)

nationalist circles. And as a poor, English-speaking, semi-literate 'Britisher' with a

disreputable husband in jail, in the post-war proto-nationalist context of testimony-writing

and collection, Mrs. Lowe would surely have been just such a marginal figure.

Immediately post-war, proto-nationalist rhetoric implied that before the conflict all Boer

people had lived lives of plenty as prosperous farmers in the 'Garden of Eden' paradise of

the two Republics. For instance, the opening chapters of Mrs. Neethling's Should We

Forget? depict "the comfort, the abundance in which the majority of the Boer families

lived [pre-war]", and she states as "simple fact" that the British disrupted this harmonious

existence by seeking to strip the Boers of their wealth and also by disrupting 'race'

relations between Boers and black people (Neethling 1903: 19). This is often advanced in

the rest of her book in parallel with a defence of the Boers as a civilised, pious people, in

response to British wartime claims about the Boers as backward and barbaric.

In reality and contra Mrs. Neethling, not all Boers were prosperous or wealthy

before the war; nor were they all refined and educated; and nor were social divisions and

hierarchies absent. The claims about Boer prosperity before and even during the war (prior

to 'scorched earth') were made partly to emphasise their European and 'civilised' way of

life, partly to suggest that the Boers lacked the marked class divisions that existed in

European societies at the time, and should therefore not be treated like uncivilised (and by

imputation) black people . The emphasis on Boer prosperity is reinforced by the absence in
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the public domain of camp testimonies by poor or working class women. This is

particularly noticeable in the collections by Hobhouse (1927) and Neethling (1938), in

which the testimonies of elite Boer women, many of them the wives of landdrosts

[magistrates] or church ministers predominate. M.M. Postma's (1939) collection brings

together testimonies of women from a wider social spectrum, but it does not contain

accounts by the desperate and destitute women who made up the main portion of the

camps' inhabitants. Part of the difficulty in finding personal accounts for such women is,

of course, that they were frequently illiterate, or like Mrs. Lowe, only functionally literate.

A small but fascinating group of letters written from Orange River Station camp

testifies to something of what the poorest women in the camps might have experienced

(WM 3970/1-4). These letters are addressed to a Miss Lourens (she is variously referred to

as 'Miss' and 'Mrs' and the spelling of her name is inconsistent), who probably worked on

a relief committee of some kind, which collected and distributed clothing and other items

to destitute families in Orange River camp. 19 On their visit to the camp on 26 August 1901,

the Ladies Commission noted that most of its inmates were well-dressed, but that some

were very poor (Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 70). The four archived letters

addressed to Miss Lourens all request relief of different kinds, and are written in Taal by

women who were functionally literate only.

In my translations of two of these letters here, I have retained the punctuation and

capitalization in the original letters, as this best conveys the style of writing and levels of

il/literacy of the writers:

Groot River
The 15th December

Mrs Lourins please be so good as to send me 10 yards "linen" and 10 yards pink
flannelette I will be grateful if you do this because I am to be confined [give birth]
and I have nothing if you don't send me something and I don't know how it will go

19 I have not uncovered any trace of Miss Lourens or her work at this camp in the official record, so she is not
likely to be a camp inhabitant, but someone from the local area involved in relief work.
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and I have no money to buy one drop of medicine it is hard to be here in such a
condition
I have 3 children the eldest is a girl she is 10 years and the others are 2 boys the 1 is
6 years and the 1 is 14 years with them it goes hard too I am in I line tent number
15 I will be happy if you send me 10 yards linen this I need very badly and 10
yards flannelette you will yourself know what is necessary I hope you will do
something for me please
YD van den berg
i line tent no. 15 (WM 3970/3)2°

Refugee Camp
Orange River Sta.
13 Feb. 1902

Dear Mrs Louwrens
I am ashamed but still going can I do nothing else I am going to ask you can you
not please send me one corset ^no.1^ believe me that I am truly in need otherwise I
would not have asked you at one time I hope to again be in a position to repay you
Dear Mrs Louwrens how happy will I not be if you can send this to me
Mrs Louwrens my mother's bedding is very bad her blankets are badly torn also her
mattress cover is finished and we have no money I remain with good expectations
your friend
Maria Van Niekerk
H line tent 25 (WM 3970/4)21

As in the letters of application discussed above, these two letters provide testimony

of personal circumstances as part of making a case to motivate practical help and

assistance. Nothing that has been written about the organisation and provision of 'relief in

the camps at a general level conveys the individual sense of desperation at straitened

personal circumstances that these letters express, particularly in the original Taal. The tone

"Grooterivier 1901 Den 15 Deesember Mrs Lourins wees als u blief zoo goed in stier ver rrry 10 jaard
Alenne^ in 10 jaard pink vleinet ik zal dankbaar wees is u het doen want ik moet in de bed kom in het niets is
u niet vir my jets stier dan weet ik ni hoe zal dit goon ik het geen geld om te koop in her geen drupel
medezyne dit is maar hard om hier in zoo een toestand te wees ik her 3 kinders de oudste in een mysje zy is
10 jaar en de ander is 2 zeens de 1 is 6 jaar in de 1 4 jaar met het gaan dit ook hart ik is in I 41n tent nomer
15 ik zal bly wees is u ver my 10 jar lenne stier die het ikvreeslyk nodig in 10 jar flennet u zal zelf weet wat
nodig is ik hoop u zal tog lets aan my doen als u blief YD van den berg I lyn tent nom 15"
21 cRefugee Ca-mp Orange River Sta. 13 Feb. 1902 Geachte Mrs Louwrens lk bien schaam maar nogthans
goat kan ik niets anders ik gaat u vragen of gy my niet als u blief een borsrok kan stuuren Ano• 1^ geloof my
dat ik het waarlyk van hode heb anders zal ik u het niet gevraag heb een maal hoop ik weder instaat te wees
u weder te vergoeden nu Liewe Mrs Loriwrens hoe blyde zal ik niet wees als jy het aan my kan sturen Mrs
Louwrens myn moeder hoar bedde goed is zeer sleg haar kombaarsen is zeer stukkend ook haar matras
slopen zeer gedacm en ons het geen geld ik blyf met goede verwachting u vriedin Maria van Niekerk H. lyn
tent 25"
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of deprivation and need in the letters, combined with the simple, halting style of writers not

accustomed to letter-writing, poignantly suggest the hardships such women endured. While

these letters appear to be self-authored, it is possible they could have been written by

others (neighbours, family members) on behalf of Mrs. Van Den Berg and Mrs. Van

Niekerk, but presumably their authors would nonetheless have verbally proposed or

dictated the content of the letters.

Both women emphasise that they have nothing, and Mrs. Van Niekerk is at pains to

point out that she is "truly in need" and would. like to repay any charity given to her in the

future. This was probably in response to various clampdowns on the relief system by

officials, who had found some women fraudulently claiming relief, with many distributors

favouring only their friends and family, or people who agreed with their (republican)

politics. While the relief committees distributed a wide range of items, including various

types of food, clothing, candles, writing paper, bedding and 'comforts', the requests in

these letters are for materials for clothing, clothing and bedding, and not for food. It is

impossible to know the socio-economic circumstances of Mrs. Van Den Berg and Mrs.

Van Niekerk before the war, although their levels of literacy provide some clues, while

Mrs. Van Niekerk's comment that "I hope to again be in a position to repay you" implies

she was previously economically better-off and hoped to be so again.

It is interesting to consider that Emily Hobhouse's actual relief work centered on

providing aid to women like Mrs. Van Den Berg and Mrs. Van Niekerk, and yet in her

Report (1901), The Brunt of the War (1902) and War Without Glamour (1927), it is mostly

the lives and experiences of the well-off and the well-connected that are emphasised and

discussed. Women of the social class of Mrs. Van Den Berg and Mrs. Van Niekerk have

also been largely ignored by 'the history' as it has developed in nationalist terms. Not only

did their penury clash with notions of the Boer people as prosperous and independent, but
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their letters convey a humble pleading and gratitude at odds with nationalist images of

Boer women in the camps as proud, stoical and often openly defiant. In addition, the

implication of such letters is that camp inhabitants had access to charity, help and care

from various sources and this conflicts with depictions of the camps as places of utter and

unmitigated neglect. These four letters to Miss Lourens all have as their substance

testimony in the sense of attesting to experience, although this is framed in the letter form

and deployed as part of making a case for change. While individual, self-authored,

personal and written, the il/literacy of their authors has resulted in their testimonies reading

more like the spoken word. Aletta Botha's "Our house was burnt down, all our livestock

taken", Agnes Lowe's "It is very hard for to Scarfise [sacrifice] Home and all one has",

Mrs Van Den Berg's "I have 3 children the eldest is a girl she is 10 years and the others are

2 boys the 1 is 6 years and the 1 is 14 years with them it goes hard too", and Mrs. Van

Niekerk's "my mother's bedding is very bad her blankets are badly tom also her mattress

cover is finished and we have no money", are all straightforwardly testimonial statements,

nonetheless they are very unlike the later 'written up' post-war published testimonies in

their specificity and modesty of expression, and therefore very like the letters written by

women in the camps discussed in Chapter Four.

Signatures, Certificates and Testificates: "writing[s] wherein a fact is attested"

While there have been some recent studies focusing on the black camps, little

scholarly attention has been paid to the presence of black people in the so-called 'white'

camps.22 In fact, numbers of black people lived at nearly all of the 'white' camps, mostly

employed by the camp administration as, for instance, clerks, nurses, orderlies, pharmacy

assistants, transport drivers, sanitation workers, 'runners', police or watchmen, while only

22 See Stanley 2005a, in press for a full discussion of black people in the 'white' camps.
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a minority were the privately employed servants of Boer inhabitants. Very little has been

written about the lives and experiences of these people, and indeed most discussions of the

camps right up to the time of writing this thesis ignore their presence altogether. Attempts

to redress past historical inaccuracies with regard to black experience in the camps has

focused exclusively on the black camps: "The example of the oblivion of the concentration

camps for blacks poses a challenge to black historians in South Africa to start writing their

own history" (Du Pisani and Mongolo 1999: 181-182). Instead of grappling with the rather

messy and complex realities of black people in the 'white' camps as well as the black

camps, present-day historians largely continue to reinscribe fixed black/white divisions

that in fact did not always exist at that time. This is partly why much of the literature which

sets out to rewrite the war and revise the history of the camps fails to do so, because to a

great extent 'the black camps' have simply been tacked on to existing interpretations of the

'white' camps. A fundamental reassessment of the records and attendant rethinking of

interpretations around the primacy of nationalist-influenced assumptions in past

historiographies has not taken place.23

One of the truisms about black people and the concentration camps is the absence

of black people's own testimonies about their experiences. It is true that no extant self-

authored, first-person testimonies written by black people specifically about concentration

camp experiences have come to light, although, as the petition by Gert Oliphant and Daniel

Marome shows, the official records do contain instances of black people attesting to their

experiences in other ways. Bemoaning the lack of black voices simply reinforces the

silence around black experience and hampers reworking of the existing war/camp

historiography, much of which has its roots in actively seeking to exclude and suppress

black people's history. By writing about black people in the war, rather than searching

23 There are some signs however of a more general revisioning of gender and race matters in these past
historiographies. See for example Bradford 2000,2002; Brink 1990; Du Toit 2003; Stanley 2002b, 2002c,
2003, 2005a; Stanley and Dampier 2005; Vincent 1999, 2000.
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more innovatively for instances of black people producing their own commentary on their

experiences, inscribed in their own ways, historical accounts have tended to depict black

people as either invisible or passive and victimised. Repeating the lament that "What is

absent are the voices of black women. Their history can be only dimly discerned through

the observations of others" (Van Heyningen 1999: 24) reinforces this silence about black

experience and reprivileges existing accounts by white women in the nationalist canon.

In her discussion of Boer women's 'autobiographical texts', Jansen declares "I

don't know of a single text about black people's camp experiences" (Jansen 1999: 2).

Against this, careful and attentive reading of the camp records brings to light many aspects

of black people's experiences in the war and the camps, some of these 'marked' by black

people themselves, as with my discussion earlier of the petition from Gert Oliphant and

Daniel Morome. Amongst the camp records are documents in which black people have

testified to their encounters with the concentration system in a direct and personal way.

One interesting instance of this concerns a death notice found 'out of place' in the

Vredefort Road Hospital register (SRC 124), for an inhabitant of R camp at Aliwal

North.24 The deceased is named as Thrissie', a 6-month-old baby from Zastron in the

O.R.C., who died 011 27 April (the year is not stated). The word 'Native' is written at the

top of the page and underlined, and the baby's parents are named as Clans and Anna. At

the foot of the page, the cause of death has been recorded as influenza, and beneath this

Anna, the mother of the dead child, has made her mark, an X. Here is an instance of a

black woman making her mark in the records in her own hand and thereby personally

testifying to her first-hand experience that her daughter died in this camp. That Anna was

called upon to sign her daughter's death certificate (this was not universal practice — many

24 There were relatively large numbers of black people living in the 'white' camp at Aliwal North. Boer
families were allowed to keep one servant each in this camp, and these servants were rationed. Black deaths
were recorded in the same register as white deaths. 'Race' was always recorded against names in this death
register, with descriptions including 'Dutch', 'European', 'Native', 'Basuto' or 'Native Bastard' (SRC 104).
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of the death certificates in other camps were simply signed by the medical officer) suggests

that the camp authorities at Aliwal did not disregard black people's deaths as by definition

insignificant. Cause of death had to be established, proper procedures had to be followed

and formal documents drawn up and signed.

A death notice similarly 'marked' by 'race' was filed at Orange River Station camp

in 1902. This records the death of "Katit (Native)", a child of two years and three months

from Brandvlei, the farm of F. Oosthuizen in the Jacobsdal district (SRC 23/8320). Katit

died on 17 April 1902 and the cause of death is recorded as "(a) Whooping (b) Ac [Acute]

Nephritis". The parents of Katit are named as Bartrnan and Griet and the word 'natives'

appears in brackets after their names. Griet has signed an X at the bottom of the death

notice and the words "mothers mark" have been entered above this. Accompanying this

death certificate is a letter written on 1 May 1901 by Mr. Nowers, superintendent of

Orange River Station camp, to Trollope as Chief Superintendent of O.R.C. camps in

Bloemfontein: "I beg to state that the "death of" native Katit was included in my

telegraphic return of children died in Camp. I cannot remember having received

instructions that native deaths must not be included in my returns. The death of Natives is

generally included in telegram at foot of same, vide telegram 13 April. I am sorry for this

oversight". This letter, then, was in response to Mr. Nowers omitting Katit's name from a

returns telegram and his being reprimanded by the central camp administration for this.

This exchange demonstrates that, far from being ignored or discounted, 'native' deaths in

the O.R.C. had to be bureaucratically accounted for and recorded in the same way as for

whites, although there was evidently some uncertainty about exactly how this ought most

appropriately to be done. There were in fact very few black people living at Orange River

Station, and when the Ladies Commission visited the camp they noted that "Mr Nowers

approves of inmates having Kaffir servants, but they are not willing to come"
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(Concentration Camps Commission 1902: 71). Orange River Station camp was an isolated

place, and black servants who did not wish to follow their employers there clearly acted

according to their own interests and did not go. Mr. Nowers, it seems, had quite clear ideas

about 'race' and propriety, and thought it appropriate to their superior racial status that

Boer people had black servants, but this did not mean that he thought them of no account

in an organisational (and perhaps even in an ethical) sense.

The Xs made by Anna and by Griet are moving in their simple attestation of their

children's deaths, and also represent the individual, personal signs of affirmation made by

these two women. A person's handwritten signature is their scripted name or distinctive

legal mark, of which 'X' is a valid form, used for purposes of identification and

authorisation. A signature is legally-binding and not only authenticates a document but

does so using the unique individual mark of the signatory. When Anna and when Griet

signed their Xs testifying to the veracity of the information on their children's death

certificates, these then became testificates — writings in which facts are attested. Moreover,

with their signatures written in their own hands, Anna and Griet testified to 'having been

there' and experienced loss and suffering in a parallel way to the women who wrote later

testimonies about this. Although Anna and Grief s testimonies are not self-authored, they

are self-authenticated and relate to their personal, particularised experiences, rather than

the politically-informed generalisations that dominate the post-hoc testimonies. Thus

Jansen's assumption about the absence of a "single written text about black people's camp

experiences" (1999: 2) must be set against these testificates, in which black people's camp

experiences have been inscribed and have been attested to by their own hands, in their own

ways.

A further example of a testificate, this time concerning a Boer woman, is a signed

lease agreement on a loose sheet of paper found inside the Winburg Camp Register (SRC
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90, f. 212), on a page where Jan Hendrik Viljoen has been recorded as a camp resident.

Beneath Viljoen's name, the name Maria has also been entered indented, indicating her

surname was Viljoen too, and both are recorded as coming from Koppiekraal, Ficksburg.

Next to the Viljoen names, "Looking for a farm" appears, and beneath this a date,

18.11.02, which is presumably when Jan Viljoen, possibly with Maria, left Winburg camp

— well after the declaration of peace on 1 June 1902. Dated 14 November 1902, this short

testificate is written in Taal and states, "I the undersigned give permission on this day to

the gentleman Jan Hendrik Viljoen to come over to the farm Koppies Kraal dist Ficksburg

to take up residency By my hand Mrs. P.E. Fourie". While the signature is apparently in

Mrs. Fourie's hand, the rest of the document, including the "Mrs" is in a different

handwriting. Jan Viljoen was most likely in the process of becoming a bywoner on

Koppieskraal farm, with Mrs. Fourie an owner or part-owner of the land. Whatever the

finer details of the actual agreement, this is a testificate in which Mrs. Fourie attested by

her own hand to the facts contained in the document even though she did not write all of

the document herself. 'Making her mark' on this matter indicates that she was in a position

of some control and authority with regard to the farm, not usual for a Boer woman at that

time.

The signature is an important form of personal attestation. It is what Felman calls

"the act of signing and of saying 'I" and is a way for testifiers to "perform their own

unique and irreplaceable witness" (Felman 1992:265, 218). Anna's and Griet's Xs and

Mrs. Fourie's shaky unpractised signature are a form of testimony "in which individuals

and groups not in possession of the Western representational technology of writing

communicate their vision of the world and their version of often cataclysmic events"

(Kokotovic 1999: 29). Recognising their 'marks', as well as Mrs. Fourie's signature, as
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testimony reclaims from the nationalist monopoly on testifying who has the right or ability

to 'speak' about wartime events.

Testimonials "by some authorized or responsible person": Testifying behaviour of
Johanna Booyans, Miss Moltzer and Carolina Fourie

Amongst the official camp records are several interesting documents which attest to

or certify the mental states of particular women camp inhabitants whose behaviour, itself a

testament of their experiences, was deemed to be abnormal or disruptive by medical and

camp authorities. While the physical deprivations of camp life are discussed at great length

in post-war published testimonies, relatively little has been written about individual

women's specific emotional and mental health responses to the war or the camps. The few

such responses that are mentioned are generally framed in terms of (proto-) nationalism,

with women stoically bearing painful hardships for the good of the yolk. Certainly there is

no hint in any of the published testimonies of the severe mental and emotional stresses one

might imagine resulting from the extreme strains of the war and camp life. 25 By

acknowledging these documents as testimony, as 'signs left behind', the experiences of

another group of Boer women who did not testify in written, self-authored, public forms

come into view.

The first example here concerns the case of Mrs. Johanna Eli7abeth Booyans, an

inhabitant of Springfontein camp who was certified as a 'lunatic' on 9 August 1901 (SRC

11/4294).26 The primary documentation takes the form of a "Medical Certificate that a

Person is a Lunatic" signed by two camp doctors who attested that Mrs. Booyans, a

twenty-nine year old woman recovering from the death of two of her three children and

25 My conception of emotional ill/health has been informed by twentieth century ideas about this, and
amongst Boer people at this time ideas about emotional life and health would have surely have been very
different. Nevertheless, even recognising these differences in perspective, camp life entailed emotional
stresses and strains of various kinds and these pressures must have affected inmates in a variety of ways.
26 There are several documented cases in the camp records of inhabitants being certified as 'insane' and
admitted to 'lunatic asylums'.
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who had also had measles herself, was "a person of unsound mind". The medical

certificate is a standardised form of the kind used at the time to determine and classify

'madness' in a person, and as a "written attestation by some authorized or responsible

person or persons, testifying to the truth of something" it states:

"Facts indicating insanity or Idiocy observed by myself:
Wild appearance.
Telling stories about her husband waiting for her at the station. Threatening to kill
some of her friends with a knife.
Exposing her sick children to cold.
Facts indicating Insanity or Idiocy communicated to me by others:
John Maritz, who watched the patient states that she talked incoherently on
occasions and said her husband awaited her at Bloemfontein, which was not the
case.

On the basis of these 'facts' testified to by two doctors, Mrs. Booyans' diagnosis was

pronounced as "acute mania" following measles and she was described as "noisy and v

dangerous", and it was also noted that this was her first attack of mental disturbance.

Springfontein camp superintendent William Gostling submitted the medical certificate to

Captain Trollope at the O.R.C. camp headquarters at Bloemfontein, and Mrs. Booyans was

placed in isolation and treated with bromides and chloral hydrate. Then on 16 August

1901, Gostling wrote a follow-up letter to Trollope in which he offered a revised view of

Mrs. Booyans' case:

"Since I submitted the Medical Certificates in the above case a marked mental
improvement has taken place in the patient, and I would suggest (this with the
Doctors [sic] entire concurrence) she should be allowed to join her mother and
sister in the Refugee Camp Bloemfontein for which she has, now an intense
longing, I would ottggest send an attendant with Mrs. Booyans and her child. The
doctors agree that with the present symptoms, her mental derangement, which was
caused by the death of two of her children and a severe attack of measles in her
own case, may pass off' (original emphasis and excisions)

Mrs. Booyans' response to the death of two of her children was perceived to be violent,

pathological and outside the range of 'normal' responses to the death of two children, by

the doctors who interpreted this within their framework of sane and 'insane' behaviours.

Her behaviour provides a glimpse into the particular emotional reactions of one Boer
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woman; threatening people with knives and imagining her husband waiting for her at the

station were active manifestations of Mrs. Booyans' grief, probably exacerbated by

physiological factors in the aftermath of measles. Mrs. Booyans' conduct can be read as a

testament to her experience of her children's deaths, in the sense that it "give[s] evidence

of, display, manifest, express (desire, emotion, etc)" (Oxford English Dictionary Vol. XI 

1970: 224), and so while appearing in the official record is part of her attestation, so too is

her behaviour. Interventions by the authorities were in accordance with standard practice at

the time, but also show a marked degree of concern for Mrs. Booyens by attempting to

reunite her with her family in accordance with her "intense longing". Ultimately it was

decided that the camp at Bloemfontein was too overcrowded, and so Mrs. Booyarks'

mother and sister were sent from Bloemfontein to be with her in Springfontein instead.

A related example of a woman whose behaviour attested to her experiences, and

whose traces in the records constitute a testimonial as 'something serving as proof or

evidence; a token, record, manifestation' and attested to by an authorised person concerns

a Miss Moltzer. In March 1901, Miss Moltzer was sent back and forth between

Bloemfontein concentration camp and the town's 'lunatic asylum' (CO 7/488/01). Dr.

Pem, the principal medical officer at Bloemfontein camp, certified that Miss Moltzer had

suffered "an attack of acute hysterical mania" that necessitated her transfer to the asylum.

Mr. Mills, who was in charge of the asylum, thought this 'mania' was most likely a

feverish hallucination brought on by the typhoid fever from which Miss Moltzer was

suffering, and for which Dr. Peru had been treating her. Upon deciding that Miss Moltzer

was not insane and therefore did not require treatment at the asylum, Mr. Mills sent her

back to the camp. Less than a week later Dr. Peru returned her to the asylum, and wrote an

angry letter to the Bloemfontein camp commandant, Captain Nelson, defending his

decision and commenting in dismissive terms about Mr. Mills, "[who] is not a qualified
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doctor & so I must excuse his lack of knowledge as to how typhoid is conveyed" (Mr.

Mills claimed that another inmate at the asylum had contracted typhoid from Miss

Molizer). Eventually the camp authorities arranged to send Miss Moltzer to her brother in

Holland, because her sister, Mrs. Heinemann, who was in Bloemfontein camp, "does not

treat her as kindly as she should considering her 'infirmity."

Although it was eventually agreed that Miss Moltzer was not in fact 'insane' — Dr.

Perri wrote that he was not anxious to "sign her up as a lunatic" and had sent her to the

asylum mainly because her outburst had upset other patients in the camp hospital — she was

still written about in ways that implied she was mentally unstable. Captain Nelson referred

to her "infirmity", while Mr. Wilson, secretary to the O.R.C. administration, wrote

Refugee Camp [is} not the best place for a person afflicted hie Miss Mottzer", 1 14 E1' II

also thought the decision to send her to the asylum bad been "regrettable". As a woman

perceived to be or actually "afflicted" by mental instability of some kind, lifiss Moltzar

was marginalised in every sense — she was treated unkindly by her sister, she disturbed

other camp hospital patients to the extent that they asked for her to be sent away,

camps has not taken account of women laze Miss M

stories do not fit the nationalist mould of stoicism

one sense, she was not neglected or cruelly treated Ill 7

women claim to have been in their published testimonies.
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Miss Moltzer and arranged to have her sent to her brother in Holland instead. Far from

ignoring or mistreating her, the various camp officials (doctor, commandant and the office

of the O.R.C. camp administration) exchanged letters, sought explanations and took steps

to solve the problem of what to do for the best and where to send her. The resulting

documentation forms a collective testimonial, a record or 'mark', of Miss Moltzer's

experiences, as manifest in her conduct, as a resident of Bloemfontein concentration camp.

In fact Miss Moltzer's story does not fit the nationalist grand narrative of the camps

in a number of respects. Her apparent mental instability is incongruent with notions of the

yolk as hardy stoics, while her sister's unkindness and the responses of others in the

hospital cut across the image of the Boers as a united, community-minded people who

helped one another in times of difficulty. Also, the relative concern displayed by the camp

authorities when dealing with her case is certainly not consistent with women's testimonies

which depict the camp officials as always callous and in effect murderers of women and

children. Using the correspondence about Miss Moltzer to construct an account of her

experiences not only illustrates the effects that camp life may have had on some women's

perhaps already fragile emotional and mental health, but also draws attention to the sort of

women whose stories have been excluded from 'telling the tale' and thus from 'the

history'.

A third example of documentary testimony pertaining to an 'extreme' situation

concerns the case of Carolina Fredricka Fourie, a 24-year-old woman who slit her own

throat on 20 December 1901 while a resident of Krugersdotp camp. Her entry into

ICrugersdoxp camp is recorded in the register of residents:

Date of entry: 10.6.01
Fourie, Carolina	 2-3	 F	 M
[Written over her name in pencil, and circled in black ink reads: Died cut her throat
20/12/01]
Tent No. 2/97
Husband on commando
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Address: Doornfontein, Krugersdorp
Children under 12: Petrus Jacobus 12 (1) (DBC 79)

Carolina Fourie's name appears in a register containing the names of twelve women who

died in camp, along with lists of the possessions they left behind and various other details

about their families and estates (DBC 80). The purpose of this particular register is not

clear — the dates recorded in it appear to be random, and although each entry is headed

"Death Notice: In accordance with the Orphan Chamber Law 10 November 1869", not all

of these women had children. Mrs. Fourie's details are recorded in the following way:

Death Notice 
In accordance with the Orphan Chamber Law 10th November 1869

1. Carolina Fredricka Fourie
2. Ventersdorp (Transvaal)
3. Jacobus Abraham & Cornelia Van der Merwe
4. 24 years
5. Stock & Grain Farmer
6. Married
• 20th December 1901

8. Burgher Camp Krugersdorp
9. No will
10.No property
11.Estate under Twenty five pounds
12.No children

Inventory of the effects of the late Carolina Fredricka Fourie who died in Burgher Camp
Krugersdorp on 20th Desember 1901
2 Tin Trunks
1 chair (bend wood)
1 Bed Stead
1 Round Table
1 Table Cloth
2 Feather Beds
9 Pillows
1 Sheet
1 Gents Coat
1 Bath Sundries
1 Counterpane
2 Candle Sticks
1 piece Dress Material
2 pieces Carpet
1 Broom
1 Camp Kettle
1 Bucket
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1 Machine [sewing]
1 Small Wooden Chair
1 Wooden Box Sundries
6 Blankets (DBC 80)

While Mrs. Fourie's 'inventory of effects' might appear paltry in today's terms,

under the prevailing wartime and 'removed' circumstances her possession of bedstead,

feather beds, blankets, sewing machine and furniture meant that she was very much better

off than many other camp residents. It is notable that in the register of residents Petrus

Jacobus, aged 12, is named as her child, whereas on her death certificate she is listed as

having no children. Given that her recorded age was 24, it seems highly unlikely that

Petrus Jacobus was her child, and he was most likely a cousin, nephew or brother-in-law

placed in her care, or else a step-son. Taken as a whole, the entry in the register of

residents, and the more detailed information provided in the death notice, as well as the

inventory of effects, together form a documentary account of the life and death of Carolina

Fourie in Krugersdorp camp. 27 It is possible from this "token, record, manifestation" to

discern Mrs. Fourie's age, the names of her parents, her place of birth and place of

residence, the occupation of her husband, her childlessness, the manner of her death and

the quantity of her possessions.

However, this 'appearing in the records' is not sufficient to discern testimony in the

sense I have been using it, as a deliberate and explicit witnessing and attestation. What

makes this an instance of attestation is Mrs. Fourie's self-inflicted death; her insistent

testimony of her experiences was expressed in this specific way and erupted into the public

and formal sphere. Her 'making a mark' was the 'marking' of her throat with a knife, this

being the 'sign' she left behind of her experiences and emotional responses. Carolina

Fourie is a more than problematic figure in nationalist terms, because her self-inflicted

27 Carolina Fourie's death certificate is number 284 amongst those filed in DBC 81. Her death was certified
on 21 December 1901.
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death absolutely cannot be interpreted as a heroic sacrifice made for the future of the yolk.

Mrs. Fourie's rejection of suffering and endurance represents an individual choice and in

this sense a betrayal of nationalist collective values. Nowhere in any camp testimonies or

histories are self-chosen deaths discussed, although the records document quite a

substantial number of these, as well as murders.28 In addition, her rather brutal choice of

method is not in keeping with the insistence on Boer women's 'delicacy' found in proto-

nationalist writings about the camps.29 Mrs. Fourie's self-inflicted death contrasts

markedly with the triumphalist sentiments found in so many camp testimonies and death

represents what Nuttall refers to as a "cracking [of] the narrative frame" of collective

endurance and stoicism that structures the prevailing proto-nationalist testimonies (Nuttall

1998: 79).

The testimonies of Johanna Booyans, Miss Moltzer and Carolina Fourie

incorporate two dimensions. Firstly, the conduct and choices of these women are

themselves forms of attestation by which their experiences and emotional reactions were

manifest and expressed. Both Mrs. Booyans and Miss Moltzer exhibited emotional

responses to their circumstances that were considered 'insane', while Mrs. Fourie's self-

inflicted death constituted a powerful comment on her reaction to her experiences.

Secondly, while these women appear in the official records, it is not simply their passive

'appearance' in these that is testimonial, but rather the specific types of documentary

testimony in which the officials were in response mode to these women as agents. The

documentary testimonies relating to the three women are all collective, written accounts,

although with some oral components, as for instance the reported observations of Jan

Maritz who had informed the doctor about Mrs. Booyans. Each set of documentation was

28 At this time the term 'suicide' did not exist; people killed themselves. 'Suicide' as a term was invented by
and popularised through Durkheim's 1897 study and accrued ideas about mental im/balance and mental
illness that it did not have previously (DurIcheim 1979).
29 See for instance Mrs. Neethling's 1903 Should We Forget?, in which the word 'delicate' is repeatedly used
to describe Boer women and children.
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produced by a number of witnesses or other 'authorities': two doctors signed Mrs.

Booyans' certification of 'lunacy', with Gostling later attesting to her behaviour and giving

it a different meaning; Dr. Pern and Mr. Mills constructed competing testimonies

concerning Miss Moltzer; and the information on record about Carolina Fourie was

compiled by a number of anonymous clerks. The results are public documents that testify

to the personal characters and conduct of women reacting in what might be regarded as

'extreme' ways to their circumstances. The behaviour of all three women 'marked' them as

different from and 'other' to the majority of Boer women and caused 'marks to be made

about them' by the camp authorities that further entrenched their distinctive status.

Testimony as 'bearing witness': Ella de Kock, Hester Swanepoel and the Haftenghs

Amongst the papers now archived in the Colonial Office collection at the Free State

Archives Depot is a set of correspondence relating to the rape of Ella de Kock (CO

1/13/01). The correspondence dates from late January and early February 1901, when Ella

de Kock and her family were living as refugees in Brandfort. At that time she was thirteen

years old and between six and seven months pregnant as a result of the rape, which had

taken place when she and her family were still living on their farm. The man accused of

raping Ella de Kock, one D.J. Orffer, had worked as a schoolteacher in government

employment on the de Kock's farm, and was being held in prison and awaiting trial.

However, British officials seemed unsure of the legality of the case against him, with much

of the correspondence centring on this. General Pretyeman, Military Governor of the

O.R.C., wrote to Milner, High Commissioner for South Africa, on 29 January 1901 to

explain the legalities of the case. Under Roman Dutch Law (which governed the Orange

Free State at the time the alleged rape took place), the legal age of consent for girls was 12

and it was argued that, as Ella de Kock was 12 at the time of the rape, and her "actual
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'consent' is not denied", it would not be possible to sustain a case of statutory rape in a

magistrate's court, even though the O.R.C. was by this time a British colony subject to

British laws. 3° General Pretyeman noted that the case could be tried in a Military Court

under Martial Law, in which case the accused would be dealt with under English Statute

Law and his offence would be "punishable with 2 years imprisonment". However, this

option was regarded as ultimately untenable, because "the accused might be convicted of a

crime which probably did not exist under the existing Law of the Land." Finally, General

Pretyeman noted that a third possibility would be for Ella de Kock to many Mr. Orffer,

"who is willing and anxious to marry the girl" (when she came of legal age to marry at 15),

but added that "both the girl and her parents are strongly opposed to the marriage.

Therefore it does not appear that any good purpose would be served by obtaining such an

undertaking from the accused." A loose piece of paper on which various notes relating to

the case were written reveals that Orffer was willing to many Ella de Kock and that he had

£100 in a savings account and £200 in the Post Office at the Cape Colony.

In her own statement made before a Justice of the Peace on 14 January 1901 Ella de

Kock testified to her version of what had taken place:

Sworn declaration

I the undersigned Ella Cathrina de Kock living at Ferdinand's Kraal in the district
of Hoopstad in the Orange River Colony make oath and swear as follows.
I was twelve years old on the 13 th April 1900 & live at Ferdinand's Kraal in the
district of Hoopstad — Am at present with my father & mother in the Refugee Camp
at Brandfort.
I know a certain Daniel Johannes Orffer a Government Teacher who formerly held
School on farm belonging to my father & lived with us in our house at Ferdinand's
Kraal as a Boarder & lodger. He came to live with us about May 1898 & remained
until about the middle of July 1900 when my father ordered him to leave owing to a
letter from myself to him about certain matters which my father had picked up.
On various occasions (three times in all to the best of my knowledge and
recollection) the Said D.J. Orffer had sexual intercourse with me & in consequence
of which I am now with child (enceinte).
The connection took place with me in my a bedroom in my fathers house.

30 In Britain, the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885 had set the age of sexual consent for girls at 16
years.
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Orffer assured me that nothing would happen to me. Since he left our house I have
had no conversation with him but he wrote several letters to me which he brought
or sent to our house & gave to our Kaffir boy "Thys" to give to me. I refused to
take the letters with the exception of one which I took & read wherein he stated that
as I would not have anything further to do with him he did not intend to visit or
have anything further to do with me or my family
I swear positively that Orffer is the only person who has ever had sexual connection
with me.
I was against afraid to inform my father or mother what had occurred because I
feared they would say I was a consenting party & would perhaps thrash me.
Orffer wrote a lot of letters to me during the time he was with us & whilst he was
on commando, all of which he asked me to give back which I did.
I was a pupil of his and attended his school.
I make this declaration well knowing & acknowledging the binding power of an
oath & declare the foregoing statement to be the whole truth & nothing but the
truth.
So help me God.
[signed in her own hand] Ella Catharina de Kock
Thus done & sworn before me at Brandfort on this le day of January 1901.
Harry [?Ram] Res. Justice of the Peace

Like the testimonies collected in Stemme Uit Die Verlede (1939), Ella de Kock's

testimony takes the form of a legal statement sworn before a Justice of the Peace, although

in this instance the document has been visibly signed in her own hand. Felman argues that

it is by the act of signing that "authentic witnesses assume at once their discourse, their

speech act and their responsibility toward history" (Felman 1992: 266). While it is

predominantly a bald statement of fact, Ella's testimony also gives some clues about her

lived personal experience, which seems to have been dominated by her loss of faith in

Orffer after he said 'nothing' would happen to her, and her feelings of guilt and fear of her

parents' anger when they learned what had taken place.

The remaining correspondence pertaining to Ella de Kock indicates the likely

outcome of the legal case. In a letter to the Bloemfontein Crown Prosecutor on 21 January

1901, the Brandfort Justice of the Peace who had recorded her statement commented, "It

appears to me to have been a love affair." S.H. Barber (a legal advisor to the O.R.C.

administration) did not think there were legal grounds for a case against Orffer, because it
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appeared that Ella de Kock was "a free agent & a consenting party", although he added

that, "In this particular case the seducer held a position of trust & was no doubt able to

influence the girl to a very great extent and his seducing her was a most cowardly &

disgraceful thing ..." Mr. Wilson, Secretary to the O.R.C. administration, wrote to the

Military Governor's office on 11 February 1901 to relay Miler's final recommendations

on the matter:

"it does not appear to him [Milner] to be one [a case] in which criminal
proceedings could be taken with any probability of success, and that he is unwilling
that it should be tried by a Military Court ... I am to add that in the High
Commissioner's opinion the case should be dealt with, if at all, in the Civil Courts,
and he is advised that the girl could bring an action against Orffer for damages for
seduction, as well as an action for maintenance of the child, if it lives, and for the
expenses of her confinement ... There is of course no obligation upon the girl to
marry her seducer, and as both she and her parents are averse to such a step, no
useful purpose would, as you say, be served by obtaining an undertaking from him
to marry her when she is of full age ... The High Commissioner assumes that the
accused is no longer in the service of the Government."

This letter ended official correspondence about the case, which presumably remained

legally unresolved. As for Ella de Kock herself, other parts of the official records shed

some light on subsequent events. She is recorded entering the camp with her family in the

Brandfort Register of Residents:

De Kock, Jacobus Johannes Married	 42
Martha Sophia38Wife

1. Ella Cathrina	 13
2. Martha Sophia	 7
3. Margaretha Johanna	 6 mon.
Oath of neutrality: Hoopstad June 1901
Occupation/farm: Ferdinandskraal, about 1200, owner
District: Hoopstad
Date of arrival: 11 September
Stock rounded up: Yes, no receipt given for part
Left: 5.7.02 for Ferdinandskraal (SRC 76, f.423)31

31 Brandfort camp was officially formed in March 1901, although in his testimony Mr. de Kock states,
"About 1st or 2" January [1901]! & my family were ordered to accompany the other refugees to Brandfort
where we are now staying", indicating the existence of an earlier, informal and unofficial camp. Either this
register reflects the date that the de Kock's 'officially' entered actual camp at Brandfort, or it was compiled
retrospectively and the date refers to the date on which the information was recorded.
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That the six-month old baby Margaretha Johanna recorded here is Ella's baby is confirmed

by an entry in the composite register of births in and out of wedlock for all the O.R.C.

camps, which records the only possible match for the child:

Camp: Brandfort
Name of Parents: J & M de Kock
Sex: Female
Date of Birth: 18.3.01
Remarks:	 (SRC 100)

There are no 'remarks' (such as 'illegitimate') entered next to this birth, and it appears that

Ella's parents recorded their own names as the baby's parents, probably in an attempt to

preserve at least the appearance of propriety, if only on paper. The baby's date of birth fits

with Ella's testimony, while the de Kock initials given here match those recorded for Ella's

parents in the camp register. There is no further documentation relating to this fRmily and,

as none of them have been marked as dead in the camp register, it seems likely that they all

survived the war, including Ella's baby daughter.

The story of this alleged rape and subsequent illegitimate baby is incongruent with

the usual depictions of the Boer people as pious and sexually chaste and Boer men as

always chivalrous and honourable, for Orffer's name and the reference to his time on

commando in Ella de Kock's statement indicate that he was indeed a Boer man. In terms of

its location across the definitional dimensions of testimonial writing and testimonio utilised

in this chapter, Ella de Kock's statement is oral and written, other-authored but self-

authenticated, and concerns her as a unique individual and her specific personal

experience, rather than containing politicised generalisations. As a form of testimony, Ella

de Kock's signed declaration both attests to her personal experience and is also a legal

statement in which she bears witness to Orffer's actions as part of producing evidence in

the case against him.
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A further interesting example of a testimony made in the context of 'bearing

witness' is the written statement by Hester Swanepoel, who was a resident of Bloemfontein

camp, containing allegations about Mrs. Van Zyl, mother of Lizzie Van Zyl, whose death

became a key part of the controversy about the camps and the causes of mortality in them

(CO 4914492).32 Following Lizzie' s death in May 1901, "In June 1901 a line-drawing of

the photograph of Lizzie Van Zyl was published in New Age, together with Hobhouse's

comment that the food and heat were perhaps responsible" (Stanley 2005a, in press). In

response to this Dr. Pem, the principal doctor at Bloemfontein camp, wrote an angry

refutation published in the Westminster Gazette on 20 January 1902, alleging that Lizzie' s

death had been occasioned entirely by neglect on the part of her mother.33 Dr. Pem

attached to his reply to Hobhouse the testimony "in writing by her own hand" of Hester

Swanepoel, who had lived in a neighbouring tent to the Van Zyl family. In this Miss

Swanepoel stated that she had witnessed first-hand the negligence of Mrs. Van Zyl towards

her children in general, and towards Lizzie in particular:

"Bloemfontein Refugee Camp
Dec. 15 th 1901
I Miss Hester Swanepoel Distinctly remember Lizzy V Zyl before she was removed
to Hospital her Mother did not look after her children at all & this one in particular
I myself told Dr Pem that the child was starved & nearly dying & Mrs. V Zyl used
to go down to the darn & wash clothes all day & not even return in the middle of
the day ... I often used to get up at night time because the child was crying so ...
My mother & Sister can prove what I state
Hester Swanepoel"

In her rejoinder to Pem the following week, also published in the Westminster Gazette,

Hobhouse declared that "He [Perri] brings forward the testimony of some neighbours, the

Swanepoels, to support his accusation. This evidence, written some months after the event,

would not, I believe, be legally considered evidence." Regardless of its actual legal status,

32 1 refer to the use of the Lizzie Van Zyl photograph in Chapter Four, and the case of Lizzie Van Zyl is
discussed in detail in Stanley 2005a, in press.
33 The handwritten original of Dr. Fern's rebuttal is now archived as part of CO 49/4492.
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Hester Swanepoel's statement (like Ella de Kock' s) is a testimony in the original sense of

the word, as the evidence provided by a first-hand witness in a legal (or semi-legal)

context. In the context of the 'crisis of truth' surrounding the case of Li7zie Van Zyl,

Hester Swanepoel's testimony was produced, as Coady phrases it, "to set the record

straight" (Coady 1992: 50), although in fact her evidence was ignored and no legal case

against Mrs. Van Zyl was ever made.

Hester Swanepoel's testimony also reveals something of the divisions that existed

between camp inhabitants. Mrs. Van Zyl was the wife of a bywoner and her financial

situation compelled her to earn a living washing other people's clothes in camp. Hester

Swanepoel, on the other hand, was evidently literate and English-speaking, both

indications of her likely social status. Hester Swanepoel's testimony against Mrs. Van Zyl

shows none of the signs of solidarity or fellow-feeling that the post-hoc (proto-) nationalist

testimonies imply existed between women camp inhabitants during the war, united as one

yolk by the suffering they endured at the hands of a common enemy. Similarly, at

Vredefort Road camp, a mother and daughter-in-law, the Hatten • hs, testified against a

fellow camp inhabitant, Mrs. Potgieter, about her allegedly anti-British and pro-Boer

remarks (SRC 10/ 3788), and this case too not only underscores the political disunity that

existed amongst Boer people at the time, but also the willingness of camp residents to

'inform' on fellow Boers.

The two Hattengh testimonies were made on 26 July 1901, a few weeks after a

portion of the railway line near Vredefort Road camp had been blown up by Boer forces,

which, according to Superintendent Brink, had been followed by a period of "disturbances"

in camp. Brink believed that these disturbances could be traced back to Mrs. Martha

Potgieter, who had attempted to "incite" women in the camp to similar acts of sabotage as

the railway explosion. Part of the evidence for this was the statements of two women, Mrs.
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Annie Hattengh and her daughter-in-law Eliza Hattengh. Their testimonies were provided

orally and then translated by the camp superintendent, Mr. Brink (a Boer), and written

down by Colonel Robert Wallace, the Commandant of Vredefort Road (the surrounding

area under military control). Mrs. Annie Hattengh's testimony states:

"I know Mrs Martha Potgieter & knew her at Pars before she came here. I
remember the day the explosion took place on the Line near here. I was sitting in
Mrs Potgieter's tent in the Refugee Camp gite I remarked 'It is a terrible thing that
such things take place' Mrs Potgieter said 'The Boers must blow up the line
because it is their Railway: they must do so more & more as it is the Boer's train;
they must go on doing so, in order that the English may be exterminated in the
trains'. Mrs Potgieter is always speaking against the English, both at Parys & in the
camp here — her remarks would undoubtedly have a disquieting effect & would
cause evil, not to myself but to others ... I am myself quite happy & satisfied here,
but I would like my stove from Theodora [her home] & I wish the war was over. I
have no objection to sign the above statement.
[in a different hand] A C hattengh
Signed by said Annie Hattengh in my presence, Mr. Brink Suptd. of Camp having
first read same over to her in Dutch. Robert H. Wallace"

The testimony of Eliza Hattengh takes the same form, is also apparently signed but

not written by her own hand, and relates more or less the same information as her mother-

in-law's account, although she adds, "I have no ill feeling against her [Mrs. Potgieter], but

we are all under the British now & I want her & all to join hands ... I would liked {sic} to

get my husband back, as I am sick. I think he is at Green point." The Hattengh testimonies

do not only concern Mrs. Potgieter and her conduct, but also reveal certain things about the

Hattenghs themselves. Thus it seems both women hoped their testimonies against Mrs.

Potgieter would be 'rewarded' by the authorities — Annie Hattengh mentions wanting her

stove, and Eliza Hattengh clearly hoped her husband would be transferred from Green

Point to live with her Vredefort Road camp. Mrs. Potgieter's own testimony was not

sought by the authorities, for Colonel Wallace was concerned that this would expose the

Hattenghs as informers.
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Like the testimonies of Ella de Kock and Hester Swanepoel, the Hattengh

statements are testimony in the sense that they attest to the character and conduct of

another person. They also have a legal dimension, and in this case and in the aftermath of

the Hattengh testimonies, the authorities debated whether or not Mrs. Potgieter should be

jailed at Kroonstad, although it was eventually decided that placing her in the reformatory

section of the camp would be sufficient punishment. The military situation in the Vredefort

Road area at the time was volatile, and in the context of a war Mrs. Potgieter's remarks

consequently were not simply dismissed as 'idle gossip', but followed up and taken

seriously as part of intelligence gathering. As part of enforcing British authority and

stabilising the political and military situation, such remarks could not, in the view of the

officials concerned, be left unnoticed or unpunished. 34 Interestingly, the correspondence

about this case also reveals that Mr. Potgieter was living in camp with his wife (after being

transferred from Green Point after having taken the Oath of Neutrality), and was described

by Brink as "a quiet man and has behaved himself properly". It seems likely that Mrs.

Potgieter was one of the 'troublesome' camp women who acted as political ringleaders and

incited unrest and commotion among their compatriots as an expression of proto-

nationalist sentiments.

Testimony as a 'crisis of truth'

In the examples above and the related discussion, I have offered a rethinking of

testimony to include a wide variety of documents, encompassing petitions, individual

letters of application, 'begging' letters, testificates, institutional and documentary forms of

testimony, sworn legal statements and testimonials, and accounts of attestation originating

outside the documentary. Each of these instances accords in some way with Felman's

34 Remarks of a 'political' or incendiary nature were forbidden under Martial Law anyway.
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location of testimony in the context of a 'crisis of truth': "testimony is provided, and is

called for, when the facts upon which justice must pronounce its verdict are not clear,

when historical accuracy is in doubt and when both the truth and its supporting elements

are called into question. The legal model of the trial dramatizes, in this way, a contained,

and culturally channelled, institutionalized, crisis of truth" (Felman 1992: 6, original

emphasis). While I find Felman's term helpful, I make use of it with some disclaimers.

While her 'crisis of truth' implies a dichotomised sense of 'right' versus 'wrong', 'fact'

versus 'fiction' and 'truth' versus 'falsehood', the examples I have discussed in this

chapter indicate that in the context of testimony this is usually considerably more complex,

and seldom simply a case of the morally 'good' testifying against the morally 'bad'. So for

example, in Mrs. Booyans' case the doctors and Superintendent Gostling provided

conflicting testimonies about her mental health, Dr. Peru and Mr. Mills clashed over the

case of Miss Moltzer, and Hester Swanepoel's testimony against Mrs. Van Zyl was

contradicted by Hobhouse and ultimately dismissed. Conclusive truth and absolute moral

right are not always easy or straightforward to discern in these testimonies. In addition,

Felman's use of the word 'crisis' implies a contestation over truth that is public as well as

highly charged and dramatic. In fact, as most of the examples discussed in this chapter

indicate, testimony as a 'crisis of truth' usimily concerns matters of a much more modest,

mundane and low-key kind. Petitioners attesting to the 'truth' of their experiences

concerning rations, or women writing begging letters which testify to the 'truth' of their

poverty, or mothers affirming with their signatures the 'truth' of the circumstances of their

children's deaths, do not readily fit with Felman's use of the term 'crisis', and are

contestations or confirmations of truth of a much more 'ordinary' and everyday kind.

However, and bearing these disclaimers in mind, the testimonies I have discussed

here did emerge in the context of a 'crisis of truth', in the specific sense that each was
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produced or enacted in order to make a case, bear witness or establish 'the facts' in some

way. These testimonies were provided because called for in cases where "the facts upon

which justice must pronounce its verdict are not clear, when historical accuracy is in

doubt" (Felman 1992: 6), even though the establishment of these 'facts' was seldom clear-

cut, and even though this often occurred in ordinary, mundane circumstances. Thus, it is in

terms of this much broader idea of 'a crisis of truth' that rethinking and reconceptualising

testimony in the context of the South African War and concentration camps can most

usefully be achieved. At the time they were produced, each of the testimonies examined

here were concerned to verify or prove or exemplify a truth-claim in a context of

presumed, unspoken or open contestation. The petitions and individual letters of

application all sought to offer positive proof and evidence in support of the requests being

made; while the mothers' marks and other signatures affirmed the facticity of the

documents they endorsed; the documentary testimonies concerning Mrs. Booyans, Miss

Moltzer and Carolina Fourie were official responses concerned to establish 'the truth'

concerning these women and their conduct, itself a testament to their experiences; and the

testimonies of Ella de Kock, Hester Swanepoel and the Hattenghs were all made as

statements of fact in order to 'prove' their views regarding a contentious case. These

examples and many more like them, not just the collected and published testimonies,

emerged as part of a 'crisis of truth', and it is under this broad heading that they can all be

conceived of as testimony, thus allowing a much wider range of documents to be

recognised as testimony and the individuals or collectivities connected to them to be

acknowledged as testifiers.

That the post-war published testimonies — both individual and collective — were

part of a 'crisis of truth' has to an extent already been tacitly shown, as for instance in Mrs.

Neethling's claim to correct past representations of the Boers by "writ[ing] the story of the
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Boer women, as they showed themselves during the war, truly, fairly" (Neethling 1903:

introduction, 127). Hobhouse maintained that she sought to represent civilian suffering in

war "with truth and moderation" (1902: xvi)35 ; Mrs. Le Clus stated that "Everything that I

have written herein, is what we personally saw with our own eyes and is the simple truth"

(1923: foreword).36 Because they took the form of sworn statements, the testimonies

collected and published by Postma (1925, 1939) were expressly concerned with making

quasi-legal truth-claims, as emphasised by some women ending their statements with a

version of the courtroom formula that "I declare that everything written here, is the full

truth and nothing other than the truth" (Oosthuizen in Postma 1939: 16). 37 Even much

later, when 'the history' of these events had been fully established in nationalist terms,

women's published testimonies were still written in the 'crisis of truth' mode, as if pitching

_themselves against an unspoken challenge to the veracity of their claims, as evinced by

Rabie-Van der Merwe's statement that "I want to assure my readers that I have

exaggerated nothing, and have written down nothing that is not true" (1940: 4).

As well as being produced within this earlier 'crisis of truth', the previously

unrecognised examples of testimony discussed here can be read as part of a present 'crisis

of truth' about, not so much the events as the meanings, of the South African War and the

concentration camps. In post/memory of the concentration camps, all camp inhabitants are

positioned (with one or two heroic exceptions) as ubiquitous victims of an unchanging and

inflexible system, whereas expanding testimonies as I have done indicates that, both

individually and collectively, camp residents acted as agents, sometimes successfully

influencing aspects of 'the system' as it pertained to them. While post/memory has ignored

35 In The Brunt of the War in particular, Hobhouse was writing quite explicitly against those who had
previously disputed her version of events and had branded her as unpatriotic, and she used the forum of the
book to "publicly deny[ing] the accusation, so widely made in the press and elsewhere, that I have slandered
the British troops" (Hobhouse 1902: xv).
36 "Alles, wat ek hierin geslayf het, is wat ons persoonlik en met ons eie oe gesien her en is die eenvoudige
waarheid".
37 "Ek verklaar dat dies wat hier geslaywe is, die voile waarheid en niks anders as die waarheid is nie."
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the presence of black people in 'white' camps or deemed black camp experience as 'mute',

the petition and testificates discussed show black men and women positively and actively

attesting to aspects of their personal experiences as camp inhabitants. In the documentary

testimonies, the particularised emotional reactions of the women concerned are attested to

in a way that contrasts with the manner in which such matters are glossed in post/memory,

which depicts Boer women's responses in generalised ways and emphasises stoicism over

personal, individualised experiences of grief or distress. Finally, the additional expanded

examples of testimonies presented here attest to the social, political and economic diversity

of the camp populations, with many women illiterate or semi-literate, poor and indifferent

to the Republic cause. However, through the processes of post/memory, this diversity has

been obscured by 'the history', which has emphasised Boer unity and solidarity as part of a

(proto-) nationalist project which centred on undermining divisions and promoting the

notion of a single yolk.

Felman argues that testimony "seems to be composed of bits and pieces of a

memory that has been overwhelmed by occurrences that have not settled into

understanding or remembrance" (Felman 1992: 5). This is perhaps the key way in which

the expanded examples of testimony I have examined here differ from the testimonies

produced post-war. While the latter retrospectively claimed to tell 'the whole truth and

nothing but the truth', the expanded testimonies discussed here could indeed be described

as 'bits and pieces of a memory', for none attempt to tell a complete story, but concern

specific and largely personal experiences as they affected individuals and as this needed to

be recorded in the context of organisational requirements. These expanded testimonies also

illustrate the richness of the camp records as a source of information on women's

experiences of camp life, as they encountered or 'came up against' the camp authorities in

one way or another. Far from being dry, routine registers filled with impersonal statistics,
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these camp records document women's various engagements with camp officials and

British administrators in a very wide sense. These interactions between women and the

official bureaucratic apparatus of the camp system produced a variety of testimonies that

allow the stories, however partial, of women who were later 'forgotten' by the 'collecting

and publishing' process to be told and contemplated. Such women did not, as Hobhouse

would have it, 'die making no sign', but in fact left behind a variety of marks and traces

that, when recognised as part of my expanded notion of testimony, challenge many of the

tenets of 'the history' as produced by the post/memory processes.

The expanded testimonies discussed in this chapter add further to making sense of

post/memory. The wide variety of forms of attestation, as well as the range of people and

experiences these indicate, point up the 'forgetting' that is a central aspect of the

post/memory process. In other words, these show how people, experiences, interpretations

and ways of attesting that were outside (proto-) nationalist networks and the interests of

cultural entrepreneurs were 'forgotten', and replaced instead by the collected and published

accounts by women who were part of these networks, and the experiences and

interpretations which prevail in these. Post/memory therefore entails structured, organised

remembering as well as forgetting. This 'structured forgetting' was organised against

memories subversive of the (proto-) nationalist project — those of black people, Boer men

in camps, and Boer women who were poor, illiterate, apolitical, or those deemed

'unpatriotic' or mentally 'unsound'. The layers of re/working, re/writing and other forms

of translation at the back of these post/memory processes form the subject of the following

chapter.
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Chapter Six
The Politics of Language and Translation in the Production of Boer

Women's Testimonies

"Translation, of course, is a primary method of imposing meaning while concealing
the power relations that lie behind the production of that meaning" (Bassnett 1998:
136)

Using the term 'translation' in a wide sense, to indicate transferral from one

medium of communication to another, almost without exception Boer women's published

camp testimonies have undergone translation, often in complex, multifarious ways that

have sometimes been obscured and are consequently difficult to trace. In this chapter I use

the term translation to refer, not only to the translation of a text from one language to

another, but also translation from the spoken word to a written text, from one form of

writing to another, and also the broader processes of selection, interpretation and re/writing

involved in the translation from an unpublished to a published text Three examples will

indicate the ubiquity of these translation processes concerning Boer women's testimonies.

Firstly, most of the testimonies published in War Without Glamour (1927) were

translated by Hobhouse from Dutch or Taal into English, and she also edited these

accounts and reshaped them from letter to testimony form, indeed in some cases probably

writing them up from a spoken form. Hobhouse also translated Tant' Alie (1923b) from

Taal into English, with some of the reworking that this entailed (again, including probably

from a spoken to a written form) having been discussed in Chapter Four. An Afrikaans

version of Tant' Alie was later produced and published in 1939, with this based on

Hobhouse's English translation rather than the considerably longer Taal original (Rothman

1939). 1 Secondly, the testimonies that eventually appeared in Mrs. Neethling's Mag Ons

Vergeet? (1938) were originally written in letter form, in either Dutch or Taal, and sent to

M.E. Rothman was a South African journalist and writer. She was a keen nationalist and especially
concerned with the so-called 'poor white' problem. According to Giliomee, "For Rothman the survival or the
Afrikaner yolk depended on its working class becoming consciously white and consciously Afrikaner"
(Giliomee 2003: 344).
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the journalist Horak. These were then selected, edited and translated into 'proper' Dutch by

Mrs. Neethling for publication in her Vergeten? (1917); but then with a later translation

from Dutch to Afrikaans being made for Mag Ons Vergeet?, which was carried out by

Mrs. Neethling's daughter, Ella Neethling (Gregory 1999: 6). And thirdly, Johanna Brandt-

Van Warmelo's Het consentratie-kamp van Irene (1905) is a Dutch translation of an

English manuscript, which purports to be an original diary but which is evidently a

re/worked version of some earlier text, with both the manuscript diary and the published

version likely to have been produced concurrently. Also, Brandt-Van Warmelo's later Die

Kappie Kommando was actually originally written in English and published as The

Petticoat Commando, with the Dutch version in fact initially appearing as a magazine

series of short pieces before it was then reworked into book form (1913a, 1913b, 1913c).

Something 'similar but with differences' exists concerning the later published

Boer women's testimonies as well. Thus it is apparent from their form as statements sworn

before magistrates, that the testimonies in M.M. Postma's Stemme Uit Die Vrouekampe

(Postma 1925) were translated from a spoken to a written form, and these were then later

translated from the original Taal to a later standardised form of Afrikaans in Stemme Uit

Die Verlede (Postma 1939). More recently, the 'diary' of Henrietta Armstrong has been

translated by Thariza Van Rensburg from notes written in rough, uneven English infused

with Taal (A1819 (3)) into a published 'diary' written in polished, standard English (Van

Rensburg 1980). In addition, Sarah Raal's Afrikaans Met Die Boere in die Veld (1938)

appeared during the South African War centenary in English translation as The Lady Who

Fought (Ran! 2000), with some subtle but highly consequential changes in how words and

phrases with immense 1930s nationalist (and racist) resonance have been sanitised in the

new English version. Finally, it is also worth pointing out that all those testimonies and

letters quoted throughout this thesis that have not been previously published in English,
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have been translated by me, and a consideration of my own role as a translator forms part

of the discussion later in this chapter.

Translation theorists have argued cogently in recent years that translation is a

politically loaded process always heavily influenced by the cultural context in which it

takes place.2 It is therefore essential that the ways in which Boer women's war and/or

camp testimonies have been translated are analysed, including "by taking into account both

the process of creating it [the translation] and its function in a given context" (Bassnett

2002: 19). This is important in itself and throws considerable light on the role of (proto-)

nationalist and other cultural entrepreneurs in the 'making of memory' about the

concentration camps and the part this played in 'the history' of the Afrikaner people being

constructed across this period. It is also important because I have come to the conclusion

that translation in the broad sense I am using it is fundamental to the development of

post/memory: I shall be arguing in this chapter that post/memory and translation are

symbiotically related, and indeed that the production of post/memory depends upon

translation to make the meaning required.

In what follows, I examine the politics of translation in Boer women's

testimonies around an understanding of translation as a process of 'making meaning', not

simply in the sense of finding words in another language with the 'same' meaning, but

more importantly in the sense that the process of translation itself often attaches particular

emphasis, significance or meaning to certain texts or parts of texts as in some way key to

their overall meaning. Translation, in other words, is a form of interpretation in which the

function of the translation and the location of the translator play crucial and influential

roles. The translation practices of the key cultural entrepreneurs who worked to solicit,

collect, translate, edit and publish their own or other women's testimonies will be explored

2 I have found the following useful in thinking about translation matters here: Bassnett 2002, Bassnett and
Lefevere 1995, 1998, Bell 1991, Godard 1995, Howland 2003, Overing 1987, Simon 1996, Spivak 1992,
Temple 1999, 2002, Temple and Edwards 2002, and Venuti 1995, 2004.
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here, tracing out how their translation strategies made meaning of women's testimonies in

accordance with their ideological convictions and the cultural and political context in

which their work was carried out.

In the first section of this chapter, I discuss some of the key theoretical debates

and developments in translation studies that have informed my understanding of translation

as 'making meaning' and of translators as "cultural brokers" (Temple 2002: 844) who

interpret and re/work texts in order to make them accessible and meaningful to a particular

audience. In the South African case, the role of translator as 'cultural broker' took shape

around a small group of key cultural entrepreneurs and their work in soliciting and

producing women's testimonies as part of the development of (proto-) nationalism.

Therefore the second section of the chapter focuses in detail on Emily Hobhouse's work as

a translator of women's testimonies, and how this related to her wider role as a cultural

entrepreneur. The presentation of my own translation of an individual Boer women's

testimony, together with a comparison against the translation Hobhouse made of the same

testimony, enables me to reflect on my own translation practices and the context in which

these have been made. The third section of the chapter then examines Mrs. Neethling's

translation practices and choices and indicates some of the ways in which her wider

'making of meaning' in texts meshed with her very different intentions as a cultural

entrepreneur. The fourth section then considers Johanna Brant-Van Warmelo's language

politics which influenced her in the translation and re/working of Het Concentratie-kamp

van Irene (1905), through which she attempted to produce particular meanings that

corresponded with her political objectives. The interrelated issues surrounding language

choice and translation are exemplified in the case of Brandt-Van Warmelo and are of

significance to the politics of translating Boer women's testimonies more generally.

Finally, the English translation of Sarah Raal's book is examined as a recent example of
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the function of the translation impacting markedly on how the text has been translated

(Raal 2000). I conclude by standing back a little from these substantive examples, to

consider the connections between translation and post/memory, and to draw out some of

the indirect, mediated and motivated aspects of both.

Translation Studies in Context

Since the 1970s, there has been a dramatic shift in the field of translation studies.

As Bassnett and Lefevere point out, twenty years ago 'translation studies' meant "training

translators", whereas now the field is concerned with a wide range of interpretational

issues and questions that relate to translation and meaning (Bassnett and Lefevere 1998: 1).

Underlying many of these developments in translation studies has been a rejection of the

idea of translation as "a weak and degraded form of authorship" (Simon 1996: 39), and an

increasing recognition that translation is a creative and productive process, "a translingual

act of transcoding cultural material - a complex act of communication" (Howland 2003),

and not simply a matter of converting words from one language into another. Influenced by

the 'cultural turn' that stresses the constructed, unstable nature of language, with its

constantly shifting meaning(s) located in the contexts of use, "translation studies has begun

the process of examining the ways in which translation is nourished by — and contributes to

— the dynamics of cultural representation" (Simon 1996: 137). As Spivak has influentially

proposed, "the politics of translation takes on a massive life of its own if you see language

as the process of meaning construction" (Spivak 1992: 177).

The standpoint that there is no single meaning to be made of any text has led

some translation theorists to the conclusion that "a foreign text is the site of many different

semantic possibilities that are fixed only provisionally in any one translation, on the basis

of varying cultural assumptions and interpretive choices, in specific social situations, in
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different historical periods. Meaning is a plural and contingent relation, not an unchanging

unified essence" (Venuti 1995: 18). In other words, a translation is the interpretive

meaning that one person has made of a text, rather than the definitive translation. In this

respect, translations are no different from any other texts or genres — all texts can be

analysed for their multiple meanings, and cannot be divorced from the contexts in which

they are written and read. In addition, as Overing points out, "no language is magically set

forever" (Overing 1987: 72), and so the way in which texts are translated and read changes

over time as languages shift and develop in a variety of ways.3

Another shift that has taken place in translation studies is the move away from

the concept of equivalence. Previously the mark of a 'good' translation was its supposed

exact faithfulness to the original text, with each word and sentence seen in terms of precise

equivalence. However, many translation theorists have abandoned the notion of

equivalence, because "Even apparent synonymy does not yield full equivalence" (Bassnett

1980: 22). While in the past translators strove for the 'perfect' translation of a given text,

the belief in the possibility of one single absolutely valid translation of a text has been

replaced by an acceptance that the pursuit of 'total meaning' is impossible (and even

undesirable) and that instead "specific translators decide on the specific degree of

equivalence they can realistically aim for in a specific text" (Bassnett and Lefevere 1998:

2). Moreover, some theorists have proposed that, in order to maintain the distinctive

identity of an original text, translations should be loreignised' and standardised English,

for instance, should not be used to flatten out the distinctiveness and particular

grammatical patterns or expressiveness of other languages. In other words, translations

from different languages, for example from German into English should sound and read

3 The significance of the evolution of language is of particular relevance to the translation of Boer women's
testimonies in a context where Afrikaans was being developed as a standardised language, with meaning,
grammar, spelling and so on in a state of flux and change until the mid 1920s, and continuing in a somewhat
less marked way thereafter through the 1930s and '40s.
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differently from 'actual English' texts, and in this way "[t]he privileged position of the

receiving language or culture is denied, and the alterity of the source text ... [is] preserved"

(Bassnett and Lefevere 1998: 8).4 While Venuti believes this preservation of the linguistic

and cultural difference of the text to be flawed, in that this can only be "perceived in the

translation by a limited readership, an educated elite" (1995: 101), Spivak argues in

contrast that treating translation simply as "a matter of synonym, syntax and local colour"

is still insufficient and that in order to produce a meaningful and "ethical" translation, the

translator must engage fully with what she calls the "rhetoricity of the original" (Spivak

1992: 179).

As part of the growing awareness of the importance of the translator and the

cultural context in shaping translation, the role of the translator has been significantly

reconceptualised in recent years. Some theorists, again drawing on notions of language as

culturally constructed and relative, have suggested that: "all communicators are translators.

All communicators, as receivers ... face essentially the same problem; they receive signals

(in speech and in writing) containing messages encoded in a communication system which

is not, by definition, identical with their own" (Bell 1991: 14). However, such a view

diminishes the specific problems of translation from one language to another, in which the

role of the 'professional' translator plays such a crucial, yet largely under-theorised role. In

this regard, Temple points out that the role of translators (and interpreters) in research is

frequently ignored: "researchers are [seen as] neutral transmitters of messages and, by

extending this stance, translators pass on such messages in an unproblematic way"

(Temple 2002: 845). In the past the translator has often been regarded as a transparent or

4 The view that the 'target' or receiving language is by definition 'privileged', and that "every step in the
translation process ... is mediated by the diverse cultural values that circulate in the target language" (Venuti
1995), is considerably problematised in the translation of Boer women's testimonies, where translation tends
to be dominated by the cultural values of the original, rather than the 'target' language.
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shadowy figure whose work is (or should be) invisible; and concerning this 'invisibility' of

the translator, Venuti has commented that:

"A translated text, whether prose or poetry, fiction or nonfiction, is judged acceptable
by most publishers, reviewers, and readers when it reads fluently, when the absence of
any linguistic or stylistic peculiarities makes it seem transparent, giving the appearance
that it reflects the foreign writer's personality or intention or the essential meaning of
the foreign text — the appearance, in other words, that the translation is not in fact a
translation, but the 'original" (Venuti 1995: 1)

The implication of this line of thinking is that a good translator is an invisible one and

Venuti calls this a "weird self-annihilation" (Venuti 1995: 8). In support of this general

line of argument, Temple comments that the perspective of the translator is central to the

construction of meaning in the translated text, calling the process whereby translators "use

their own interpretive frameworks to translate from one language to another" as

"translating with attitude" (Temple 1999: 53).

Recognising that translators are "active producers of research" (Temple 2002:

845) and active makers of meaning, and that "translation wields enormous power in the

construction of national identities", Venuti accordingly insists that the translator should be

made visible and accountable in the text (Venuti 1995: 19). Feminist thinking too has

called for the translator to take responsibility for the translated text by making explicit her

translation strategies and practices, 5 with Godard arguing that "a feminist translator should

'flaunt' the signs of her manipulation of a text, her 'woman-handling' strategies" (Godard

1995: 25). One of the ways in which translators can be held accountable for their work is

through the use of prefacing and footnoting (Simon 1996: 14), with another being to

provide the reader with access, where possible, to both the original and the translated texts.

Overall, making evident how the translation process has interpreted and 'marked' a text,

and by "trying to make the interpreter [or translator] as well as the researcher visible",

5 See here, for example, Spivak's account of her methods as a feminist and postcolonial translator in Spivak
1992.
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means that "the tensions in asking anyone to represent other people's views" are

highlighted (Temple and Edwards 2002). Translation, then, is a 'creative process' (Overing

1987).

Simon argues that, historically, translation has afforded women in particular

opportunities otherwise denied them to "enter the world of letters, to promote political

causes and to engage in stimulating writing relationships" (Simon 1996: 39). Simon

stresses that, while translation has traditionally been deemed an inferior form of

authorship, the acknowledgment that translation involves the production of a separate and

distinctive text allows us to recognise that "women have used translation to open new axes

of communication, to create new subject positions and to contribute to the intellectual and

political life of their times" (Simon 1996: 39). At the back of this argument is the view that

a translated text is distinct and separate from (although clearly related to) the 'original'

text, with Paz commenting that:

"Every text is unique and, at the same time, it is the translation of another text. No
text is entirely original because language itself, in its essence, is already a
translation: firstly, of the non-verbal world and secondly, since every sign and
every phrase is the translation of another sign and another phrase. However, this
argument can be turned around without losing any of its validity: all texts are
original because every translation is distinctive. Every translation, up to a certain
point, is an invention and as such it constitutes a unique text" (Paz 1971: 9,
translated and quoted in Bassnett 2002: 44)

On this basis, Simon contends that, through translation, "writers are [able] to exploit the

resources of foreign literatures in order to invigorate and redirect their own national forms"

with new texts, new forms and next ideas (Simon 1996: 65).

In the South African instance, this process outlined by Simon was one which took

shape around producing, translating and exploiting local writings (and oral statements) in

order to pioneer and propagate a national form, rather than redirecting foreign ones. As I

have indicated in previous chapters, women were central to this process in their roles as
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cultural entrepreneurs and cultural workers; and in this chapter I shall look at the particular

influence of translation on these processes. I now turn to a discussion of the translation

practices engaged in by Emily Hobhouse, examining how these relate to the meaning she

made of the texts she translated, and how this is likely to have been influenced by her

intentions as a cultural entrepreneur and the associated functions of the translations

themselves.

"I fear many inaccuracies are over-looked" 6: Hobhouse and the translation of Boer
women's testimonies

Emily Hobhouse's work in collecting, translating, editing and publishing Boer

women's testimonies illustrates many of the complexities relating to the politics of

translation and the key role of the translator in mediating these complexities. I shall discuss

Hobhouse's translation and production of Tant' Alie of the Transvaal (1923b) primarily by

drawing on her letters to Mrs. Steyn written in the months preceding the publication of the

book, which indicate various of the ways in which the book's translation context was likely

to have affected the translation process itself, and also the ways in which the book was

subsequently read. 7 These letters show that questions relating to the book's translation

were intensely politicised, and were central to its production, sale and reception. I then turn

to the testimonies in War Without Glamour (1927) and consider in detail the translation

practises adopted by Hobhouse, here by making an in depth comparison between an

original Taal manuscript of a woman's testimony, my own translation of it, and

Hobhouse's published translation. I do so to show how Hobhouse's intentions in

6 A156 1/1/12. The quote is from a letter by Hobhouse to Mrs. Steyn dated 3 June 1923, and refers to the
difficulties she experienced in correcting proofs.
7 Rachel Isabella (Tibbie) Steyn (1865-1955), wife of ex-Free State President, Martinus Theimis Steyn. Mrs.
Steyn was a prominent figure in nationalist women's circles. She was Honorary Chairwoman of the S.A.V.F
from 1909 until her death in 1955, and was one of the main organisers behind the construction of the
Vrouemonument and did much of the fundraising work connected with this. The Dictionary of South African
Biography notes that, although she was of Scottish parentage, "She gradually identified herself completely
with the Boer nation" (Dictionary of South African Biography Vol. III: 757).
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publishing these testimonies influenced the meaning-making in her translations, and how

my own different objectives and context of writing have resulted in a different translation.

I then briefly examine the significance of some of the modifications Hobhouse made to the

proofs of War Without Glamour immediately prior to publication, modifications which

strengthen meaning as intended by the editor rather than the original writer (or teller) of the

tale.

Hobhouse's motivation for publishing the Aletta Badenhorst diary was primarily to

further the ideals of pacifism and humanitarianism in which she so strongly believed. Thus

in the Preface she refers to the book as "a powerful Peace Document" and states that "I

send forth this little book, earnestly hoping it will do its bit to help strip war of the fine

words which historians have too long bedecked it" (Hobhouse 1923b: 8, 7). Her decision to

publish Tant' Alie (and the War Without Glamour testimonies) in English related not only

to her desire that the pacifist message of the book should reach the widest possible

audience, but also to her specific wish for it to be read in Britain to raise awareness about

the real suffering caused by the war and what she viewed as Britain's aggressive

provocation and conduct of it. However, this choice to translate the book into English had

significant political ramifications in South Africa, because made at a time when the Second

Language movement was encouraging the widespread use of Afrikaans in both spoken and

written forms. Thus in response to what was apparently an expression of regret by Mrs.

Steyn that Tant' Alie was to be published in English, Hobhouse wrote back that: "It is no

good minding that `Tant Alie' is not in Dutch — it would hardly be worth while — It is

worthy of a world-wide public; and is of historic value. It is open to the Badenhorsts to

publish the original whenever they like" (EH to RIS, 27 May 1923, A156 1/1/12). 8 'Dutch'

here could refer to 'South African Dutch' or to Taal, which at this time was in the process

8 Throughout the references to their correspondence, 'EH' refers to Emily Hobhouse and `RIS' to Rachel
Isabella Steyn.
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of being standardised and was in 1925 formally to become Afrikaans, or more likely to a

combination of both. Hobhouse herself had experienced considerable translating

difficulties, precisely because of the non-standardised, inconsistent nature of Taal and its

changes over time: "I daresay you [Mrs. Steyn] will find lots of mistakes in the Dutch

spelling of names &c, but really that changes so ^frequently^ I do not know whom to

follow" (EH to RIS, 20 May 1923, A156 1/1/12).

In answer to Mrs. Steyn's concern that few Boer women were able to read English

and would thus not buy the book, Hobhouse responded that "I quite realize the language

drawback, but it is incidental to the position. To be of any real use to the general world, as

I wished, it could only be published in English. And, I know that most young folk know

English now. Her own son, Wessels Badenhorst, writes to me in English" (EH to RIS, 17

June 1923, A156 1/1/12, original emphases). Thus, her translation points up a tension

between Hobhouse's wish for the book's peace-promoting message to reach as wide an

audience possible, which for her view necessitated it being published in English, and the

political agenda reflected by Mrs. Steyn's wish that it appear in 'Dutch' to enable as many

Boer women as possible to read it, and also to support the objectives of the Second

Language Movement to promote language unity and pride as part of (proto-) nationalism.

In spite of this difference of opinion about language matters, Hobhouse was nevertheless

eager that Boer women in South Africa should buy and read Tant' Alie and, as I shall

show, she worked through nationalist women's organisational structures to enable this.

So keenly did Hobhouse believe in the importance and potential power of Tant'

Alie that she personally funded its publication and ended up making a financial loss on the

1500 copies of the book that were sold. 9 In her correspondence with Mrs. Steyn, she

explained the difficulties she had securing a publishing contract and the motivation behind

9 Hobhouse was willing to fund the book's publication and take the related financial risks partly because this
enabled her retain sole copyright (1 April 1923, A156 1/1/12).
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her decision to fund the publication herself: "The publishers fear they will not make a

profit because the subject is no longer a burning one. I, of course, do not care about the

profit side — I regard it as a piece of history having its own value as all history has" (EH to

RIS, 28 January 1923, A156 1/1/12, original emphasis). Then in a later letter she added,

"But all think the book extremely valuable and that it ought to be published. So I am

content, even if I lose all my money" (EH to RIS, 20 May 1923, A156 1/1/12, original

emphasis). While Hobhouse felt the book was 'worthy of a world wide audience', she also

felt passionately that it should be read by Boer women specifically. Therefore she arranged

through Mrs. Steyn for the book to be bought in advance by women in rural areas and

small towns in the Free State and Transvaal through local organisers, who could order the

book directly from Hobhouse at the publisher's price, thus circumventing bookseller's

mark-ups in South Africa. 10 Hobhouse explained her proposal to Mrs. Steyn:

"Publishers all tell me (as indeed I know) that the South African reading public is
small and of course confined to the big towns which would neither be attracted by
the subject or by my name as translator ... There remaino the country districts &
the farms — chiefly of the Free State & Transvaal. There would be the people whom
the book would most nearly touch & upon whose shelves it should surely stand ... I
do not think it can be done only through the town book sellers & for two reasons.
So few of the real country folk come into the big towns of Bftn [Bloemfontein] &
Pretoria and secondly I am warned that the South African booksellers ask insist on
33 1/3% as their commission besides putting a little more on to the English retail
price. My publisher proposes therefore printing a circular to offer it post free at say
8/- or 8/6 as the case may be, if the money be sent with the order. This is simple,
but I doubt if many Boer women would by a P.O. [postal order] and send off in the
dark; But it did strike me that such a course might be pursued by a leading woman
in each little country town — and I wondered if it would be organized by the
Vrouewen Vereeniging [S.A.V.F]?" (EH to RIS, 25 March 1923, A156 1/1/12,
original emphases)

Hobhouse's suggestion was taken up by Mrs. Steyn, Honorary Chairwoman of the

S.A.V.F, and by the beginning of July 1923 the S.A.V.F. had agreed to buy 250 copies of

the book in bulk (EH to RIS, 1 July 1923, A156 1/1/12). There is evidence that the

1 ° This was also to ensure that Hobhouse did not make too drastic a financial loss on the book. While she said
neither wanted nor expected to make a profit, she did "want to get back what I spend on it" (25 March 1923,
A156 1/1/12).
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A.C.V.V. promoted the book too, with its secretary Mrs. G.G. CHM putting in a bulk order

of copies for members to buy through their local branches. The A.C.V.V. newsletter of

September 1923, which was published in Die Huisgenoot magazine, instructed: "The

Branches must immediately let Mrs. Dr. Cillie know how many they will take, and the

money must be collected shortly thereafter, because it must go with the order" (Cillie

1923: 245)." The appeal then gives some information about the book which appears to

take its wording from Hobhouse's letters to Mrs. Steyn, indicating that it was Mrs. Steyn

who involved both the SA.V.F. and the A.C.V.V. as the key nationalist women's

organisations in pre-ordering copies of the book. As part of working through these

nationalist women's networks, Hobhouse realised that Mrs. Steyn herself could exert her

considerable personal influence to publicise the book:

"You might say you have heard the book the Diary of a Transvaal woman 1870-
1908 is being issued and it can be got cheapest by post if either 1 vol is ordered or
several together & would leading women propose to get out a parcel for those in
tl-t-is p. ish who care to have it — translated by me with a preface. Say it is
considered the best far away — presentation of the Tra_ va I in tric v, Ind
accurate & historical while so human & alive ... Unfortunately it come-, very
shortly after the translation of "The Prunt fifth W " A ii • 	 h tV iq

English — that is a mere record, this is living story which carries you on" (Ell to
RIS, 25 March 1923, A156 1/1/12, original emphasis) 12

Hobhouse's role as translator of Tant' Alie clearly extended far beyond merely

converting the text from Taal into Fnglish, and these wider activities point up her status as

a key cultural entrepreneur. She was centrally involved in publishing, publicising and

disttibuting, the book in accordance with her interpretation of the book's meaning and

significance — as accurate historical record and a peace document — an interpretation which

inevitably shaped her translation practises too. The whereabouts of the original manuscript

are now unknown, and so it is impossible to determine the precise and detailed ways in

11 "Die Takke moet dadelik aan mevr.  Cillié laat wee: hoeveel hulle sal neem, en die geld moet meteens
ingevorder word want dit moet saamgaan met cfte bestelting."
12 This refers to the 1923 translation of The Brunt of the W.  b) NJ Van clef mo tr- CHOW C 1923a)
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which this influence might have shaped the translation of the manuscript into the published

text; however, there are a number of clues about the translation process itself. The

translation of Alie Badenhorst's diary was initially begun by either Frank or Deneys

Reitz 13, although it is unclear how the manuscript originally procured by Hobhouse in 1903

came to be in the Reitzs' possession. However, in a 1912 letter to Isie Smuts 14 about the

Badenhorst manuscript and the testimonies that later appeared in War Without Glamour,

Hobhouse expressed her disapproval of what Reitz had written:

"It is curious you should write about it just now when I had been thinking I should
write and ask you to send me the whole pile I left with you of various women's
accounts of their experiences in Dutch and English — I fancy I might now do the
mental work of editing and publishing them. Of course Mrs. Badenhorst's is the
one of surpassing interest, but (please don't tell Mr. Reitz) to fit it for publication I
must re-write his translation" (23 November 1912, quoted in Balme 1994:536)

Hobhouse expressed clear ideas about how the diary ought to be translated, so as to

retain the simple expressiveness of Badenhorst's original rather than homogenising this in

polished, standardised English (or Dutch/Afrikaans). Thus in the Preface to Tant' Alie she

wrote, "In translating from the Taal of the back-veld, I have tried, as far as possible to use

an English as simple as the original. Had I written in our Cornish dialect it would have

been closer", adding that "the manuscript was not easy to decipher or translate" (Hobhouse

1923b: 7, 8). Then in a letter to Mrs. Steyn she minimised her own interventions as a

13 Frank Reitz (1844-1934), a former President of the Orange Free State, was an important political and
literary figure. His son Deneys Reitz (1882-1944) was a nationalist political figure, an M.P. in the Union
government, and also the author of Commando: A Boer Journal of the Boer War (1929). it is by no means
clear precisely which of the Reilzs were involved in the early work on the Badenhorst manuscript While
Hobhouse's preface to the published book acknowledges the assistance of Dcneys Reitz, her letter of 1912
quoted above may well have referred to his falba- Frank. Both men rirgh ha c be	 ohedir ItSpUks f
the early translation work, which Hobhouse felt had to be rewritten. After the book's publication, it seems
that 1 tobhouse gave the manuscript of Tant' Alie to Frank Reitz' . In a letter of 10 January 1925 Hobhouse
w vie to 	 y • it M	 yP 6.4.r is to take the ms of 'rant Alie before it was cut down for
publication to Senator Reitz as he said he'd hie it" (EH to R1S, 10 January 1925,A156 1 //13). Frank Reitz
was a Senator in the Union government until 1929 and thus Hobhouse's letter undoulXedly refer* to tm, as
Deneys never acted as a Senator. Frank Reitz may thus hav beet th bd k 11 19	 f
translated by M.E. Rothman.
14 Isle (Sybella) Smuts (nee Krige) (1870-1954) was the wife of General LC Smuts. A wotter for a wide
variety of cl aritable causes, she was also a leading member of the Women's United Party (Dictionary of
South African Biography Vol. IV: 585-586).
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translator, explaining: "I changed nothing. Her natural unconscious art is better than

anything I could attain to; all I have done is omit a few passages here & there in order to

shorten it to a reasonable length — I regretted doing even this, but the unity is not, I think,

injured" (EH to RIS, 27 May 1923, A156 1/1/12). It appears, then, that Hobhouse was well

aware of the difficulties posed by such a translation, and attentive to the notion that "the

problems of decoding a text for a translator involve so much more than language"

(Bassnett 1998: 137).

However, in spite of her comment about retaining as much flavour of the original

as possible, there are indications that Hobhouse in fact completely rewrote the book, and

that her translation drew quite heavily on the earlier incomplete work by Reitz, with her

Preface acknowledging that "in particular Mr. Denys Reitz gave me considerable help"

(Hobhouse 1923b: 9). Balme states that "About 25,000 words of the translation had to be

cut, and she said she had re-written most of it" (Balme 1994: 574)•15 In this connection, it

is clear from looking at examples of Boer women's writing from the war, such as letters,

that Hobhouse must have extensively altered the original to produce the book that appeared

in 1923. As indicated in Chapter Four, the book's temporal peculiarities as well as, for

example, the sophisticated use of Frikkie Badenhorst's letters, create uncertainty about

precisely when the book was written and by whom, and the 'original manuscript' that

Hobhouse translated from was itself the product of several previous layers of translation,

possibly including from talk to text. While Hobhouse depicts the book as 'her journal', 'her

simple tale', 'her unconscious art' and quotes Olive Schreiner's remark about it being a

'human document', I6 it is clear that Tant' Me represented a considerably re/worked

is In a footnote, Balme attributes this point about Hobhouse rewriting the book to a family story.
16 11obhouse misrepresented Schreiner's comments about the book somewhat Hobhouse stated, "It is a sad
loss that Olive Schteiner has passed hence before she could fulfil her spontaneous offer to contribute a
preface. She wrote: 'It is a 'human document', as the AlThait..cul's call soar a rcv.L	 frl-
think it is wcoulerfur (Hobhou,se 1923b. 8) In ceaurasi, Scht	 1	 ti I )	 ,	 lb
pity the last part of that journal was not translated in the same splendid simple style the first part was. If it
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translation of whatever Alie Badenhorst had originally written or said, that it was translated

back and forth across the languages on a number of occasions, involved more than one

translator, and the 'original' Afrikaans version is actually a translation of Hobhouse's

much shortened and re-written English version.

The context that Hobhouse was working in — her pacifist stance, her sympathy with

Boer women, her great admiration for Badenhorst's diary, and her connections with key

nationalist women such as Mrs. Steyn — impacted on the translation of and production of

meaning in the book. Depicting her interventions as a translator as minimal and

representing Tant' Alie as Badenhorst's unspoiled, authentic story revealing "the

experiences of non-combatants during the war" and reflecting the true "cruelty of war"

(Hobhouse 1923b: 8), Hobhouse gives more weight to the truth-claims of the book and to

her own anti-war message than is actually to be found in its pages. By promoting the book

in South Africa through nationalist networks as the story of a simple Boer woman and as a

valuable and accurate history of the war in the Transvaal, Hobhouse further indicates the

effect of context on the book's translation and production, as well as her own role as a key

cultural entrepreneur.

Hobhouse's work as a cultural entrepreneur can be examined in some detail by

scrutinising the translation choices and changes she made with regard to the manuscripts

translated for War Without Glamour (1927), a book which presents the testimonies of 31

women published with the same peace-promoting objectives as Tant' Alie: "In these Boer

records", wrote I Iobhouse in the Preface, "we have a body of evidence of utmost value not

only to South Africa but to the world at large of how war acts upon non-combatants and a

graphic picture of the misery it inflicts upon those most innocent of its cause" (Hobhouse

were, wmici ezlad to write a little preface to it & I'm sure some English publisher would be glad to take it
s'mply as a Iluman Downie:It' as the Americans calls (sic) such a revelation of human nature. I think it
wondo-ful" (Olive Schrt.iner to Finny Hobhouse, 3 October 1908, Hobhouse Trust Collection). Given the
1908 date, the translation here presumably tefeis to Reitz's work.
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1927: 6). A number of the original handwritten manuscript of testimonies that appear in

War Without Glamour are now archived, together with the proofs for the book corrected in

Hobhouse's own handwriting. It is thus possible to make direct comparisons between some

of the original accounts, what appears in the corrected proofs, and the final published

version. On the matter of translation, Hobhouse notes in the Preface that "Nearly half the

records herein collected were written in Afrikaans and have been translated by me, the

others written in English have undergone some grammatical changes. Otherwise they stand

as set down by the writers" (Hobhouse 1927: 5). As in Tant' Alie Hobhouse plays down

her role as translator and instead emphasises the testimonies as unmediated, 'as set down

by the writers'. A comparison between my translation of a women's testimony with the

translated text that Hobhouse published in War Without Glamour will serve to illustrate in

greater detail the problems raised by the translation and editing process and its dependence

on context, and the location and intentions of the translator.

The archived original of Ellie Naude's testimony consists of three handwritten

pages in Taal, with a covering sheet on which her name and address appear. I present here

three versions of this text — a verbatim transcription of Ellie Naude's account, Hobhouse's

translation, and finally my own translation of this text:

Bohoek Haenertsberg Dist Z P Berg
op de 30ste A1901^ kwam de Engelse en KafTers — commando op myne Plaats. ik in
myn overleeden man en twee kindetjes ware alien luidencl aan de kocrst. tom de
commando van troepe en Kaffers op ons af komen was myn man om trent 60 trede
van myn lluis.ja alles wat my ontnarne op de 30ste April zee dat ik geen voedsel of
kleuring nict gehlnden het. tom moet ik daar 12 van de troepe ge biete myn man te
gaan to ik t toen d alelyk het was mat omtrent 6 uur in den avond. ek nacht het
ik en het Haut pas moes deur bring. de ander dag middag orn trent 4 uur het ik hem
ge kryg ja a Honger en ziek en bleek dat by byna nee lope kan ik ng aan hcrn ik
is gestuur daar van de Commando troepe u te haal. ek werd gedryg met rewalvur
a:Zig gaan op de aagen blits en bring jou man; ik moes geduldig my twee blesie
inikel tinge op de arm neem en gaan haal myn man toen act ons aan kom slap ons
langs Inekaar met een rag ik de vreede kaffers schoot myn liewe man neerens my
dood ja zonder een word met my le kan sprecke hoe bitter moes ik dat stroom van
bloed aan zien [2] daar hy geen wapens by hem had als alcenlyk myn icnip-mcs. ilc
wert ook gedryg van de Kaffers gedood te wert met asigaai en byI toe wet t ik van
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dam- ge ciruven met de twee kinderjes een van 2 jaar en een van 13 maande ik ware
ook nog ziek met de 2 kleine dan moet ik eers de een een end geweg bring en dan
de andere een de eerste mei de Nacht het ik en een kaffer stal ge slaap zonder een
kombaars of water voedsel met meedelydend zeg een kaffer vrauw maar neem die
kombaars en maak u kinders toe toen ware a al van de 30ste April al af zonder
voedsel tot de 2de Mei om trent 4 uur kom de Engelse ofisier by my toen van daar
met een oop mull wagen weg ge bring tot op Krooneburg daar drie dagen ge blyf
op het ope veld vandaar na Pietersburg daar het it rand soene ontvang en een
kombaars. drie maande ware a en Pietersburg Camp en een ronde tentje zees ver
vande water die moes ik zelfs draag ook de mis am vuur te maak. daar bade myn
kinderjes ook de masels. toen 1k daar drie maande was kryg ik wat kleure van Ds
Kriel toen kan 1k myn en myn kinders schoon maak nit heel maar ge deeltelyk vaan
daar na IIowiek Camp Natal [3] daar oak en een ronde tentjeook zeer ver donde
Water tang macs ik myn water uit de rivier draag ook dam- gaan was myn vuur
rnaak I lout MOCS ik aan draag n Somtyds zuur vet myn randsoene ook zelfs gaan
haal somtyds moet 1k twee dage naar de Commissariat het vande morgen tot de
avond en reegen of son of wunt staan om wat kos te kryg. van daar na Wentworth
Camp Durban van (Isar na wrede weer na Pietersburg Camp van daar na rnyn ge
weesende verwoeste waning 4 dage van Pietersburg op de ope muil wagen daar
kom ik en vind filets als net aleenlyk cen paar zink plate. arm geen geld om iets te
begin ook gecn man ja en eenzame weduwee zat ik daar het a nog maals het
verlies te tetreuse en armoed. Elinde en dwaas trane ware myne spyse en drank dat
alles moest ik draag en dan tied van den smare sttyt
Met achling
Ellie Naude (A155 176/1)

Hobhouse's translation as this appears in War Without Glamour is as follows:

Mrs. Ellie Naude, Boshoek, P.O. Haenertsberg, District Zoutpansberg, Transvaal/
(Translation).

Upon the 30th April, 1901, the English and Kaffir Commando came to my
farm. My late husband and I and two children were all suffering from fever. When
the Commando of troops and Kaffirs came up to the house my husband who tried
to hide had only gone about 600 paces from the door.

Everything was taken from me that 30 th of April, so that I had neither food
nor clothing left. Then two of the soldiers ordered me to go and call my husband. I
went at once; it was late, about six o'clock in the evening. I had to pass that night in
the bush; the next day about 4 o'clock in the afternoon I found him, hungry and
white and so sick he could hardly walk. I told him I was sent by the Commando of
troops to fetch him. They threatened me with revolvers, saying, "Go this instant and
bring your husband," and I had to go, patiently carrying my two babies in my arms
to fetch my husband. When we came we stayed long together: — all at once I saw
the cruel Kaffirs shoot my dear husband — shoot him dead beside me, without his
being able to say one last word to me. Ah! how bitter to watch that stream of blood!
He had no weapons with him only my pocket knife. The Kaffirs threatened to kill
me too with assegaais and axe. Then they drove me from there with the two
children, one of two years and the other of 13 months. I too, was still sick, as well
as the little ones, and was obliged to carry one a little way and then go back for the
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other. The night of the first of May, I slept in a Kaffir kraal, with no blanket or
food. With much sympathy a Kaffir woman said to me: "Take this blanket and
wrap your children in it." I was without food from April 30 th to May 2nd. That day
at about 4 o'clock an English Officer came and took me away from there in an open
mule-wagon as far as Krooneberg where we remained three days on the open veld;
thence to Pietersburg where I was given rations and a blanket. I was three months
in a round tent in Pietersburg Camp, a long way from water which I had to carry
myself as well as gather `mis' to make fire. There also my children had the
measles. At the end of three months I got some clothing from Ds. ICriel and was
able to make myself and my children tidy; not wholly, but in part.

From there I was sent to Howick Camp in Natal also to a belt-tent, also far
from the water. I had to fetch it a long way from the river and also carry my wood
for firing. I had to fetch my rations myself and sometimes had to go two days
running to the Commissariat and from the morning to the evening in rain or sun or
wind stand waiting to get some food. From there I was sent to Wentworth Camp
near Durban, and after Peace from there again to Pietersburg Camp and then back
to my former dwelling, now laid waste.

After four days' journey from Pietersburg in an open mule-wagon I arrived
and found nothing but a few zinc sheets. Poor, with no money or anything to begin
—no husband —just a lonely widow I say there to bewail his loss in poverty.
Miserable and oppressed, tears were my meat and drink But I must bear all and
fight through this hour of hardship.

Flue Naude (Naude in Hobhouse 1927: 13-14)

My translation of Ellie Naude's account, made from her archived handwritten Taal

testimony is as follows:

On the 30th A1901^ the English- and Kaffer-commando came to my farm. Myself
and my late husband and two children were all suffering from fever. When the
commando of troops and Kaffers reached us my husband was about 60 paces from
my house. Yes everything was taken from me on the 30 th April, so that we had no
food or clothing. Then I met there 12 of the troops who told me to call my husband
I went immediately it was late about 6 o'clock in the evening. That night I had to
spend in the bush. The next day about 4 o'clock in the afternoon I found him so
hungry and sick and pale that he could almost not walk. I said to him I was sent
there by the commando troops to fetch you. I was threatened with revolvers to go
immediately and fetch your husband; I had to patiently carry my two babies and
fetch my husband. When we approached we walked alongside each other and I saw
the cruel Kaffers shoot my dear husband dead beside me without being able to
speak one word to me bow bitter I was to see that stream of blood because he had
no weapons with him only my pocket knife. I was also threatened by the kaffers to
be killed with assegais and axe. Then I was driven from there with the two children
one of 2 years and one of 13 months. I was also still sick with the 2 little ones I first
carried the one a little way then the other one the night of the first of May1 slept in
a kaffir stall without one blanket or water or food with sympathy one kaffer woman
said take this blanket and wrap your children up. I was already from the 30 th Apnl
without food until the 2nd May. About 4 o'clock the English officer came to me and
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took me away from there in an open mule wagon as far as Krooneburg where we
stayed for three days on the open veld and from there to Pietersburg there I
received rations and one blanket. three months was I in Pietersburg camp in a round
tent far from water this I had to carry myself and the `mis' 17 to make a fire. there
my children had the measles. After I was there for three months I got some clothes
from Dr Kriel then I could make myself and my children clean not entirely but
partly. from there to Howick Camp Natal there also in one round tent and also far
from the water I had to carry my water far from the river and also wash there. my
fire wood I had to carry. Sometimes I had to fetch my rations myself Sometimes I
had to go two days to the Commissariat and from the morning to the evening in rain
or sun or wind stand to get some food. From there to Wentworth camp Durban
from there after peace again to Pietersburg camp from there to my devastated
former dwelling 4 days from Pietersburg on an open mule wagon I arrived and
found nothing other than only a few zinc sheets. poor no money to begin anything
no husband just one lonely widow I sat there I once again lamented the loss and
poverty. Misery and foolish tears were my food and drink this all I had to bear and
battle this time of hardship

With regard
Ellie Naude

There are several notable differences between the translation that Hobhouse

produced and published in War Without Glamour and the one I have presented here.

Although both were made from the same original text, Ellie Naude's original account has

been translated into English in dissimilar ways. Naude's original account bears signs of

being written by someone unaccustomed to writing, and is slightly incoherent in places.

Her use of punctuation is at best erratic and her writing reads much hie the spoken word —

there is nothing literary or `writerley' about her testimony; it is 'functionally literate', but it

does convey events and emotions with immediacy and impact Part of the difficulty with

accounts written during or in the years immediately after the war is that at this time there

was "a gap which separated the spoken and written language of Dutch Afrikaners. The

latter was a type of High Dutch, the former ... was 'Afrikaans' (Hofmeyr 1987: 104).

While some Boer women's war and/or camp accounts might have been written in (or

translated into) High Dutch, what predominates in the archival sources are accounts like

Naude's, in which the spoken form was written down in a phonetic and non-standardised

17 Dry animal dung used for lighting fires. Hobhouse must have regarded this as an untranslatable word, as
she provided no English equivalent.
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way, as a version of Taal." Naude's original used very few punctuation marks of any kind

and only made sporadic use of capital letters. Hobhouse has inserted commas, colons, full

stops, capital letters and paragraph breaks to structure the text, and has converted some of

the reported speech in the original into direct speech framed by inverted commas. Naude's

original narrative consists of many run-on sentences that do not always make immediate or

obvious coherent sense. By adding in explanatory linking words and punctuation and

restructuring the account, Hobhouse has imposed a chronology and cohesiveness on the

text which is not present in the original.

This 'tidying up' process has also involved some specific changes to Naude's

original. For instance, in the first section where she describes her husband being about 60

paces from the house, she does not make it clear that he was trying to hide from the troops

— Hobhouse inserted this explanation and also changed the 60 to 600 paces, presumably

supposing this is what Naude had meant or thinking it a more likely and 'accurate'

distance. Hobhouse supplied the phrase "I was obliged" in the part where Naude comments

on carrying her children on the journey: no equivalent of this phrase is present in the

original and its insertion implies a coercion not present in the original. Naude's sentence

that starts "Yes, everything was taken from me" towards the beginning of her testimony

implies an oral, conversational style of delivery which Hobhouse changes by omitting the

word 'yes' and turning the sentence into a standard written statement "Everything was

taken from me". Hobhouse also removed the "with regard" at the end of Naude's account,

as this indicated that it had been written in the form of a letter to Hobhouse herself, and

was not a spontaneous testimony of Naude's experiences. However, the most substantive

of the changes that Hobhouse has made is that of entirely omitting Naude's mention of

washing in the river at Howick Camp. Much of the controversy about what caused the high

18 It is also possible in this case and others that the testimony-speaker was illiterate., and that her oral account
was written down by a more literate third person.
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death rates in the camps centred on the degree to which unhygienic habits on the part of

Boer women had contributed to the spread of disease. The Ladies Commission Report, for

example, severely criticised camps where residents were permitted to bathe or wash

clothes in water used for drinking. Hobhouse excluded Ellie Naude's statement "I had to

carry my water far from the river and also wash there" (my emphasis) because including it

might have damaged her well-publicised contentions in her 1901 Report and 1902 The

Brunt of the War that the deaths in the camps were the fault of incompetent administrators

and 'the system', with Boer women themselves having no responsibility for this.

Hobhouse's translation of Naude's account in my view has in many ways stripped

the original of its distinctive character. The relatively polished, fluent version that appears

in War Without Glamour is quite unlike Naude's original, which reads as the partially or

functionally literate account of a poor, rural Boer woman and very close to the spoken

word. Bassnett persuasively argues for "expressive identity" between the source language

and target language texts (Bassnett 2002: 32); and I have therefore attempted to

`foreignise' my translation by preserving some of the grammatical and expressive

idiosyncrasies of the original text, because these best convey an impression of the author

and her social context. The disparities between my translation and Hobhouse's bear out

two crucial points about translation I made above — that there is never a single, definitive

translation of a text, and that all translation is strongly shaped by the circumstances in

which it is made and including the intentions of the translator. Hobhouse's translating

practices more widely regarding the War Without Glamour testimonies are reflected in the

exemplar of Ellie Naude's testimony and indicate her view of these as a 'body of evidence'

which could 'prove' the ill-effects of war on civilian populations and the complete lack of

responsibility and culpability of the latter for what happened to them.
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The ways in which Hobhouse refined and sharpened the sometimes rambling or

imprecise testimonies she was presented with are congruent with her efforts to make these

accounts as accurate, specific and coherent as possible, thus giving them the flavour of

quasi-legal accurate and objective 'evidence' attesting to the iniquities of war. Also and

relatedly, some of the alterations Hobhouse made in editing while translating suggest that

she strove to present Boer women in the most favourable light Thus by neutralising any

'ambiguities' in the original =counts, such as Naude's mention of washing in the drinking

water source, Hobhouse was able to present the strongest case for Boer women having

been the innocent, wronged victims of an inhumane war. In addition, Hobhouse removed

from the originals any traces that she had in fact solicited many of these accounts, and that

several were addressed to her and written in the form of letters — thus for instance, the

words "Dear Miss Hobhouse" appear crossed out in the corrected manuscript at the

beginning of Ellie De Kock's account (A155 176/1). The subtitle of the resultant book is

Women's War Experiences Written By Themselves, and Hobhouse was keen to stress that

these were personal accounts written spontaneously by Boer women themselves, with

minimal intervention on her part. However, in reality her translation generates meanings

not always present in the originals, severs these from the circumstances in which they were

solicited and written, and positions them in an anti-war discourse that few of the original

authors would have been likely to have subscribed to.

My own translation of Naude's testimony is one I find difficult to extricate from

Hobhouse's, because I had read her published version long before I encountered and read

the original Taal manuscript Thus, my later reading and translation of Naude's original

has been inevitably coloured by a prior knowledge of the broad meaning Hobhouse had

made of it. Nevertheless, in approaching translating the original, I read in detail and

translated the text as literally as possible and resisted the temptation to simply capture the
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'essence' of what she said and reframe it in 'proper' English. Taking Spivak's advice, I

attempted to "overcome what I was taught in school: the highest mark for the most

accurate collection of synonyms, strung together in the most proximate syntax" (Spivak

1992: 178). Because part of my intention is to show the ways in which previous

translations have altered and reshaped these testimonies, I consciously set out to alter as

little as possible of the structure, punctuation or tone of the testimony, in spite of the strong

inclination to impose 'correct' sense and order. Conversely, I attempted to retain as much

as possible the idiomatic sense of the original and not to render the translation in a standard

version of Eng,lish. And certainly I neither aimed for nor have been able to achieve precise

linguistic 'equivalence', because I had in my 'mind's eye', not contemporary or present-

day English texts, but rather the many scores of other Boer women's letters and

testimonies also in the same pre-Afrikaans version of Taal that I have become so familiar

with and which form a very strong part of my own context of working and translating. Put

another way: after translating into English, I have retranslated back into Taal and re-

formulated the English until it translates into something with as close a meaning to the

original as possible.

What results is a translation, like all others, which is a representation and not an

exact or direct reflection of the original, and doubtless does not convey Ellie Naude's full

range of intended meanings. In this particular case, the difficulties attendant on finding

equivalence of meaning between languages are further increased by the passing of time,

and the passing of a way of life which is no more. While I was schooled and am fluent in

the written and spoken Afrikaans of present-day South Africa, the Taal of 1903 and earlier

no longer exists as a language, nor does the mind-set and cultural frame of those who

spoke it; thus deciding upon an approximate, let alone the 'true', meaning of such

testimonies is difficult and problematic. Moreover, my translation is influenced by current
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translation practices, which have only been developed in the last twenty years and which

differ considerably from standard practice in the 1920s when Hobhouse went about

producing her book.

The changes which Hobhouse made to the manuscript of War Without Glamour are

an extension of the translation process, signs of her searching for the most appropriate

meanings as she translated these texts from unpublished to published form. The very first

change she marked on the manuscript occurs in the Preface and confirms that Hobhouse

wished to minimise the appearance of her role as translator and editor. "The majority

Nearly half the records herein collected were written in Afrikaans and have been translated

by me, the others written in English have been corrected^undergone some' grammatically

to-seme-ectent Achanges^" (Hobhouse 1927: 5)• 19 The change to 'nearly half of the

testimonies requiring translation from Afrikaans, as opposed to 'the majority', lessens the

significance and impact of the translation process. By deleting the words 'been corrected'

and inserting 'undergone some grammatical changes', Hobhouse also removed the

negative association that the originals were in some way defective or required change or

improvement, and the changed choice of words also plays down her involvement in

making such 'corrections'. In fact, some of the Boer women contributors specifically

encouraged Hobhouse to alter their texts as she wished_ Thus Johanna Rousseau attached a

note to Hobhouse with her testimony, writing: "Trusting you will excuse and correct all

that sounds amiss: for I do not profess to be English at all" (A155 176/1, Letter dated 3

October 1903 from Johanna Rousseau to Emily Hobhouse)."

The large majority of the changes to the manuscript proofs show Hobhouse trying

to make the women's accounts as clear, specific and chronological as possible. A selection

19 All page numbers refer to the published book, but the corrections indicated appear only in the archived
proofs.
21) Rousseau's claim 'not to be English at all' was not strictly true; her account was written in English and
shows her to be more than proficient in that language, and her daughter Lottie wrote letters in English during
the war, as discussed in Chapter Four.
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of these changes is listed below, to demonstrate this point, and these include additions as

well as omissions and changes in emphasis:

p.12 to pay for our own meat [emphasis added]
p.15 The Our Government provided each
p.29 were still ^waiting &A prepared
p.58 During this time the place village
p.80 I said "to myself", so run the scum of the earth
p.82 in a spoonful of "cold" water
p.97 It There were 334 ^deaths^ for the month
p.103 We had to lie down as we were [emphasis added]
p.104 After arriving at bringing him to the mission station
p.123 situated outside the wire, and by [emphasis added]
p.129 admitted that "I was too delicate to stand" such a rough life
p.130 sent me to the concentration prison camp21

These changes make the claims in the different contributions in War Without Glamour 

more precise and definite, or add explanation or emphasis to certain things that Hobhouse

deemed particularly significant Because Hobhouse wished to show how war had

deleteriously affected the lives of entirely innocent Boer women, she had to ensure that

their testimonies could withstand the scrutiny and criticism of those who were less

sympathetic to her — and their — cause.

One of the most interesting changes made by Hobhouse to the manuscript of War

Without Glamour concerns the testimony of Mrs. A.M.E. Van Den Berg. Mrs. Van Den

Berg's account of her train journey to Pietermaritzburg camp contains the following

description: "The worst for us was to hear the Kaffirs shouting at us and their provocation

at all the stations. We had no way of defending ourselves. We heard the Kaffirs say:

'Boers, that is good enough for you!'" (Van den Berg in Hobhouse 1927: 31). The

manuscript proofs contain the word "whores", which is crossed through in pencil and the

word "Boers" substituted in Hobhouse's writing. Mrs. Van den Berg's apparent claim that

black people called the passing Boer women 'whores' evokes the so-called 'black peril',

2L Amendments from A211, all page numbers refer to the published text.
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the (largely imagined) sexual threat posed by black men towards white women which

became a significant factor in the 1902 deliberations leading to the peace talks and Treaty

of Vereenigen, as well as in the rise of nationalism subsequently (Kestell and Van Velden

1912, Cory MS 14.847). Hobhouse presumably chose here to substitute the more neutral

'Boers' for 'whores', because the inclusions of the word 'whores' and its associated

assumptions about 'race' could have made for a less sympathetic depiction of Boer women

as innocent civilians affected by the war, because alluding to the negative reports that had

circulated about the dubious racial politics of Boer people. Oddly, and fascinatingly, both

the manuscript and the final published text depart, albeit in different ways, from what Mrs.

Van Den Berg originally wrote in her original manuscript testimony. The corresponding

sentence in her handwritten original reads, "Wy hooren de Kaffers zeggen: Hoera het is

goed voor faille" (A155 176/1: 23). My translation of this sentence is, "We heard the

Kaffers say: Hurray it is good for you." How the word was transmuted from the jeering,

celebratory 'hurray' to the sexually-loaded 'whores' to the more neutral 'Boers' is now

impossible to determine, but is possibly linked to Hobhouse's unfamiliarity with 'hoera'

and this phonetically sounding like 'whore'.22 However this discrepancy confirms there is

no absolutely certain translation of a text and that behind a 'finished' translation lie a range

of abandoned possible meanings and a labyrinth of choices, modifications and re/workings.

Hobhouse's work as a translator and cultural mediator was shaped by two

somewhat contradictory forces. The first is that her translation of Boer women's

testimonies into English, corrections of 'inaccuracies', and presentation of Boer women in

a favourable light, were all influenced by her view of these testimonies as 'evidence' that

proved the moral wrongness of war and supported a pacifist stance, and thus deserving of a

worldwide audience. Many of the changes made in her translations related to fact-claims in

22 Indeed, much Taal and then later Afrikaans is based on `Afrikanerised' phonetic English.
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the testimonies about the real effects of war on civilians, especially women and children,

that lent support to Hobhouse's anti-war stance. The second is that Hobhouse also viewed

Boer women's testimonies as important historical documents for South Africa and for

other Boer women in particular, and in explaining her translation practices and promoting

the testimonies to such women, she minimised her own interventions as a translator and

instead emphasised the 'authenticity' of the testimonies as the spontaneously provided

stories of 'simple Boer women' telling how it was. Although Hobhouse minimised her role

as translator, nevertheless she still reflected on her translation work and made it clear in

War Without Glamour which testimonies she had translated and which were originally

written in English, with the word 'translated' pencilled at the top of the relevant

testimonies in the proofs and then printed in the published version_ However, in spite of

Hobhouse's overt signals that these are translated texts, her translations have in effect

replaced the 'original' texts, most obviously so concerning Tant' Alie in the 1939

translation into Afrikaans (Rothman 1939) but also regarding the many hundreds of

quotations from and references to testimonies in War Without G1amour. 23 A significant

result is that the mediated and indeed manipulated nature of these translations has been

ignored or glossed over in 'the history' of the Afrikaner past.

Thus, for instance, references to Tant' Alie in present-day historiography draw

almost exclusively on the 1939 Afrikaans version,24 itself a translation of previous

translation(s), and usually fail to acknowledge the existence of Hobhouse's 1923

translation or indeed that the published book is a translation at all, that it is anything other

than Alie Badenhorst's 'actual diary'. The provenance of the book is simply taken for

granted. For instance, Ena Jansen proposes that one of Badenhorst's motives for writing

23 It is surprising to note that no historians and critics have to date returned to the original manuscripts of
these testimonies, relying only on Hobhouse's translations.
24 Even in her otherwise useful and interesting discussion on the role of women in the growth of post-war
Afrikaner nationalism, Bradford refers only to the 1939 Afrilaans version of Tant' Alie and does not take
account of the book's origins (Bradford 2000).
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was "what is nowadays called dealing with trauma. Alie Badenhorst ... wrote her diary as

testimony as well as diversion. 'In that time of suffering I decided to write this book.

Because I could no longer write to Frikkie [her husband — EJ], I had to try to alleviate my

mind in this way, to seek diversion for my thoughts' (Jansen 1999b: 6). Jansen's

quotation references the 1939 Afrikaans version of Tant' Alie, which she treats as

unproblematically 'the same' as 'this book' that Badenhorst refers to writing, motivated by

the need to deal with 'trauma'. The actually very complex origins of the book and

Hobhouse's central involvement in obtaining, translating, extensively rewriting,

promoting, publishing and probably soliciting the manuscript in the first place, are replaced

here by it simply and straightforwardly being written by Badenhorst at the time and in

response to 'trauma'. Raath (2002b) not only makes sole reference to the 1939 Afrikaans

edition of the book, but uses this as a source of factual information about Klerksdorp camp,

althou h as indicated in Chapter Four, Badenhorst was never an inhabitant of the camp

'proper'. He too ignores Hobhouse's involvement in the book's production and the peace-

promoting context in which she worked, and instead uses Tant' Alie in the service of a

very different 'cause' — maintaining and strengthening 'the history' of this part of the

Afrikaner past as it has been developed from the nationalist perspective (Raath 2002b).

The testimonies in War Without Glamour are extensively quoted from and

referenced in 'the history' but with no recognition of their translated status and no

consultation of the original archived manuscript testimonies. Thus, for instance, Marais

repeats parts of the War Without Glamour testimony of Johanna Rousseau concerning a

woman whose seven children all died in Kroonstad camp, placing this under the heading

'psychological repercussions' and treating Rousseau's claims as entirely referential of this

(Marais 1999: 123). Also commenting on War Without Glamour, which "contains a wealth

of information about the experiences of the internees", De Reuck sees these testimonies as
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entirely factual and as repositories of 'information' (De Reuck 1999: 74). She erroneously

gives the publication date of War Without Glamour (1927) as 1924, and quotes several

passages from women's testimonies, claiming that these are "evocative ... for the

contemporary reader, familiar with the grainy images of Jews being trucked to Auschwitz"

(De Reuck 1999: 74). Across the historiography of the camps, translated published

versions have to all intents and purposes become the 'original' women's testimonies, with

commentators even up to the present time failing to consider the mediated, indirect and

often manipulated nature of these translations or the context in which they were produced.

Mrs. Neethling: producing (proto-) nationalism in translation

Unlike Hobhouse, Mrs. Neethling's work as a translator and cultural entrepreneur

was not concerned with showing the effects of war on civilians and promoting peace, but

rather with 'not forgetting' and with political axe-grinding for (proto-) nationalist purposes

around representing 'scorched earth' and the camps as 'inhuman' British atrocities against

the Eden-like Boer Republics. The title page of Mag Ons Vergeet? states: "Take Note:

This book is not for those who want to forget" (Neethling 1938, original emphasis), and in

the Foreword Mrs. Neethling makes the (proto-) nationalist dimensions of this explicit: "[I]

trust it [the book] will help to make children proud of their ancestors, will increase their

love of the nation and build up that which is most honourable in the national character"

(Neethling 1938: v).25 Originally, Mrs. Neethling translated the testimonies that appear in

Mag Ons Vergeet? from Taal into a more formal Dutch and these were then published in

1917 as Vergeten? This book was later re-translated into Afrikaans by her daughter, but

with this based not on the original Taal manuscripts, but instead on the text of Vergeten?,

itself a 'translation. In what follows, I compare an original Taal manuscript testimony (Els

25 "Let We!: Hierdie boek Ls me vir diegene wat wil vergeet nie." "[ek] vertrou dat dit sal help om ons
kinders trots te maak oor hulle voorouers, hulle volksliefde sal vermeerder en die edelste in 'n volkskarakter
sal opbou."
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W19) with its published version in Mag Otis Vergeet?, and consider the reasons for the

differences between them. Certainly Mag Ons Vergeet? was translated by Ella Neethling.

However, it was Mrs. Neethling who carried out major structural changes to the

testimonies when she first translated them and prepared them for publication in 1917. The

marked differences between the original manuscripts and the published testimonies in Mag

Ons Vergeet? are the product of Mrs. Neethling's earlier translations, and are not the result

of the relatively minor changes carried out by Ella Neethling in preparing the 1938 book.

The testimonies in Mag Ons Vergeet?, Mrs. Neethling explains in her Foreword,

had originally been written by women in 1904 in response to a call by newspaper editor

Horak for women to submit their wartime and camp experiences to Die Transvaler. These

testimonies were kept by Horak, from which Mrs. Neethling published a relatively small

selection, and they are now archived. Amongst these is the original testimony of Maria Els,

giving her account of the 'meat protest' in Brandfort camp, although, as I indicated in

Chapter Three, this was in fact not one of the testimonies written for Horak, but was

written in 1916 directly for Mrs. Neethling herself. This, however, is not indicated in the

translated published account in Vergeten? / Mag Ons Vergeet?, because the note from

Maria Els to Mrs. Neethling attached to the manuscript testimony which makes it clear it

had been actively solicited one — "Forgive me that I could not send you the history earlier.

So have my hearty thanks for inclusion" (Ills W19)26 — has been excised. Removing the

account from its original context as a letter written to her in 1916, and thereby concealing

her agency in producing the account, Mrs. Neethling by implication represents Maria Els'

testimony as self-motivated and unprompted. Also, by removing the testimony from its

1916 writing context and implying that, like the others, it was written in 1904, it is

afforded the same status as 'truth-telling' based on close temporal proximity to the events

26 "Vergeeft my dat ik u niet eerder het gescheidenis kon zende. Zoo he;en harteliken dank voor
opnamen."
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as the Horak-solicited accounts. Thus Mrs. Neethling suggests in her Foreword that "We

can just be grateful that Mr. Horak collected these things when everything was still fresh in

the memories of the writers" (Neethling 1938: iv). 27 However, her translation of the Els

account disguises that this particular testimony was not written when the events were still

'fresh in the memory of the writer', but instead fourteen years after the war and in response

to a specific personal request.

A comparison between Maria Els' unpublished handwritten Taal testimony and

the published version in Mag Ons Vergeet? reveals some marked and significant

differences that reflect Mrs. Neethling's approach to translation and her related intentions

as a cultural entrepreneur. The most striking of the translation changes by Mrs. Neethling

is revoicing of Maria Els' testimony from third to first person. In the original testimony,

Maria Els refers to herself throughout in the third person, whereas in the translated

testimony Mrs. Neethling has rewritten these statements in the first person, as well as

making other notable changes, as demonstrated in the following example:

"the young miss Mimmie Els & mrs. Belie Vivier were dressed in the Orange free
state 4 colour" (Els W19: 2)28

"Mrs Bella Vivier and I, Miemie Els, a girl of fifteen years, were dressed in the
Free State colours" (Els in Neethling 1938: 36 / 1917: 47)29

The translation of Maria Els' original has not only rewritten 'the young miss Mimmie Els'

as 'I, Miemie Els' and 'corrected' the spelling of both women's names, but has added

explanatory detail not present in the original. Mrs. Neethling thereby transmuted Els'

27 "Ons kan maar net dankbacrr wees dat mnr. Horak die dinge versamel het toe ales nog vars in die geheue
van die slayfsters was"
28 "den jongen me] Mimmie Els & mev. Belie Vivier telde die in het Oranjewystaat 4 kleur ware"
29 "M  Bella Vivier en ik, Mimie Els, een meisje van 15 jaar, waren in de vrijstaatse kleuren gekleed" (Els
in Neethling 1917:47). "Mev. Bela Vivier en ek Miemie Els, 'n meisie van vyftien jaar, was in die
iitystaatse klezire aangetrek" (Els in Neethling 1938:36). The first quotation here is Mrs. Neethling's Dutch
translation that appeared in Vergeten? and the second is Ella Neethling's translation of this into Afrikaans for
Mag Ons Vergeet? Apart from variations in spelling there is no difference between them and both versions
translate into the same sentence in English. This is consistent with the rest of Mag Ons Vergeet?, which
differs from Vergeten? only in its use of `Afnicanerised' spelling, even following throughout the exact
paragraph divisions used by Mrs. Neethling in Vergeten?. As shown above in the comparison, it is Mrs.
Neethling's 1917 translation that made the substantial changes to Els' original testimony.
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simple and functionally literate statement not only into a grammatically and in other ways

'correct' one, but has also given it a strong 'I-witness' and quasi-legal tone with 'I, Miemie

Els', a phrase which is multiply repeated in Mrs. Neethling's translation. In addition, Mrs.

Neethling has changed 'young' into the much more detailed 'a girl of fifteen years' and

also 'corrected' Els' conflation of the Transvaal Vierkleur (four colour) flag and the Free

State (three colour) flag by only mentioning 'Free State colours'. Els' reference to the

'Orange free state 4 colour' is interesting in its mixing of (proto-) nationalist symbols with

the two flags of the old Republics merging into one, although Mrs. Neethling presumably

removed this thinking it implied ignorance or uncertain memory on Els' part, or more

strongly that it demonstrated Els' lack of political and republican knowledge and would

have been decidedly at odds with the meaning being assigned to the events at Brandfort.

Mrs. Neethling has also radically reorganised the structure of Maria Els' account.

While ELs' original testimony begins with the morning of the Brandfort protest, midway

through her description moves backwards in time to outline some of the reasons for the

women's dissatisfaction, including the story of Mrs. Coetzee's four dead children, Mrs.

Neethling imposed a chronological and linear timeframe on the testimony, moving sections

of it so that it starts with the background to the testimony, the women's dissatisfaction and

the tale of Mrs. Coetzee, and only then goes on to describe the events of the protest in

sequential order. Her imposition of a linear time-frame relates in part to the differences

between oral and written accounts, with Maria Els' original testimony reading having some

elements of an orally told story, including a non-linear time-frame. Thus for example Els'

"oh a whole lot of voices answered" (Els W19: 5)30 becomes "and a whole group of voices

asked" (Els in Neethling 1938: 37), 31 with the conversational 'oh' removed and answers

becoming questions. In another instance, after a lengthy description of the reasons for the

30 "ach moor een lot stemmen antwoorden"
31 "en 'n hele spul stemmevra"
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protest, Els writes, "Now enough of that" (Els W19: 4), 32 before moving on to the next part

of her story, with this informal, conversational phrase again having been excluded in the

translation.

Mrs. Neethling's translation made further significant substantive changes to

Maria Els' original account. Els headed her account "Women Ladies: protest over hunger,

suffering and death, at Brandfort Concentration camp Orange free state 25 Nov. 1901" (Els

W19: 1),33 while the title in Mag Ons Vergeet? reads: "Protest Occasioned by Hunger and

Mistreatment in the Concentration Camp at Brandfort" (Els in Neethling 1938: 34),34 thus

removing Els 'suffering and death' and substituting this with its assumed 'cause' —

'mistreatment' — as well as formalising and 'tidying' the original. Also in Els' original

Mrs. Van Tonder's address to the superintendent states that "we are dying from 30 to 34

per day" (Els W19: 3),35 while Mrs. Neethling generalises and rounds up this fairly specific

figure to "thirty to forty a day" (Els in Neethling 1938: 36). Finally, Mrs. Neethling's

translation entirely omits one particular sentence from Els' original, which formed part of

her discussion of the military camp in close proximity to the concentration camp at

Brandfort: "Women who did not want their children vaccinated, sat them far out of sight

near the [border of] the Troop camp" (Els W19: 4).36 To have included this sentence,

which suggests that children in this camp were vaccinated and were thus not always

'mistreated' by the authorities, and that many women rejected vaccination against measles

or typhoid for their children, would have undermined Mrs. Neethling's contentions about

the camps as places of "incomprehensible and indescribable" misery (Neethling 1938:

az "Nu genoeg van dir
13 Vrouwe Damas: opstand door hanger, lydende en sterfven, te Brandfort koncentratie kamp OranjevIstad
25 Nov. 1901"
34 00pstand Veroorsaak deur Hanger en Mishandeling in die Konsentrasiekamp op Brandforr
33 0W9 sterwen van 30 tot 34 per dag"
36 0 Vrouwen die hun kinders niet wil laten spuit, zit gelle daar verre afwezig naby die Troep kamp."
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242), and also her sanctification of Boer women and rejection that they had any

responsibility for the increase in the death rates; and so her translation simply expunges it.

Mrs. Neethling's intentions as a political and cultural entrepreneur are strongly

evinced by her translation practices, as I have shown. In order to fit the explicitly (proto-)

nationalist objectives of Vergeten? / Mag One Vergeet?, she used the translation process to

strip the testimonies of their origins as letters and produce accounts that read as first-hand,

first person I-witness quasi-legal statements written by women shortly after the end of the

war, telling of their personal wartime experiences. Thus while Els' testimony took the form

of a letter to Mrs. Neethling, many of the 1904 testimonies took the form of letters

addressed specifically to Horak, although all traces of this are again erased in Mrs.

Neethling's translations. For example, the testimonies of Martha Kriel, Mrs. Greyling,

Mrs. M. Ferreira and Anna Botha are all written as letters to Horak, although this

epistolary aspect is removed in the translations, with, for instance, Mrs. Ferreira's 14 April

1904 letter to Horak stating, amongst other things: "I have tried to do justice to your

friendly request about my personal experiences in the war ... it is not the half of the

hardships I had" (Ferreira W19). 37 All such comments are removed from Mrs. Neethling's

translations.

In keeping with notions Mrs. Neethling expounded in this book and the earlier

Should We Forget? about Boer women as highly 'civilised' and refined, the translation

process she engaged in converted rambling, temporally-disordered testimonies

characterised by non-standard grammar, spelling and punctuation and an oral-style

delivery, all of which hinted at low levels of literacy, into chronologically linear accounts

written in a polished writing style and with the careful grammar of the accomplished

writer. For example, the original testimony of Anna Botha is characterised by severe

37 "Ik wel probeer te voel doen aan U vriendelyk verzoek om toen myn persoonlyk weder vaare in de oorlog
dit is niet de helfte van myn zwaar wat ik had."
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spelling errors and contains almost no punctuation at all, whereas Mrs. Neethling's

translation removes all these signs of Anna Botha's literacy levels, converting 'Petoelie' to

'Bethulie' throughout, removing the many crossings out and insertions in the original,

placing reported speech in inverted commas as direct speech, and inserting punctuation to

structure the account. And in her translation of Aletta de Jager's original testimony, Mrs.

Neethling has altered some of the dates referred to in the text, presumably deeming them to

be inaccurate. Thus '27 April' and '10 October' in the manuscript (de Jager W19: 8, 12),

become '21 April' and '1 October' in Mag Ons Vergeet? (de Jager in Neethling 1938:221,

222).

Mrs. Neethling's translations are strongly interpretative and they make stronger

political meaning of the women's testimonies she published, for instance in Maria Els'

account by reworking 'suffering and death' as 'mistreatment' and also making large

generalisation from the specific. Her translation practices stripped many women's

testimonies of specific personal details and so reworked the individual character and

flavour of these. Thus Anna S. Louw's original testimony was considerably shortened in

its Mag Ons Vergeet? version, from which, for example, a long and rather convoluted story

involving a confiscated horse was cut (Louw W19). For Mrs. Neethling, such stories were

personal and by definition 'boring' and detracted from the overall political message she

was intent on conveying. On this point, in the Foreword she states that "Some writers will

perhaps be disappointed because their experiences have not appeared in full or are not

mentioned at all. If I had done that the book would have become too big and expensive,

and it would also be boring to repeat the description of camp life a hundred times over"

(Neethling 1938: iv).38 It would appear that for Mrs. Neethling, all women's camp

experiences were 'the same' and interchangeable, although this is actually something

38 "Party skryfrters sal miskien teleurgesteld wees omdat !tulle ervarings nie ten voile of glad nie genome
word nie. As ek dit sou doen sou die boek te groot en duur word en dit sou ookvervelig wees om die
beskrywing van kamplewe honderdmaal te herhaar
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produced by the way she has translated their accounts: by removing traces of the personal

and the particular as 'irrelevant' to the wider political intentions of the book, the

testimonies do indeed all become 'the same' and in her sense 'boring'.

Moreover, Mrs. Neethling removed from the women's testimonies she translated

anything which might be perceived to conflict with her overall political message regarding

the innocence and rightness of Boer women and the culpability and moral wrongness of the

British authorities. In addition to her removal of the sentence in Maria Els' testimony about

mothers preventing their children from being vaccinated, she also erased an opening

sentence from Anna S. Louw's testimony which suggests that her testimony might be

humanly deficient, "The Lord help me to write down here the truth however lacking it is"

(W: 19). 	 are further examples of such exclusions from the translation of Martha

Kriel's testimony. At the beginning of her published testimony she describes a group of

British soldiers arriving at her home and asking directions to the road, and in her

handwritten original Mrs. Kriel has followed this by writing that "this I showed him also,

but how afraid I was I need not say" (Kriel W19). 4° However, in the translation Mrs.

Neethling omits Mrs. Kriel's reference to giving the soldier directions to the road and only

includes the part about her fearfulness, presumably because Mrs. Kriel assisting a British

soldier clashed with Mrs. Neethling's depiction of all Boer women as steadfastly anti-

British and loyally Republican. Mrs. Kriel's original account ends with: "Therefore

[because it is God's will] we must be contented however difficult the way seems, the end

will one day surely be blessed" (Kriel W19). 41 The translation in Mag Ons Vergeet? omits

this sentence and its intimation that the outcome of the war may in fact be 'blessed' in the

end, instead ending with Kriel's penultimate sentence in her original, which is more grimly

39 "De Heere help my om de Waarheid bier neder te schryfen Hoe gebrekkig oolc"
4° "die wees ik horn dan ook acm, macrr hoe bevrees ik was hoefi ik niet te zeggen"
41 "Daarom moetenwy tevredenweze hoe moei4,k ons de weg ook schyn, het eind zal eemnal zalig zyn."
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resigned: "Our dear Lord decided otherwise [that the Republics should keep their

independence], therefore we must be satisfied" (Kriel in Neethling: 6).42

Mrs. Neethling's translations and her wider work as a cultural entrepreneur

involve her fitting women's testimonies within the (proto-) nationalist political project with

which she was concerned_ Simon's comment that translation has historically afforded

opportunities to "promote political causes" (Simon 1996: 39) seems particularly apt with

regard to Mrs. Neethling. In contrast to Hobhouse, she does not acknowledge that the

testimonies published in Vergeten? were translated, and in Mag Ons Vergeet? there is a

similar silence about the translation process, with Ella Neethling's contribution to that

book unstated and invisible. The overlaying of these translated texts as equivalents both to

each other and to the women's handwritten testimonies from which they derive

considerably problematises the binary notion of 'original' and translation predicated upon

a literary model of texts and translations with appears within translation theory.

There are areas of overlap in the translation methods of Hobhouse and Mrs.

Neethling, with the similar ways that they have produced meanings in Boer women's

testimonies pointing to how "translation is ultimately tied up with the context in which it is

made" (Bassnett 20002: 18). Both of them sought to elide the passing of time and its

attendant problems for referential truth-claims, with Hobhouse stressing that the

manuscript testimonies published in War Without Glamour had all been in her possession

since 1903, and Mrs. Neethling implying that the testimonies in Vergeten? / MaA Ons

Vergeet? were all written for Horak in 1904 while events were still 'fresh' in the minds of

their writers. Moreover, both Hobhouse's and Neethling's translations have played crucial

roles in determining and defining what came to constitute 'a testimony' of the war and the

camps, with Hobhouse's influence starting with her 1901 Report and 1902 The Brunt of

"By ons liewe Heer was dit anders besluit, dactrom moet ons tevrede wees."
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the War and Neethling's with her very early 1903 Should We Forget?, with many

testimonies appearing within these single-authored accounts. In relation to Vergeten? /

Mag Ons Vergeet? and War Without Glamour, through obscuring the origins of the

testimonies in these as solicited letters, revoicing accounts in the first person, and

removing signs of illiteracy and oral influences, both Hobhouse and Mrs. Neethling

contributed as cultural entrepreneurs to the construction of women's testimonies as always

and entirely spontaneous, self-authored, first person, written and featuring a single 'line'

across individual accounts, although with this motivated by very different political

objectives. The result is that this narrow view of 'testimony' by definition excluded from

consideration the wide variety of attestations discussed in Chapter Five: it could not 'see'

their existence and so never had to accommodate them.

"I am ashamed of every English word I write": Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo,
Language and the Translation Process

Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's Het Concentratie-kamp van Irene (1905), in

spite of its presentation as "my diary, written in the camp itself' (Brandt-Van Warmelo

1905: Foreword)," was produced from scratch after the war and then translated into Dutch,

with the particular purpose of contributing to the welfare of 'land en yolk', as outlined in

Chapter Four. The rewriting of an 'original' diary to produce the diary manuscript and its

translation by her husband Louis Brandt into Dutch were clearly informed by Johanna

Brandt-Van Warmelo's political convictions, which seem to have been shared by her

husband.45 One of the key ways in which these were manifest, which doubtless had

43 B-VW to 'Mother, sisters and brothers', 27 September 1902, Korrespondensie folder 3, AB-VW.
44 c`mqn dagboek in het kamp zelfgeschreven","hart uit te storten"
45 From family letters written at the time, it appears that Louis Brandt shared his wife's political convictions:
"in every imaginable way the [Dutch] public is working for the salvation of [our] 'land end yolk'. Lou is
deep in it all & when I hear so much of what is being don; I feel that England can never stand against such a
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implications for her translation practices, concerns Brandt-Van Warmelo's pronounced

views on 'the language question' which was later to be so strongly politicised by the

Second Language Movement in the 1910s. 	 what follows, I begin by indicating the

ways in which commentators have treated Het Concentratie-kamp unproblematically and

uncritically as Brandt-Van Warmelo's 'diary' and as a source of factual information about

Irene camp, in spite of the layers of reworking and translation that lie behind this book, and

in spite of Brandt-Van Warmelo's overt political agenda in Het Concentratie-kamp. Then,

in discussing Brandt-Van Warmelo's treatment of language and translation, I examine

letters written to her family in South Africa while she was in Holland in late 1902 and in

1903, during which time she prepared her book_ I consider the wider dimensions of the

language question, and the ways in which her views prefigured how the choice to speak

and write in the emergent Afrikaans later became a crucial expression of political

affiliation with the (proto-) nationalist cause. I explore in some detail the complex layers of

rewriting and translation at the back of Het Concentratie-kamp, which point up its highly

mediated status. I then consider some of the ways in which the impact of 'the language

question', as well as of Brandt-Van Warmelo as a politically-situated translator more

generally, can be discerned in the text of Het Concentratie-kamp.

In his 1954 Die Konsentrasiekampe, Otto comments about overcrowding in tents in

the camps, and cites Het Concentratie-kamp as a source of accurate 'factual' information

on this: "The Irene camp was not much better [than Springfontein]. In May 1901 there

were also pertinent cases of nineteen and twenty people piled up in a tent", with this

footnoted to "Van Warmelo: 'Het Concentratie Kamp Van Irene', p. 21" (Otto 1954: 61).47

vigorous legen-werking' ['working against'r (B-VW to 'Mother, Sister & Brothers', 27 September 1902,
Korrespondensie folder 3, AB-VW, original emphasis).
46 As I shall show, 'the language question' refers to the way in which the active choice to speak and write in
Dutch, Taal and Afrilaans became a highly politicised rallying point for proto-nationalism.
47 "Die Irenekamp was daar nie veel beter nie. In Mel 1901 was daar ook pertinertte gevalle van negentien en
twintig persone wet in een tent opgehoop , "Van Warmelo: 'Het Concentratie Kamp Van Irene', bl. 21"
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Similarly, Pets Marais treats Boer women's testimonies and diaries, including Van

Warmelo's, simply as repositories of 'data' about the camps. She uncritically invokes

quotes from Het Concentratie-Kamp to illustrate her descriptive, 'true-to-life' account of

'the concentration camps'. She also refers to Van Warmelo as a "voluntary nurse" (Marais

1999: 117),48 and repeats claims made in the published 'diary' about the unsatisfactory

water supply, the poor quality rations and the presence of worms in the rations as

unproblematic statements of fact. In a specific instance under her heading of "Rations,

food and hunger", Marais writes, "The food in the camps was thoroughly poor and bad.

Johanna Brandt's mother took samples of sugar, flour and coffee as 'curiosity. In the sugar

was the whole head of a lizard' (Van Warmelo Brandt, Het Concentratiekamp van Irene)"

(Marais 1999: 102).49 Raath draws extensively on Het Consentratie-lcamp as 'evidence' in

his discussion on Irene (2002b). For instance, he comments that "The food provisions in

this camp were bad. Johanna Brandt [sic, although she was Van Warmelo at the time], who

did service in the camp as a nurse, wrote that at the beginning of May the quality of the

meat was so bad that it could not even be used to make soup" (Raath 2002: 121). 5° Raath

assumes that Het consentratie-kamp and Van Warmelo's diary are 'the same', as in his

comment that "On 14 May Johanna Brandt wrote in her diary about the big sacks of meal

that crawled with worms and how the children played with them" (Raath 2002: 121, my

emphasis). 51 The endnote referencing this refers to Het consentratie-lcamp, rather than the

manuscript 'diary'. As a result, the differences between what appears in the manuscript

'diary', and the later rewritten and partial Het Concentratie-kamp, are completely obscured

48 "wywilligerverpleester"
49 "Rantsoene, kos en hongersnood" "Die kos in die kampe was deurgaans swak en sleg. Johanna Brandt se
moeder neem monsters suiker, meel en koffie as `curiositeit. In de sulker was een geheele kop van een
hagedisP' (Van Warmelo Brandt, Het Concentratiekamp van Irene).
501 voedselvoorsiening in hierdie kamp was swak Johanna Brandt, wcrt in die kamp as verpleegster diens
gedoen het, skryf dat die vleis se gehalte teen die begin van Mei 1901 so .swak was dat daar nie eens sop van
gekook kon word nie.”
'"Op 14 Mei skryfJohanna Brandt in haar dagboek van die groot Idonte meel wat Icrioel van die wurms en
hoe kinders daarmee speeL"
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by Raath: for example, he claims that "Johanna Brandt regarded the bad food as the

overwhelming cause occasioning the deaths" (Raath 2002: 122). 52 However, while Brandt-

Van Warmelo might well make this claim in the published book, in some contrast her

manuscript 'diary' offers many other explanations for the high death rates, including the

cold weather, the extreme nature of the epidemics, the unhygienic habits of the people and

their 'crass ignorance' of modem medicine, as shown in Chapter Four.

At the time she was rewriting her diary for publication, Johanna Brandt-Van

Warmelo hoped it would be published in both English and Dutch, although ultimately it

only appeared in Dutch owing to the difficulties she experienced in finding an English

publisher. Initially she had thought to go to London and "put it into the hands of Methuen,

the publisher",53 and then "when Lou has finished the Dutch translation it must come out

weekly in "Eigen Haard" (B-VW to `Dearests', 11 November 1902, Korrespondensie

folder 3, AB-VW). 54 However, by 31 December 1902 she had realised that "I shall not get

a publisher in England who will be willing to take it up. Miss Hobhouse is quite certain I

will not succeed, because the public is sick and tired of the subject. Even the Dutch edition

must wait, for the people here simply won't read it now" (B-VW to 'Best Beloved

Relations', 31 December 1902). So while the translation was completed by October 1903,

it was not until 1905 that the book was eventually published in Dutch by the expatriate

South African firm of Hollandsch-Afrikaansche Uitgevers-Maatschappij (HA.U.M.) in

Amsterdam.55 There were, however, other significant reasons behind Brandt-Van

Warmelo's original decision to have the book translated into Dutch.

52 "Johanna Brandt her die vernaamste oorsake van die sterwes aan die swak kos gewyt."
53 Methuen was Hobhouse's publisher and it is likely that Brandt-Van Warmelo made her choice on those
grounds:
'4 All references to Brandt-Van Wannelo's letters in this chapter are from Korrespondensie folder 3, AB-
VW.
55 The Dictionary of South African Biography states that Brandt-Van Warmelo's book was initially published
in English in 1904 as The Irene Concentration Camp (Dictionary of South African Biography Vol. IV: 55),
but no trace of this publication can be found.
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In a letter of 27 September 1902, Brandt-Van Warmelo describes to her mother

and siblings in South Africa the visit of some of the Boer Generals (including Botha and

De La Rey) to Groningen in Holland, near to Niezyl where she and Louis Brandt had been

living since their marriage in August 1902. She explains how she and Louis participated in

the festivities surrounding their visit and the impression this made on her and others: "I

shall never forget yesterday & how proud I was to be one the daughters of the Transvaal.

The visit of the generals has made everyone a thousand times more pro-Boer" (B-VW to

'Mother, Sister & Brothers', 27 September 1902). Later in the same letter, she also firmly

states that "You will receive no more English letters from me. The taal question has been

viewed from every point, & has clearly proved to be a vital matter, that I am ashamed of

every English word I write to you. My letters will perhaps be less interesting because I

express myself with more difficulty, but that will improve with practice" (B-VW to

'Mother, Sister & Brothers', 27 September 1902). Clearly as a result of the Generals' visit,

part of their post-war fundraising tour of Europe, Brandt-Van Warmelo had been

persuaded of the significance of language as a matter of key political importance and so

made an active decision to 'convert' to Dutch, although as she herself admitted, as an

English-speaker this would inhibit her ability to express herself.

However, this 'conversion' to Dutch appears to have come to nothing, for the

next extant letter in this collection, dated 11 November 1902, begins:

"While Violet needs so much training 56 I have no time to write letters, so for the
next few months you must please be content with the Jingo language. I write so
much that I want my home letters to be a recreation to me, not an effort There are
enough occasions on which I am obliged to write Dutch letters, so there is no fear
of my not learning that language thoroughly, & it is so easy for me to dash off a
few lines to you in English when I am tired and overwroughf'(B-VW to `Dearests',
11 November 1902)

56 'Violet' was Brandt-Van Warmelo's code name for her Irene book, and so here she is referring to the
amount of work she was doing to prepare it.
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While Brandt-Van Warmelo clearly felt strongly about the language question and wanted

to adopt Dutch as her 'first' language, her letters show that, while politically desirable, this

was considerably more difficult in a practical and everyday sense. Indeed, her letter

indicates that she found learning and writing in Dutch burdensome, 'an effort' and

something that did not come easily or naturally to her; it was as a badge of political

allegiance that she was attempting to take up Dutch. A few weeks later, she began a letter

home by writing in Dutch that "Oh, I was planning to write in the Redneck language, and

see here is a Dutch letter. It is becoming a habit to me", 57 and then after a few sentences

she writes in English, after what was evidently a lapse of time, with "Where was I last

week?" (B-VW to Family, 26 November 1902). In the letters that follow, Brandt-Van

Warmelo continues to write to her family in English, occasionally inserting Dutch words or

expressions. However, with all their reversals, slides into English, and sense of being

'obliged', her letters reveal that as early as 1902 language choice was being perceived as a

form of political expression by people involved in the (proto-) nationalist movement, and

this doubtless was a factor in influencing Brandt-Van Warmelo's decision to rewrite her

diary and to publish it in Dutch.

While it was only later through the Second Language Movement that Afrikaans

was specifically promoted as the distinctive language of the Afrikaner yolk (in opposition

to English, language of colonial oppressor Britain), this earlier politicisation of the

language question is confirmed by Mrs. Roos' introduction to her testimony, written in

1903:

"I am sorry I had to write these statements in english. I have to do so because I was
not well up in dutch. I had my education in the Cape Colony, 1864-70. In those
days no dutch was allowed in the schools. The anti-dutch was so keen, that the
pupils were strictly forbidden to speak their own language, and if they were found
to do so. They were severely punished. To get an education in some way you were

57 "Ach, ik was van plan om in die Rooinek ze taal te skryf en zie hier een Hollansche brief Dit wordt by my
al gewoonte." 'Rednecks' refers derogatorily to the British.
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compelled to obtain it in the English language. I have, individually, nothing against
the english, yet I think, that it is no more than fair that any child should be allowed
to study their own tongue. (In any case) I am taking taking up dutch and hope to
succeed. Will do my best at all events" (Mrs. C.M. Roos, 3 November 1903, WM
4208/20: 1)58

Like Brandt-Van Warmelo, Mrs. Roos wanted to adopt Dutch as a statement of her

political allegiances, although she too admitted that she was 'not well up in dutch'.

As I have already noted, many of the testimonies in War Without Glamour were

originally written in English by members of the Boer elite, and while probably many of

them were familiar with spoken Taal, these women themselves spoke, wrote and read in

English. As Hofineyr comments, prior to the Second Language Movement, "a propertied

'Dutch' middle class ... probably read the Illustrated London News" (Hofmeyr 1987: 98).

However, like Johanna Rousseau who did "not profess to be English at all" (A155 176/1),

such women also wished to dissociate themselves from the political connotations of being

English-speaking. Thus, for example, Mrs. De La Rey's 1903 A Woman's Wanderings and

Trials During the Anglo-Boer War was published in both English and Dutch. And while

Mrs. Le Clus' unmarried name was Roberts, indicating that she was most likely English-

speaking, she chose to write Lief en Leed (1925) in Afrikaans with the stated intention of

helping "loyal Afrikaners, to preserve their nationality and to never forget that faithfulness

to Fatherland, Church and Language" (Le Clus 1925: 5). 59 The emphasis on 'preservation'

of language as explicitly linked to 'faithfulness' to the nation as a political entity was at its

peak in South Africa in the mid 1920s when Mrs. Le Clus' book was published. The

growth of Afrikaans as the only acceptable language of the yolk, and as the only politically

correct medium of expression for key matters affecting the yolk, no doubt also contributed

59 This is the same Mrs. Roos whose testimony appears in War Without Glamour (pp. 110-132). This quote is
taken from her extended account, now in the War Museum of the Boer Republics, which is a far longer
version of the testimony that appears in War Without Glamour, and has an appendix in which Mrs. Roos
related the experiences of other Boer women she had met during the war.
59 "getroue Afrikaners, hulle nationaliteit te laat in stand hou in nooit te laat vergeet dat ware getrouheid aan
Vaderlancl Kerk en Taal"
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to the later decisions to translate Hobhouse's The Brunt of the War and Tant' Alie into

Afrikaans and their publication by the Nasionale Pers.

There are several indications of the mediated context of production of the

translated, published text of Het Concentratie-kamp, in spite of Brandt-Van Warmelo's

fairly strenuous attempts to obscure this. In keeping with its presentation as an 'original

diary' written at the time, there is no mention at any point in the text that it is a translation

and that it was originally written in English. Oddly, even though the concluding chapter is

'By Ds. L.E. Brandt', there is no acknowledgement anywhere that this is the same man

who translated the whole book, for presumably by 1905 an admission by Brandt-Van

Warmelo that she had written her diary in English would have been politically

incongruous. Moreover, the silence about the book's translated and therefore mediated

status blurs the original/translation dichotomy, with Het Concentratie-kamp presented as

'the same' as the 'original' diary. However, the 'original' diary was extensively re/written

and is itself a translation from an earlier, rougher 'at the time' text, with this strongly

evidenced in Brandt-Van Warmelo's letters from Holland in 1902 and 1903 written to her

family in South Africa_

As mentioned in Chapter Four, Van Warmelo initially announced her intention to

write a book in a letter of 19 July 1902 to her mother: "I am going to write a book, dear

friends, on the subject of Irene Camp, & that right soon. Miss Jennie advises me to lose no

time and to write as much as possible in diary form, just as I wrote on the spur of the

moment at Irene" (VW to Mrs. VW, 19 July 1902). 'Miss Jennie' here refers to Mrs. De La

Rey, and it was she who advised Van Warmelo to 'write as much as possible in diary

form'. Further letters from Brandt-Van Warmelo to her family indicate the progress of the

rewriting and translation process carried out by Brandt-Van Warmelo and her husband:
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"You know I am going to write a book & Lou will translate each chapter as I write
it, & if it is a success, I mean to devote the money to all sorts of charitable
institutions" (VW to 'Mother, Sister and Brother', 5 August 1902)

"My diary is nearly finished now" (B-VW to `Dearests', 13 November 1902)

"I have all but done my diary now, only a few pages & then I begin with the Blue
Books. Lou has translated about the half of my diary already. Ain't he clever?" (B-
VW to 'dearest relations', 3 December 1902)6°

"Lou and I work hard at my book every evening when baby is asleep. The
translation is finished and next week Lou will take the manuscript to the publisher
in Haarlem, but say nothing to nobody" (B-VW to Mrs. VW, 29 October 1903)61

It is very clear, then, from these letters that 'my diary' was written up in 'diary

form' in late 1902 and then translated in sections by Louis Brandt, and that this was by no

means 'the same as' what Van Warmelo 'wrote on the spur of the moment at Irene'. What

then was used to produce the manuscript 'diary'? The material written 'on the spur of the

moment' is likely to refer to the case workbook which Brandt-Van Warmelo kept as part of

her volunteer work, in which she recorded the names of the people she visited, their

illnesses, requests for 'medical comforts' and so forth. In her letters written to her mother

at the time she was in Irene, she refers to this workbook and its importance in helping to

keep track of the cases under her care. It is likely that this formed the backbone of the later

'diary', providing Brandt-Van Warmelo with a mass of information about the day-to-day

details of her camp work and thus giving her 'diary' the temporal immediacy it required.

Indeed, the diary of Henrietta Armstrong has similar origins, with this too involving a

rewriting of her case workbook kept at the time, as commented by its editor (Van Rensburg

1980).

60 Het Concentratie-kam_p contains some extracts from the 'Blue Books' together with Brandt-Van
Wannelo's criticisms of these in a chapter entitled "Blcntwe Boeken en Zwarte Leugene — 'Blue Books and
Black Lies' (Brandt-Van Wannelo 1905: 99).
61 The interruption in the rewriting and translation of the book might have been occasioned by the birth of the
Brandt's first child in August 1903.
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In addition, there is a marked similarity between Van Warmelo's letters to her

mother written at the time she was in the camp, and parts of the manuscript 'diary'. In

some instances the wording across the two is identical, as shown in the two sets of

examples below. Her letter to her mother of 12 May 1902 contains the following

sentences:

"It is not easy to write in bed but it is the warmest place so you must not mind this
dreadful scrawl"

"Tomorrow our small tent will be struck & then we shall be much colder & more
cramped"

"Our supper consisted of cold roast beef, peach pickles, bread, jams, `Stormjagers'
[a type of hard biscuit] tea & coffee" (VW to Mrs. VW, 12 May 1901)

The manuscript diary entry for 12 May 1902 contains the following sentences:

"But as I am writing in the warmest place I can find (viz: bed)" you may be sum
my writing will be something dreadful..." (AB-VW DagboekIV: 2, original
emphasis and insertion)

"Miss C. and I are to share a tent, which will be struck tomorrow ... tomorrow
night I shall be bitterly cold" (AB-VW Dagboek V: 5)

"Supper consisted of cold roast beef, peach pickle, bread and `Stormjagers' jam, tea
and coffee." (AB-VW Dagboekl V: 5)

In a letter of 27 May 1902 Van Warmelo wrote to her mother, "Dr. N is very good

to my people ... He has just been into the camp specially to see a sick baby — that is more

than any other doctor would do unasked, late at night" (VW to Mrs. VW, 27 May 1901).

The entry in the manuscript 'diary' for the same date reads: "Doctor Dandy is so good to

the people — it really touches one's heart. This evening after supper he got up quickly &

went to the camp to see a sick baby — something that Dr. G. [Green] would never do unless

urgently requested." (AB-VW DagboekI , 27 May 1901: 81-82, original emphasis).

There are many similar overlaps of this kind, which, combined with the other evidence

signalling that the manuscript 'diary' was written from scratch in late 1902, suggests that
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Brandt-Van Warmelo used her camp letters as an important source in the writing up of the

later 'diary'.

Apart from her camp workbook and her letters to her mother, Brandt-Van Warmelo

also drew on other sources and contributions from a range of people in writing up her

'diary'. Thus her letters to her mother and siblings in late 1902 and early 1903 as she was

preparing her manuscript 'diary' are filled with requests for her mother to obtain

photographs of Irene, as well as documents such as permits and ration tickets, for her to

use in the book. In addition, she specifically solicited material and information from Mrs.

Armstrong and Dr. Neethling: "Mama must please ask one of our nurses, I think Mrs.

Armstrong, what Dr. Neethling's present address is ... tell him what I want & ask him to

send everything" (VW to 'Mother, Sister and Brother', 5 August 1902). She rallied her

family to send her as much material as possible, writing that "You must collect all the most

interesting facts about the war, good people. Nothing must get lost" (VW to 'Mother,

Liana & Fritz', 17 August 1902, original emphasis).

Finally, there are other key factors that also probably influenced Brandt-Van

Warmelo's decision to write up a 'diary' for publication. Firstly, the publication of Het

Concentratie-kamp was not the first time that Brandt-Van Warmelo's account of Irene

appeared in print, for a short five page summary of her work experiences as a volunteer

and her opinion of Irene camp was published in The Brunt of the War in 1902 (Hobhouse

1902: 182-187). This account is headed: "Another of the Pretoria lady nurses, Miss Van

Warmelo, gives a description of Irene camp and her work there" (Ilobhouse 1902: 182).

Brandt-Van Warmelo read The Brunt in late 1902 and commented on it in a letter to her

family: "I have finished with 'The Brunt of the War', and marvel at the accuracy and

uitvoerigheid [thoroughness] of the writer's information" (B-VW to 'dearest relations', 3

December 1902). The impression made on her by The Brunt, as well as the guidance she
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received from Hobhouse, undoubtedly impacted on her decision to write and publish her

'diary'. The advice Brandt-Van Warmelo received from both Hobhouse and Mrs. De La

Rey shaped her decision to write in 'diary form', as well as her choice of publisher.

A second key factor was the publication of her brother Dietlof s diary, at first in

English in 1901 and then in Dutch in 1902. In a letter of 29 July 1902 to her family, Van

Warmelo commented thus: "He made me a present of a book 'On Commando' a

translation of a certain book of a certain person in whom we are interested. If it is a success

Dipopo [Dietlof] will benefit greatly ... I am going to bestow no end of care on my own

work & make something very good of if' (VW to 'Mama, Liana & Fritz', 29 July 1902). It

is highly unlikely that the publication of her brother's book did not influence Brandt-Van

Warmelo's decision to write and publish a book of her own. There are thus multiple and

complex layers of mediation, rewriting and translation at the back of Het Concentratie-

kamp which are glossed in the published version, which in effect has become the original,

'the real thing', within 'the history'. Commentators have largely ignored these layers of

rewriting and translation, and have drawn on Het Concentratie-kamp van Irene both as

unproblematically Brandt-Van Warmelo's 'actual' diary, and as a source of factual

objective information about Irene camp, as I show in the extracts at the start of this section.

In the final part of my examination of Brandt-Van Warmelo's Het Concentratie-

kamp, I consider how the rewriting and translation processes associated with the book's

production, together with Brandt-Van Warmelo's views on language, might have shaped

some of the political aspects of the book. Het Conceniratie-kamp's explicitly (proto-)

nationalist agenda is evinced by Brandt-Van Warmelo's assertion that it was written "to do

my little best for 'land en volk'" (VW to Mrs. VW, 19 July 1902), and by her rallying

statement at the end of the book: "0, women of South Africa, write about everything you

have suffered at the hands of our mighty oppressors. Nothing may be lost, nothing may be
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forgotten. Even if your language is simple, even if your words are poor, write about all

your experiences, make them known to children and grandchildren, and do not be afraid,

so long as you are with God the Truth will stay before your eyes" (Brandt-Van Warmelo

1905: 123).62 In spite of these instances of political rhetoric and 'calls to arms', in an

earlier letter to her family Brandt-Van Warmelo denied that her book was political,

presumably in response to an expression of caution and concern on her mother's part

because censorship was still operating: "There is nothing political about it & I cannot see

how it is going to harm our cause. No one can get wild with a girl for publishing her diary

& I am only giving a lot of facts. I am carefully suppressing every word of bitterness &

hate & you will see that my book will appeal to our enemies as well as our friends" (B-VW

to Family, 9 Jannary 1903). In fact the 'suppression' that Brandt-Van Warmelo refers to

had less to do with leaving out passages of 'bitterness & hate', and instead focused on

representing the text as nothing more than 'a girl' publishing her diary, thus innocent of

political intent.

Brandt-Van Warmelo's political allegiance as a (proto-) nationalist influenced not

only her choice of language in Het Concentratie-kamp, but also affected the translation of

the book overall and the meaning she attempted to convey in it. The way in which her

diary was rewritten and translated made meaning of Brandt-Van Warmelo's experiences

by casting her as a proto-nationalist heroine of the suffering yolk. In addition to the various

omissions, insertions and amendments discussed in Chapter Four that evince this, there are

specific examples of how the rewriting and translation process produced political meaning

in the book, with these involving the expurgation from the 'original' manuscript of

62 c'0, vrouwen van Zuid-Afrika, schrfill op alles wat gy geleden hebt onder de handen van onzeverdrukkers.
Niets magverloren gaan, niets magvergeten worden. Al is uw taal eenvoudig al zfin uw woorden zwalc
schre op al uwe ondervindgen, maakt ze bekend aan kinderen en kleinkinderen, en vrees nie4 zoolang gij
den God der Waarheid voor oogen houdt."
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comments by Brandt-Van Warmelo that show her in any light other than that of committed

nurse and loyal, stalwart patriot.

For example, in the entry for 16 May 1901 in the manuscript diary, Brandt-Van

Warmelo describes assisting at an operation in the camp hospital on a man suffering from

an abscessed liver: "The doctor made a large incision & ferreted inside until he came upon

the abscess. But ugh! the smell when it was opened! Something terrible. I don't know how

I stood it — I had no eau de cologne so I put a few drops of chloroform on my handkerchief

& held it to my nose with one hand, while with the other I held a saturated cloth to his

(AB-VW Dagboek IV 16 May 1901: 24-25, original emphasis). However, while the

published entry for 16 May mentions assisting at an operation, what could be perceived as

the insensitive or uncaring detail of the original is omitted, and instead the relevant part of

this entry simply states that "the patient, a young man, was in a badly emaciated condition;

and afterwards I had to stay with him" (Brandt-Van Warrnelo 1905: 23). 63 The result is that

in the published account Brandt-Van Warmelo emerges as a kind and caring nurse, rather

than an inexperienced, squeamish amateur. There are various instances in the manuscript

diary of Brandt-Van Warmelo complaining about the dirt and discomfort of living at Irene,

with almost all of these having been excluded from the published book. For example, on

28 May the manuscript entry states, "one does get very dirty here & it is not possible to

have a bath every day — as to washing one's hair I have not done it since my arrival. I am

getting so burnt that my own Mammie won't know me soon" (AB-VW Dagboek IV 28

May 1901: 84). Remarks of this kind have been routinely excised from Het Concentratie-

kamn, with the emphasis on Brandt-Van Warmelo's concern for others rather than her own

behaviour, appearance or comfort.

63 "de patient, eenjonge man, in een erg uitgeteerden toestaruk en naderhand moest ik bij hem blijven"
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The case of Johanna Brandt-Van Warmelo's Het Concentratie-kamp van Irene is

interesting and exemplary in several ways. Firstly, there are complex layers of rewriting

and translation behind the production of the published book which point to its strongly

mediated and reworked status, although these have been effaced in the published book,

which is presented and has subsequently been read as 'my diary, written in the camp

itself'. Secondly, it illustrates the ways in which language choice and translation meshed as

a series of interconnected political concerns around women's testimonies. Brandt-Van

Warmelo's pronouncements on the key importance of 'the taal question' directly related to

her choice to translate her Irene book into Dutch; and as a way of expressing her political

position it also influenced the details of how the translation process was carried out.

Brandt-Van Warmelo's proto-nationalism contributed to the 'meaning made' in the

translated text, with the book itself presented as the unmediated diary of a young woman

written at the time and Brandt-Van Warmelo constructed as a brave, uncomplaining,

experienced professional carer and proto-nationalist heroine. As Bassnett has pointed out,

"translation can be used so blatantly for ideological manipulation" (Bassnett 1998: 39), and

such manipulation is extensively apparent in the translation and rewriting of Het

conentratie-kamp van Irene.

Translating Sarah Raal: Post/Memory, 'New Nationalism' and Translation

'Ideological manipulation' is a strong phrase which implies specific intent, of

which there is plentiful evidence concerning Brandt-Van Warmelo's role as a translator

and cultural entrepreneur. However, as I commented earlier, all translation work is located

in a specific social, cultural and political context which impacts on the translation process.

In present-day South Africa, the centenary of the South African War has prompted many

statements drawing parallels between the experiences of Boer people during this war and
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the sufferings of black people subsequently, as outlined in Chapter One. 'Race' matters are

a considerable concern, then, and present-time translations of Boer women's testimonies

must necessarily grapple to some degree or another with their frequent and largely taken

for granted racisms. I discuss this here concerning an English translation published in 2000

of Sarah Raal's 1938 explicitly nationalist and highly racialised testimony of her wartime

experiences.

As part of the 1999-2002 centenary events, Raal's 1938 Met die Boere in die

Veld was reprinted in Afrikaans and also an English translation entitled The Lady Who

Fought was published, with both of these new editions bearing a preface written by Anne

Emslie. Raal's book was originally written and published in the context of the Great Trek

centenary celebrations of 1938, with her nationalist intentions made explicitly clear in her

Foreword, as indicated in Chapter Two. 64 Furthermore, Met die Boere contains many

instances of Raal's problematic treatment of 'race' matters (for present-day readers),

including her involvement in the shooting of a black man suspected of killing a member of

the commando she travelled with.65 However, in its 2000 incarnation, this book has not

only been translated but has also been reinterpreted and re-presented as the story of a

brave, unconventional Boer woman who broke free of the traditional gender constraints of

her times to participate in a glorious struggle for yolk en wyheid [nation and freedom],

with her problematic treatment of 'race' politics for the post-1994 reader simply ignored in

both Emslie's Preface and in the book's translation and presentation overall.

In this Preface to the English translation, Emsfie uncritically eulogises Raal as a

proto-feminist heroine, commenting for example that "It is no surprise that Sarah Raal

became a heroine among her own people ... As a woman who assumed the right to fight

like a man for what she held precious, she defied conventional gender roles" (Raal 2000:

64 As mentioned in Chapter One, prior to its 1938 publication, Liars book was serialised in Saturday editions
of Die Burger newspaper from 5 December 1936 until 6 February 1937.
65 See Raal 1938/2000: 57.
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1), and "The 'lady who fought' is to be much admired for her daring, her courage, her

humanity, her heart" (Raal 2000: 4). In this 'feminist recovery project' approach to her

book, high praise is given to Raal for stepping out of expected gender behaviours, and her

actions are presented as completely admirable because she defied the British and is seen as

somehow championing the general run of oppressed Boer women. It sees all transgressive

behaviour by women as by definition admirable, by implication even when this includes

murder, and it ignores any ethical or political assessments of the book's contents and in

particular how 'race' matters are presented in it.

However, there are even more troubling aspects of the 2000 recovery and

reinvention of Raal concerning how her highly nationalist original Foreword has been

translated. My own translation from Afrikaans to English of the last paragraph of the

original 1938 Foreword is:

"My hope and expectation is that it will be worth the effort and will contribute to
awakening love of fatherland and awareness of nation in our young generation and
draw the ties closer that bind us together as an Afrikaner people" (Raal 1938:
Voorwoord [Foreword])66

The 2000 translation of it is:

"My hope and expectation is that the effort will prove worthwhile, and that it will
contribute to an awakening sense of patriotism and nationhood in the younger
generation, and strengthen the ties which bind us together as an Afrikaner people"
(Raal 2000: 5)

In the 2000 English translation the word `vaderlandsliefde' has been translated as

'patriotism', which removes the 1938 historical connotations of the literal 'love of

fatherland', which it seems very clear was intended by Raal and was a phrase denoting the

strong German influences on more hawkish sections of nationalism at the time. Also, the

66 "My hoop en verwagting is dat die moeite werd sal wees en daartoe sal bydra om die vaderLandsliefde en
volksbewussyn by ons jong geslag aan Se wakker en die bande nouer Se trek wat ons bind as '??
Afrikanervolk"
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literal meaning of the word `volksbewussyn' is 'awareness of the nation' or 'national

consciousness', which could be translated as equivalent to the present-day meaning of

'nationhood', because there was at the time no specific Afrikaans word for nationhood or

nationalism. The English word as `nasieskap' was later incorporated for 'nationhood', but

in the 1930s terms such as `volksbewussyn' would have been used to convey the more

diffuse meaning these political convictions still had at this time. Interestingly in this

regard, translator Smalberger has used the formulation "that it will contribute to an

awakening sense of patriotism and nationhood in the younger generation" (2000: 5), with

'patriotism' considerably diffusing the 1930s Nationalist-Socialist-influenced flavour of

Raal's original, and with 'nationhood' over-emphasising the sense of a specific nationalism

which was in fact the product of political activity only in the years from 1938 to 1949.

Moreover, throughout the English translation of the book the word `Kaffers' that appears

so repeatedly in Raal's original has been translated as 'Africans'. This obscures, indeed

actively disguises, the 'race' politics that render Raal's book so problematic for a post-

1994 reader. My conclusion, then, is that Smalberger's translation vitiates Raal's treatment

of 'race' as well as the Germanic and indeed fascist connotations of the original and also

dehistoricises the political framework of Raal's Foreword by using currently more

acceptable terms to make her book more 'palatable' to a present-day audience, an impact

confirmed by Emslie's rather gushing and unthinking acceptance of Raal as a proto-

feminist heroine.

There are signs that the sanitised and 'politically correct' version of Raal's book

produced by Smallberger's translation and Emslie's Preface has been effective in

reinventing the book and its author. A review of the translation printed in the Cape Argus

newspaper on 1 May 2000 states: "[T]he truth is The Lady Who Fought is not a bitter

polemic skewed to ideological purposes, but an engaging, plainly told story of a
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courageous, but also fearful young woman's often lonely struggle in a war..." (Morris

2000: 9). And a similarly uncritical review entitled "Gripping Account of Boer Woman at

War" appeared the same month in another English-language daily, the Eastern Province 

Herald (Schoeman 2000). Even before the translation and republication of the book, Van

Heyningen had included Raal's "autobiographical account" as a `woman's voice' from the

South African War, commenting contra Emslie's positioning of Raal as a proto-feminist,

that, "In the last resort, however courageous and independent she may have been, Raal's

place in the Boer commando was constrained by gender ... [it was] her own acceptance of

her gender-role which prevented from rejoining the Boer forces" (Van Heyningen 1999:

36-37). Most recently an extended extract of Met Die Boere has appeared in a collection of

South African women's life writing, and this presents Raal as an admirable anti-imperialist

agent and also entirely overlooks the 'race' politics of her writings (Coullie 2004). The

translation and reviewing of Raal's book must be located and understood within the

context of the centenary celebrations; and as discussed in Chapter One, one of the strands

that emerged from the centenary literature was the development of a 'new nationalist'

paradigm which depicted the war as an instance of the 'shared suffering' of Boers and

black people at the hands of the British. As Cuthbertson and Jeeves have commented:

"Perhaps a new myth is in the making in which the shared experience of 'atrocities'
at the hands of an alien Empire and its ruthless generals and uncaring bureaucrats is
pressed into service to promote bi-racial nationalism ... If such an approach
requires omission of inconvenient facts, there should be no surprise in that at all"
(Cuthbertson and Jeeves 1999: 5)

In the translation of Raal's book, these 'inconvenient facts' concern her treatment of 'race'

matters, and so in the book's new presentation these are ignored and glossed over or

actually fudged, as for instance in Emslie's comment: "She despised ... the Black upstarts

who threw their weight around on the farm where she was a virtual prisoner, yet she

reciprocated the loyal devotion of many Black farm labourers and received steadfast
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protection from those not intimated by the occupying forces" (Raal 2000: 4). Here black

people are depicted as the 'natural' allies of the Boers, with this sometimes reversed, but

only because of the 'intimidating' and corrupting British influence. Emslie's re-

presentation of Raal, however, largely disregards 'race' matters, for to bring these into the

foreground and fully interrogate and historicise Raal's treatment of them would shatter the

'new nationalist' paradigm of shared suffering and its accompanying depiction of the ex-

Republics as havens of racial harmony disrupted only by British intervention.

The reinvention of Raal in the 2000 translation of her book brings my arguments

about post/memory full circle, returning these to my starting point in Chapter One, where I

traced the development of 'the history' in nationalist terms and indicated how much of the

centenary literature has left essential aspects of 'the history' unquestioned and intact. The

translation of Raal's 1938 book as the entirely admirable story of 'the lady who fought'

underlines how little the centenary 're-evaluations' have challenged old interpretations or

generated new ones, and it also confirms the arguments I have made here about the

translating context as a crucial influence on the translation process and the meaning made

of the text. I now turn to consider more directly how the translation processes that

produced Boer women's testimonies relate to my overarching concern with post/memory.

The translation process underlies every aspect of Boer women's testimonies and

the ways in which these have been produced in the public domain, and it lies at the very

centre of the construction of post/memory. Indeed, in many respects post/memory is itself

a form of translation, with multiple representations in a variety of remembering contexts

over time translating 'memory' into post/memory, so that "post/memory and 'memory

itself' overlap and cannot easily be prised apart" (Stanley 2005a, in press), in much the

same way that 'translation' and 'original' cannot always easily be 'prised apart' concerning

Boer women's testimonies. In this chapter, I have discussed translation as a process of
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mediation by a situated and thus motivated translator, and which results in the production

of a text that is both distinctive and 'in its own right' and yet inseparable from its

originating (con)text. I have indicated that translation removes individual idiosyncrasy,

signs of simplistic or semi-literate writing and non-political rebelliousness, and thereby

creates coherence, uniformity, and `correct' polished accounts that tow 'a line' and are

fully political. Translation transmutes the messy real-life accounts of Boer women into

ideologically clear-cut testimonies.

Translation, like post/memory, cannot be divorced from its origins and context of

production. Through exploring this, it has become clear to me that the notion of `the

original' is a flawed and problematic one with regard to Boer women's testimonies, for

even texts that purport to be `originals' are based on other earlier forms of translation,

including those from talk to text. Like post/memory, translation is always mediated,

motivated and indirect and is produced by "an imaginative investment and creation"

(Hirsch 1997: 22). In the same way that "all memory is 'post-slash-memory',

`post/memory', because almost immediately marked by representational forms and

separated by the absolutism of passing time from the originating events" (Stanley 2005a, in

press), so too all Boer women's testimonies are translations, similarly 'marked' by the

passing of time and by the representational forms they are expressed in and translations

between these. Moreover, both translations and post/memory change over time according

to the context in which they are read, repeated or interpreted, for as Venuti has commented

about translation more widely, "Meaning is a plural and contingent relation, not an

unchanging unified essence" (Venuti 1995: 18). However and crucially, it is not just that

translation is `like' post/memory, but that cultural entrepreneurs producing post/memory

always translated, to produce 'what was' as instead `how it should be'.
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The politicised translations of Boer women's testimonies for publication have

subsumed and replaced any 'originals' and are a manifestation of the process whereby

post/memory replaces and subsumes 'real' memory. Hirsch has explained that her term

`postmemory' is meant to "convey its temporal and qualitative difference from survivor

memory ... its secondary memory quality ... its basis in displacement, its belatedness"

(Hirsch 1999: 8). Translation too has its basis in displacement, and is temporally removed

from original writings. However, like Stanley's analytical conceptualisation of

post/memory, translations are in fact presented as 'the thing itself — as women's actual,

referential testimonies, with their 'secondary quality' rigorously removed from sight. Thus

the unchanging and 'time-free' characteristics of post/memory discussed in Chapters Two,

Three and Four are produced out of the translating and editorialising activities outlined in

this chapter.

Crucially, the retrospectively re/worked aspects of post/memory of the war and

the camps as a central component of 'the history' of Afrikanerdom has been strongly

informed by the interpretative work of translating Boer women's testimonies, which has

sought to make clear-cut political meanings of these in the context of the developing

concerns of proto-nationalism and then nationalism in South Africa, with the recent

surfacing of 'new nationalism' both concerned with appropriating women's camp

testimonies and with adding a new twist to the meanings ascribed to these: "This

publication is dedicated to the memory of all the women of South Africa who endured

suffering and hardship during the Anglo-Boer War" (Raal 2000: title page dedication).67

Here Emslie's dedication of Raal's book conflates black and white suffering as 'equal' and

represents this as the basis of a shared past upon which 'new nationalism' can be built.

Similarly in his comments about women's camp writings as 'vestiges of trauma', Snyman

67 This dedication also perpetuates the ongoing emphasis on women's suffering over that of children, of
whom the death of more than 22,000 surely represents 'the brunt of the war'.
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writes: "Let us, therefore, learn to listen to the voice of the victim. Somehow Emily

Hobhouse's War Without Glamour ... did not find resonance in our society. We have a

second chance with the report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, published in

1998" (Snyman 2002: 14). Here not only does Snyman fail to register how very strongly

War Without Glamour and all women's camp testimonies did in fact 'resonate' in 'the

history' of the Afrikaner past, but he then goes on to explicitly equate the sufferings

presented in War Without Glamour with those presented in the Report of the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission, thereby paralleling black and white suffering. And thirdly, he

tacitly associates the 'failure' to listen to 'the voices of the victims' of the South African

War as a direct factor in causing subsequent suffering to victims of apartheid.

This 'new nationalism', in which the role of the Afrikaners in apartheid is

excused or justified on the basis of past 'sufferings', finds considerable expression in

Giliomee's (2003) The Afrikaner's: Biography of a People, which I discussed briefly in

Chapter Three in relation to its failure to fully explore the role of women in the

construction of Afrikaner nationalism. Another troubling aspect of the book is its

re/creation of a 'new nationalism' through an analysis of apartheid which amounts to an

exoneration of Afrikaner nationalism and the far right for its role in this. In his highly

critical review, Furlong refers to the "controversial perspective on Afrikaner nationalism

and apartheid that underpins this book, in which explanation at times becomes defence",

and notes that "It may seem surprising that the author, a noted critic of apartheid, appears

to have embraced Afrikaner nationalism of a sort" (Furlong 2003: 207). Giliomee certainly

shows marked a reluctance to pin the blame for apartheid on Afrikaner nationalism or the

radical hard-right, instead proposing that "the peculiar feature of apartheid as an ideology

was its attempt to reconcile the demands for white survival and justice" (Giliomee 2003:

221). This is theme of apartheid as a 'survival strategy' is at the heart of 'new nationalism',
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in which the sufferings of women in the concentration camps, the 'meddling' British

influence, and the 'malevolent' activities of black people during and after the war, are seen

to vindicate and naturalise what followed as merely a 'defence mechanism', and to

speciously and ahistorically conflate black and white suffering as the footing for a new

nationhood. The post/memory process continues.
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Conclusion

At the outset of the research for this thesis, I assumed that it would focus on examining

women's published and unpublished testimonies, diaries and letters, in order to then explore

their understandings and representations of their experiences of the concentration system

during the South African War. My M.A. research primarily used women's personal writings

and concerned settler women's experiences on the Eastern Cape frontier in nineteenth century

South Africa in this way; and so my overall initial interest therefore lay in understanding and

interpreting women's historical experiences as inscribed in their personal writings. However,

as my research on Boer women's writings unfolded, it became increasingly clear that, apart

from letters written at the time of the war, Boer women's camp writings did not primarily

concern their personal, individual experiences and interpretations, but were rather strongly

politicised, and evidently orchestrated by cultural entrepreneurs as a key part of the Afrikaner

(proto-) nationalist project. Succinctly, I came to the view that these were in fact not personal

writings in the usual sense of the term.

Certainly the war was a time of extreme hardship for the great majority of Boer

women, and the deaths in the concentration camps were terrible and unnecessary and

undoubtedly impacted strongly on all those who witnessed and felt the repercussions of these;

for instance, there were women who experienced the deaths of several of their children in the

matter of a few awful weeks, remembrance of which would not be easily forgotten. However

these women were those who, in Hobhouse's term, bore 'the brunt of the war', but with a few

exceptions they were not the women who wrote 'Boer women's testimonies', although some

of them did write letters at the time, sent to absent men who were on commando or prisoners

of war. Only a minority of women whose testimonies appear in the collections by Hobhouse,
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Neethling and Postma experienced the death of a child or of another family member.' Instead,

the testimonies that dominate across the collections (both those published and those

unpublished but archived ones) are those that make a political point and 'fit' with (proto-)

nationalism and 'the history' which supports this. Consequently, the thesis that has resulted

here is very different from the one I had initially envisaged, and in my rethinking of women's

camp writings and as explained in its opening chapters, I have found the idea of post/memory

an extremely useful and effective analytical tool, as I shall shortly discuss in more detail.

Overall this thesis makes three original and distinctive contributions to historicising the

concentration camps of the South African War and their representation over time. Firstly, I

have made use of and brought together a very much wider range of women's published camp

accounts than are usually referenced in the relevant literature, where a handful of the same

texts are repeatedly referred to. Moreover, I have uncovered in archives some 120 unpublished

women's testimonies that have not previously been referenced, and my expanded notion of

testimony around the idea of 'attestation' has exponentially increased the number of

testimonies that now 'count'. Secondly, while to date 'the history' has treated women's camp

testimonies as entirely factual, referential and morally straightforward, I have critically

interrogated and historicised these, and closely examined the context in which they were

produced. Thirdly, using the tool of post/memory I have theorised women's testimonies in a

new way that has not previously been done, apart from in the work of Stanley, and it to the use

of post/memory as an analytical device that I now turn.

In Family Frames, Marianne Hirsch proposed the term `postmemory' in relation to the

"indirect and fragmentary nature" of second-generation memories of the children of Holocaust

'See Stanley and Dampier 2005: 102. Women testimony-writers who experienced the death of a child or children
in camp number five out of 31 in War Without Glamour (Hobhouse 1927), six out of 29 in Vergeten? (Neethling
1917) and 12 out 39 in Stemme Uit Die Vrouekampe (Postma 1925).
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survivors, or "other second-generation memories of cultural or collective traumatic events and

experiences", presenting this as "a powerful and very particular form of memory precisely

because its connection to its object or source is mediated not through recollection but through

an imaginative investment and creation. This is not to say that memory itself is unmediated,

but that it is more directly connected to the past" (Hirsch 1997: 22). In contrast to 'memory

itself', Hirsch maintains that second-generation postmemory is characterised by "its basis in

displacement, its vicariousness and belatedness" (Hirsch 2001: 220). Subsequently, Stanley

has questioned Hirsch's tying of postmemory exclusively to second-generations, and has

reconceptualised not only `postmemory' but also 'memory in general' as 'post-slash-memory',

a term which recognises that "people who directly experience traumatic events too are subject

to the retrospective re/workings of memory, for almost as soon as something is experienced,

post/memory and 'memory itself' overlap and cannot easily be prised apart" (Stanley 2005a,

in press). Likening the assumed referentiality of photographs with the assumed referentiality

or 'directness' of 'memory itself', Stanley argues that

"it is important to take fully account the 'mediations' of memory through the effects of
time, to emphasise that 'now' has a fundamental impact on remembrance of 'then', and
to insist on the highly partial 'camera's eye' viewpoint of the remembering subject ...
there is a highly fractured and complex link between 'then' and 'now' — time passing,
the vagaries of memory, where the remembering person was situated at the time, the
interpretational specifics which trigger particular acts of remembrance, are all involved
here" (Stanley 2005a, in press)

In examining the origins, production and reading of Boer women's testimonies, I have drawn

on Stanley's revised concept of post/memory as an analytical tool which usefully enables

women's camp testimonies to be understood as part of "the successive production of an almost

canonical and constantly reworked version of the past" (Stanley 2005a, in press). Exploring

the complex relationship between the 'then' of the events of the war and the camps and the
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'now' of women's remembering and writing, and paying attention to the mediating factors that

Stanley outlines above — "time passing, the vagaries of memory, where the remembering

person was situated at the time, the interpretational specifics which trigger particular acts of

remembrance" — has enabled me to add to the idea of post/memory in ways I address in the

remainder of this conclusion.

Throughout the thesis, I have traced and historicised post/memory of the concentration

camps of the South African War as something orchestrated and produced to support the

formation and development of (proto-) nationalism and 'the history' of appropriate facts about

the Afrikaner past which legitimated this. I have pointed up the gaps or discrepancies between

'the events' and 'the history' as represented in women's testimonies — insofar these can be

'prised apart', to use Stanley's phrase — by paying attention to the temporal context in which

women's testimonies were produced. Post/memory, as I have shown across a number of

chapters, emerged almost as soon as 'the events' of the war and camps were experienced and

represented. While letters written in the present-tense immediacy of the war have a specific

purchase on time and space that sets them apart from later forms of writing, even in these there

are hints of the mythologised stories — of children punitively denied food or 'wrenched' with

evil intent from their mother's arms into hospitals — that were later to be re/told as central

elements of the emergent post/memory, as general factual occurrences rather than as

individual events interpreted in one particular way. I have emphasised that post/memory

emerged as curiously 'fully formed' in the immediate aftermath of the war and, equally

curiously, shows few signs of change thereafter. By 1905, and following the activities of

women involved in the proto-nationalist women's networks and groupings which were

formalised post-war, Mrs. Neethling's (1903) Should We Forget?, Mrs. De La Rey's (1903) A
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Woman's Wanderings, Johanna Van Helsdingen's (1905) Vroueenleed, as well as Johanna

Brandt-Van Warmelo's (1905) Het Concentratie-Kamp van Irene, had all been published.

Each of these propounded (in different ways) variants of the proto-nationalist line in which the

camp deaths were depicted as the result of deliberate mistreatment by the British or even

tantamount to murder, while the Boer people were portrayed universally and without

exception as the entirely innocent and morally righteous victims of malicious actions by the

British and by black people. These early women's accounts indicate post/memory as

interposed nearly instantly, almost 'all at once', and this is a point I return to later.

From the start, the events of the war and the camps and their subsequent representation

were in the hands of an elite minority of highly politicised women cultural entrepreneurs who

monopolised and manipulated these as part of developing proto-nationalism, something not

known before and which my research has revealed. Even during the war itself, some of these

women were 'marked' by their political allegiances — for instance, the camp register at

Pietermaritzburg described Mrs. Neethling as 'dangerous', Johanna Van Warmelo was

(correctly) suspected of political motives in her work at Irene, and Rabie-Van der Merwe was

recorded as 'a dangerous undesirable'. Post-war, these women then organised themselves

around and through the women's parties, congresses and federations; and their ideological

convictions, as cultural entrepreneurs and cultural workers involved in producing women's

testimonies, were crucial in shaping post/memory production. Even though she was by no

means a proto-nationalist, or indeed any kind of nationalist, Hobhouse too was linked into

these networks through her connections with key women such as Mrs. Steyn and also Mrs.

Neethling, and it was through these (proto-) nationalist channels that she was primarily able to

distribute her books. Moreover, the large majority of women whose testimonies she included
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were those by elite Boer women well-placed in republican and then proto-nationalist circles.

So while Hobhouse was not explicitly or intentionally promoting (proto-) nationalism in her

work on Boer women's accounts — her objectives were firmly pacifist — the net effect in terms

of producing post/memory was the same. In demonstrating the importance of women's

post/memory work around the orchestration and production of testimonies and their role as

cultural entrepreneurs and political agents in the (proto-) nationalist project, and also the

strongly politicised content and tone of women's camp testimonies and individual accounts,

my research consequently shows that women's role in Afrikaner nationalism needs a radical

rethinking. The failure to recognise or analyse women as active agents of nationalism, or the

confinement of their role under the volksmoeder rubric, now requires considerable redress.

For Stanley, a key factor mediating between the 'then' of events and the 'now' of

'remembering' and writing concerns the "interpretational specifics which trigger particular

acts of remembrance" (Stanley 2005a, in press). For the large majority of women's

testimonies, this 'trigger' was the active solicitation of 'remembrances' by (proto-) nationalist

cultural entrepreneurs, often many years or even decades after the war. While these

testimonies were orchestrated and produced after the passing of time, it is the removal of

time's passing that my research shows is a central part of the post/memory process. In this, the

'then' of events and the 'now' of remembering are conflated, thus 'taking time out' and

making the past 'as it should be' are viewed from the present-tense 'now' of remembering and

interpreting. The whole remembering and commemorative project concerning the war and the

camps coheres around this seemingly 'time-free' version of the past, around a post/memory

which renders 'what was' into 'how it should be'. Thus the camp Gedenktuine and

begraafsplase, as well as women's testimonies, all seek to impose a neat and seamless
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interpretation of these events that belies the messy, complex realities beneath the surface of

this.2 How has this been achieved and what are the primary manifestations of the post/memory

process at work?

I have emphasised that, like all memory, post/memory always entails 'forgetting'.

Post/memory of the war and the camps was produced by cultural entrepreneurs through

structured 'forgetting' of those people, experiences or interpretations that clashed with their

political ideologies — thus black people, Boer men in the camps, and those women who were

British supporters, seen as apolitical or otherwise unsuitable for incorporation into the (proto-)

nationalist canon, were 'forgotten'. This 'forgetting' is an ongoing aspect of post/memory that

persists even now. Thus as part of 'new nationalism', a related sort of 'forgetting' is currently

taking place — the racial (and racist) nature of the Boer Republics pre-war, the many black

people who actively chose to support the British during the conflict, the often appalling

treatment of black people by Boer commandos — all have been 'forgotten' as part of furthering

the project of 'new nationalism' in which the war is re-presented as a heroic anti-colonial

struggle by the Boer people, the suffering of Boers and black people in the camps is equated,

and this in concert with the employment of black people during the war by the British, is seen

to 'cause' and 'explain' and in this sense legitimate apartheid. This new 'forgetting' is a

persuasive sign of the power and persistence of post/memory.

The 'forgetting' aspects of post/memory are shown by the almost total absence of

'alternative voices' on the camps — in 'the history', black people, Boer men in the camps and

politically 'incorrect' or otherwise unsuitable women all remain silent. Those testimonies in

2 On the Gedenktuine and begraafsplase and their role in post/memory see Stanley 2002b, 2005a, in press. The
'imposing order on disorder' aspects of post/memory are in certain respects mirrored by aspects of apartheid
ideology, which too sought to impose 'order' on seeming racial 'disorder'; however, as many commentators have
noted, the considerably complex and messy realities of everyday life in South Africa never equated with 'total
apartheid'.
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the public domain all follow 'the line', emphasising the explicitly solicited, produced and

politicised context of these as well as the ruthlessness of this process in excluding 'other'

voices. Post/memory determines who can 'speak', what can be said and also the means by

which it can be said, with written, published testimonies by politically 'correct' white Boer

women dominant. Recognising this, and questioning post/memory's monopolisation on who

can testify and in what ways, requires actively seeking out alternative forms of attestation, as

well as people and experiences that do not fit the (proto-) nationalist canon. This brings into

the foreground women's — and some men's — testimonies and experiences that are in effect

'outside' of post/memory and its processes. In addition, these examples of attestation I have

'recovered' and discussed show people in the camps as active agents — in petitions, testificates,

letters of application and so on — and taken together these add up to something which subverts

the prevailing post/memory in which it is just a handful of (proto-) nationalist heroines who

can lay claim to agency. Expanding testimony as attestation in the way I have done shows

agency in a variety of ordinary low-key ways that challenge depictions of women in the camps

as helpless, stoically suffering victims, but also of course it challenges 'the facts' as canonised

through published Boer women's testimonies.

I have also shown how post/memory was produced by translation in its broad sense,

whereby cultural entrepreneurs transmuted 'what was' into instead 'how it should be'. Thus

through translation, signs of illiteracy, political indifference, poverty or social and political

. divisiveness could be effaced, and instead full literacy, political activism, widespread

affluence and social and political unity was thereby produced. Post/memory makes simple,

neat and tidy what was complicated, messy and uncertain; it makes meanings clear-cut that

were not and are still not clear-cut. Unlike postmemory, which is unsure that it remembers
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'correctly', post/memory has its mind firmly made up about what happened and who was to

blame. The uncertainty and open-endedness of the actual 'present' of the war and the camps is

replaced in post/memory by a certain and closed perspective, reformulated over time and thus

subject to ongoing but largely peripheral revision, for the core remains 'the facts'.

In my view, post/memory is about producing 'sameness' and 'a line' through rehearsed

narratives in which the past is rewritten, reordered and retold according to the demands of the

present, but with each retelling evincing some 'variations on the theme' around Tonkin's

(1992) rhetorical embellishments of story-telling, as shown in the retelling of the Brandfort

protest. Indeed story-telling and myth-making are all closely related to the development and

advancement of post/memory. Post/memory too is highly selective, and is marked by an

absence of the specific, the personal and the particularised, and is dominated by the

generalised and the political. Through the post/memory process, a dramatised, morally

dichotomised, clear-cut version of the past is established, in which the low-key, messy

ordinary and the routine everyday are 'forgotten' and literally overwritten. Post/memory is not

about individual everyday experiences, but rather concerns the collective 'we the yolk', and

later the state, which subsumes individual experience in favour of politically-acceptable

generalisations. The process is a decontextualising and dehistoricising one, and it severs

representations from the contexts of their production. It generalises, universalises, totalises and

de-particularises, and produces flatness as well as sameness.

While Hirsch maintains that postmemory is distinguished from 'memory itself'

because based on 'imaginative investment' rather than 'recollection', Boer women's

testimonies show that all memory is, as Stanley proposes, post/memory, in the sense that all

memory is based on or is at least shaped by imaginative investment, even when (or perhaps
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particularly when) it is grounded in 'recollection'. As it emerged, post/memory was not only

mediated by time intervening between events and 'remembering', but also by other women's

testimonies and 'the history' of the war and the camps as propagated in (proto-) nationalist

circles — in other words, by what Summerfield (2004) refers to as the 'patina of postscripts and

historical rewritings'. Post/memory shows that 'recollection' is quickly overlaid with retelling,

myths and stories in a retrospectively re/worked version of the past produced by imaginative

investment and thus motivated by the requirements of the remembering present. However, at

the same time, post/memory also always involves truth-claims as well as moral claims, and is

utterly confident of its 'actual memory' status. Thus in Onthou! and Met Die Boere in die

Veld, in women's sworn statements and testimonies, and in the retrospectively written camp

'diaries', strong truth claims are made alongside strong claims to total moral righteousness.

These claims have seldom if ever been interrogated by 'the history', which has largely

affirmed and repeated the claims made in women's testimonies as 'fact', indeed to the extent

that post/memory has taken the place of and actually become 'memory itself'. It is only when

their contexts of production are attended to that these truth-claims and moral claims are shown

to be problematic. And this of course points up the necessity of treating all texts critically and

in context, and refuses the assumption that testimonial texts or `women's voices' are

necessarily referential or morally 'good'. Post/memory always involves some 'passing off

aspects; while it is positioned as referential, factual, authentic and morally right, it is actually a

selective interpretation presented as fact, produced by imaginative investment and motivated

by the requirements of the present-tense of remembering and writing.

Cornelia Brink (2000) has highlighted the ways in which iconic, canonical photographs

of the Holocaust have in a sense come to stand for and have thus 'replaced' the events
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themselves. In my view, post/memory of the concentration camp deaths plays a similar role in

replacing 'the thing itself' with the iconic, the canonical and the mythologised. Post/memory

is a highly produced version of the past that re/works originating events in accordance with

current interests and concerns. It replaces the spontaneous and 'at the time' with the crafted

and the retrospective, while simultaneously presenting itself and being perceived and read as

referential of 'memory itself', with the crafted, mediated aspects of this 'unseen' or ignored.

Post/memory is a 'take' on the past, but a selective 'take' mediated by the perspective and

context of both the moment of writing and of re/reading, as well as by the passing of time, the

very passing of time that post/memory attempts to transcend.

The complex temporal dimensions of post/memory are central to grasping its

processes. As already indicated, a key device of post/memory is its 'vanishing' of the temporal

space between events and their subsequent representation, apparently fusing these into

seamless, authentic 'memory'. This evading or effacing of time is clearly demonstrated by the

re-written 'diaries' and also by the layers of translation behind what are presented as 'original'

women's testimonies. Part of making the temporal gap between 'then' of events and 'now' of

representation 'vanish' is to make the political landscape, interests and activities of the war

correspond with those of the (proto-) nationalist moment of writing, with the retelling of the

Brandfort protest and Onthou! both exemplifying this. Here, post/memory 'freezes' time and

makes it static; thus 'we the Boer nation' is conflated in 1905, 1917 or 1938 with 'we the Boer

nation' of 1902, with signs of time passing, change and the re/working of the past kept hidden

or actively excised, to maintain and entrench this fabricated continuity. However, if

temporality is attentively attended to, the slips between now/then and past/present that

characterise post/memory can be interestingly discerned, as shown for example in my
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discussion of Tant' Alie. I have argued that, concerning the 'words on the page' of the relevant

texts, post/memory emerges almost 'all at once' and then remains strangely flat and

unchanging. However, the context in which post/memory is re/read, perceived, and re-

interpreted does change over time, and markedly so; and this impacts on the temporally-

located ways in which post/memory is construed and capitalised on at particular points in

time. This helps account for the 'words on the page' same interpretation of the past produced

by post/memory as part of Afrikaner (proto-) nationalism being re-used in more or less the

same form in 1999-2002, in the context of building a new South African nationhood.

Temporality in post/memory is slippery indeed; attempting to pin it down, define its limits or

trace its workings according to consecutive stages invariably indicates time in post/memory as

complex, multilayered but also 'flat' and intractable, but with the changed context involving

significantly different meanings being read onto these texts.

I have stressed throughout that of key importance in making sense of post/memory is

attention to its context of production. In keeping with this argument, in the final part of this

conclusion I shall briefly reflect on my own context of re-reading and writing, because this

adds another layer to post/memory as a reworked version of the past already thick with

meaning-making. Broadly, there are two aspects of my present-day context that have had

particular bearing on my perception and analysis of Boer women's testimonies, both of which

I have alluded to in previous chapters. The first concerns the political, social and intellectual

climate of post-1994 South Africa, which is marked by ongoing efforts to historicise and make

sense of South Africa's troubled racial past. My examination of Boer women's testimonies is

located in this context, and is inevitably shaped by this wider impulse to detail and understand

the origins and workings of racism, segregation and apartheid. Recognising that Boer
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women's camp testimonies were orchestrated and produced as a key part of the Afrikaner

(proto-) nationalist project, and situating their claims to moral right as part of the history of

South African 'race' politics, as I have done in this thesis makes it impossible for me as a

post-1994 reader to accept the claims made in these testimonies as unproblematically 'true', or

to perceive the women who wrote them as morally 'right'. And this is especially so given that

many of their claims to persecution are rooted in the notion of a just racial hierarchy and white

supremacy thrown into unacceptable disarray by the war.

The second aspect of my present-day re-reading and writing context I want to highlight

concerns the 'new nationalism' that has developed around the 1999-2002 centenary of the war.

This 'new nationalism' is a repackaging of 'the history' in order to generate and promote an

inclusive post-1994 South African nationalism, and my view is that it provides a crafted and

partial version of the past for (new) nationalist purposes, in a disconcertingly similar way to

the Afrikaner (proto-) nationalists of the 1920s, '30s and '40s. And although some aspects of

post/memory of the concentration camp deaths have been reinvented and adapted to fit the

requirements of 'new nationalism', nevertheless as an ideologically-shaped and highly

produced account of the past severed from its originating events, it remains largely intact,

albeit now used as 'equal suffering' of Afrikaners and Africans in the service of the 'new

nationalism'. Indeed, two specific substantive components of post/memory — the depiction of

the war as a laudable anti-colonial struggle by the Boer people, and the portrayal of the British

intervention as the sole source of all subsequent discord and inequality in South Africa —

remain almost entirely intact, with black suffering in the camps now hitched to 'the history' of

white experiences of and suffering in the camps.
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It is the larger context — the wider post-1994 project to historicise and understand

South Africa's racial past — that shapes my response to post/memory in its latest incarnation as

'new nationalism'. If there is anything that the post-apartheid moment should engender, it is a

scepticism of glib or sanitising explanations of apartheid, such as those propounded by 'new

nationalism' in depicting apartheid as a 'defence mechanism' and playing down the history of

conflict between white Afrikaners and black people by emphasising their 'shared suffering' in

the concentration camps. Moreover, the post-1994 milieu should provoke a healthy suspicion

of all nationalist projects, and a wariness of the related idealisations of the past to fit present

circumstances and views that typically accompany the development of nationalism. In my

view, recycling the post/memory that served and helped propagate a highly racialised

Afrikaner nationalism, so as to now serve an all-inclusive South African nationalism, is deeply

troubling. It also indicates that a true historicization of the remembering and commemoration

project associated with the war and the camps is only just beginning. Alongside this, it seems

to me that post/memory' s persistence and tenaciousness of life in the shape of 'new

nationalism' demonstrates the power of its creation of a mythologised past that is far from

'over and done with' in South Africa. This post/memory still has currency today and continues

to exert a strong influence over what are accepted as the facts and 'the history', and my thesis

makes a small contribution to understanding its dynamics over time.
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